Council Meeting
Agenda & Reports
6 October 2020

Our Vision
A City which values its heritage, cultural diversity,
sense of place and natural environment.
A progressive City which is prosperous, sustainable
and socially cohesive, with a strong community spirit.

1 October 2020

To all Members of the Council
NOTICE OF MEETING

I wish to advise that pursuant to Sections 83 and 87 of the Local Government Act 1999, the next Ordinary Meeting
of the Norwood Payneham & St Peters Council, will be held in the Council Chambers, Norwood Town Hall,
175 The Parade, Norwood, on:
Tuesday 6 October 2020, commencing at 7.00pm.

Please advise Tina Zullo on 8366 4545 or email tzullo@npsp.sa.gov.au, if you are unable to attend this meeting
or will be late.
Yours faithfully

Mario Barone
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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7.1

QUESTIONS WITH NOTICE – AIRBNB ACCOMMODATION – CHANGE IN LAND USE –
SUBMITTED BY CR KESTER MOORHOUSE

REPORT AUTHOR:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

General Manager, Urban Planning & Environment
8366 4501
qA1040
Nil

BACKGROUND
Cr Kester Moorhouse has submitted the following Question with Notice:
There is growing community concern that Airbnb short-term property rentals are unreasonably disruptive for
neighbouring residents. The introduction of an Airbnb can reduce parking spaces available for long-term
residents and some Airbnb host loud parties on an almost weekly basis. Under what circumstances does
setting up an Airbnb short-term rental property represent a change in land use? What power does the Council
have to regulate Airbnb, or similar short-term rentals?

REASONS IN SUPPORT OF QUESTION
Nil

RESPONSE TO QUESTION
PREPARED BY GENERAL MANAGER, URBAN PLANNING & ENVIRONMENT
Short-term accommodation can cause conflict with long term owners and occupants of adjacent premises,
typically with respect to issues such as anti-social behaviour, excessive noise, vandalism, rubbish and car
parking.
The increase of home sharing platforms, particularly that of Airbnb, has led to some uncertainty here in South
Australia and interstate, as to whether development approval is required to rent out a dwelling or portion
thereof.
On 7 June 2016, the former Planning Minister, the Hon. John Rau MP, issued a media release stating:
"The South Australian Government has clarified this position in South Australia for people using their
residential property for short term stays, by making it clear that a person's period of stay in a residential
property should not constitute a 'change in use' under the Development Act."
The Minister’s media release was purported to refer to Building Advisory Notice 04/16, which was issued
in March 2016 by the South Australian Government.
The Advisory Notice asserts that in determining whether a change in land use has occurred, the
Development Act 1993 and Development Regulations 2008, do not consider the frequency of occupation of
the dwelling or ownership or leasing arrangements. The Notice goes on to suggest that unless development
is undertaken to physically alter the dwelling, such that it is no longer a dwelling, it remains a dwelling.
Whilst this might be the case in some circumstances, the Council’s planning solicitors, Norman
Waterhouse, have advised their clients that ‘there will be other situations where renting out a dwelling may
involve a change in use of the dwelling. It is also pertinent to remember that an Advisory Notice is not
legally binding and it would not influence a Court in proceedings where the question of a change of use
was in issue.’
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Norman Waterhouse also provided the following advice:
Change in use?
As the Courts have held for a long time whether a change in use has occurred is a question of fact and degree.
In this scenario, factors relevant in determining whether or not a change of (or additional) use of the land has
occurred may include:


the number of people to be accommodated, and whether they are independent of one another;



the number of rooms rented out;



the length of stay;



whether the accommodation being offered is likely to result in different amenity impacts from the
residential use of the land, including additional noise, car parking, etc;



whether the room(s) have facilities which mean they can operate somewhat independently of the
dwelling, such as separate entrances, en suites, cooking facilities, etc; and



whether services are provided, such as laundry, meals, etc (whether there is a more 'formal' commercial
flavour to the accommodation being offered).

Whilst in many circumstances the renting of rooms or even a whole dwelling would not change the use of
land, if several rooms were being let to people who were not known to one another, or a dwelling had been
altered to create separate entrances and amenities, then a change of use is likely to have occurred. In
relation to a dwelling as a whole, if it was being rented out on a regular basis for short-term accommodation,
then it is also arguable that a change of use has occurred.
We suggest this is the case because the use takes on a more commercial flavour and is likely to result in
different impacts on the amenity of the locality. The ERD Court considered similar issues in The Oaks Hotels
& Resorts Pty Ltd v City of Holdfast Bay & Anor [2010] SAEROC 16 where it was held that the use of
apartments within a residential flat building as serviced apartments was an additional use of land.
Currently, there is no clear legal position in South Australia on the need for planning approval for short term
accommodation offered via home sharing platforms such as Airbnb, particularly where the property owner
remains in occupation for periods of time and Council staff are not aware of any planning law cases in South
Australia, which have specifically considered the short term rental of property via the Airbnb platform.
In 2018, the City of Holdfast Bay wrote to the former Minister for Planning, the Hon. Stephan Knoll MP,
requesting a change to planning laws so that anyone renting out accommodation for less than 28 days,
would be required to apply for Development Approval as a hotel. However, no such changes have been
made to planning laws since this request was submitted.
As things currently stand, planning staff investigate each Airbnb complaint on merit and take into
consideration the relevant facts and circumstances of the particular case, before determining whether a
change in land use has occurred.
Since 2015, planning staff have approved ‘change of land use’ Development Applications for tourist
accommodation for two properties located respectively in College Park and Norwood, a Development
Application for short-term accommodation for a residential property in Hackney and a Development
Application for serviced apartments for a property in Norwood.
The emission of noise principally consisting of music or voices, or both, resulting from an activity at domestic
premises does not constitute a local nuisance under the Local Nuisance and Litter Control Act 2016. As
such, noise complaints of this nature are not regulated by Local Government. Rather, these complaints are
regulated and managed by SAPOL.
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If guests occupying short-term accommodation that has been approved by the council as a commercial land
use (such as tourist accommodation), create noise or any other nuisance to an unreasonable extent, the
Council can issue nuisance abatement notices and fines to the guest(s), the operator and ultimately the
owner of the premises. SAPOL can also attend to noise complaints emanating from commercial properties.
Since the introduction of the Local Nuisance and Litter Control Act 2016, the Council has not issued any
noise abatement notices in relation to noise emissions associated with authorised short term
accommodation operating on a commercial basis and very few complaints have been received about
residential properties which have been rented out via home-sharing platforms such as Airbnb.
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8.1

DEPUTATION – GRENFELL STREET, KENT TOWN – VERGE GARDENS

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4549
qA1041 qA65609
Nil

SPEAKER/S
Ms Kate Eatts

ORGANISATION/GROUP REPRESENTED BY SPEAKER/S
Kent Town Residents Association

COMMENTS
Ms Kate Eatts has written to the Council requesting that she be permitted to address the Council in relation
to the installation of verge gardens in Grenfell Street, Kent Town.
In accordance with the Local Government (Procedures at Meetings) Regulations 2013, Ms Kate Eatts has
been given approval to address the Council.
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9.1

PETITION – GRENFELL STREET, KENT TOWN – VERGE GARDENS

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4549
qA65609
A

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to table a petition which has been received regarding the establishment of verge
gardens in Grenfell Street, Kent Town.
BACKGROUND
The petition, convened by the Kent Town Residents Association, is requesting the Council’s approval for the
installation of verge gardens in Grenfell Street, Kent Town.
A copy of the petition is contained in Attachment A.
The petition has been signed by a total of 32 people who reside or operate a business in Grenfell Street.
In accordance with the Council’s Privacy Policy, the personal information of the petitioners, (ie the street
addresses) have been redacted from the petition. The names of the signatories and the suburb which they
have included on the petition have not been redacted from the petition.
RELEVANT STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS & POLICIES
The relevant Goals contained in CityPlan 2030 are:
Outcome 2: Cultural Vitality
A culturally rich and diverse City, with a strong identity, history and sense of place.
Objectives:
4.
Pleasant, well-designed and sustainable urban environments.
DISCUSSION
Individuals or groups can apply to landscape a verge or multiple verges and all applications are assessed and
determined by staff.
A group of persons wishing to establish several verge gardens, including on verges that are not directly in front
of their own properties, can submit an application form for consideration, provided the applicant has notified
and obtained the consent of the adjacent property owners and occupiers. The Council’s current verge planting
guidelines do not explicitly prohibit groups from landscaping verges that are not directly in front of their own
properties. However, it is considered unreasonable to allow an individual or group, to landscape a verge in
front of a property for which the group has not obtained consent from the adjacent property owners and
occupiers, unless extraordinary circumstances apply.
If the group has not obtained the consent of all affected adjacent property owners and occupiers, then the
current practice is to not allow the planting of the affected verges by the group. That said, the current application
process is flexible enough to enable each application to landscape a verge or multiple verges to be considered
on merit.
Based on the current application assessment practice, in this case, the practical implication would be that the
Kent Town Residents Association would only receive approval to landscape verges for which they have
obtained consent from the adjacent property owners and occupiers. This may result in an ad-hoc appearance
of verges on Grenfell Street. However, this reflects the current situation in Grenfell Street, as some verges are
already planted and cared for, whilst others are treated with dolomite or the area is entirely paved.
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If a permit is issued, the applicant is responsible for all works and costs associated with the planting of the
verge, including the replacement of existing verge material with appropriate soil, and the proper disposal of
any excess material. After planting, it is the group’s ongoing responsibility to maintain the verge garden in a
manner that is safe and tidy. This includes watering, mowing, weeding, pest and disease control, pruning and
replacement of material/plants. It also means ensuring that there are no trip hazards for pedestrians and road
users.
It is also worth noting that if a third party is injured or suffers loss or damage in connection with the landscaped
verge garden, the group responsible for the verge planting will not be covered by the Council’s public risk
insurance. As such, the group will be required to provide evidence of public liability insurance for at least the
amount of $20,000,000.00 for each claim. Where a group is established under the auspices of another
incorporated association (eg. a local residents’ association such as the Kent Town Residents Association), the
name of the group must be listed on the Insurance Certificate of Currency provided by the ‘head’ organisation.
Staff have discussed these matters with the convenor of the petition and have suggested that staff meet with
her in the upcoming weeks to discuss the relevant process associated with the establishment of verge gardens
in Grenfell Street, Kent Town.
RECOMMENDATION
That the petition which has been received regarding the establishment of verge gardens in Grenfell Street
Kent Town be noted and that the convenor of the petition be advised of the Council’s Verge Gardens
Guidelines and Application process.
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10.1

FLOOD STRATEGY – SUBMITTED BY CR FAY PATTERSON

NOTICE OF MOTION:
SUBMITTED BY:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

Flood Strategy
Cr Fay Patterson
qA1039 qA1631
Nil

Pursuant to Regulation 12(1) of the Local Government (Procedures at Meetings) Regulations 2013, the
following Notice of Motion has been submitted by Cr Fay Patterson.
NOTICE OF MOTION
That Council prepare a Flood Strategy to consider flood issues at a broader level than the Drainage Program.
REASONS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
Our Council has adopted a Drainage Program to reduce flood risks and achieve a consistent service level for
flood risk exposure across the council area. However, an engineering-based program does not consider nonengineering factors related to flooding. This creates the potential that the Drainage Program will not satisfy
community expectations.
This is particularly evident regarding the Trinity Valley project, where:


40% of the most at-risk dwellings will continue to flood, with a 20% probability of this occurring in any
one year; 33% at a 5% probability; and 60% at a 1% probability. Under the adopted service level, all
of these dwellings should be protected.



Any property owner who constructs a masonry fence, raised planter beds or similar in the flood area
will affect flow paths and potentially cause new flood issues. As some 217 properties will remain
within the flood area after Drainage Program works, this is a reasonably likely possibility. Those with
outstanding flood risks may even undertake such works to prevent flooding of their properties.

In the First Creek catchment, flood risk for certain properties is managed by delivering 25 sandbags when a
flood is predicted. New products such as Dam Easy are more effective, easier to clean up, reusable, and cost
about $1,000 each.
Meanwhile, the flood issue causing the majority of complaints to Council (being nuisance flooding) is not part
of the Drainage Program, but there is scope for new techniques to improve how we address reported problems
in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency.
A Flood Strategy would consider broader issues and opportunities related to flood protection across the
Council area, including partnering with other agencies and Councils to minimise upstream flows during flood
events and improve flood prediction/modelling.
STAFF COMMENT
PREPARED BY PROJECT MANAGER, ASSETS
The Council’s endorsed Stormwater Drainage Program, has been devised from and is based on the outputs
of three separate Flood Studies. These Flood Sudies have had different foci and provided an overview of
stormwater and flooding within the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters. The Flood Studies which have
been commissioned and undertaken by the Council to develop the endorsed Stormwater Drainage Program
are set out below:


First to Fifth Creeks Floodplain Mapping Project, Tonkin Consulting (2007), which considers creek
flows only and not other valley’s between the creeks;



Eastern Region Stormwater Management Plan, Wallbridge & Gilbert (2016), which considers the
area’s between the creeks and attempts to integrate output with the previous First to Fifth Creeks
Floodplain Mapping Project; and
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Flood Mapping and Management Strategy, Tonkin Consulting (2019), which involved the preparation
an holistic flood map for the City inclusive of all the creeks and valleys, including future predicative
maps associated with infill development and climate change.

Based upon those studies, the resultant Stormwater Drainage Program which has been developed and
endorsed by the Council, attempts to equalise the level of flood protection across the creeks and valleys within
the City. As previously advised, the target level of protection adopted at the concept design phase of the Trinity
Valley Drainage Design does not meet the targeted level of protection for all properties within the catchment.
There are a multitude of characteristics within the catchment which lead to this outcome, with the major factor
being the ability of the existing infrastructure within Second Creek, between Linde Reserve and the River
Torrens outlet, being at capacity. Any works to upgrade this section of Second Creek to enable a greater level
of protection within the Trinity Valley are cost prohibitive.
Following comments which have been received from Elected Members, investigations on alternative flood
protection measures (e.g. deployable barriers such as Dam Easy) at a property level (i.e. individual properties)
within the Trinity Valley were undertaken by the Council’s Consultant (Cardno). Additional risks associated
with individual property scale deployable barriers include:


The landowner/occupier of the building being at home when flooding occurs. It would be expected
that if the flood occurred during the day, many residential properties would not be occupied.



The landowner/occupier has sufficient warning time to deploy the barrier prior to the flood reaching
their property.



The barrier can be found and is in working order.



The barrier is available for use. As these barriers are portable, they could be taken by an owner
when they move to another property. The barriers do not stay with the property, so change of
ownership or occupancy may mean the barrier is no longer available.



Those barriers do not provide a permanent solution for flood mitigation.

Other risks to consider include the type of building construction. For example, vents or housing with timber
flooring can result in stormwater entering through the vents or soil and circumventing the deployable barrier.
The property owner’s willingness and physical ability to be actively involved in the deployment of flood barrier
is a significant impediment, and a risk that cannot be managed on a property by property basis.
An engineered stormwater management solution is a permanent structure that will be passively engaged
during a storm event and will reduce the risk of flooding in an area by providing additional detention and flow
capacity to the network. While the risk of flooding to properties located in a totally built up valley (as opposed
to greenfield sites) will never be totally removed, the depth of flooding will be reduced and in conjunction with
the Council’s existing Sandbag Policy (a copy of which is contained in Attachment A), flood risks will become
more manageable due to reduced depths of water and frequency.
Nuisance flooding typically occurs with stormwater ponding within the kerb gutter and is usually caused by a
build-up of leaf litter or the physical lifting of the kerb and gutter due to tree roots. These issues are not
considered as part of the Stormwater Drainage Program, as these issues are generally maintenance related
issues that are managed through the street sweeping and stormwater pit cleaning programs and reactive
maintenance.
The Council has commenced the deployment of Treenet inlets in conjunction with street tree plantings to
attempt to reduce the long term impacts of tree roots on civil infrastructure by improving the accessibility of soil
moisture to trees and promoting deeper root growth. This program is embedded in the civil infrastructure
program and not as part of the Council’s Stormwater Drainage Program.
The Council is also in the process of liaising with adjoining Councils and the Local Government Association of
South Australia, regarding the management of stormwater across Local Government boundaries.
There is no funding available in the 2020-2021 Budget to undertake the preparation of a flood strategy as
proposed in the Motion.
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11.1

DRAFT SMART CITY PLAN

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

General Manager, Urban Planning & Environment
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4501
qA2055
A–C

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to seek the Council’s endorsement to release the draft Smart City Plan for
community consultation.
BACKGROUND
The Council endorsed the preparation of a Smart City Plan in July 2019.
In December 2019, Delos Delta, a consulting firm with extensive experience in the Smart Cities space, was
appointed to prepare a Smart City Plan for the Council, following an open tender submission and selection
process.
The key objective of the project is to prepare a road map to deliver a connected, technology enabled corporate
environment, where integrated data and soft and hard infrastructure are used to inform the Council’s decision
making, to improve service delivery, activation of the public realm, asset management and also to enhance
two way communication flow and information sharing with the community.
As part of developing the draft Plan, Delos Delta has also reviewed the organisation’s resource and
infrastructure capacity and capabilities to deploy a Smart City Plan.
The consultant has now prepared a draft Smart City Plan and draft Priority Actions Implementation Plan,
following some ‘up-front’ community, staff and key stakeholder consultation and engagement and the Council’s
endorsement to release the draft Smart City Plan for community consultation is now sought.
RELEVANT STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS & POLICIES
The most relevant Outcome, Objectives and Strategies of the Council’s Strategic Management Plan, CityPlan
2030 are set out below:
Outcome 1:
Social Equity
A connected, accessible and pedestrian-friendly community.
Objective 1:
Convenient and accessible services, information and facilities.
Objective 3:
An engaged and participating community.
The implementation of Smart City projects that drive communication flow and information sharing with the
community directly aligns with the Council’s Social Equity Objective of achieving a connected and accessible
community.
Outcome 2:
Cultural Vitality
A culturally rich and diverse city, with a strong identity, history and sense of place.
Objective 5:
Dynamic community life in public spaces and precincts.
The implementation of Smart City projects that contribute to the activation of public spaces or the sustainable
increased use of soft and hard infrastructure fosters a stronger connection with the City and a sense of place.
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Outcome 3:
Economic Prosperity
A dynamic and thriving centre for business and services.
Objective 5:
A local economy supporting and supported by its community.
Smart City initiatives have a role to play in enabling connectivity between citizens and local businesses and
services. The Council can play the role of ‘enabler’ in this space and apply digital technology, or make data
available to improve citizen and business collaboration and inform economic opportunities.
Outcome 4:
Environmental Sustainability
A leader in environmental sustainability.
Objective 2:
Sustainable and efficient management of water, waste, energy and other resources.
Smart City initiatives can allow for real time monitoring and reporting of the Council’s environmental
performance and information exchange with the community on issues of environmental importance. Smart
Irrigation is an example of a project that can improve the efficiency of water use and can reinforce the Council’s
role as a leader in environmental sustainability.
FINANCIAL AND BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
The only financial implications associated with this report relate to some minor advertising costs that will need
to be incurred to promote the draft Smart City Plan during the community consultation period. The required
funding for the advertising will be allocated against the existing $30,000 budget for the project.
It should also be noted that once the final version of the Smart City Plan is endorsed by the Council, any
projects and initiatives relating to the focus areas contained within the Plan will require funding at a future date,
through the Council’s annual budget setting process and or via grant funding.
The Priority Actions Implementation Strategy will be used to assist the Council to determine and allocate future
expenditure to implement the Plan.
EXTERNAL ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS
Not Applicable.
SOCIAL ISSUES
Not Applicable.
CULTURAL ISSUES
Not Applicable.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Not Applicable.
RESOURCE ISSUES
The preparation of the draft Smart City Plan and draft Priority Actions Implementation Plan by Delos Delta,
has been overseen by a Project Steering Committee led by the General Manager, Urban Planning &
Environment and including the Manager, City Services; Manager, Library Services & Lifelong Learning and
the Manager, Information Services.
The General Manager, Urban Planning & Environment will co-ordinate the community consultation process.
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RISK MANAGEMENT
Nil.
COVID-19 IMPLICATIONS
It was initially intended to release the draft Plan for community consultation in April 2020. However, in light of
the COVID-19 pandemic and associated restrictions, the consultation process was put on hold until the second
half of 2020.
Ordinarily, for a draft Plan of this nature, staff would recommend hosting some person to person ‘drop in’
information sessions to enable interested citizens to discuss the draft Plan with Council staff. However, given
the persistent and dynamic nature of the COVID-19 restrictions, the poor response to recently held person to
person ‘drop in’ information sessions as part of the Council’s consultation on the draft City-wide Economic
Development Strategy, and that fact that person to person drop in sessions have already been undertaken as
part of the ‘up front’ development of the draft Smart City Plan, it is proposed not to host person to person ‘drop
in’ information sessions during the consultation period and instead send targeted emails to key stakeholders,
local residents associations, local school and college principals and the like to promote the draft Plan and invite
submissions.

CONSULTATION


Elected Members
An Information Session was held with Elected Members on 10 February 2020 to ‘set the scene’ for the
development of a Smart City Plan and to inform Members of current trends and best practice in the
deployment of Smart City technology locally, regionally and globally. The Information Session included
a presentation by Delos Delta consultants.
An Information Session was also held with the Council’s Business & Economic Development Committee
on 25 February 2020. The General Manager, Urban Planning & Environment provided a presentation to
the Committee and sought the Committee’s ‘up front’ input into the development of a Smart City Plan.



Community
An online survey and two in-person community engagement sessions were held on 18 and 19 February
2020 to gather ‘up front’ community insights into the development of a Smart City Plan to ensure that
the draft Plan is tailored to meet the needs of our community and to identify community priorities and
challenges that can be leveraged or improved through the integration of smart technology and
innovation.
The online community survey received 72 responses.
The comments received through the community engagement workshops and online survey were used to
assist preparation of the draft Smart City Plan and a summary of the community engagement process is
contained in Attachment A.
In accordance with the Council’s endorsed Community Consultation Policy, it is proposed to release the
draft Smart City Plan for community consultation and invite submissions on the draft Plan for a period of
twenty one (21) days.
The draft Plan will be made available for viewing at the Council’s Principal Office at the Norwood Town
Hall and Libraries and a copy will be posted on the Council’s website. Promotion of the draft Plan and
the consultation period will be provided on the Council’s website and social media.
Targeted emails will also be sent to key stakeholders, local residents associations, local school and
college principals to promote the draft Plan and invite submissions.
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Staff
Four (4) ‘up front’ engagement sessions for staff were held in February 2020 and 48 submissions from
staff were received via an online survey.



Other Agencies
Nil.

DISCUSSION
At its core, the term ‘smart city’ typically describes a place where technology is utilised to meet the needs of
society. A smart city leverages new technology, data and innovation to improve liveability, productivity and
sustainability outcomes.
There is an increasing prevalence of smart city policies, plans, strategies and projects across Australia and
globally and the development of a Smart City Plan provides an important connection with Regional, State and
Commonwealth smart city policies as well as an overarching framework to guide the City’s smart city journey.
The Council has already started its smart city journey. There are a number of smart projects, programs and
initiatives already in action across the Council’s operations. These include, among other things, energy
reduction projects, the use of smart device applications such as the ‘my local services app’, the provision of
online council services and information, heat mapping using aerial thermal sensing to inform planning, tree
planting and greening programs to create cooler more liveable places in our community, the use of
smartphones and tablets to conduct inspections, investigations and audits and the recent procurement of an
electric waste collection truck by the Council’s regional waste collection provider, East Waste.
These initiatives provide a strong smart city foundation that the draft Plan builds upon.
The ever-changing nature of community and cultural influences make the City of Norwood Payneham & St
Peters and exciting and dynamic place to live, work and recreate and this can be enhanced further through
the application of smart technology. However, a smart city does not apply technology aimlessly. Rather, smart
cities only ever deploy smart technology with direct aims and objectives to ensure that new technology provides
value for money, a return on investment and improved effectiveness and efficiency of service delivery.
To inform the development of the draft Smart City Plan, key stakeholders from the Council and the community
were engaged through person to person consultation sessions and online surveys.
The results of the community and other key stakeholder engagement and consultation sessions have been
distilled into eight key insights that have helped to shape the proposed strategic themes and priority actions
recommended in the draft Smart City Plan.

These insights include consideration of smart resource management, digital education and training for Council
staff and citizens, using smart technology to enhance mobility outcomes such as parking, wayfinding and
journey planning, deploying smart infrastructure for community use such as high speed public Wi-Fi and
electric vehicle charging stations, providing support for local business, empowering innovation in the
community and leadership from the council and making better use of data to inform decision making.
The draft Smart City Plan has been structured to provide a long term vision, direction and objectives for the
City’s smart future. Figure 1 below outlines the key elements of the draft Plan.
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Figure 1: Key Elements of the draft Smart City Plan

To help realise the Smart City vision described above, the draft Plan is underpinned by five (5) core principles,
which are summarised below and set out in more detail on page 19 of the draft Plan:


Innovation
The City will welcome innovation, encourage new ideas and ways of doing things. We will experiment
and trial new technologies and services.



Sustainability
We will improve the management of our natural resources. New technology, data and innovation will
be deployed to create a more sustainable and resilient city.



Education & Training
We will increase the capability and capacity of our Citizens and empower our community to take part
in smart initiatives through co-design of services.



Collaboration
We will foster a culture of inclusivity and participation.



Security & Transparency
We will use best practice to manage the risks inherent with smart technology and data collection and
ensure only high-value data is collected by smart technology. Security and transparency will help our
City remain a safe and welcoming place.
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The draft Smart City Plan sets out five strategic themes and accompanying objectives and priority action areas.
These themes will ensure that technology and data have a positive impact right across the City and address
key local opportunities and challenges.
The five strategic themes are described in more detail below.
Building a Smart Community
The draft Plan highlights the importance of enhancing digital skills, digital inclusion, digital safety and digital
connectivity for our community. This can be achieved through focussing on initiatives such as promoting local
options for digital skills training, providing digital skills training through our libraries, regularly updating the
Council’s security, privacy and data management policies to reflect international best practice and working with
relevant authorities to enhance community knowledge and practices relating to digital safety/security.
Strengthening the Digital Economy
The draft Plan highlights the importance of building our local digital economy, supporting local innovation and
increasing economic diversity and resilience. This can be achieved through focussing on initiatives such as
enhancing local digital networks and infrastructure, accelerating local innovation, leveraging digital technology
to enhance the experience of local events and improving visitation/tourism data collection and analysis to
inform planning, investment and promotion decisions.
Developing a Smart Council
The draft Plan highlights the need for the Council to design and deliver smart digital services and infrastructure
that are more effective and efficient than traditional service delivery models. This can be achieved through
focussing on initiatives such as developing a holistic Council data platform, designing an organisational
program of data training and development and enacting a smart city performance and accountability
framework.
Securing our Smart & Sustainable Future
The draft Plan highlights the importance of using smart technology to better manage precious resources. This
can be achieved through focussing on initiatives such as smart lighting, smart environmental asset monitoring
and management and delivering on the Council’s involvement in the Local Government Association’s Circular
Procurement Pilot Project.
Facilitating Accessibility & Mobility
The draft Plan highlights the importance of citizens being able to move efficiently around the city and beyond,
being able to access services and participate in social and economic activity. This can be achieved through
focussing on initiatives such as exploring opportunities to implement smart parking, promoting local trials of
innovative mobility devices such as e-bikes and e-scooters and using digital signage to enhance wayfinding
and improve accessibility for pedestrians with a disability.
A copy of the draft Smart City Plan is contained in Attachment B.
The draft Plan has also been supplemented with an Implementation Strategy that focusses on governance
arrangements, funding, collaboration, partnerships and change management. This was a ‘value added’
product beyond the project scope that has been generously prepared and provided by Delos Delta at no extra
charge to the Council.
The Implementation Strategy distils the content of the draft Smart City Plan into suggested priority actions for
the first two years after the final version of the Smart City Plan is adopted. This Strategy is intended for internal
use only and is attached for information purposes only and will not be released for community consultation.
The Implementation Strategy will be a dynamic document, used to guide implementation of the Plan and assist
in moving the Council from being at the beginning to developing stage of our Smart City journey to the
embedding phase of the smart city journey.
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The Implementation Strategy also recognises that implementation will commence within existing Council
budget and resource constraints, in light of the organisation’s resource and infrastructure capacity and
capabilities to deploy a Smart City Plan. Many of the initial priority actions are low cost, governance related
actions that can be implemented within existing resources.
A copy of the Implementation Strategy is contained in Attachment C.
The draft Smart City Plan has been drafted following a thorough ‘up front’ engagement and consultation
process and is considered to be a well-balanced pragmatic roadmap to guide the Council’s smart city journey.
The Council’s endorsement to release the draft Smart City Plan for community consultation is now sought.
OPTIONS
The Council can choose not to endorse the draft Smart City Plan. However, the draft Plan has been prepared
based on the comments which have been received during the targeted ‘up front’ stakeholder and community
engagement and consultation phase, as well as an extensive research of key trends and drivers of smart city
technology. On this basis, it is recommended that the draft Smart City Plan, as contained in Attachment B, be
endorsed by the Council for community consultation and engagement.
CONCLUSION
Technology evolves at an incredibly fast rate and traditional models of service delivery across all spheres of
Government are rapidly becoming obsolete. As new technologies become increasingly available and
accessible at affordable price points, the needs and expectations of our community quickly change to reflect
their use and take up of new technologies. The rise of social media as genuine and legitimate platforms for
engagement, consultation, debate and information sharing is a good example of how new technologies rapidly
change community expectations for service delivery models.
The Council must adapt to change regularly and the adoption of a Smart City Plan provides a robust, dynamic
framework to facilitate the adoption of tested and innovative new technologies, to enhance the Council’s
efficient and effective service provision and community wellbeing.
COMMENTS
Nil.
RECOMMENDATION
1.

That the draft Smart City Plan, contained in Attachment B to this report, be endorsed for community
consultation and engagement.

2.

That the Chief Executive Officer be authorised to make any editorial changes to the draft Smart City Plan,
as necessary, to finalise the document in a form suitable for community consultation and engagement.
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A1

Smart City Plan
Community Engagement Summary

A2

Community Engagement Summary
Introduction
In December 2019 the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters (the Council) engaged Delos Delta to assist in
the development of a Smart City Plan. To ensure the Plan accurately reflects the opportunities and challenges
of the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters (‘the City’ – referring to the entire municipality), targeted
stakeholder engagement was conducted in February 2020.

Stakeholder engagement aimed to gather key insights from the Council and the community about smart city,
digital technology and innovation. Engagement was based around dedicated face-to-face engagement sessions
for distinct stakeholder groups (pre-COVID-19). These sessions were supplemented by two wide-reaching
online surveys, for Council staff and the broader community.

The online Community Survey received 72 responses, while the Council Staff Survey received 48. Stakeholder
sessions were conducted for the following Distinct stakeholder groups:
 Project Team

 Council Staff (General)

 Council Executive Leadership Team (ELT)

 Key Internal Stakeholders

 Councillor and Executive Staff

 Business and General Public

The insights from this engagement enabled Council and Delos Delta to develop a Smart City Plan that is directly
tailored to the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters.

BROOK DIXON (DELOS DELTA MANAGING DIRECTOR) PRESENTING TO COUNCIL STAFF ON 18 FEBRUARY 2020

Community Engagement Summary
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Community Survey Snapshot
The Community Survey aimed to identify community priorities and challenges that can be leveraged or improved
through the integration of smart technology and innovation. The following section outlines community responses
to three key questions relating to the development of the Smart City Plan. [Note – data in the following graphs
has been normalised].
Strategic Objectives
Respondents were asked to select the top three strategic objectives that they think should be prioritised in
the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters’ Smart City Plan.

Smart technology for sustainability
Enhanced community engagement and participation
Supporting local innovation

Better usage of public spaces
Making the economy more diverse and resilient
Improved local services
Smarter decision making and use of data
Developing our city’s reputation and brand
Other (please specify)
Improving mobility

0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

16%

18%

When asked about priority objectives for the Smart City Plan, the most common response from the community
was ‘smart technology for sustainability’. This response shows that the people of Norwood Payneham & St
Peters are passionate about the environment and sustainability.
One of the key stakeholder engagement themes (presented on page 6) is ‘Environment & Sustainability’, which
is supported by the community response to this question. A number of ‘other’ responses also mentioned the
environment, affirming sustainability as a key community objective.
Less than 4% of respondents chose ‘improving mobility’ in their top three strategic objectives. However, a large
number of ‘other’ responses specifically relate to mobility. These include mention of EV charging infrastructure,
smart parking, public transport, cyclist and pedestrian access and more. This sentiment is reflected in the
following chart, that shows smart parking as the second most valuable smart city initiative as identified by the
community.

Community Engagement Summary
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Most Valuable Initiatives
Respondents were asked to select the top three smart city initiatives/technology that they think offer the most
value to NPSP.

Smart resource management (e.g. waste, water, energy)
Smart parking (e.g. real time availability)
Smart environmental/biodiversity management and
monitoring

Smart street-lighting (e.g. real time management,
dimming, and integrated networks)
CCTV and other technology for safety
Wi-Fi and other digital networks
Business and innovation programs
Smart buildings/developments/precincts
Digital community engagement platforms and
applications
Digital training and capacity building
Other (please specify)
Local smart/co-working facilities
Data collection, sharing and analysis

0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10% 12% 14% 16% 18%

Responses to the above question indicate ‘smart resource management’ is considered the most valuable smart
city initiative, closely followed by ‘smart parking’ and ‘smart environmental/biodiversity management and
monitoring’.

With sustainability initiatives covering two of the top three rated initiatives, this result re-affirms community
support for using smart technology to improve environmental sustainability. It also reveals the community
sentiment towards smart parking as a means for enhancing mobility.

Respondents found data collection, training and smart working facilities less valuable. As data collection is a key
foundation of a smart city, results suggest the community needs to be informed of the multitude of means by
which value that can be created from data collection and analysis.

Community Engagement Summary
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Smart City Concerns
Respondents were asked to select the top three concerns they had about the integration of smart city
and digital technology in NPSP.

Cyber hacking
Cost
Loss of Privacy

Impact on human interaction
Digital literacy
Good user experience
Inability to access and use technology
None
Other (please specify)
I am not confident using technology
0%
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16%

18%

The community survey revealed the most prominent concerns regarding smart city integration were ‘cyber
hacking’, ‘cost’ and ‘loss of privacy’. This result is consistent with smart city concerns of communities across
Australia, and the globe, (based on Delos Delta’s experience in working with over 50 Councils across Australia).
‘Impact on human interaction’ was the fourth highest concern. This result shows that residents want to preserve
face-to-face connection and human interaction amidst the integration of technology into Council operations. This
sentiment has also gained new significance since the occurrence of the COVID-19 pandemic.
While less respondents indicated concern for digital literacy and user experience, a number of ‘Other’ responses
made specific mention of these. This moderate-low level of concern for digital literacy suggests the community
are confident in using technology, but are uncertain of their digital literacy skills in relation to smart technology.

Community Engagement Summary
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Key Stakeholder Engagement Themes
The Key Themes from engagement outline the priority areas of strength, key concerns, and significant
opportunities for Smart City development in Norwood Payneham & St Peters. These findings reflect the
priorities and concerns of both the Council and the community, and are outlined below.

Environment & Sustainability
• Smart resource management, environmentally sustainable
development and effective management of parks and green space
are priorities for our City. Outcomes such as enhanced water and
electricity monitoring, and smart waste management, can be
achieved through the application of smart technologies in our City.

Digital Education & Training
• Stakeholder engagement revealed a lack of clarity surrounding the
overall smart city message – and uncertainty about the different
levels of digital literacy in the community. Awareness and buy-in for
smart city initiatives can be enhanced through ongoing
communication, smart city education programs and digital literacy
training.

Smart Mobility
• Mobility outcomes, such as parking, wayfinding and journeyplanning, were identified as areas of our City that can be enhanced
through smart technology. The availability of real-time data,
collected from smart sensors and devices, can be used to enhance a
range of smart mobility outcomes in our City.

Smart Policy and Reform
• Targeted reform, and dedication to innovative and agile policy, will
form key aspects of our Smart City Plan. To best enable change in
our City, and implement 'smart cities' into business as usual (BAU),
the Council will work to modernise its policies, practices and
operational frameworks.

Community Engagement Summary
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Smart Infrastructure
• Both the Council and community are excited by smart infrastructure that
integrates innovative technologies into physical assets. Applications such
as free high-speed public Wi-Fi, electric vehicle (EV) charging stations and
smart lighting systems, can actively enhance the amenity of our City.

Business Support & Partnerships
• Support for local businesses will be a central aspect of our Smart City
Plan. To enhance the local economy, and provide agile smart city
outcomes for the community, the Council can establish dedicated smart
city partnerships. These partnerships can be with local businesses and
key industry such as Telcos, technology vendors, and more.

Innovation Leadership
• Frameworks for empowering innovation in the community, and leadership
from the Council, are priorities for our City. Strong internal leadership and
smart city governance frameworks will enhance Council decision-making,
while the empowerment of local champions in the community will support
the long-term success of our smart city.

Data Usage and Sharing
• Clear and visible collection and management of data is vital for the
success of our future Smart City. Well-defined policies for smart city data
management, combined with key data management skills and capabilities,
will enable our City to enhance decision making and create strong
business cases for future smart city investment.

Developing the Smart City Plan
This Engagement Summary presents a brief snapshot of the conversations, consultations and questions asked,
that will inform the development of an effective Smart City Plan for the City. The key themes from engagement
were integrated throughout the Smart City Plan to ensure the voice of the Council and community is heard.

Community Engagement Summary
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Kaurna Acknowledgement
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
acknowledges that this land is the traditional
land of the Kaurna people and that we
respect their spiritual connection with their
country. We also acknowledge the Kaurna
people as the custodians of the greater
Adelaide region and that their cultural and
heritage beliefs are still important to the
living Kaurna people today.
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Welcome to the Smart City Plan

Name

Welcome to the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters’
Smart City Plan!
Name
Position

Name

This sounds good! … But what exactly is a ‘smart city’?

Name
Position

Name

Great question! For the City of Norwood Payneham &
St Peters, being a ‘smart city’ means making the most
of technology, data and innovation to make our city even
better, improving the wellbeing and quality of life for our
community!

Name

Great! What do you mean by ‘better’?

Name

Better right across the quadruple-bottom-line – social,
cultural, environmental and economic! A city that is more
liveable. More sustainable. More creative. And a city that
has more economic opportunities.

Name

Got it! But what are some specific examples of a ‘smart
city’ in action?

City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters Smart City Plan
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Name

There are so many! Here’s a few common examples.
Free public Wi-Fi. Digital services provided by Council.
Smart parking systems giving real-time info about parking
availability, and irrigation systems using moisture sensors
to optimise watering.

Name

Ok! Where does this ‘smart city’ concept come from?

Name

Cities have always used technology to improve –
sanitation, electricity and mass transit are obvious
examples. In the digital age, cities right around the world
are now leveraging digital tech, data and innovation to
create ‘smart cities’.

Name

This all sounds positive. Are there any challenges we’ll
need to manage?

Name

Excellent question! All technology comes with benefits
and challenges. To be a ‘smart city’ we’ll need to ensure
digital inclusion, cyber-security, citizen privacy, tech trust,
and excellent user-experience. We’ll use best practice
standards and keep talking to our community to make
technology work for us.

Name

How do I stay up to date with smart city progress for
Norwood Payneham & St Peters?

Name

Easy! Just google the Council’s smart city webpage,
www.npsp.sa.gov.au/smart_city. If you’d like to get
involved or submit an enquiry, email the Council’s smart
city team at smartcityplan@npsp.sa.gov.au.
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Introduction
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is one of Adelaide’s most desirable
places to live, do business and visit.

Our City is well regarded as a progressive,
sustainable, socially cohesive community
that harbours a strong community spirit.
With distinct tree-lined streets,
contemporary community facilities, the
River Torrens Linear Park and vibrant
‘The Parade’ retail and commercial precinct,
our City embraces its natural beauty and
environment. Our ever-changing community
and cultural influences make the City of
Norwood Payneham & St Peters an exciting
hub for innovation, business and growth.
This Smart City Plan is one of the key
mechanisms for unlocking greater
organisational and community growth in
a sustainable, connected and progressive
manner. Supported by an engaged and active
community, our City is in a strong position to
make the most of current and future smart
city opportunities.

City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters Smart City Plan

What is a Smart City?
The unique nature of people means a ‘smart city’ is something
different to everyone. Around the world, the term ‘smart city’ typically
describes a place where technology is utilised to meet the needs
of society.
A smart city leverages new technology, data and innovation to
improve liveability, productivity and sustainability outcomes.
This includes embedding technology within the city in the form of
sensors, Internet of things (IoT) connectivity and other information
gathering infrastructure. However, a smart city goes further than
just the software, platforms and devices. A smart city is one that is
citizen‑centric and adjusts to best serve its people.
Citizens of a smart city are both co-designers and users.
Online engagement, cooperative data management and collaborative
innovation are the foundations of policy reform, and strategy design
in a smart city. A smart city does not apply technology aimlessly, it is
only ever deployed with direct aims and objectives.
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‘Smart city’ describes a place
where technology is utilised to
meet the needs of society.
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Smart City Context
This Smart City Plan sits in a broad strategic context.
This context ranges from international best practice such as the ISO Smart City Standards, down
to local planning policies such as the Council’s City Plan 2030. The Council has designed this
Plan to leverage smart city insights and lessons, based on the following policies and initiatives.

Lot Fourteen
Innovation Hub

30 Year Plan for
Greater Adelaide

An annual conference that
brings together the global
smart city and innovation
network to educate,
share knowledge and
promote smart solutions
from smart cities all over
the world.

The Australian Government’s
$50 million Smart Cities and
Suburbs Program (conducted
from 2017 – 2019) supported the
delivery of innovative smart city
projects that aimed to improve
the liveability, productivity
and sustainability of cities and
towns across Australia.

The 30-Year Plan for
Greater Adelaide
describes the State
Government’s plan
for how Adelaide
will grow to become
more liveable,
competitive and
sustainable. It will
guide the long-term
growth of the city and
its surrounds over the
next 30 years.

City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters Smart City Plan

SA Budget Strategic Directions

STATE

In 2017, ISO released
international smart city
standards, developed by smart
city experts from across the
globe. These standards present
guidelines for smart city success
along with key targets, objectives
and desired outcomes of smart
city development.

In the absence of a Strategic Plan
for South Australia, South Australia’s
strategic priorities and policy
commitments are set via the South
Australian Budget process. These
priorities include economic and social
development, international relations
and strengthening our digital economy.

REGIONAL

Smart Cities and
Suburbs Program

ISO Smart City Standards
INTERNATIONAL

Lot Fourteen is a sevenhectare neighbourhood
designed to foster
innovation, creative
thinking, bold ideas,
research, art and culture.
It is located on the site
of the former Royal
Adelaide Hospital, in the
Adelaide CBD.

Smart Cities Expo
World Forum
NATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL

Policies &
Initiatives

The Australian
Government Department
of Prime Minister and
Cabinet released the
‘Smart Cities Plan’ in
2016 outlining the need
for Australian cities
to remain productive,
accessible and liveable.

STATE

NATIONAL

Australian Smart
Cities Plan

B9

The Smart Cities Framework
for Metropolitan Adelaide was
developed by the Local Government
Association SA in collaboration with
19 councils, universities, the private
sector and State Government. A
communication tool that describes
smart cities principles, the framework
helps councils to embed smart
cities into planning, administration
and operations.

The Parade Masterplan

LOCAL

REGIONAL

Metropolitan Adelaide Smart
City Framework

The Parade, Norwood is more than just a street in the City of
Norwood Payneham & St Peters. It is both a destination and
a key link from the Eastern suburbs into the CBD of Adelaide.
The Masterplan seeks to build on the character and unique
qualities of The Parade and provides a vibrant vision for the future.
A more pedestrian friendly and accessible environment, seamless
integration of new lighting, enhanced street furniture, public art,
street trees and digital signage are all part of an enriched and lively
Parade in the future.

CityPlan 2030: Shaping Our Future

A City for All Citizens 2018–2022

The Smart City Plan aligns with Council’s City Plan 2030: Shaping
Our Future and adds to the following Community Well-being
outcomes:

The Council’s Access and Inclusion
Strategy A City for All Citizens, aims
to improve opportunities for inclusion
and accessibility throughout the City
for citizens of all ages, abilities and
backgrounds. The strategy recognises
the importance of family, community,
culture and ageing in place. The
strategy also guides future planning,
decision making and resource
allocation for the provision of inclusive
and accessible services and programs
for all citizens.

» Convenient and accessible services, information and facilities
LOCAL

» An engaged and participating community
» A strong, healthy, resilient and inclusive community
2. Cultural Vitality
» An artistic, creative, cultural and visually interesting City
» Dynamic community life in public spaces and precincts
3. Economic Prosperity
» A local economy supporting, and supported by, its community

LOCAL

1. Social Equity

4. Environmental Sustainability
» Sustainable and efficient management of water, waste, energy
and other resources

Other Key Council Strategies, Plans and Policies
» Development Plan and Planning &
Design Code
» City wide Cycling Plan
» Connecting People to Places – An Age
Friendly Wayfinding Strategy

» Recreation and Open Space
Infrastructure and Asset Management
Plan
» Youth Development Strategy
» Ageing Strategy

» Better Living Better Health: Regional
Public Health & Wellbeing Plan
» City-Wide Economic Development
Strategy (currently being drafted)
» Kent Town Economic Development
Strategy 2020–2025
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Snapshot of Our City
This Smart City Snapshot outlines various strengths, challenges
and opportunities for the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters.
One of the unique aspects of the City
of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is
our strong focus on the ‘fourth pillar’ of
Community Well-being – Cultural Vitality.
You only have to visit our City a few
times to understand that our City is a
place of immense cultural diversity and
embracement of international culture
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
has an ageing community, but that does not
inhibit our ability to become a smart city.
Senior citizens are often wrongly assumed
to have low technical skills and abilities
when it comes to using technology and the
internet. It is often this demographic that
can benefit the most from digital technology,
for example, connecting with family through
video-chat and smart devices.

Our citizens are part of a community that
thrives on inter-personal connection and
interaction. Using smart technology to
enhance, and not replace, this face-to-face
interaction, will be the true measure of a
smart City of Norwood Payneham & St
Peters.
While not presenting an exhaustive list
of smart city indicators and measures,
the following snapshot outlines some of the
key statistics that make our City unique.

Community

Connectivity

Employment

37,056

81.9%

26,395

100%

6.7%

POPULATION*

INTERNET ACCESSED
FROM DWELLING^

10,697

PERSONS BORN OVERSEAS

^

40.3
MEDIAN AGE^

MOBILE COVERAGE#

5.8/6

MOBILE INTERNET
ACCESS QUALITY #
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LOCAL JOBS^

UNEMPLOYMENT
RATE ^

Health &
Social Care
LARGEST INDUSTRY^
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Education

Income

Local Economy

24.2%

$899

6,570

POPULATION WITH
BACHELOR DEGREE ^

64.4%

POPULATION COMPLETED
YEAR 12 OR EQUIVALENT^

MEDIAN WEEKLY
EQUIVALISED TOTAL
HOUSEHOLD INCOME^

$51,312

LOCAL BUSINESSES^

185

BUSINESS ENTRIES
AND EXITS^

MEDIAN TOTAL INCOME^

*Australian Bureau of Statistics, Regional Population Growth, 2018-2019, Australia (3218.0)
^
Australian Bureau of Statistics, Norwood Payneham St Peters (C) (LGA) (45290)
#
Regional Australia Institute, InSight, Norwood Payneham St Peters SA (LGA)
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Current Smart City Initiatives
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters has already started its smart city
journey. There are a number of smart projects, programs and initiatives already
in action across the Council. These initiatives represent the strong smart city
foundation that this Smart City Plan will build-upon.

My Local Services App

Energy Reduction
The Council has made a strong commitment to reduce the energy
consumption of its buildings/infrastructure. This commitment is
translating into a number of tangible actions:
» Installation of solar
photovoltaic panels on
buildings

» Transition to LED street
lighting from mercury vapour
lights

» Use of thermal blankets at
both council owned and
operated swimming pools

» Installation of energyefficiency appliances

» Use of sensor-activated
lighting

An application for smart phones,
developed by the Local Government
Association of South Australia that delivers
information on recycling and waste
collection, parks, points of interest and
more. It also allows you to report local
maintenance issues
and receive news
from participating
authorities.

» Air-conditioning and
refrigeration upgrades

Online Council Services & Information
Dogs and Cats Online
A database of dogs and cats that
reside in South Australia. The
system allows easy registration
renewal and information for pet
owners.

E-Planning Portal
An online development
application (DA) register to be
launched across South Australia
in September 2020. The Portal
will enable the real-time tracking
of progress and status for DA’s
and will be used as an online
assessment platform for the
Council’s DA Assessment team.
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Heat Mapping using Aerial
Thermal Sensing
Heat mapping identifies the hottest areas
across the Council and is used to inform
planning, tree planting and greening
programs to create cooler more liveable
places in our community. For more
information, please visit www.npsp.sa.gov.
au/article/view/1004
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Smart Project Showcase
Low Emission Fleet Transition Plan
In response to a number of emerging trends, most
notably climate change, the Council is investigating
a more fuel efficient and cost-effective vehicle fleet.
The Council will investigate the transition of its
entire fleet of passenger and operational vehicles
to low or zero emission vehicles as those vehicles
come to the end of their lease terms or operational
life cycle.
The investigations will also examine the
procurement of electric vehicle charging facilities.
Smart charging stations have the ability to not only
monitor charging but demonstrate the volume and
time demands of the fleet.

Spectrum Spatial Analyst (SSA)
Layers of information about the Council's projects and
operations are shown spatially on one map, providing
at-call information to customer service staff to assist
customers and utility providers with enquiries. SSA
aerial images, in combination with google street view,
are also used by council staff to verify the location of
existing infrastructure on public and private land.

Smart Tablets

Smart Library Services
The Council has a number of smart/
innovative library services that allow ease-ofuse and increased accessibility for important
information across libraries in the our City
and across South Australia. These include:
» SA Libraries One Card Network
» Libraries SA App
» Radio Frequency Identification Systems
for Libraries

Council staff use
smartphones/tablets to
conduct inspections,
investigations and
complete audit compliance
checklists. This has enabled
the up-loading of real-time,
accessible data from the
field to the Council’s record
management system,
which has unlocked
significant coordination and
efficiency benefits.

Electric Waste
Collection Truck
The Council’s waste
provider, East Waste, has
purchased South Australia’s
first electric waste vehicle
and is installing a 30kw
solar system at its depot to
provide renewable energy to
power the truck. For more
information, visit www.
eastwaste.com.au/firstelectric-powered-collectiontruck-for-sa

Connected Cities
A network of gateways and sensors that enables devices to
communicate with each other and real time information sharing
– a crucial foundational element of a smart city. This low powered
network spans metropolitan Adelaide and is being rolled out by a
partnership of Local Government authorities.
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Engagement Insights
To assist with the development of this Smart City Plan, key
stakeholders from the Council and community were engaged
through dedicated consultation sessions and online surveys.
Stakeholder groups included the Council’s Elected Members, Council staff and executives,
and members of the community. Results of stakeholder engagement have been distilled into
eight key insights that are presented below. These ideas and insights have helped to shape the
priorities and themes in this Smart City Plan.

Environment & Sustainability

Digital Education & Training

Smart resource management,
environmentally sustainable development
and effective management of parks and
green space are priorities for our City.
Outcomes such as enhanced water and
electricity monitoring, and smart waste
management, can be achieved through the
application of smart technologies in our City.

Stakeholder engagement revealed a lack
of clarity surrounding the overall smart city
message – and concern about the perceived
lack of digital literacy in the community.
Awareness and buy-in for smart city
initiatives can be enhanced through ongoing
communication, smart city education
programs and digital literacy training.

Smart Mobility

Smart Policy and Reform

Mobility outcomes such as parking,
wayfinding and journey-planning were
identified as areas of our City that can be
enhanced through smart technology. The
availability of real-time data, collected from
smart sensors and devices, can be used to
enhance a range of smart mobility outcomes
in our City.

Targeted reform, and dedication to innovative
and agile policy, are priorities for our City. To
enable change in our City, and implement
‘smart cities’ into business as usual
(BAU), the Council will work to modernise
its policies, practices and operational
frameworks.

Smart Infrastructure

Business Support & Partnerships

Engagement revealed that both the
Council and community are excited
by smart infrastructure that integrates
innovative technologies into physical assets.
Applications such as free high-speed public
Wi-Fi, electric vehicle (EV) charging stations
and smart lighting systems, can actively
enhance the amenity of our City.

Support for local businesses is a priority
for our City. To support the local economy,
and provide agile smart city outcomes for
the community, the Council can establish
dedicated smart city partnerships. These
partnerships can be with local businesses
and key industry such as Telcos, technology
vendors, and more.

City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters Smart City Plan
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Top 5
Community Strategic Objectives
from Stakeholder Engagement
1

Smart technology for sustainability

2

Enhanced community engagement
and participation

3

Supporting local innovation

4

Better usage of public space

5

Making the economy more diverse
and resilient

Community Concerns about
Smart City Technology

Innovation Leadership
Strong frameworks for empowering
innovation in the community and leadership
from the Council, are priorities for the
Council. Strong internal leadership and
smart city governance frameworks within
the Council, and the empowerment of local
champions in the community, will support
the long-term success of our smart city.

Data Usage and Sharing
Clarity and visibility of data collection and
management is a priority for our City.
Well-defined policies for smart city data
management, combined with key data
management skills and capabilities, will
enable our City to enhance decision making
and create strong business cases for future
smart city investment.

1

Cyber hacking

2

Costs

3

Loss of Privacy

4

Impact on human interaction

5

Digital literacy

Council Smart City Strengths
1

Focussing on better outcomes for
the community

2

Communications and promotion

3

Continuous improvement

4

Openness to discussion and new
ideas

5

Training and development
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Overview of Plan
The Smart City Plan sets the long term vision, direction and objectives for
our future as a smart city. key elements of the Plan are summarised in the
diagram below.

Principles

Strategic
Themes
VISION

The City of Norwood Payneham
& St Peters will use high‑value
smart technology and
innovation to enhance the
sustainability, vibrancy and
liveability of the City.
Priority Action
Areas

Monitoring &
Evaluation

Implementation
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Vision & Principles
Smart City Vision

The City of Norwood Payneham &
St Peters will use high-value smart
technology and innovation to enhance
the sustainability, vibrancy and
liveability of the City.

Guiding
Principles
To help realise our smart city vision
this Plan will be guided by five
core principles. These principles
will shape smart city thinking and
action, ensure community focus,
and allow us to adapt to new
opportunities and risks.

City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters Smart City Plan

Innovation

Sustainability

The Council welcomes
innovation. We will encourage
new ideas and ways of doing
things in our city. We will
experiment, testing and trialling
new technologies and services.
We will build innovation
capacity and confidence.
Innovation will ensure our
City makes the most of new
technologies, creating jobs and
opportunities into the future.

The Council is committed to
sustainability. We will mitigate
and adapt to climate change.
We will conserve and protect
our environment. We will
improve the management of
our natural resources. We will
empower our community to
advance sustainability. New
technology, data and innovation
will be deployed to create a
more sustainable and resilient
city.
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Education & Training

Collaboration

Security & Transparency

The Council is devoted to
smart city education and
training. We will increase
the smart city capability and
capacity of our citizens. We
will empower our community
to take part in smart initiatives.
We will unlock community
potential through co-design
of services. Education and
training will enable our citizens
to play a key role in the
development of our smart city.

The Council embraces
collaboration. We will place our
citizens at the centre of smart
planning and development.
We will foster a culture of
inclusivity and participation.
We will encourage all local
stakeholders to participate
in our smart city journey.
Collaboration, inclusivity
and participation will ensure
our smart city development
remains aligned with local
priorities in our City.

The Council is committed to
privacy and security. We will
use best practice to manage
the risks inherent with smart
technology and data collection.
We will use robust frameworks
to ensure that only high-value
data is collected by smart
technology. We will foster open
and transparent conversation
with our community. Security
and transparency will help
our City to remain a safe and
welcoming place.
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Strategic Themes &
Objectives
This Smart City Plan is built upon five strategic
themes, and accompanying objectives and
priority action areas.
These themes will ensure that technology and data have a positive
impact right across the entire City, and address key local opportunities
and challenges.

Building a Smart Community
Smart tech for people and communities. This is the essence of a smart city; a principle this Plan
is founded upon. This Plan commits to digital skills, digital inclusion, digital safety, and digital
connectivity for our community. Our intent is to empower people and community, providing
more opportunities to participate, collaborate, and connect.

OBJECTIVES

Priority Action Areas will include…
Improve digital
skills and literacy
of the community

» Promote local options for digital skills training

Increase
community
awareness and
engagement with
smart city projects

» Develop a smart city communication and engagement plan

Strengthen
democratic
processes and
participation

» Investigate international best practice in ‘digital democracy’ and identify high value options for our City

Advance digital
inclusion

» Investigate and identify key areas of digital exclusion

Improve digital
safety and security

» Regularly update Council’s security, privacy and data management policies to reflect international best
practice

» Investigate opportunities to deliver targeted digital skills training through local libraries

» Embed points of community problem solving, co-design, and feedback in smart city projects

» Develop a roadmap for leveraging digital tech and data to enhance community engagement and
participation

» Develop a digital inclusion framework to promote technology access, equity, and benefit

» Work with relevant authorities to enhance community knowledge and practices relating to digital
safety/security
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Strengthening the Digital Economy
Digital and economy are increasingly synonymous. Every sector of the economy requires digital
skills and technology. And digital tech, data and innovation are creating new industries and jobs.
This Plan commits to building our digital economy, supporting local innovation, and increasing
economic diversity and resilience.

OBJECTIVES

Priority Action Areas will include…
Increase the digital
capacity and
profile of local
businesses

» Promote high-value digital skills programs and events for local businesses

Enhance local
digital networks
and infrastructure

» Investigate options to increase the coverage and use of local Internet of Things (IoT) and free public
Wi-Fi networks

» Develop a digital transformation ‘cheat-sheet’ for business

» Work with the private sector and other governments to ensure high-quality internet and mobile
connectivity across the City
» Examine options to improve the integration of smart tech into new developments, buildings and
precincts

Accelerate local
innovation activity
and outcomes

» Investigate options to consolidate and advance the local innovation eco-system (e.g. via a dedicated
innovation network)

Promote City
visitation and
tourism outcomes

» Improve visitation/tourism data collection and analysis to inform planning, investment and promotion

» Develop an innovation framework to support local innovation activity (e.g. via innovative procurement,
‘living lab’ provisions, etc.)

» Leverage digital tech to promote and enhance the experience of local events, art installations, nature
trails and businesses
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Developing a Smart Council
To advance this Smart City Plan, the Council is committed to leading by example. We will design
and deliver smart/digital services and infrastructure that are more efficient and effective. We will
increase our internal innovation skills and smart tech capacity. We will leverage data to improve
city planning and decision-making. We will work with the community to promote transparency,
engagement, communication and participation.

OBJECTIVES

Priority Action Areas will include…
Make it easier
to do business
and engage with
Council

» Prepare a roadmap for expanding and enhancing digital services

Increase data
management
capabilities of
Council

» Develop a data management framework for Council

Promote smart city
coordination and
delivery

» Establish Council’s internal smart city leadership, governance, structures and resourcing

Position Council
for smart city
success

» Design a program of smart city training and development

» Develop innovative/digital procurement policies and processes
» Investigate digital/smart options for improving community engagement and participation

» Explore options to create holistic Council data platform (e.g. https://data.sa.gov.au/)
» Design an organisational program of data training and development

» Develop a smart city performance and accountability framework

» Prepare and enact a smart city communications strategy
» Develop a Council innovation framework

City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters Smart City Plan
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Securing our Smart & Sustainable Future
A smart city is a sustainable city. A smart city optimises use of precious natural resources.
A smart city mitigates and adapts to climate change. A smart city values and protects the natural
environment. The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is committed to a sustainable future.
Smart technology, data and innovative solutions will be integral to realising this vision.

Priority Action Areas will include…
Improve resource
management

» Collaborate with East Waste to investigate options for integrating smart technology/systems into
existing waste management services
» Explore options for smart lighting systems/infrastructure in our City
» Advocate for and promote the use of smart meters (e.g. for energy and water)

OBJECTIVES

» Identify opportunities to expand intelligent irrigation
Enhance smart
environmental
and sustainability
monitoring/
management

» Assess existing environmental and sustainability data collection and monitoring

Improve the usage
and amenity of
public and green
spaces

» Integrate digital technology into parks and green spaces to improve amenity, sustainability and safety

Promote smart
sustainability
(policies, practices
and partnerships)

» Integrate smart city principles/actions into Council’s existing sustainability strategies

» Develop a roadmap for smart environmental/sustainability monitoring and management

» Leverage smart data collection to improve planning and management of parks and public space

» Promote Council’s involvement in the LGA Circular Procurement Pilot Project
» Explore opportunities for smart/sustainable innovations and partnerships
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Facilitating Accessibility & Mobility
A smart city is founded on connection – the ability of people to move efficiently around
the city (and beyond), accessing services and participating in social and economic activity.
Smart technology, big data and innovative transport options are transforming movement and
mobility for cities around the world. The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is committed to
making the most of these opportunities, delivering better transport and accessibility outcomes for
our community.

OBJECTIVES

Priority Action Areas will include…
Improve smart
mobility options/
outcomes

» Explore opportunities to scale-up existing smart parking efforts

Make streets more
pedestrian friendly

» Use data, digital signage, real-time information (etc.) to improve pedestrian outcomes

» Promote local trials of innovative mobility solutions (e.g. autonomous vehicles)
» Facilitate smart mobility options (e.g. micro-mobility, active travel, green transport)

» Leverage digital tech and smart design to improve accessibility for pedestrians with a disability
» Collaborate with citizens to co-design smarter streets

Reduce congestion
and negative traffic
impacts

» Improve real-time monitoring and management of local traffic

Enhance public
transport options/
outcomes

» Advocate for smarter public transport policies and services

» Promote smart/remote/flexible working to reduce commuting
» Facilitate uptake of electric vehicles (EV) and roll-out of EV charging infrastructure

» Work with the LGASA to explore options for integrated smart transport in metropolitan Adelaide

City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters Smart City Plan
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Delivering the Plan
Implementation Strategy
To deliver this Smart City Plan, the Council will also develop a supporting
implementation strategy addressing:
» Leadership

» Safety, privacy and security

» Governance

» Monitoring and evaluation

» Policy and process

» Communication and promotion

» Budget and resourcing

» Advocacy

» Partnerships

» Ongoing risk management

» Community participation
Based on these principles, the Council will enact a dedicated Smart City Action Plan. The Action
Plan will guide the smooth and efficient delivery of smart city outcomes for our City.
Critical to this implementation strategy will be a dedicated Smart City Action Plan, identifying
priority actions, millstones and accountability. This Action Plan will be reviewed and updated
annually, with progress reported online.
Our smart city implementation strategy will take a holistic approach, balancing:
» Design and delivery of high-priority smart city projects and investments
» Ongoing community and stakeholder engagement
» Development of smart city policies, guidelines and standards

Securing funding, leveraging partnerships and leading change, will be critical drivers of smart city progress:

Smart City Funding

Collaboration & Partnerships

Change Management

The digital revolution is changing
traditional business models, with
advertising, big data, and cyberphysical assets offering new modes
of funding and financing. Moreover,
there will be ongoing opportunities
to secure funding from the South
Australian and the Australian
Governments. Council is committed
to investigating and leveraging a
range of funding models to advance
our smart city agenda.

To build a smarter city requires the
coordinated effort of many people,
businesses, governments and
organisations. Council is committed
to fostering productive smart
city partnerships that accelerate
investment and deliver better digital
projects. We are also committed
to ongoing collaboration with our
community to identify emerging
opportunities and risks, and solve
local challenges.

Smart technology must work
effectively alongside legislation,
institutions, processes, culture,
human behaviour, social interaction.
To harmonise these elements
requires a holistic approach,
encompassing leadership, reform,
policy, dialogue, and communication.
Council will address these
interdependencies by integrating
a change management framework
into the broader smart city
implementation strategy.
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Future Directions
This Smart City Plan establishes a long-term roadmap for the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters to
make the most of technology, data and innovation. Priority actions within this Plan are the starting point.
New priorities and projects will emerge as technology changes, and as we build our smart city. We’re
committed to the journey – to this first step, and to the many steps ahead.
Future directions may include:
» Expanding the use of machine learning, automation and artificial intelligence
» Exploring new modes of ‘digital democracy’
» Enhancing digital security with ‘blockchain’ and other technologies
» Increasing the application of drones and robotics
» Examining new ways of using ‘virtual reality’ and ‘augmented reality’ technologies
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Council Facilities
The Council’s Principal Office is located at:
Norwood Town Hall
175 The Parade, Norwood
Additional sites of operation include:
Council Works Depot
Davis Street, Glynde
Norwood Library
110 The Parade, Norwood
St Peters Library
101 Payneham Road, St Peters
Payneham Library & Community Facilities
Complex (Tirkandi)
2 Turner Street, Felixstow
Payneham Community Centre
374 Payneham Road, Payneham
Cultural Heritage Centre
101 Payneham Road, St Peters
Norwood Swimming Centre
Phillips Street, Kensington
Payneham Memorial Swimming Centre
OG Road, Felixstow
The Council also operates two unique entities:
St Peters Child Care Centre and Preschool
42–44 Henry Street, Stepney
Norwood Concert Hall
175 The Parade, Norwood
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175 The Parade, Norwood SA 5067
Telephone 8366 4555
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8332 6338
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townhall@npsp.sa.gov.au

Website

www.npsp.sa.gov.au
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Introduction
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is launching a
Smart City Plan in 2020.
This Smart City Implementation & Priority Action document will guide forward action and investment.

This document acknowledges that the Council is in the beginning to developing phase of their smart city journey.
Accordingly, the priority actions and milestones in this document are intended to assist the Council to move
firmly into the embedding phase of smart city development.

This document addresses:
 Key principles to guide implementation
 The smart city governance
 Smart city actions
 Flagship initiatives
 Priority actions
 Future actions
 Risk management
 Stakeholder engagement and communications
 Change management

Smart City Implementation & Priority Action Plan
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Delivering the Smart City Plan
The following principles and practices will guide the smart city implementation.

Leadership
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters will lead the implementation and coordination of the Smart City
Plan. However, they are not the only leaders in the smart city development of the City. The smart city
ecosystem is supported by all key stakeholders. Collaborative leadership from these stakeholders is vital.

Governance
Within the Council, the responsibility for delivering the Smart City Plan lies with the General Manager, Urban
Planning and Environment, with support from a dedicated ‘Smart City Working Group’. The Council will work to
formalise and solidify the governance structure for managing smart city development, to ensure effective
implementation.

Policy & Process
Where possible, the Council will work to develop and implement smart policies and processes within the
organisation that will assist in the effective implementation of smart city initiatives. The Council will also ensure
that these policies and processes are inclusive of key external stakeholders.

Budget & Resourcing
Implementation of this Action Plan and Smart City Plan will commence within existing Council budget and
resourcing limitations. Where appropriate, budget proposals will be developed for consideration. The Council
will also investigate alternative and innovative funding models.

Partnerships
The Council will leverage investment in smart technology and processes to enhance engagement, education and
collaboration with the community. The Council will facilitate co-design of smart projects and invest in high-value
smart city partnerships.

Smart City Implementation & Priority Action Plan
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Community Participation
The basis for most, if not all smart city initiatives, is people. The Council will work to include, educate and inform
the community of their role in helping to create a smarter City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters.

Safety, Privacy & Security
A core aspect of smart cities is the collection of data for enhanced decision making and planning. The Council
will work to engage and manage the inherent issue of privacy and security through adoption of best practice in
smart city security and privacy.

Monitoring & Evaluation
The Council will develop a smart city performance framework and integrate monitoring, reporting and evaluation
processes.

Communication & Promotion
The Council will develop clear, distinct and recognisable smart city communication and promotional material to
ensure awareness and buy-in from all key stakeholders.

Advocacy
One of the Council’s most important roles in smart city implementation will be to advocate, support, endorse and
encourage smart city development, especially working with the South Australian and Australian Governments.

Ongoing Risk Management
The Council will take a balanced approach to risk management, minimising risk with proven solutions, and
engaging with risk to support innovation and value creation.

Smart City Implementation & Priority Action Plan
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Smart City Governance Structure
The governance structure of City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is presented in the diagram below.
City of Norwood
Payneham & St
Peters
(Elected Members of
Council)

Executive
Leadership Team

Smart City Lead (&
Working Group)

Smart City Partners

Council Departments

Local Community
and Businesses

Roles and Responsibilities
Council
 Leadership, direction-setting and budget allocation
Executive Leadership Team
 Strategic decision making, oversight, change management, resource allocation, prioritisation, program
oversight
Smart City Lead & Working Group
 Coordination and strategic oversight of smart city outcomes, project governance, risk management, smart
city promotion
Council Departments
 Collaboration, subject-matter expertise (e.g. IT, tech, data etc.)
Smart City Partners
 External collaboration, business insights, expertise
Local Community and Businesses
 Community needs/requirements input, end-user perspective, idea generation

Smart City Implementation & Priority Action Plan
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Setting-up Smart City Governance
The keystone of governance and implementation will be the
appointment of a smart city lead, with responsibility, authority,
accountability and mandate to advance the City’s smart city
agenda.
Note that such an appointment does not imply creation of a new position. But rather, that smart city leadership,
authority and accountability are allocated to an existing position within Council. The smart city lead should chair
a dedicated smart working group, to ensure coordinated action and effort across Council.

Priority Governance Actions
Action

Milestone

Responsibility

Appoint Smart City Lead

Formal appointment and communication of
such

Council/ELT

Form Smart City Working Group (SCWG)

Membership determined and approved
Terms of Reference endorsed

ELT
Smart City Lead

Develop detailed smart city
implementation/action plan (building on this
document)

Smart city implementation/action plan
approved by ELT/Council

Smart City Lead
SCWG

Develop smart city business cases and
funding plans (e.g. fund within existing
resources, develop budget bid, private
sector leadership, or investigate other
options)

Funding plans in place

Smart City Lead
SCWG

Develop a ‘Smart City Partnership &
Collaboration Plan’ (addressing how
Council will work with external stakeholders
to advance the smart city agenda)

Partnership & Collaboration Plan endorsed
by ELT

Smart City Lead
SCWG

Smart City Implementation & Priority Action Plan
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Implementation Framework
The diagram below outlines the progression from the Smart City Plan into definitive smart city actions. The following pages detail the City’s flagship smart city initiatives,
and the priority actions for 2020-21 and 2021-22. These action schedules will be reviewed and updated annually (in line with the annual budget process), accounting for
progress and emerging opportunities and challenges.

Strategic
Themes

Smart City Plan

Objectives

Action Areas

Smart City Implementation & Priority Action Plan

Flagship
Initiatives
Implementation
& Priority
Actions

Priority Actions
(2020-2021)

Future Actions
(2021-2022)
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Flagship Initiatives
This Implementation & Priority Actions Document identifies key actions to support the Smart City Plan. To
demonstrate leadership and focus forward effort, the Council has also identified a small number of flagship
initiatives. The purpose of these initiatives is to:
 generate early wins for the Council and the community
 demonstrate leadership and create awareness and excitement
 shape the smart city brand and reputation of our City

Fleet Transition to Lowemission Vehicles

Free Public Wi-Fi

Expanding Smart
Irrigation

Digital Street Kiosks
(Interactive Information
Digital Signs)

Scale-up Smart Parking

Digital Skills Training in
Local Libraries

Smart City Implementation & Priority Action Plan
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Priority Actions (2020 – 2021)
The following actions have been identified as high priority in establishing a foundation for further smart city development in the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters.
The actions set out in the schedules below are accompanied by milestones for measuring progress and guiding implementation.

Strategic Theme

Priority Action

Smart
Community

Investigate opportunities to design and deliver targeted
digital skills training through local libraries

 Conduct structured meetings with local libraries and
digital literacy providers
 Review current education programs delivered
through local libraries



Review Council’s security, privacy and data management
policies to reflect international best practice

 Report to the Council with key insights and
recommendations



Engage with the local community to identify their digital
literacy needs

 Conduct community engagement and collect
insights/information as required



Investigate options to increase the coverage and use of
local Internet of Things (IoT) and free public Wi-Fi
networks

 Identify gaps in current IoT, Wi-Fi networks
 Identify areas for network synergies to be applied
(e.g. free Wi-Fi modems on smart lighting poles)



Examine options to improve the integration of smart tech
into new developments, buildings and precincts

 Review development application processes and
forms to identify areas for smart city integration



Engage with local business to identify digital skill gaps and
opportunities to address

 Conduct structured meetings with local businesses



Establish Council’s internal smart city leadership,
governance, structures and resourcing

 See ‘priority governance actions’ above



Digital
Economy

Smart Council

Smart City Implementation & Priority Action Plan

Milestones

Responsibility
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Strategic Theme

Smart &
Sustainable

Smart Mobility

Priority Action

Milestones

Responsibility

Design a program of smart city training and development

 Conduct structured meetings with internal smart city
stakeholders/leaders
 Prepare a DRAFT Digital Literacy & Smart City
Training Program Outline



Prepare and enact a smart city communications and
advocacy strategy

 Review current communications and advocacy
policies and frameworks
 Develop DRAFT Smart City Communications &
Advocacy Strategy



Investigate transition of Council fleet to low-emission and
electric vehicles with ‘smart’ asset monitoring

 Investigate the procurement of low/zero emission
vehicles for Council fleet
 Investigate the procurement of EV charging stations
and smart metering



Integrate smart city principles/actions into Council’s
existing sustainability strategies

 Engage with key stakeholders to identify emerging
and high-value technologies that can be integrated
into existing Council and City sustainability
operations



Explore options for smart lighting systems/infrastructure in
our City (NB - combine with Wi-Fi and IoT assessment)

 Investigate options and pathways for implementation
of smart lighting systems



Identify opportunities to expand intelligent irrigation
systems

 Identify high-value areas and parks for testing,
trialling and deploying smart irrigation systems



Use data, digital signage, real-time information (etc.) to
improve pedestrian outcomes

 Investigate locations for digital signage and
information sharing for pedestrian and vehicle traffic
 Develop business case for digital kiosks and digital
signage and present to Council



Smart City Implementation & Priority Action Plan
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Strategic Theme

Priority Action

Explore opportunities to scale-up existing smart parking
efforts

Smart City Implementation & Priority Action Plan

Milestones

 Review current smart parking initiatives and report to
Council with key findings
 Investigate locations for further roll-out of smart
parking systems

Responsibility
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Future Actions (2021 – 2022)
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters will progress key projects and actions in 2021-2022 based on progress throughout 2020-2021, subject to budget
considerations. The following schedule will be reviewed and refined annually to account for progress and emerging opportunities/challenges. Actions and milestones in
this schedule are indicative only.

Strategic Theme

Priority Action

Smart Community

Deliver digital training library
programs

 Deliver digital skills development program
 Report to Council with Program analysis and key insights



Develop a smart city comms and
engagement plan

 Review stakeholder engagement insights from Smart City Plan
 Use key findings to adapt current stakeholder engagement
processes to adapt to modern paradigms



Implement free public Wi-Fi in key
locations across the City

 Report to Council with top 3 priority locations for free public Wi-Fi
 Install Wi-Fi in key locations



Investigate options to consolidate
and advance the local innovation
eco-system

 Conduct assessment of current innovation ecosystem and report to
Council with key findings
 Develop a forward plan for innovation ecosystem development



Integrate low/zero emission
vehicles into Council fleet

 Continue to transition Council fleet to low emission vehicles based on
dedicated fleet transition plan



Develop innovative/digital
procurement policies and
processes

 Review current procurement policies and systems
 Conduct analysis of best practice in agile procurement and use key
findings to inform development of new policies and frameworks



Digital Economy

Smart Council

Smart City Implementation & Priority Action Plan

Indicative Milestones

Responsibility
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Smart & Sustainable

Smart Mobility

Develop a smart city performance
and accountability framework

 Investigate best practice frameworks for monitoring smart city
performance and accountability
 Develop a DRAFT Smart City Performance & Accountability
framework to Council for endorsement and enactment



Implement smart irrigation systems
in high-priority locations

 Report to Council with top 3 priority locations for smart irrigation
 Install irrigation systems in key locations



Explore options for smart lighting
systems/infrastructure

 Utilise best practice in smart lighting implementation to develop a
business case for smart lighting systems
 Conduct a market scan to identify high-value options for smart
lighting and smart pole integration



Develop a roadmap for smart
environmental/sustainability
monitoring and management

 Review current environmental management practices
 Leverage best practice in smart environmental monitoring to develop
an opportunities paper to present to Council



Go to market to deliver smart
kiosks

 Report to Council with budget bid
 Develop RFQ for delivery of smart kiosks in key locations in the City
 Conduct agile procurement process and secure contract to deliver
smart kiosks



Go to market for expanded smart
parking

 Use key findings of smart parking review to enhance delivery of
smart parking systems in new locations



Facilitate uptake of electric vehicles
(EV) and roll-out of EV charging
infrastructure

 Review current demand for EV charging infrastructure
 Develop a business case and environmental impact report for the
provision of Council-owned, publicly available EV charging stations



Smart City Implementation & Priority Action Plan
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Risk Management
Successful risk management is vital for reducing project risk and overcoming risk-aversion. In accordance with
the table below, the Smart City Working Group will coordinate strategic risk management. Additional risk
management plans for each individual project will also be developed.

Risk

Impact

Likelihood

Treatment

Low community
support

 Medium – no community
imperative for action

 Low

 Regular engagement with community
through events and communication.
 Ongoing ‘community first’ focus using codesign and online feedback

Lack of buy-in
and coordinated
action across
Council

 Medium – inefficient
delivery and time delays

 Medium

 Develop Council training and capability
building programs to build capacity and
pathways
 Establish governance including all
internal stakeholders

External
stakeholder
disinterest

 Medium – lack of
partners to drive delivery

 Low

 Establish and implement stakeholder
engagement plan

Resource
shortfalls

 High – activities cannot
be delivered

 Medium

 Develop robust business cases for project
funding, as appropriate
 Work across Council to leverage existing
funding
 Collaborate and influence to access
private capital

Failure of key
projects

 High – negative media
attention, and reduced
faith in the Strategy

 Low

 Embed sound project management
 Promote the City of Norwood Payneham
& St Peters as a Smart Community to
increase understanding of innovation and
success
 Diversify projects to reduce the overall
risk profile

Smart City Implementation & Priority Action Plan
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Stakeholder Engagement & Communication
Stakeholder engagement throughout implementation increases buy-in, investment and momentum. It also ensures policy is agile, responsive and targeted. The Smart
City Working Group will be responsible for coordinating smart city engagement for the City Norwood Payneham & St Peters.

Stakeholder

Relevance

Engagement Strategies

Communications Strategies

Elected Members of
Council

 Provide mandate, leadership
and are critical decision
makers
 Potential project sponsors
 Increase community buy-in

 Regular reporting
 Briefings
 Consultation on funding and project plans
 Media and internal leadership opportunities
 Public Events (host/guest)

 Monthly email updates
 Regular oversight of strategic
planning and action

Council Staff

 Project implementation
 Strategy coordination and
internal collaboration
 Smart City capability and
culture

 Smart city systems and technology considered as matter
of course (formal process)
 Required reporting and evaluation of existing smart
projects (formal process)
 Internal capability and culture building (training,
workshops, presentations and planning sessions)
 Participation in external Smart Community events
 Regular communication (requesting feedback, providing
updates, and invitations)
 Knowledge sharing activities

 Regular team meetings and
attendance at smart city events
 Internal communications on a
project-needs basis
 Email notification of new projects

Smart City Implementation & Priority Action Plan
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Stakeholder

Relevance

Engagement Strategies

Communications Strategies

Community of
Norwood Payneham
& St Peters

 Collaborators on policy/
project design &
implementation
 Primary customers/clients

 Smart City consultation: events & implementation, codesign and collaboration, and feedback & evaluation
 Regular updates via traditional and social media platforms
 Co-design

 Smart City Plan
 Regular promotion of smart city
achievements
 Participation in programs and
events
 Project delivery updates

Local innovators and
businesses and key
local employers and
industries

 Collaborators on project
implementation
 Provide crucial project
support
 Innovation and economic
development leaders

 Online and direct consultation during project feasibility
analysis, design and implementation
 Participation in Smart Community events
 Respondents to EOIs and RFQs
 Regular email and social media updates

 Conferences, seminars and
workshops
 Face-to-face (or digital) meetings
with Council SCWG
 Link to Council smart city
webpage

Media

 Increase awareness and aid
promotion
 Provide leadership
 Assist public education

 Arrange interviews and provide access to key
spokespeople
 Regular public updates (press release and website
updates)
 Invitations to Smart Community events

 Interviews and conversations
with key spokespeople
 Strategic communication to
enhance smart city messaging
 Regular public updates

Technology vendors
& smart city experts

 Provide technical feedback
and support (expertise)
 Key partners
 Vital for design,
implementation and review

 Direct outreach for support and advice throughout the
lifecycle of projects
 Public smart city events (e.g. smart cities week)
 Participation in EOIs and RFQs
 Speakers and participants in Smart Community events
 Media release and social media

 Invitations to RFQ’s and EOI’s for
smart city works
 Regular on-on-one meetings and
conversations with SCWG

Smart City Implementation & Priority Action Plan
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Stakeholder

Relevance

Engagement Strategies

Communications Strategies

Education &
Academic sector

 Crucial source of innovation,
expertise and research
 Local support
 Provide leadership and acts
as local Champions
 Key collaborators & partners

 Speakers and participants in Smart Community events
 Targeted workshops and discovery sessions
 Direct outreach
 Regular email and social media updates

 Invitation to smart city events,
workshops and seminars
 Regular smart city updates
 Regular discussion of
opportunities for collaboration

Other governments

 Key leaders and advocates
 Vital funding sources
 Knowledge source
 Policy coordination
 Regulatory reform

 Advocacy and engagement by elected officials: face-toface, written correspondence and phone calls
 Staff outreach and consultation
 Participation in grant applications
 Development of joint projects
 Engagement through existing/new forums and working
groups

 Engagement with neighbouring
Councils smart city teams
 EOI’s for joint-funding programs
 Engagement through interCouncil committees etc.
 Direct correspondence with State
government as required

Smart City Implementation & Priority Action Plan
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Change Management Plan
A Smart City Change Management Plan provides Council with the necessary steps to build Smart Capability and Capacity within Council to further drive innovation and
promote an environment of ‘continuous improvement’. The Change Management Plan identifies areas of policy, regulation, procurement and governance that without
reform and modernisation will hinder the success of a Smart Norwood Payneham & St Peters.

Change Objective

Dimension

Establish smart city processes and
policies within the Council

 Leadership and governance
 Organisational processes

Key Actions

Timing

Deliver actions according to the implementation schedule

Within 6 months

Establish administrative/governance/role responsibilities
for smart city outcomes

Within 6 months

Raise smart city awareness and
increase buy-in

 Staff knowledge and skills
 Internal smart city profile

Develop and enact a Smart City Communications and
Marketing Plan

Within 12 months

Build internal smart city capacity

 Technology and innovation
 Data management

Develop an internal smart city capacity development
framework

Within 12 months

Align smart city efforts with current Council agenda

Within 18 months

Create smart city partnerships and
collaborate with key stakeholders

 External partnerships
 Community involvement

Adopt best practice frameworks for collaboration

Within 18 months

Remove barriers to smart city success

 Smart city policy reform
 Smart city ecosystem development

Establish smart city guidelines and adopt international
standards

Within 24 months

Smart City Implementation & Priority Action Plan
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11.2

2021-2026 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

Economic Development & Strategic Projects Coordinator
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4524
qA1461
A-E

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to advise the Council of the outcome of the community consultation and
engagement regarding the Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy, and to present the final draft
Strategy to the Council for its endorsement.

BACKGROUND
Since its re-appointment in 2019, the Council’s Business & Economic Development Committee has been
working on the preparation of the Council’s Economic Development Strategy which will help guide the Council’s
priorities and investment in respect to economic development, business support and economic growth.
At its meeting held on 25 February 2020, the Business and Economic Development Committee endorsed the
draft Outcomes, Objectives and Strategies as the basis for the Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development
Strategy.
Using the draft Outcomes, Objectives and Strategies endorsed by the Committee, the Draft 2021-2026
Economic Development Strategy was developed and presented to the Business & Economic Development
Committee at its meeting held on 16 June 2020. At that meeting the Committee endorsed the Draft Strategy
as being suitable to present to the Council for its consideration and endorsement to be released for community
consultation and engagement for a period of twenty-eight (28) days.
Subsequently, the Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy was presented to the Council at its
meeting held on 6 July 2020. At that meeting, the Council endorsed the Draft 2021-2026 Economic
Development Strategy as being suitable to release for community consultation and engagement for a period
of twenty-eight (28) days.
In accordance with the Council’s resolution, the Strategy was released for community consultation and
engagement. The outcome of the consultation, which has been undertaken, is outlined in the Discussion
section of this report.
Following the conclusion of the consultation period, the results of the consultation and the revised document
were presented to the Business & Economic Development Committee at its meeting held on 15 September
2020. At that meeting the Committee resolved the following:
That the Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy contained in Attachment A, be endorsed as
being suitable to present to the Council for its consideration and endorsement.
In accordance with the Committee’s resolution, The Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy
contained in Attachment A has been finalised and is now presented to the Council for its consideration and
endorsement.
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RELEVANT STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS & POLICIES
The Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy is the Council’s blueprint to guide the growth of the
City’s economy over the next five (5) years. The Strategy sits within the Council’s decision making framework
and has been developed to align with other key strategic and policy documents. The 2021-2026 Economic
Development Strategy will operate alongside other relevant local, regional and state strategies and plans.
The key strategies that have been used to inform this document are listed below:







Growth State
The 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide
Norwood, Payneham and St Peters (City) Development Plan
CityPlan 2030: Shaping Our Future
Kent Town Economic Growth Strategy 2020 - 2025
Norwood Parade Annual Business Plan

FINANCIAL AND BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
The Council allocated a total budget of $7,000 to prepare the 2021 – 2026 Economic Development Strategy.
Approximately $4,600 has been spent on the engagement services of Mr Marcus Rolfe, Director, URPS to
facilitate five (5) key sector workshops with representatives from the business community, which were held in
November 2019. A further $4,600 was used to undertake and promote community consultation and
engagement including printed collateral, flyer distribution and public notices and advertisements.
It is anticipated that an additional $1,300 will be required for the printing of the final document, which brings
the total cost of the Project to approximately $10,500.
EXTERNAL ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS
The success of the 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy will continue to be impacted upon by the
broader economic environment, which is subject to natural fluctuations in the global economy. However, in
2020 and 2021, the success of the Strategy will also be impacted by the decisions made by the State and
Federal Governments in response to the COVID-19 Pandemic. Notwithstanding this, the Council’s focus will
remain on developing the local economy in the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters in order to achieve the
Vision outlined in the Strategy.
SOCIAL ISSUES
Economic development impacts on both the business sector and the local community. Whilst the key focus of
this Strategy is on the business sector, the two (2) are intrinsically linked and the prosperity of the local
economy relies on creating an holistic environment where people want to invest, work, do business, live, shop
and socialise. A healthy economy contributes to a healthy community.
CULTURAL ISSUES
Cultural and creative activity is increasingly recognised as an important component of economic growth. This
sector has been identified in the Draft 2021- 2026 Economic Development Strategy as one (1) of four (4)
priority sectors in terms of having significant existing, or emerging, importance to the local economy in terms
of employment, vibrancy and growth.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
The Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy acknowledges both climate change and environmental
sustainability as key influences on the City’s economy. The Strategy recognises that, ‘sustainability, now more
than ever, is valued extremely high in the eyes of the community and the transition to more sustainable
resources and business models will create both opportunities and challenges.’
More specifically, Strategy 3.5 of the Strategy refers to encouraging sustainable working methods in all aspects
of business and proposes actions to be implement that relate to the promotion of environmentally sustainable
programs, operating a circular economy and exploring opportunities to develop regenerative economies.
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RESOURCE ISSUES
Preparation of this Strategy has required a significant amount of research, analysis and consultation with
businesses due to the size and scope of the Strategy, the majority of which has been undertaken by Council
staff.
RISK MANAGEMENT
Developing the Strategy provides the Council with an opportunity to curate its economic vision for the City of
Norwood Payneham & St Peters and minimise the potential market forces, which may negatively impact the
City.
In establishing the strategic framework for the 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy, the Council has
taken into consideration the economic and demographic profile of the City, the views of the business
community and partners and the key influences and trends that have, and will, impact on the City’s economy.
In doing so, the Council has ensured that the Strategy appropriately addresses the wide range of opportunities
and challenges facing economic growth in the City.
COVID-19 IMPLICATIONS
The COVID-19 Pandemic has had a significant impact on the economy at a local, national and international
level, which has forced all levels of Government to introduce a range of financial support packages. As Elected
Members will recall at its meeting held on 6 April 2020, the Council endorsed an initial financial support
package in response to the COVID-19 Pandemic and its economic impacts. This initial package included, The
Parade Separate Rate, Outdoor Dining Fees, Outdoor Dining Permit Holders, Council rates and Financial
Hardship Provisions.
Subsequently at its meeting held 4 May 2020, the Council endorsed additional financial support for nonresidential property owners.
Prior to the COVID-19 Pandemic, the Council’s Economic Development Strategy focused on growth, attraction
and understanding the needs of the business sector. However, the effects on businesses due to the Pandemic
have been substantial, and therefore it has been essential that the Economic Development Strategy take into
consideration the economic and social impacts that the Pandemic has caused and that these issues be
reflected in the Actions.
The Council’s 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy will play a significant role in the rebounding ability
of the business community for a long period of time. The Strategy including its Vision, Outcomes, Objectives,
Strategies and Actions, has been designed to help businesses recover and rebuild from the COVID-19
Pandemic and plan for sustainability and growth for when the economy reaches some level of “normality”. As
a result of the impacts of the COVID-19 Pandemic, the Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy
includes the overarching strategy of Recover and Rebuild the Local Economy following the Impacts of COVID19, which cuts across all four (4) themes. This has been designed to assist the Norwood Payneham & St
Peters business community in its recovery and rebuild post the COVID-19 Pandemic and acknowledges that
many businesses are currently in a mode of survival, rather than growth.
The Strategy is a reflection of the Council’s commitment to assist the business sector rebound as quickly as
possible and then maintain a sustainable and more resilient, economy. New strategic directions included as a
result of the COVID-19 Pandemic, will ensure the Strategy maintains flexibility to the situation that will exist
post Pandemic and beyond. It is recognised that the most affected elements of the economy are business
finances, employment, consumer confidence and behaviour. Consumer confidence and the behaviour of
consumers choosing to shop in a brick and mortar store as opposed to online, will take some time to restore,
but will ultimately be a high priority action that Council will pursue.
Business survival and resilience will require an ability to adapt to the situation, minimise expenses, take
advantage of government packages and have clear and effective communication (with tenants, landlords,
employees and the community which includes the Council). The Council will support the business community
through and post Pandemic. The Strategy is the catalyst for Council’s ability to provide this support and given
the substantial unknown associated with COVID-19, flexibility will provide the Council with the ability to adapt
its response to suit the needs of the businesses in the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters.
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CONSULTATION


Elected Members
At its meeting held on 6 July 2020, the Council considered the draft Strategy prior to its release for
community consultation and engagement. Mayor Bria, Cr Dottore, Cr Sims, Cr Knoblauch and Cr Callisto
are members of the Council’s Business & Economic Development Committee, which has also provided
comments on the Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy throughout its development.



Community
Consultation and engagement was undertaken with the community from Monday 20 July 2020 to Monday
17 August 2020. As part of the consultation and engagement process, a flyer was delivered to all
businesses and commercial property owners in the City to advise them of the draft Strategy and invite
them to comment on the Strategy. A copy of the flyer is contained in Attachment B.



Staff
A number of staff across the organisation have been consulted in the preparation of the Draft 2021-2026
Economic Development Strategy.

DISCUSSION
The Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy (as contained in Attachment A), recognises the
leadership role of the Council in respect to setting clear direction for economic development within the City and
in supporting its business sector.
The intent of the Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy is for it to be used as a tool to support the
growth of the City’s business sectors, promote the City as a destination with dynamic and vibrant precincts as
well as encourage innovation, investment and make it easy for owners to start, own or grow a business.
A community consultation and stakeholder engagement process was undertaken from Monday 20 July 2020
through to Monday 17 August 2020 to gauge the community’s response to the proposed Vision, Outcomes,
Objectives and Strategies for the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters, as outlined in the Draft 2021-2026
Economic Development Strategy.
As part of the consultation and engagement process, a flyer was delivered to all businesses and commercial
property owners in the City to advise them of the draft Strategy and invite them to comment on the Strategy.
A copy of the flyer is contained in Attachment B.
Three (3) “drop-in sessions” were also held at the following three (3) venues across the City to try and engage
with the business community and provide an alternate platform in which to obtain comments:


Session 1
Wednesday 5 August 2020, 5:00pm – 6:30pm
Norwood Town Hall Customer Service Centre



Session 2
Friday 7 August 2020, 8:00am – 9:30am
V2 Fit (61 King William Road, Kent Town)



Session 3
Wednesday 12 August 2020, 3:00pm – 4:30pm
Robern Menz (71 Glynburn Road, Glynde)
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In order to encourage comments from the community, consultation on the Draft 2021-2026 Economic
Development Strategy was also promoted through the following platforms:






a news item published on the Council’s website;
an article distributed via YourNPSP e-newsletter;
a Media Release, which was distributed on 20 July 2020;
promotion via the Council’s social media channels; and
posters displayed at all three (3) Council libraries and at the Norwood Town Hall together with a hard
copy of the draft Strategy.

An email was also sent to all participants of the sector workshops which were held in November 2019, advising
them of the consultation and engagement period and inviting comments.
In response, the Council received a total of nine (9) submissions, comprising of four (4) written submissions
and five (5) submissions in response to the survey template available on the Council’s website. The
submissions also included one (1) late submission.
The online survey provided businesses, property owners and the community in general with the opportunity to
answer specific questions about the Strategy and to also provide general comments in respect to the draft
Strategy. Overall the responses to the survey submissions indicate that the participants are generally
supportive of the core elements of the Economic Development Strategy in its current form. A copy of the survey
is contained in Attachment C.
As anticipated, the written submissions provided more detailed responses, however of the four (4) written
submissions received, two (2) are not directly relevant to this project, with the issues identified falling outside
the scope of the Economic Development Strategy.
A summary of all of the submissions received and a response to each of the submissions is contained in
Attachment D of this report. A copy of the original submissions received are contained in Attachment E.
The most significant issue raised in the submissions is the concept of ‘regeneration’ and the proposed adoption
of the Doughnut Economics Model, with regeneration in this instance being defined as:
‘A regenerative approach that seeks to understand and reinforce the authentic nature of people and
communities – their essence- rather than diminishing them with one-size-fits-all, generic solutions and
development programs’ (Seven Principles of Regeneration, B Haggad 2017).
More specifically, three (3) of the submissions encourage the Council to adopt the Doughnut Economics Model,
which is a planning framework for economies to thrive within the limits of their natural environment.
Whilst the concept of regeneration and more specifically, the Doughnut Economics Model has been identified
amongst other key trends and considerations in the Draft 2021- 2026 Economic Development Strategy, the
feedback in these submissions suggests that the concept should be further embedded and introduced as one
of the four (4) key Outcomes in the Strategy.
In order to better understand the potential implications and benefits of the Doughnut Economics Model to the
City, Staff have undertaken preliminary research into the concepts.
The preliminary results indicate that whilst the overall concept has merit, the ability to successfully implement
the model and achieve significant behavioural change from the community as a whole, will require the Council
together with the support of the State Government to adopt the model in a more holistic manner and not simply
just in its Economic Development Strategy. Any chance for a significant behaviour change such as this will
require the Council to adopt the concept at a broader strategic level as it relates to much more than the
Council’s economic agenda and will only be successful if it is applied holistically across all of the Council’s
areas of responsibility (i.e. environment, cultural, social and economic). Notwithstanding this, it is envisaged
that components of the concept can be integrated and considered in the implementation of Actions over the
life of the five (5) year Economic Development Strategy.
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Although the Council did not receive any comments regarding the Vision, Council Staff identified that the
previous Vision needed to be more inspirational and strongly reflect the City as a place of opportunities,
together with the Council’s aspiration for business diversity and innovation. As a result the Vision in the
Strategy has now been replaced with the following:
A City of opportunities built on thriving businesses that is recognised for its innovation, diversity and vibrancy.
In addition to the above, there have also been some minor amendments to the Strategy to increase clarity,
merge similar Actions, enhance the presentation of graphs and further elaborate on Actions to increase
understanding.
A copy of the amended Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy is contained in Attachment A.
OPTIONS
The Council can endorse the revised Draft 2021 – 2026 Economic Development Strategy contained within
Attachment A. Alternatively, the Council can amend, omit or propose changes to the Draft 2021 – 2026
Economic Development Strategy and subject to these amendments being included, endorse the document.
As the draft Strategy has been endorsed by the Business & Economic Development Committee and has been
subject to community consultation, it is recommended that the Council endorse the Strategy in its proposed
format.
CONCLUSION
The development of the Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy recognises the leadership role of
the Council in setting a clear direction for economic development within the City and in supporting the business
sector. Developing an Economic Development Strategy with clear direction and focus provides the foundation
for the Council to establish partnerships with different stakeholders (i.e. Federal and State Governments,
developers, businesses and residents) in order to ensure the successful longevity of the City’s business and
economic sector.
COMMENTS
Notwithstanding that the COVID-19 Pandemic has had a significant impact on the economy at a local, national
and international level, there is a significant opportunity for the Council to set a clear direction for its business
and economic sector. This will focus primarily on growth, attraction and understanding the needs of business
during the transition out of the COVID-19 Pandemic and beyond.
RECOMMENDATION
1.

That the Draft 2021 -2026 Economic Development Strategy as contained in Attachment A be endorsed.

2.

That the Chief Executive Officer be authorised to make any minor amendments to the Draft 2021-2026
Economic Development Strategy, resulting from consideration of this report and as necessary to finalise
the document in a form suitable for finalisation and printing.
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Council’s role in supporting business and
economic development.
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Vision

A City of opportunities built
on thriving businesses that is
recognised for its innovation,
diversity and vibrancy.
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Mayor’s
Message
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
has a strong reputation for supporting its
business community and is committed to
improving and advancing the conditions that
allow businesses to flourish and thrive.
Building and sustaining a strong, agile and resilient
local economy over the next decade will require
continued collaboration, innovation and investment.
Now more than ever, the Council needs to partner
with the local business community and other
key stakeholders to ensure that it creates an
economic environment that boosts confidence and
delivers economic growth. Adapting to the ever
changing global economic environment and the
transformational impact of digital technology, while
mitigating the economic and social impacts of the
COVID-19 Pandemic, will be crucial for businesses
to survive and remain competitive into the future.
As a City we will continue to foster an
entrepreneurial spirit and openness for
collaboration, encouraging and welcoming new
and innovative businesses into the area that create
employment opportunities for local residents and all
South Australians.

Implementing the Objectives and Strategies
outlined in the Economic Development Strategy
will deliver better outcomes for our community
and will ensure that the City continues to be
recognised for its innovation, diversity, vibrancy and
most importantly, its unlimited opportunities. Over
and above everything else it will ensure that our
businesses continue to thrive.
Building on our local economy’s solid foundation
of small to medium size businesses, the Strategy
will leverage off the strength and diversity of these
businesses in four priority sectors: Retail, Food
and Beverage Manufacturing, Cultural and Creative
Industries and Professional, Scientific and Technical
Services, all of which contribute to the rich fabric of
our City.

The Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026
for the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
aims to provide a clear roadmap for the Council,
businesses and other key stakeholders to achieve
our overarching objective of economic prosperity in
our City over the next five years.

4
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IMAGE:
Fallow Public Art,
St Peters.

In addition to supporting our priority sectors, the
Council will continue to enhance and promote the
City’s key commercial and manufacturing precincts
in order to maintain the vibrancy and diversity of
offerings for our community, as well as continue
to attract visitors to experience all the City has
to offer.
This Strategy looks to deliver and measure the
Council’s work in supporting local businesses
and creating opportunities that will strengthen
our economy into the future. This will guarantee
the City’s continued prosperity by providing
the services and business environment needed
for success.

On behalf of my fellow Elected Members, I wish
to thank everyone who has contributed to the
development of this Strategy.
I encourage you all to support the ambitious Vision
and Strategies set out in this document so that
we can continue to build a strong economy, which
nurtures a healthy and happy community.

Robert Bria
Mayor

The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is a place where
people choose to be. A place where people have the opportunity
to grow, connect and find balance, both in life and in business.
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Executive Summary
The Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026
is a five year Strategy developed by the City of
Norwood Payneham & St Peters to support the
growth of the City’s business sectors, promote
the City as a destination with dynamic and vibrant
precincts, encourage innovation and investment,
and make it easy to do business.

The Strategy is established around four key themes:

6

Dynamic &
Diverse City

Innovative
City

Destination
City

Business
Friendly City
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A series of Strategies and Actions has been
developed which aim to achieve the four key
Outcomes and assist the Council in fulfilling
its Vision.
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is
fortunate to be located within close proximity to the
Adelaide CBD and has a diverse business sector
that is resilient and well positioned for success.
In particular, the City has four sectors within the
business sector, which have been identified as
having a competitive advantage and therefore
have been identified by the Council as a strategic
priority. Food and Beverage Manufacturing, Cultural
and Creative Industries, Professional, Scientific
& Technical Services and Retail, have each been
identified by the Council as priority sectors. Whilst
the Health and Education Sectors have not been
identified as priority sectors, their contribution to
the City is well recognised, attracting high calibre
health workers, as well as students enrolled to
elite schools.
Located throughout the City, are six major activity
precincts which attract a diverse mix of people,
making the City an exciting place to visit. These
major precincts play a pivotal role in strengthening
the City’s reputation as a vibrant, diverse and
culturally rich destination with a unique ‘sense of
place’. This Strategy supports these precincts and
has put in place a number of Strategies and Actions
to ensure the longevity and sustainability of these
precincts.

Overview

The Strategy is the Council’s framework for
achieving ‘A City of opportunities built on thriving
businesses that is recognised for its innovation,
diversity and vibrancy.’

The COVID-19 Pandemic has had a significant
impact on the economy at a local, national
and international level. Prior to the COVID-19
Pandemic, the Council’s intent for the Economic
Development Strategy 2021-2026, was to focus on
growth, attraction and understanding the needs of
business. However, whilst this is still the Council’s
overarching goal for the life of the plan, the Strategy
has been expanded to assist businesses to recover
and rebuild from the COVID-19 Pandemic in the
first year of the Strategy and plan for sustainability
and growth for when the economy reaches some
level of normality.
The Council recognises its role in assisting
the Norwood Payneham & St Peters business
community in its recovery and rebuild post the
COVID-19 Pandemic, and acknowledges that
many businesses are currently in a mode of
survival, rather than growth. In addition, in order
to successfully deliver this Strategy, the Council
will be required to collaborate with the Federal
and State Governments, local partners, small
businesses and the community.

The Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026
reflects the Council’s commitment to assisting
the business sector to create and maintain a
sustainable and more resilient, economy. Whilst
the strategic direction has been set for the next five
years, this document will maintain flexibility and
agility to the situation that will exist post COVID-19
Pandemic and beyond.

In establishing the strategic framework for the
Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026, the
Council has taken into consideration the economic
and demographic profile of the City, the views of
the business community and partners and the key
influences and trends that have, and will, impact on
the City’s economy. In doing so, the Council has
ensured that the Strategy appropriately addresses
the wide range of opportunities and challenges
facing economic growth in the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters.

7
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The City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters
Located just five minutes east of the Adelaide Central
Business District (CBD), the City of Norwood Payneham
& St Peters has a reputation of being one of Adelaide’s
most desirable places to live, work, study and visit.
The City has a footprint of 180 hectares and is
enveloped by the picturesque Adelaide Park
Lands, the flowing River Torrens and leafy eastern
suburbs, all of which complement the City’s vibrant
and attractive urban landscape.
Renowned for its cosmopolitan lifestyle and its
strong cultural influence at heart, the City has
evolved as a destination for independent retail,
fresh produce, as well as its myriad of cafes,
restaurants, pubs and boutique cellar doors.
The City’s program of events, which attract many
residents and local visitors, contributes to the
cultural environment and economy of the City and
reinforces Adelaide’s status as the first and only
UNESCO City of Music in Australia.
The estimated 37,056 residents and 24,367
workers, enjoy the City for its high standard
of urban amenity, beautiful tree-lined streets,
busy activity centres and unprecedented level of
accessibility, which is why it is one of the most
highly sought after areas to live and work in Adelaide.

37,056

residents
8

6,996

buinesses
In recognising that the City is home to 6,996
businesses, with the majority being small to
medium sized and family owned, the Council takes
both a precinct and sector approach to business
and economic development, focussing on the
development of key precincts and sectors across
the City. Kent Town, followed by West Norwood
are concentration areas, making up 33.2% of the
total jobs in the City.
The median age of people in the City is 40 years
with 21.5% of households earning an income
of $2,500 or more per week. The City attracts
high calibre workers, with over a quarter of the
workforce classified as a professional.

24,367
workers
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IMAGE:
Aerial view from Kent Town
to Adelaide CBD.

The City’s proximity to Adelaide’s CBD,
makes the City an ideal location for business.
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Introduction
The Economic Development Strategy
2021-2026 outlines the Council’s
strategic direction for economic
development over the next five years,
in order to strengthen and grow the
City’s local economy and support
businesses, ensuring their long-term
sustainability, viability and growth.
The Economic Development Strategy sets out
the Vision for the economy of the City and the
Outcomes, Objectives, Strategies and Actions to
achieve the Vision.
As an overarching document, its role is to guide
economic development within the City, identify
the priority areas over the next five years and
articulate the Council’s role in supporting business
and economic development.
This Strategy has been developed during an
historical event, the COVID-19 Pandemic, which
will change many aspects of our way of life, as
individuals, as a workforce and as a society.
The COVID-19 Pandemic has highlighted the
importance of a strong economy and the need
for diversification in the local economy in order
to build resilience. Diversification in the economy
reduces the reliance on a small number of sectors,
and increases the local economy’s ability to
withstand challenges and enables the economy
to recover faster.

IMAGE: Blackbocks, Norwood.
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This Strategy has been developed in the midst of an
historical event, the COVID-19 Pandemic, which will
change many aspects of our way of life, as individuals,
as a workforce and as a society.
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Economic Development
in the City
Economic development is typically characterised by an
improvement in the economic wellbeing of an area and
is commonly measured by the increase in the number
of businesses, percentage of jobs, higher incomes,
greater investment and or increased revenue to fund
infrastructure and services for the local community.
Economic development aims to promote prosperity
and an improved quality of life in the community
by supporting and serving the needs of the local
business community. This is achieved through
a range of value-adding services that foster a
sustainable and vibrant business environment.
The focus on economic development in the City of
Norwood Payneham & St Peters, seeks to achieve
sustainable economic growth that delivers positive
outcomes for the environment, as well as social
and cultural sustainability within the City. In short,
healthy economies build healthy communities.

Healthy
Economies

12

The Council recognises that whilst it cannot
directly deliver business outcomes, it can facilitate,
advocate and promote economic development
within the context of its Strategic Management
Plan, CityPlan2030: Shaping Our Future and support
its business sector to ensure its sustainability and
longevity.
The Council will play multiple roles in delivering
this Strategy. As a leader, partner, facilitator ,
advocate and regulator, the Council will work
towards delivering the Strategy’s four key economic
outcomes, together with the State Government,
local partners, small businesses and the
community. The Council will play a critical role in
the success of this Strategy and promoting the City
as a great place to live, work and invest.

build

Healthy
Communities
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IMAGE:
Norwood Town Hall,
The Parade, Norwood.

To assist in delivering its economic objectives
and achieve sustainable economic growth, the
Council has established two committees. The
Business & Economic Development Committee
and the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee
have been established to bring together business
representatives, sector specialists and Elected
Members to share knowledge, challenges and
experiences.
The two Committees play an integral part in the
development of the Council’s strategic policy
direction for economic development and in the
delivery of many of its economic initiatives.

The Council
Business &
Economic
Development
Committee

Norwood
Parade
Precinct
Committee

The Business & Economic Development
Committee has played an integral role in the
development of this Strategy.

In the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters,
economic development is anything that fosters,
enables or contributes to a healthy economy.
13
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Strategic Alignment
The Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026
is the Council’s blueprint to guide the growth of
the City’s economy over the next five years.

The Strategy sits within the Council’s decision
making framework and has been developed to align
with other key strategic and policy documents.
The Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026
will operate alongside other relevant local, regional
and state strategies and plans. The key strategies
that have been used to inform this document are
summarised below.

Growth State
The South Australian Government has set a target
to achieve three percent annual growth in the State
economy. To achieve this, nine priority sectors
have been identified as focus areas because of
their strong potential to meet increasing interstate
and global demand, attract investors and leverage
comparative advantages. The nine priority
sectors are:

Tourism, International Education,
Defence Industry, Food, Wine
and Agribusiness, Hi-Tech, Health
and Medical Industries, Energy
and Mining, Space Industry and
Creative Industries.
Of these sectors, the City of Norwood Payneham
& St Peters has identified food, health and the
creative industries as key contributors to the state
and local economy and community well-being.

The 30-Year Plan for Greater
Adelaide
The 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide, which
was launched in 2010 and most recently
updated in 2017 to respond to new challenges
and opportunities, is the State Government’s
strategic land use plan that will guide the longterm growth of Greater Adelaide over the next
30 years. It outlines the Government’s vision on
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how Adelaide should grow to become a more
liveable, competitive and sustainable city. The Plan
is centred around fourteen policy themes and their
associated initiatives, including a strategic vision for
the economy and jobs.
The 30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide recognises
the integral role that the planning system plays
in the planning and investment decisions of the
private sector in relation to commercial, retail and
industrial development and how it can influence
economic outcomes and employment growth.

CityPlan 2030: Shaping Our Future
CityPlan 2030 is the Council’s long-term Strategic
Management Plan, which outlines the long-term
Vision and Outcomes for the City.
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is
committed to its Vision of creating ‘A City which
values its heritage, cultural diversity, sense of place
and natural environment. A progressive City which
is prosperous, sustainable and socially cohesive,
with a strong community spirit.’
The Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026
most strongly aligns with Outcome 3 - Economic
Prosperity - A dynamic and thriving centre for
business and services. The five Objectives that
support this Outcome are:
1. A diverse range of businesses and services.
2. Cosmopolitan business precincts contributing
to the prosperity of the City.
3. Attract new enterprises and local employment
opportunities to our City.
4. A leading centre for creative industries.
5. A local economy supporting and supported by
its community.
These Objectives are supported by a range of
Strategies, Indicators and Targets.
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Our City’s
Four Outcomes
Social
Equity
Cultural
Vitality

Environmental
Sustainability

Economic
Prosperity

Norwood, Payneham and St Peters
(City) Development Plan
South Australia’s urban and regional planning
system is undergoing its biggest reform in more
than 25 years. The Council’s current Development
Plan is expected to be revoked in late 2020, at
which time current zoning will be replaced with a
single state-wide Planning and Design Code.
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
remains a prime location for high quality, higher
density development to support the State
Government’s initiatives for urban consolidation,
however this needs to be balanced with the
retention of its employment lands and the
protection of character, heritage and neighbourhood
amenity.

Kent Town Economic Growth
Strategy 2020-2025
With a view to capitalising on an exciting period
of transformation, in January 2020 the Council
endorsed the Kent Town Economic Growth Strategy
2020-2025 to strengthen and grow the diverse and
unique local neighbourhood. The Strategy is driven
by three key themes to attract investment, support
growth and create prosperity.

The Kent Town Economic Growth Strategy 20202025 recognises the commercial importance of
this neighbourhood and acknowledges that the
suburb’s location, accessibility and convenience
makes it a highly desirable location for future growth.

Norwood Parade Annual
Business Plan
The Parade is recognised as Adelaide’s Premier
Mainstreet and remains one of the Council’s
key hubs of activity. In order to maintain the
vibrancy and success of The Parade Precinct, the
Council established the Norwood Parade Precinct
Committee, pursuant to Section 41 of the Local
Government Act 1999.
One of the requirements of the Norwood Parade
Precinct Committee is to develop an Annual
Business Plan to guide the marketing and
promotions of The Parade. As a key driver of
the local economy, the Norwood Parade Annual
Business Plan must be aligned, and guided by, the
objectives of the broader Council area, as outlined
in the Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026.
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Key Influences on
the City’s Economy
Economic development in the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters over the next five years,
will be influenced by market trends and industry
advances as well as environmental and social
influences and trends.

Digital
The transformational impact of digital technology
is creating exciting opportunities, which have the
potential to enhance all industry sectors within the
Norwood Payneham & St Peters economy.
Ensuring that the City’s business environment is
conducive to supporting digital technology that is
fast and reliable is essential for the longevity and
sustainability of all businesses and professions that
rely on it.
Encouragement and support from the Council is
vital to embracing and harnessing the capabilities
that digital technology creates. Access to education

and learning opportunities will prove to be the most
beneficial in trying to demonstrate a responsive and
innovative approach to incorporating the benefits
of digital technology into business operations.
With the successful implementation of digital
technology, efficiency and outputs will improve in
the local economy.
The continued roll-out of the National Broadband
Network (NBN) and the growth of Lot Fourteen
will both play a role in enhancing the digital
opportunities within the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters, given the close proximity
of the Council to the CBD.

The importance of digital technology and its impacts on
facilitating economic growth, improving productivity and
connectedness and remaining competitive, are increasingly
recognised as contributing to a vibrant economy and City.
16
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Accessibility
Accessibility is a significant strength of the City
of Norwood Payneham & St Peters being an
inner-suburban Council located in close proximity
to the Adelaide CBD and major transport corridors.
Accessibility is a highly valued attribute, which
enables the local community to obtain business
services and training, employment, technology
and transport.
It is important to understand the opportunities that
exist to further enhance accessibility within and
through the Council area. The perceived ease of
access to the area from the Adelaide CBD, major
transport routes and transport modes presents as
an opportunity to leverage the Council’s location
moving forward.
Businesses in the City of Norwood Payneham &
St Peters have organically established themselves
in clusters, which can reduce transaction costs

for transport, as it improves the ease of contact
with shop fronts. Examples of some of the City’s
clusters include interior design, furniture and
homewares, located along Magill Road, dining and
retail in The Parade Precinct, food and beverage
manufacturing in both Glynde and Stepney, and
professional services concentrated in Kent Town
and its immediate surrounds.
To maintain and enhance accessibility, the Council’s
natural and built environments must be designed
with high quality public spaces that bring people
together to exchange ideas and build a sense of
community.

Availability of appropriately zoned land in light
industry areas, commercial precincts and mixeduse areas, is critical to the long-term success of
the City’s economic sector.

Access to facilities and
services play a key role
in the success of an
economy. The ease at
which people, goods
and services can be
mobilised, provides for
increased productivity
and efficiencies.

IMAGE:
Wolfies Records,
Magill Road, Norwood.
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As a Council it is important to understand and respond
to the challenges and opportunities of climate change that
will affect local economic development and employment
and skill progression.

Liveability

Climate Change

Central to its definition, economic development
seeks to improve the quality of life for all
community members through supporting local
businesses and strengthening the links between
the two.

There is a need to prepare for the
consequences of a changing climate. If
communities and all levels of government
remain divided over the relationship between
economic growth and carbon reduction, based
on a lack of awareness and careful analysis,
then it will continue to be difficult to make
significant shifts in terms of action and mindset.

Australian cities consistently rank highly
internationally for their liveability, opportunity and
beauty, as well as for their housing, health and the
environment. To maintain this standard of liveability,
there is an ongoing need for improvements
in health and wellbeing, city attractiveness
and sustainable development. The growth in
urbanisation, changes in the form of development,
and economic challenges put continued pressures
on maintaining this liveability. As a result,
communities will continue to require better and
more attractive public spaces, better designed
urban systems, better connectivity between and
within communities, and increased social cohesion.

A liveable community is vital in supporting
the residents and workers who contribute to
the local economy and enable local businesses
to thrive.

Climate change and its impact on future
resource scarcity is likely to have a significant
impact on the local economy. It is important,
now and even more so in the future, that the
use of natural capital is valued in the same
way as other forms of capital such as human
and technological. Without it, the ability of
businesses to operate effectively could be
hindered and the health and wellbeing of those
in the local community put at risk and quality of
life and liveability compromised.
Employment opportunities are changing as a
result of climate change and the new challenges
that are being presented. Climate change
adaptation, resource use and management
are driving change and creating jobs in new
areas and industries that were not previously
anticipated.
Education and awareness are key to responding
to the challenges. The greater the knowledge
base about the impacts of climate change, the
greater the possibility of harnessing and making
the most of the opportunities.

18
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Environmental and Business
Sustainability
Similar to the need to address climate change,
environmental and business sustainability are key
factors in promoting and maximising economic
growth. It is about improving the sustainability of
the environmental resources in an economy and
regenerating where possible, and also improving
the sustainability of business practices to ensure
they have the resources to expand and grow. Good
growth in an economy incorporates sustainability
that preserves and enhances the City’s integrity
for future generations, improves the quality of life
for the community and increases efficiency and
resilience in all aspects of the economy.
High quality education, training and awareness
are vital for supporting people and businesses into
sustainable employment and to assist businesses
in becoming sustainable employers. Sustainable
business practices are necessary for continued
progression of the business as well as positive
economic growth.
Sustainability, whether environmental or in
business practices, needs to be recognised to help
increase promotion for those choosing to become
involved. There needs to be an incentive to initiate
change and given this is a transition for society,
some barriers do exist and hence the need to
reward those who make the effort.

Sustainability, now more than ever, is valued
extremely high in the eyes of the community and
the transition to more sustainable resources and
business models will create both opportunities
and challenges.
Moving forward, it is envisaged that communities
will move beyond targeting efficiencies through
sustainable practices, to restoring and rebuilding
through regenerative development. Regeneration
concentrates on a holistic approach and starts by
respecting that which is essential, or unique in
every person, every landscape, every community,
every nation. A regenerative approach seeks to
understand and reinforce the authentic nature of
people and communities—their essence—rather
than diminishing them with one-size-fits-all, generic
solutions and development programs.1
Implementing regenerative projects, and
regeneration as a way of thinking, allows whole
communities and their places to evolve in a way
that enables them to respond to continually
changing circumstances and inevitably enhance
their resilience.

Circular Economy
A circular business model is fast becoming the
preferred and expected option given its emphasis
on designing out waste and ensuring the use of
materials and resources that can easily be reused
and recycled. Promotion of a circular economy
and the integration of circular principles to evolve
business models will help ensure that materials
and resources stay in use for as long as possible
and that the amount of virgin materials entering the
system and the amount of waste being created
is reduced.

A big part of environmental
sustainability is the move
from a linear economy to a
circular economy.
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COVID-19 (Novel Coronavirus)
In 2020, the world was presented with one of
its biggest health and economic challenges, the
COVID-19 Pandemic. The unexpected presence of
the COVID-19 Pandemic has drastically changed
the normality and functionality of everyday life as
well as the economic conditions of all of society.
The COVID-19 Pandemic has thrown local,
country and global livelihoods and economies
into incomprehensible scenarios. What started
as a global health emergency has resulted in a
worldwide crisis that has economic and social
ramifications. Amongst other things, the Pandemic
has highlighted the importance of Local, State and
Federal Governments being prepared for a crisis
and the need to have a strong local economy.
Whilst Australia has had a relatively low number of
cases as a proportion of the country’s population,
the actions taken to curb the spread of the virus
and reduce the stress on medical resources, has
resulted in significant economic and social impacts.
As a result of the Federal Government’s mandatory
closures and restrictions, a number of businesses
have been forced to close their premises and / or
alter their business model to adapt to the situation.
During the peak of the Pandemic, many
businesses were forced to stand down or cut
staff, transfer their businesses online, as well as
reduce opening hours to lower running costs.
Businesses implemented these measures to
ensure their survival through this difficult time and
the uncertainty as to whether or not there will be a
“second wave”.
Substantial Federal and State Government financial
support has been provided to reduce the economic
impact. JobKeeper, JobSeeker and JobMaker have
all been designed to help stimulate the economy
and secure jobs for Australia’s future.

For many businesses, both locally and globally, the
short-term goal is to survive and make it through
to the other end. The Economic Development
Strategy 2021-2026 will play a significant role in
the recovering ability of the business community
for a long period of time. The Strategy including
its Vision, Outcomes, Objectives, Strategies and
Actions, has been designed to help businesses
recover and rebuild from the COVID-19 Pandemic
and plan for sustainability and growth for when the
economy reaches some level of normality.
The Strategy is a reflection of the Council’s
commitment to help businesses recover as quickly
as possible and then maintain a sustainable
economy. New strategic directions included as
a result of COVID-19 will ensure the Strategy
maintains flexibility to the situation that will exist
post pandemic and beyond. The most affected
elements of the economy are business finances,
employment, consumer confidence and image.
Consumer confidence and the image of shopping
in a brick and mortar store will take some time to
restore, but will ultimately be a high priority action
that Council will pursue.
Business survival will require an ability to adapt to
the situation, minimise expenses, take advantage of
government packages and have clear and effective
communication (with tenants, landlords, employees
and the community which includes the Council).
The Council will support the business community
through and post the Pandemic. The Strategy is the
catalyst for Council’s ability to provide this support
and given the substantial unknown associated with
COVID-19, flexibility will provide the Council with
the ability to adapt its response to suit the needs of
the businesses in the Council area.

COVID-19 is a disrupter event unseen before and its affects will be felt
for years to come, with the full impact unlikely to be fully understood in
the near future. It is estimated that at the very least the Federal and State
Government deficits will be felt for at least five years. As countries and
cities emerge from the immediate health crisis and re-start their economies,
changing work practices, attitudes towards travelling, commuting and
consumption of goods and services will change employment prospects.
20
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Impacts of COVID-192
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In Australia, the projected rise in unemployment
(anticipated to reach 10%) is expected to result in a
decrease in overall household disposable income,
of approximately 0.3% in 2019-2020 and 0.7% in
2020-2021. The decrease in disposable income is
projected to be worse than that experienced post
the GFC and earlier recessions.
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As a result of rising unemployment and falling
consumer sentiment, business confidence has also
fallen, reaching record low levels in March 2020.
While business stimulus packages introduced by
the Federal Government together with business
support packages offered by State and Local
Governments are expected to moderate this,
business confidence is expected to fall further in
early 2020-2021. Despite this, history shows that
the economy has the ability to recover quickly if it
is well supported.
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As the overall income of households falls, so too
does their discretionary income that is commonly
spent on items such as clothing, travel and dining
out. Discretionary income in Australia is expected
to decline by 2.5% in 2019-2020 and by 3.1% in
2020-2021. As such, the hospitality sector and
elements of the retail sector together with the
tourism sector are expected to be among the most
severely impacted industries.
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Retail
Small businesses across the Retail sector have felt
the pressure of COVID -19, with many traditional
bricks and mortar retail stores having closed their
doors due to a lack of consumer demand and
government imposed restrictions, which have
reduced trading activity. Whilst some retailers
such as supermarkets have experienced a spike
in demand, many retailers of luxury items and
discretionary items have struggled.
The clothing retail industry is expected to decrease
by 28.3% in 2019-2020 with the number of
establishments expected to fall by over 10% and
a number of unprofitable shops expected to cease
trading altogether.
Through the COVID-19 period, many retailers have
had to increase their online capabilities very quickly
in an attempt to maintain their business cashflow.
In 2019, online sales represented approximately
9% of clothing retail sales, however this has
risen dramatically over the period of COVID-19.
Whilst online sales are expected to fall again post
COVID-19, it is expected that the trend towards
online shopping will stabilise at approximately 12%,
which will have a sustained impact on bricks and
mortar sales in Australia.3

The challenge for retailers is to recognise the
significant change in consumer spending and
behaviour and to remain responsive to consumer
behaviours post COVID-19, regardless of whether
those behaviours revert to former patterns or have
been changed forever.

Hospitality
Food & Beverage hospitality businesses have
been significantly impacted by COVID-19 with
the Federal Government enforcing closures on 23
March 2020. This forced many cafes, restaurants
and pubs to offer takeaway services through their
own apps or through services such as UberEats.
The revenue of many hospitality businesses
is predicted to decline by 18.7% as a result of
the Pandemic, with levels of employment also
expected to decline.
The critical role that retail and hospitality play in
the activation and experience of places means that
their response to this Pandemic is likely to drive the
success or failure of many mainstreet precincts.

IMAGE:
Argo of The Parade,
The Parade, Norwood.

Unique product offering, quality customer service,
attractive spaces and promotion will all be required to
provide dynamic, vibrant and successful precincts.
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$207.614m
estimated output generated
by the tourism sector

Tourism
Tourism contributes more than $8 billion to the
South Australian economy annually and employs
almost 40,000 people. The sector is considered
one of the hardest hit by the COVID-19 outbreak,
experiencing a rapid and sharp drop in demand
and a surge in job losses putting many businesses
at risk. Travel restrictions coupled with significant
declines in demand added to the pressures many
faced in 2020, following the devastating bushfires.
At the end of 2019, tourism in South Australia
was worth $8.1 billion. Now, amid the COVID-19
Pandemic, forecasts suggest the tourism industry
is losing almost $430 million a month.4
The root causes and new realities imposed by the
Pandemic, have caused fundamental changes to
the way people think, live, work and play, which
in turn, are transforming the nature of tourism
demand and supply alike. Some of these changes
may be temporary, but others are here to stay and
will redefine the way people experience tourism
for years to come. COVID-19 has led to profound
changes in the behaviour and expectations of
travellers, as well as on tourism businesses, which
are predicted to have long-lasting impacts.5
The Pandemic is anticipated to have a longer
lasting effect on international tourism, however
opportunities are expected to increase for local
travel. To leverage this opportunity, the South
Australian Tourism Council has redirected all
international marketing activity to focus on the
domestic market to promote South Australia.

While South Australians can now travel regionally,
innovation and creativity will be critical for all
tourism businesses with those that embrace
technology expected to come out ahead of the
competition.
The Tourism sector in the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters supports 1,320 jobs and it is
estimated that the output generated by the sector
is $207.614 million, with Accommodation & Food
Services (31.7%) and Retail Trade (15.5%) sectors
producing almost half the revenue.
The March Quarter 2020 Business SA – William
Buck Survey of Business Expectations has shown
a significant decline in business confidence, with
36% casting doubt over whether they could survive
another three months of COVID-19 restrictions. In
the Accommodation, Hospitality and Retail sectors,
this was even higher with 52% saying it was
unlikely they would survive another three months
of compromised trading.6

Tourism sector
supports

1,320 jobs
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Buy Local
Buy Local is not a new concept to the Adelaide
consumer, but the importance of supporting
local business during COVID-19 and the months
following the Pandemic has never felt more
crucial. If nothing else, the COVID-19 Pandemic
has demonstrated to Australia the need to support
the local supply chain instead of relying so heavily
on global supply chains for manufacturing.
COVID-19 has given businesses the opportunity to
experiment in value adding. In many cases, it has
forced businesses to adapt and be agile in order to
meet local demand.

IMAGE:
The Parade,
Norwood.
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Supporting local means nurturing locally owned and
operated businesses, which use local resources
and employ local workers, to serve the local
community. Small businesses are the largest
employers nationally and it is vital that the Federal,
State and Local Governments provide financial
support to reduce the economic impacts, as well
as offer friendly services and information to assist
businesses to recover and rebuild.

Business SA launched a ‘Buy Local to Save Local’
campaign in May 2020, to encourage South
Australians to take a proactive approach to buying
and purchasing from local businesses as much
as possible. This campaign, along with strong
business backing, has resulted in conscious
consumer spending, and greater consideration,
when buying products from overseas.
This Strategy will take this concept one-step further
and encourage residents and workers to ‘Be Local’
in their communities. That is, to create a whole
connection with the local business sector that
adds to community wellbeing, while contributing to
economic resilience.
The strategies and actions set out in this Strategy
emphasise the importance of supporting and
buying local where possible, which will in-turn,
support jobs, generate income and raise the overall
level of economic activity in the City.
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Changing Nature of
Work Environments
COVID-19 has influenced the nation’s sentiment,
behaviour and lifestyle – from how we shop to how
we work, educate and engage as a community and
participate in events. The impacts of the virus has
been significant and will continue to be felt long
after the virus is under control.
Australians are very positive about a shift towards
online learning in the education sector and the
workplace. In fact, more than half of those surveyed
are positive about an increased use of online
learning in vocational training (57%), university
(57%), workplaces (54%) and in schools (52%).
More than two in five Australians agree that
working from home will become the new normal
(45%) and would stay longer with their employer
if they were offered more remote working and
flexible working options (46%). This has significant
implications on the demand and supply of
commercial spaces throughout the City and in
particular, business hubs such as Kent Town.
A similar proportion agree that their home is well
equipped for them to work from home (44%) and
would be willing to spend more time working
from home (43%). Australians do not expect their
productivity to decrease either, with 42% strongly/
somewhat agreeing that they are just as productive
at home, if not more. Studies have shown that
remote employees work 1.4 more days per month
than their office-based counterparts, resulting in
more than three additional weeks of work per year.7

Aside from the ability, flexibility and productivity
of working from home, people felt that they were
able to create a better work-life balance and are
less stressed as a result of commuting to and
from work.
More people working from home has led to less
people leaving the suburbs and commuting to
work. This has subsequently resulted in an increase
in customers for local businesses.
With advantages, there is always disadvantages,
and this includes, professional and social isolation,
household running costs and access to necessary
resources.

Government Support
During March and April 2020, the Federal
Government released approximately $320 billion
worth of stimulus packages to support small
businesses. The packages focused on key policy
areas including:
• A JobKeeper wage subsidy payment
• Code of Conduct for commercial tenancies
• Cash flow support
• Financial relief for distressed businesses
• The SME Guarantee Credit Scheme
• Increase of asset write-off threshold; and
• Other sector specific forms of assistance.
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters also
introduced a Financial Assistance Package aimed
at assisting ratepayers, residents, businesses,
sporting clubs and other local groups that use
Council facilities. The range of support for business
owners included:
• Waiving of interest and fines for any unpaid
2019-2020 Fourth Quarter Rates instalments
• Discretionary rebates equal to the 2019-2020
Fourth Quarter payment for businesses located
within The Parade Precinct that are required to
pay The Separate Rate
• Differential Rate rebate for non-residential
property owners, including commercial
property owners
• Refunds of the Fourth Quarter Outdoor Dining
Permit fee; and
• Outdoor Dining Permit Holders required to
make a payment for the installation of bollards
associated with their outdoor dining area had
payments deferred until June 2020.
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City Snapshot
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is home to approximately
37,056 people and forecasted to welcome another 2,178 by 2031.
Whilst there will be an increase in the City’s population, it will also see
the median age rise, due to the national ageing population trend.
The City has experienced a positive growth rate
of 36.7% in the number of businesses over the
last four years with the City’s percentage of South
Australia’s Gross State Product remaining steady.
Rental, Hiring & Real Estate Services, followed by
Professional, Scientific & Technical Services and
Construction, top the list with the highest number
of businesses registered by sector with Health Care
& Social Assistance and Creative Industries, making
up the top five sectors.
Whilst employment opportunities grew by 2,028
between 2016 and 2019 to a total of 24,367 jobs—
representing approximately 3.3% of the South
Australian workforce—it is worth noting that the
effects of the COVID-19 Pandemic will influence

Health Care and Social Assistance, Professional,
Scientific & Technical Services, Retail Trade,
Construction, and Education & Training make up the
top five sectors that generate the most number of
jobs within the City.
The Construction, Health Care and Social
Assistance and Professional, Scientific & Technical
Services sectors are represented in the top five in
both employment by industry and in the number
of business registrations.

Demographic Overview

Population

Median Age

37,056

40
years old

Forecasts suggest there will
be approximately 39,234
residents in the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters by 2031
and 40,063 by 2036.

The median age of people is
40 years, slightly higher than 39
years across Greater Adelaide.
Children aged 0-14 years make
up 14.3% of the population
and people aged 65 years and
over make up 19.6% of
the population.

(ABS ERP 2019)

(Source: DPTI - Population
projections for South Australian
Local Government Areas 2016 – 36.
December 2019 release)
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this number significantly as unemployment rates
are expected to rise in the first few years of
implementation of this strategy before once again
declining.

Median
Household
Income

$1,304

The median weekly household
income in the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters is
$1,304, compared to $1,265 in
Greater Adelaide.
21.5% of households earn an
income of $2,500 or more
per week.
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GRP

6,996

$3.147
billion

There has been a growth rate
of approximately 36.7% in
the number of registered
businesses for the period
2016 to 2020.

In 2019 the total Gross Regional
Product was estimated at $3.147
billion and represents 2.88% of
South Australia’s Gross State
Product. It has remained
steady since 2014.

At a glance

Economic Overview

Businesses

Average
Value Per
Development
Approval

Regional Imports

Value Added

$1.400
billion

$2.912
billion

$242,134

Regional Exports

The total value added by the
City’s industry sectors is $2.912
billion, which is the difference
between total expenditure
and revenue.

(February 2019–2020 year
to date)
(Economy.id)

The value of development
approvals in the 2019–2020
February year to date was
up $69,187 on 2018–2019,
representing 6% of South
Australia’s total and on par with
year-end values obtained in
2017–2018. Traditionally, there
is greater focus of activity on
residential investment.

$2.460
billion
The value of goods and services
imported into and exported
from the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters.

Note: All data sourced from REMPLAN March 2020 unless otherwise specified.
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Business Mix

Agriculture, Forestry Fishing
Mining
Manufacturing
Electricity, Gas, Water Waste Services

1.84%
0.47%
3.19%
0.26%
14.32%

Construction

3.90%
5.93%
4.22%
4.57%

Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Accomodation Food Services
Transport, Postal Warehousing

1.19%

Information Media Telecommunications

6.59%

Financial Insurance Services

16.02%
15.28%

Rental, Hiring Real Estate Services
Professional, Scientific Technical Services

3.76%

Administrative Support Services

0.33%
1.34%

Public Administration Safety
Education Training

1.34%

Arts Recreation Services

4.42%

Other Services
Other

%

10.82%

Health Care Social Assistance

0.20%
0%

2%

4%

6%

8% 10% 12% 14% 16% 18%

IMAGE:
Third Creek, Payneham.
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Job & Employment Overview

Employment

Journey to Work

24,367
jobs

86%
of people travel
into the City of Norwood

(REMPLAN, Feb 2020)

Payneham & St Peters to work

Jobs grew by 2,028 between
2016 and 2020.

Unemployment Rate

Live and Work
in the City

5.1%

(economy.id Dec 2019)
The unemployment rate gradually increased each
quarter, up 0.6% from December 2018 to December
2019.
The full economic impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic is
still unknown, however for May 2020, total employment
is estimated at 21,013, a fall of 13.8% for the month.
The greatest decrease in employment is in Retail Trade.
In percentage terms it is the Accommodation & Food
Services sector.

14%
of employed
people, both live and
work in the City.
The top two age demographics that
live and work in the City are aged 45–54
years and 25–34 years.

Employment by Sector

3,856

Health Care Social Assistance

3,088
3,066

Professional, Scientific Technical Services
Retail Trade

2,259
2,149
2,005

Construction
Education Training
Accomodation Food Services

1,270
1,218
1,093
1,029
859
644
531
374
356
350
117
62
41

Other Services
Administrative Support Services
Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Financial Insurance Services
Public Administration Safety
Rental, Hiring Real Estate Services
Transport, Postal Warehousing
Information Media Telecommunications
Arts Recreation Services
Mining
Agriculture, Forestry Fishing
Electricity, Gas, Water Waste Services

0

Jobs

500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500 4,000 4,500

Note: All data sourced from REMPLAN March 2020 unless otherwise specified.
Note: The Cultural and Creative Sector contains a broad range of disciplines,
which are distributed throughout the sectors identified in the above tables.
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IMAGE:
Zohair, The Parade, Norwood.

Our business community values its unique and diverse business
mix with strong connections and ability to work together.
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Listening to Our
Business Community
Consultation with the
business community has
helped inform the Economic
Development Strategy 20212026 and shape its direction.

Through a number of focus groups held with business and
property owners, we heard what our business community sees
are the strengths and weakness of the City, and what they value
the most for a prosperous future.
Our business community values its unique and diverse business
mix with strong connections and ability to work together.
The business community wants an accessible City with vibrant
precincts and green, activated spaces. Our business community
also wants a supportive Council that continues to provide high
quality services and infrastructure for its business, residents and
visitors.

Norwood Payneham
& St Peters business
community values

Open space – street appeal,
	green vegetation

Diverse business community
	
and high level of collaboration

Location – close proximity
	
to the CBD

Unique eclectic mix of
	
businesses

Attractive, vibrant and
	
diverse place

Connection with the local
	
community

Activation and placemaking

Accessibility – pedestrian
	
and cycle friendly

The Parade – drawcard location

Quality, fresh and local produce

Note: The above values summarise feedback received at workshops held prior to the COVID-19 Pandemic.

Comments received from 203 local business
owners and operators as part of the Council’s
2019 Community Survey 8 was also considered in
the development of the Economic Development
Strategy 2021-2026. The survey provided valuable
insights into their experiences around interacting
with Council, what is done well and what areas
need extra attention.

years. The highest ranked response was ‘Improving
Infrastructure’ with 50% of respondents rating this
as the highest priority, followed by ‘Car Parking’ at
39%, with ‘Environmental Sustainability’ (30%),
‘Issues with Street Trees’ (29%) and ‘Preserving
heritage buildings and character areas’ (29%) also
becoming more prominent issues to be addressed
in the next three years.

As part of the survey, businesses were asked to
rank the three major issues which in their opinion,
the Council should be addressing in the next three

Of the 203 business respondents, 76% revealed
that being close to the city in a central location, was
the biggest advantage of operating a businesses in
the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters.
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Strategic
Framework
The Framework will play a pivotal role
in guiding the Council over the next
five years and provide direction that is
driven through bold thinking, dynamic
leadership and collaborative partnerships.
The Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026
has been informed by the following four key inputs:
• The economic and demographic profile of
the City;
• Listening to our business community and
partners;
• An understanding of the key influences and
trends that have, and will, impact our local
economy; and
• The COVID-19 Pandemic and the associated
economic and social impacts.
The Council will strive to deliver four Outcomes that
will re-affirm the long held aspiration of increasing
economic prosperity and enhancing community
well-being in the City of Norwood Payneham &
St Peters.
In delivering the Economic Development Strategy
2021-2026, it is acknowledged that the economy
and local businesses, are not in the state they once
were at the start of this process. While the long
term vision and overarching themes of the document
have remained the same, the unprecedented
impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on the local
and world economy means that the state of the
economy is no longer the same as it was when
planning for the new Strategy first commence.
Given that, a ‘Recovery & Rebuild’ Strategy will
form the initial phase of the Economic Development
Strategy 2021-2026 and be prioritised in Year 1 of
its implementation. During this time, the Council
will focus on supporting local businesses through
their revival following the impacts of COVID-19,
and capturing the opportunities that arise from a
re-imagined economy.
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IMAGE:
400 Gradi,
The Parade, Norwood.
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Dynamic &
Diverse City

Destination
City
A destination with dynamic,
cultural, vibrant and attractive
precincts.

Objectives

Support the growth and
viability of the City’s business
sectors based on their
competitive strength and
strategic priority.

Increase the number of
people who live, work and
visit the City and enhance
the community well-being of
existing residents, workers
and visitors.

CV. RECOVER & REBUILD

CV. RECOVER & REBUILD

1.1	Focus on the support and growth
of the City’s priority sectors:
F
 ood & Beverage
Manufacturing
 Cultural & Creative
 Professional, Scientific &
Technical Services
 Retail

2.1	Showcase and promote the City’s
attractions and events to facilitate
growth in visitation and spending.

Strategies

Outcomes

 City with thriving and
A
resilient business sectors
that drive employment and
deliver growth.

1.2	Support the Education and Health
sectors as key contributors to
community well-being.

2.2	Support the City’s vibrant
mainstreet precincts.
2.3	Facilitate the activation of key
spaces and precincts in the City.
2.4	Work with local business
operators to strengthen the
viability of precincts and enhance
the customer experience.

1.3	Identify emerging trends and
support opportunities for
economic growth.
1.4	Promote opportunity and
collaboration across the sectors.
1.5	Identify and promote local
competitive advantages.
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Innovative
City

Business
Friendly City

An innovative City that
supports business
and attracts investment.

 City that understands
A
the needs of business.

Attract and maintain
competitive businesses with
the capacity for resilience
and ongoing sustainability,
innovation and growth.

Remove barriers and make it
easy for business owners to
start, run and grow a business.

CV. RECOVER & REBUILD

CV. RECOVER & REBUILD

3.1	Maximise new investment and
growth opportunities.

4.1	Ensure that Council processes are
business friendly and contribute
to a well-functioning City.

3.2	Recognise businesses and
business sectors that make a
significant contribution to the City.
3.3	Facilitate communication,
education and networking
programs to support businesses.
3.4	Embrace new and emerging
technologies that will enhance
business productivity.

4.2	Embed economic outcomes
in decision-making across the
organisation.
4.3	Establish an effective planning
policy framework to encourage
investment and enable
businesses to establish in
the City.

3.5	Encourage sustainable working
methods in all aspects of
business.

A City of opportunities built on thriving businesses that
is recognised for its innovation, diversity and vibrancy.
35
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Dynamic &
Diverse City
A City with thriving and
resilient business sectors
that drive employment and
deliver growth.

IMAGE: Eamonn Vereker Glass, Norwood.
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Dynamic & Diverse City
Support the growth and viability of the City’s
business sectors based on their competitive
strength and strategic priority.

A successful Economic Development Strategy and
subsequent economic growth is dependent on a
City’s business sector. Positive economic growth
and a sustainable economy require a business
sector that thrives on conditions that are conducive
to conducting business activities. The City of
Norwood Payneham & St Peters is fortunate to
be located within close proximity to the Adelaide
CBD, and as a result, has a diverse business sector
that is well positioned to be successful, resilient
and capable of remaining viable. In particular,
the Council area has a number of sectors within
the business sector, which have a competitive
advantage and are identified as a strategic priority.
The four business sectors that have been identified
by the Council as Priority sectors are:

Food and Beverage
Manufacturing
Cultural & Creative
Industries
Professional, Scientific
& Technical Services
Retail
These sectors have been identified due to their
significant existing, or emerging, importance to the
local economy in terms of employment, vibrancy
and growth.
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Whilst the Health and Education Sectors have not
been identified as priority sectors, their contribution
to the City is powerful, attracting high calibre
health workers, as well as students enrolled to elite
schools.
Accelerating the growth of these sectors is vital
to ensuring they continue to thrive and remain a
competitive advantage for the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters. As these sectors contribute
to a significant portion of the Council’s business
sector, the success of these priority sectors is key
to ensuring the economy remains sustainable and
economic growth occurs. These priority sectors act
as key economic indicators and substantial change
in any of them can be used to reflect the overall
position of the economy.
All of the priority sectors have been and will
continue to be impacted upon by COVID-19,
especially the Retail and Cultural and Creative
sectors. The impact on these sectors is
unprecedented and the full consequences are not
likely to be understood for some time.
The Council together with State and Federal
Governments will play an important role in ensuring
these priority sectors can recover as quickly as
possible and return (as close as possible) to a sense
of ‘normal’. What a thriving business sector will
look like post COVID-19 is yet to be determined.
What is globally recognised is that it is unlikely to
be the same as it previously was prior to COVID-19.
A reassessment of what would determine a
business to be ‘thriving’ will now need to be
redefined, however it will still be an objective of the
Council’s to ensure the business sectors economic
output is viable and sustainable.
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3.9%

A41

of total output for the City.

Food manufacturing sector contributes

$173.123m
(7.2%)
of total regional exports

IMAGE:
Rio Coffee,
Stepney.

Food & Beverage Manufacturing
Food processing is a vital part of the Australian
economy and has long been influential on the
manufacturing industry, with its impact far
outweighing that of all other sub-sectors. The
industry within Australia is diverse in size – from
multinationals producing large volume fast-moving
consumer goods through to smaller players with
flexibility to meet demand for niche gourmet items.
As part of ‘Growth State’, The State Government
has set an economic objective to achieve 3%
overall growth in Gross State Product (GSP) each
year in South Australia. The ‘Food, Wine and
Agribusiness’ sector is a key pillar of the South
Australian economy and is one of the nine priority
sectors that have been identified for growth.
The food manufacturing sector is the largest
manufacturing sector in Australia, South Australia
and the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
and therefore, needs to be nurtured at all levels, to
ensure that it continues to meet the demands of
the world.

1,069 jobs

Of the
in manufacturing in the City, food
processing remains the most dominant
sub-sector employing

Of the 1,069 full time equivalent jobs in the
manufacturing sector, 74 fall in the Beverage
Manufacturing sub-sector across 26 registered
businesses. The Beverage Manufacturing sector
includes the production of soft drinks, cordials and
syrups, beer, spirits, and wine and other alcoholic
beverages. Whilst the Beverage Manufacturing
sector ranks fifth in terms of employment and
value-added, it contributes $21.857 million to the
City’s regional exports. Although employment has
declined from 2016 to 2018, output has increased
with Food Manufacturing contributing to 3.9% of
total output for the City of Norwood Payneham
& St Peters. The value of goods and services
imported into the City has risen from $114.491m
to $136.011m, which can be attributed to an
increase in local sales as well as providing potential
opportunities for businesses within the local market.
The Food Manufacturing sector contributes
$173.123 million (7.2%) of total regional exports for
the City, ranking fourth after Professional, Scientific
and Technical Services and the Construction
industry. The Food & Beverage Manufacturing
sector in the City of Norwood Payneham & St
Peters, is concentrated in the suburbs of Glynde
and Stepney. To protect the ongoing success of this
sector, it is critical that the light-industrial zoning,
which enables the establishment and concentration
of these sectors, be protected and retained in these
two locations.

422 (38.6%) people.
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Cultural and Creative
Industry businesses in the City.

Cultural & Creative Industries
The Cultural and Creative Industries typically
bring together the arts, media, and design
sectors, with a focus upon convergent digital
technologies and the challenges and opportunities
of globalization. Cultural and creative activity is
increasingly recognised as an important component
of economic growth. Whilst there is no adopted
universal definition, the Cultural and Creative sector
incorporates a broad range of disciplines and is
defined in the City of Norwood Payneham & St
Peters as, sectors which place emphasis on
creativity:
• Architecture, design and visual arts
• Music and performing arts
• Film, radio and television
• Writing and publishing
• Advertising and marketing
IMAGE:
Tiff Manuell
Studio Store.

• Creative software applications.
The terms “cultural industries” and “creative
industries” are intrinsically linked. The concept
of “cultural industries” is more related to cultural
heritage and traditional forms of creation, while
“creative industries” includes the applied arts
practices, innovations and generating profit and
creation of jobs by creating intellectual property.9

to the City. Overall, the City of Norwood Payneham
& St Peters represents 29% of creative and cultural
businesses in the Eastern Region Alliance and 8%
in South Australia.
Similarly, within the City of Norwood Payneham
& St Peters, Kent Town also contains the highest
concentration of Creative and Cultural industry
employment with 1,678 people employed
in Creative Industries and 1,699 in Creative
Professions. As a whole, the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters represents 37% of creative
and cultural jobs in the Eastern Region Alliance and
8% of those in South Australia.
Most notably, between 2011 and 2016, ‘Computer
System Design and Related Services’ experienced
the most significant growth increasing by 261 jobs,
or 72%.
The South Australian Government has identified the
Creative Industries as a key competitive advantage
for the State and an important emerging industry.
As the basis for innovation, creativity can drive
productivity, economic growth and job creation.

In 2016, there were 523 registered businesses in
the Cultural and Creative sector located in the City
of Norwood Payneham & St Peters. This was the
fifth largest sector representing 8% of the total
number of business registrations across the City.
Of those 523 businesses, 77 (14.7%) were located
in the suburb of Kent Town, a neighbourhood
recognised for its cultural and creative contribution

The Cultural and Creative
Industries represents

8%

of the total
in South Australia.

The more innovative a business, the more
likely it is to export, create jobs, train
employees and turn a higher profit.
40
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98.3% of jobs
in the Professional, Scientific & Technical
Services sector in the City are located in
Kent Town.

Professional, Scientific &
Technical Services
Having a sustainable sector allows for the formation
of a positive knowledge economy, whereby the
employment that exists from this sector formulates
innovation, collaboration, growth, partnership and
opportunities through the sharing of information
both internally, at a place of work and externally
with other businesses in the sector.
The Professional, Scientific & Technical Services
sector has organically formed a cluster in the City,
mainly Kent Town and its surrounds. This area
contributes to 98.3% of all employment in this
sector and highlights its primacy when identifying
the location of where employment exists.
The age demographic that accounts for the majority
of the employment in this sector is the 25-34
age group followed by those aged 45-54. The
workforce age indicates that those employed in
this sector are largely established and experienced,
both of which are key to the effectiveness of the
Professional, Scientific & Technical Services sector
given its desire for highly skilled and qualified
labour inputs.

Retail
The retail industry is the second
largest employer in the City of
Norwood Payneham & St Peters,
contributing to around 10,052
jobs or 12.4% of the City’s workforce comprising
of 47.7% males and 52.3% females. The retail
sector accounts for 415 or 5.9% of the registered
businesses in the City and makes an important
contribution to the economic and social vibrancy
of local places.
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is
home to three major mainstreet retail precincts,
The Parade, Magill Road and Payneham Road. Each
precinct has its own unique identity and product
offering, benefiting from the agglomeration of like
businesses in the area. The suburbs of Glynde and
Stepney are unique light industrial areas, which
are home to many family-owned businesses that
produce, manufacture and export world-class
produce to local, national and international markets.
These areas are the hubs for retail and business and
play an important role in the liveability and character
of the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters.

415

Of the
registered retail
businesses in the City,

212 (51%) are located in

commercial premises along
the main streets,

107 (25.7%) are in

residential zones

33 (7.9%) are located in
light industry areas which
includes parts of Stepney
and Glynde.

IMAGE:
Bauhaus,
The Parade, Norwood.
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Health
The Healthcare and Social Assistance sector is
the largest employer in the City, with over 3,800
workers. The sector is supported by the presence
of many general practices, residential care and
allied health services. Stepney has been home to
sportsmed – an industry leading private healthcare
provider for over 30 years, which employs a
diverse range of medical and health and wellbeing
professionals.
Once an orthopaedic clinic and hospital, sportsmed
has now evolved into a ‘healthcare hub’ expanding
and specialising in a range of services and
accommodating for the ageing population, with
South Australians ageing faster than any other
mainland state. The growth in this sector will
naturally increase employment and visitors to the
area and in turn have flow on benefits to local
precincts and businesses.

Healthcare and Social Assistance sector employs over

3,800 workers

across the City.

IMAGE:
Physio Smart, Payneham.
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IMAGE: sportsmed, Stepney.

Education
Education is one of the key fundamental factors
of development and is essential to achieving
sustainable economic development in any city,
state and country. The City of Norwood Payneham
& St Peters is proudly home to seventeen (17)
preschool, primary and secondary schools in both
the public and private sectors, which is a significant
number for size of the City.
To complement this, there are 100 Education &
Training businesses in the City that provide 2,149
jobs - 8.8% of total employment, and provide
over $240m (4.0%) of total output generated by
businesses and organisations in the City. Education
is an important sector for the City, with more
output than that of any other Council in the Eastern
Region Alliance.

100
2,149 jobs

Education & Training
businesses that provide
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Destination
City
A destination with dynamic,
cultural, vibrant and
attractive precincts.
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IMAGE: Tour Down Under, The Parade, Norwood.
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Destination City
The major precincts play a pivotal role in strengthening the City’s
reputation as a vibrant, diverse and culturally rich destination.

The City contains six major activity precincts, which
attract a diverse mix of people, making the City
an exciting place to visit. In addition, significant
commercial strips are located along Kensington
Road and Glynburn Road.

The Parade
The Parade, Norwood is one of the leading main
streets in South Australia, offering a diverse range
of businesses, including a collection of cafes and
restaurants, clothing, professional and financial
services, plus a cinema complex, located near
the heart of the precinct. Foodland and Coles
supermarkets are major anchors and attractions to
the street, and contribute to the flow of foot traffic
through this area, attracting thousands of people to
the street each day.
The Parade continues to evolve and change, with
the recent completion of The Bath Apartments
and Nuova Apartments providing new medium
density housing, and a number of ground-floor retail
spaces. These two major apartment buildings,
along with other developments along the street
attract and create opportunity for new brands to
enter the street.
The Parade Precinct is currently the only mainstreet
in the City where the Council collects a separate
rate, money which is raised through a levy on

properties used for marketing and promotional
purposes. The scheme provides the means for the
Norwood Parade Precinct Committee to operate
and for the Council to deliver on The Parade’s
Annual Business Plan, which outlines the Strategies
and Objectives of the plan. The four key Strategies
in the Plan address – events and activations,
marketing and communications, identity and brand
and business development for businesses in The
Parade Precinct.

Magill Road
The Magill Road Precinct encompasses an eclectic
mix of retail, some residential premises and larger
manufacturers that break up the continuity of the
commercial land uses. The distinctive brand identity
that captures the unique essence and vibrancy of
the street attracts customers, businesses and the
community, and offers an experience with a mix of
eclectic and eccentric products and services.
By 2023, Norwood Green will be a diverse collection
of townhouses and apartments, complemented
with green open space and on-site retail tenancies
that will complete the liveability of the area. It is
estimated that there will be a residential growth
rate of 23.4% in Norwood from 10,397 (2016) to
12,826 (2036), which will increase the demand on
the offerings within these key precincts.

IMAGE:
Magill Road, Norwood.
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Norwood Payneham
& St Peters
Activity Precincts
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A successful precinct drives connection through a concentration of
activity and people, and builds on existing competitive strengths.
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A key contributor to the
success or failure of a precinct
is the degree of visitation.

Glynde & Stepney

Payneham Road
Payneham Road is the most diverse mainstreet
in the City that extends from North Terrace,
through to the junction of Glynburn, Montacute
and Lower North East Roads. The street includes
two shopping centres - The Avenues and Marden
Shopping Centre, a neighbourhood shopping
precinct within Felixstow and Glynde, residential
aged care facilities and over fifty bridal related and
retail shops is what makes Payneham Road so
unique.

The history of the Glynde area is steeped in farming
tradition and food production. Throughout the
late 1800s and early 1900s, the Glynde estate
was renowned for its fine vineyards, orchards
and gardens. It was not until the mid-1900s that
there was successive waves of European migrants
to South Australia, bringing with them new
knowledge, ingredients and culture.
Local food manufacturing precincts have emerged
within the Council area in Glynde and Stepney,
where complementary businesses have established
within small-scale industrial pockets, and have
seen business success through co-locating. There
is a strong connection, and place for this industry
in the region. These businesses play an important
role in the City through job creation, and in effect
have contributed to a cluster of positive and exciting
experiences.

Kent Town
Kent Town is a culturally rich and diverse suburb
located adjacent to Adelaide’s Central Business
District (CBD), bounded by North Terrace,
Dequetteville Terrace and Fullarton Road.
Kent Town is unique in that it is evolving through
a period of transformation. The suburb comprises
of a combination of highly productive businesses
mixed in with residential and educational uses.
Forecast for significant population growth over the
next 5-10 years resulting from densification due
to zoning changes and its appeal to investors and
residents, Kent Town is well placed to capitalise on
future economic growth.
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Visitor Economy

Evening and Night-Time Economy

The Visitor Economy represents economic activity
that relates to attracting and servicing visitors in
the City, either on a regular basis, for example daily
shopping trips, or unique visitations, which are
destination driven.

The evening and night-time economy has
increasingly been recognised as a driver of
economic growth, extending the social and
business activity within an area. Traditionally, the
evening and night-time economies comprise of a
mix of cultural, entertainment and hospitality based
service businesses that provide a diverse offering
to local residents, workers and visitors.

The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is a
major destination, drawing visitors from a wide
geographic area for a diverse range of reasons,
including work, business, leisure, recreation, social,
educational and family. The area also comprises
of a significant number of high quality schools
and provides an education offering that is well
recognised internationally.
A key aspect in maintaining strong visitation in the
City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters involves
the Council continuing to provide high quality
infrastructure and mainstreets that support the
viability of local brick and mortar businesses.

Successful evening and night-time cities offer an
interesting choice of leisure and entertainment for a
diversity of ages, lifestyles and cultures.
Many cities across the world have well-established
late night precincts, which include a mix of food
and beverage services, live music venues, retail
shops, community and cultural institutions, and
sporting venues. These services provide a viable
transition from daytime to evening economies and
also encourage day time users to stay in the area
later. The vibrancy created results in increased
visitation and enhances the liveability for existing
local residents.

The diverse mixed-use precincts located across the
City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters, present
several opportunities to grow the evening and
night time economy over the coming years.
IMAGE: Event Activation, The Parade, Norwood.
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Innovative
City
An innovative City that
supports business and
attracts investment.
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IMAGE: Base64, North Terrace, Kent Town.
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Innovative City
Attract and maintain competitive businesses with
the capacity for resilience and ongoing sustainability,
innovation and growth.

Long-term economic growth is dependent on
sufficient skill levels in the workforce to ensure
businesses have the capacity to deliver. High
quality education, and its subsequent connection
with the local economy, are essential to building a
productive economy by ensuring that businesses
can access the skilled workforce that their business
depends upon. With 17 high quality schools,
the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is
well placed to both leverage its students as the
workforce of the future, and to also offer students
ongoing local employment opportunities.
A vital component in meeting the aspirations
of current and future businesses in the City of
Norwood Payneham & St Peters is ensuring that
issues relating to environmental sustainability
are considered alongside those of economic
sustainability. A sustainable environment impacts
on business investment decisions and business
competitiveness and is a key asset in the success
of local businesses. The Council is committed
to the sustainable and efficient management
of resources, and mitigating and adapting to
the impacts of a changing environment. To
achieve this, the Council will continue to promote
environmental programs and initiatives to local
businesses.

In order to attract and maintain competitive
businesses in the area, it is important to offer
training and support services for the business
community. In today’s economy, workforce
development and continuing education is
imperative as it fuels growth. It ensures that
employees have the skills and knowledge to
support current and future industry sectors.
Home-based businesses are a large part of the
Australian business community, as well as in the
City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters. Running
a business from home offers flexibility, and lower
running costs, but requires discipline and a longterm vision to grow and succeed. The City values
and supports home-based businesses equally to
bricks and mortar offering the same full service.
Business acknowledgement and recognition
is equally as important as business attraction.
Celebrating businesses that continue to be
successful and make a significant contribution to
the City is imperative and it is what drives visitors
to the City.
As more traditional job roles face disruption,
understanding and exploring the opportunities
in this sector is vital to ongoing sustainability,
innovation and growth.

17 high quality
schools
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IMAGE:
Base64,
North Terrace, Kent Town.

Start-ups lie at the heart of job creation, investment attraction
and economic growth. They contribute to the ideas, skills and
jobs that will shape the future workforce.
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Business
Friendly City
A City that understands the
needs of business.
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Business Friendly City
Remove barriers and make it easy for business
owners to start, run and grow a business.

Businesses add significant value to the local
economy of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
contributing approximately 17.5% of rates revenue
and through development contributions, fees and
charges. Modern businesses are however very
mobile and so if it is difficult to do business in one
location, businesses will simply relocate to another.
To provide a business-friendly environment, the
Council must look to simplify regulatory processes
where possible, be flexible enough to change
rapidly to meet current conditions and reduce
barriers that may affect commercial activity.
The Council is committed to developing strong
and personal relationships with the business
community and is committed to ensuring
interactions are responsive and timely. From the
initial welcoming of a new business and through
the lifecycle of that business, the Council will look
to provide an environment for their success.

56

Increasing the availability of business information
and services online will ensure a consistent
message and provide a more streamline approach,
resulting in a more pleasurable experience for
the consumer. It will build strong and resilient
communities by creating connections, healthy
communication and through collaboration.
By working with key partners, stakeholders and the
community, the Council will provide high quality
infrastructure for the community while minimising
the impacts to business during their construction.
To remain competitive and attractive as a business
destination, it is critical that the Council offers
a business-friendly service and culture, making
it easy to do business in the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters.
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IMAGE:
Networking Event,
Rustic Gourmet, Kent Town.

Being open for business means delivering the Council’s
business facing services with a ‘can do’ attitude, enabling
a well-functioning built environment and facilitating a
business environment where a diverse range of businesses
can establish and grow.
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Action
Plan
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Opportunity
IMAGE: Scoffed Cooking School, St Morris.
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Dynamic & Diverse City
			Support the growth and viability of the City’s business sectors
based on their competitive strength and strategic priority.
Strategy CV
Recover and Rebuild the local economy following the impacts of COVID-19.
Actions

Timeframe

CV.1.0.1

Strengthen the promotion of ‘Buy Local’ initiatives to support key sector
businesses.

Year 1

CV.1.0.2

Develop a downloadable marketing and events calendar which also
identifies how businesses can get involved.

Year 1

CV.1.0.3

Focus marketing and promotional initiatives on the Retail and Hospitality
sectors to increase discretionary spend.

Year 1

Strategy 1.1
Focus on the support and growth of the City’s priority sectors:
 Food & Beverage Manufacturing
 Cultural & Creative
 Professional, Scientific & Technical Services
 Retail
Actions

Timeframe

Food & Beverage Manufacturing Sector
1.1.1

Continue to support and promote the Food & Beverage Manufacturing
sector.

Ongoing

1.1.2

Continue to host regular bus tours, initiatives and events that showcase the
City’s food and beverage offering.

Ongoing

1.1.3

Identify and work with local business operators that currently export or have
the ambition to export.

Year 2 - 5

1.1.4

Advocate for the retention of existing zoning to protect the Food &
Beverage Manufacturing sector.

Year 1

Cultural & Creative Sector
1.1.5

Promote Kent Town as a Cultural & Creative Industries Hub.

Ongoing

1.1.6

Facilitate opportunities and encourage collaboration between property
owners and creatives, to deliver creative initiatives.

Ongoing

1.1.7

Identify funding and/or promotional opportunities for local artists.

Ongoing

Professional, Scientific & Technical Services Sector

60

1.1.8

Improve awareness about the location of the City and its proximity to the
Adelaide CBD to attract investment and highly skilled labour.

1.1.9

Continue to monitor location trends and employment numbers as majority
of employment in the Professional, Scientific & Technical Services Industry
is in Kent Town and its surrounds.

1.1.10

Capitalise on future opportunities to leverage off the development of Lot
Fourteen.
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Year 2

Ongoing
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Actions

Timeframe

Retail Sector
1.1.11

Continue to deliver marketing programs utilising a variety of channels, to
reinforce the position of the City as a leading and preferred retail destination.

1.1.12

Facilitate opportunities to access underutilised retail spaces for short-term
pop-up businesses, activities and initiatives.

1.1.13

Continue to work in partnership with business owners and property owners
within the City’s retail precincts to encourage greater consumer spending in
the retail sector.

Ongoing
Year 1
Ongoing

Strategy 1.2
Support the Education and Health Sectors as key contributors to community well-being.
Actions

Timeframe

1.2.1

Collaborate with local schools on projects that benefit the community.

Ongoing

1.2.2

Promote allied health and wellbeing services and events that benefit the
community.

Ongoing

1.2.3

Explore ways to support future growth opportunities for small to medium
allied health businesses that are focusing on emerging services and
technologies including home-based care and tele-health.

Year 4

Strategy 1.3
Identify emerging trends and support opportunities for economic growth.
Actions
1.3.1

Timeframe
Monitor land use activity and changes in economic activity to identify
emerging trends and opportunities for economic growth.

Ongoing

Strategy 1.4
Promote opportunity and collaboration across the sectors.
Actions
1.4.1

Timeframe
Create opportunities for businesses to interact through business events and
networking functions.

Ongoing

Strategy 1.5
Identify and promote local competitive advantages.
Actions
1.5.1

Timeframe
Strengthen the local supply chain and promote the benefits of doing
business locally.

Year 2 -5

IMAGE:
La Casa Del Formaggio,
Glynde.
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Destination City
Increase
			
the number of people who live, work and visit the
City and enhance the community well-being of existing
residents, workers and visitors.
Strategy CV
Recover and Rebuild the local economy following the impacts of COVID-19.
Actions

Timeframe

CV.2.0.1

Promote the City’s precincts as local destinations to increase visitation.

Year 1

CV.2.0.2

Increase precinct website capabilities that facilitate and encourage visitors
to the street.

Year 1

CV.2.0.3

Develop a mini event series to re-activate key spaces in the City.

Year 1

CV.2.0.4

Increase the social media presence of the various precincts across the City.

Year 1

Strategy 2.1
Showcase and promote the City’s attractions and events to facilitate growth in visitation
and spending.
Actions
2.1.1

Timeframe
Work with the State and Federal Governments to ensure that the City’s
businesses have a presence on their marketing channels.

Ongoing

Strategy 2.2
Support the City’s vibrant mainstreet precincts.
Actions

Timeframe

2.2.1

Continue to develop and implement precinct marketing campaigns for the
City’s key precincts including Kent Town, Payneham Road, Magill Road, The
Parade and the Glynde and Stepney suburbs.

Annually

2.2.2

Manage the Norwood Parade Precinct Separate Levy and deliver and
implement an Annual Business Plan for the Committee.

Ongoing

2.2.3

Monitor vacancy rates on The Parade by undertaking annual audits.

Annually

2.2.4

Improve the amenity and safety of The Parade by implementing The Parade
Masterplan.

Year 1 - 5

Strategy 2.3
Facilitate the activation of key spaces and precincts in the City.
Actions
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Timeframe

2.3.1

Develop a People, Place and Activity Strategy.

2.3.2

Maintain an exciting event offering that contributes to the City’s brand and
continues to grow and enhance social and economic well-being.

Ongoing

2.3.3

Assist businesses to leverage from the City of Norwood Payneham & St
Peters, City of Adelaide and State Government event calendars.

Ongoing
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Actions

Timeframe

2.3.4

Support externally run events initiated by the business community that will
increase local visitation as opportunities arise.

Ongoing

2.3.5

Support live music by promoting local venues and local artists as well as
engaging emerging musicians for Council organised events.

Ongoing

2.3.6

Continue to maintain the Artist Register on the Council’s website.

Ongoing

2.3.7

Take a risk management, rather than risk averse approach to the
consideration of applications to the Licensing Authority for Entertainment
Consent.

Ongoing

2.3.8

Promote the role of key precincts as focal points for the evening and nighttime economy.

Ongoing

2.3.9

Support legislative reform proposals aimed at improving accessibility of live
music at licensed venues, subject to appropriate checks and balances to
ensure residential amenity is not unduly impacted.

Ongoing

Strategy 2.4
Work with local business operators to strengthen the viability of precincts and enhance the
customer experience.
Actions
2.4.1

Timeframe
Explore opportunities to promote businesses through the Council’s
website, social media platforms and other promotional/marketing platforms
as they arise.

Ongoing

IMAGE: The Parade, Norwood.
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Innovative City
Attract
			
and maintain competitive businesses with
the capacity for resilience and ongoing sustainability,
innovation and growth.

Strategy CV
Recover and Rebuild the local economy following the impacts of COVID-19.
Actions

Timeframe

CV.3.0.1

Assist businesses to navigate the impacts of COVID-19 by providing
ongoing communication and education on the support services available
to them.

Year 1

CV.3.0.2

Increase the number of training events and deliver them in a variety of
forms, easily accessible for the business community. i.e. group workshops.

Year 1

CV.3.0.3

Explore opportunities for the Council to provide a Business Advisory Service
Program.

Year 1

Strategy 3.1
Maximise new investment and growth opportunities.
Actions
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Timeframe

3.1.1

Develop an Investment Prospectus to promote the City and its
opportunities.

Year 2

3.1.2

Investigate options for a Small Business Grant Program.

Year 2

3.1.3

Explore ways to support new and home-based businesses, as well as startups and entrepreneurs.

Year 2
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Strategy 3.2
Recognise businesses and business sectors that make a significant contribution to the City.
Actions

Timeframe

3.2.1

Conduct an Annual Business Awards program that gives customers,
business owners and employees the chance to recognise and celebrate
their favourite City businesses.

Ongoing

3.2.2

Conduct the Mayor’s Business Commendation Awards annually.

Annually

Strategy 3.3
Facilitate communication, education and networking programs to support businesses.
Actions

Timeframe

3.3.1

Continue to grow the business database lists and communicate on a regular
basis, including a process to identify new businesses.

Ongoing

3.3.2

Deliver a program of forums, networking and training events for new and
existing businesses collaborating with specialist providers.

Ongoing

Strategy 3.4
Embrace new and emerging technologies that will enhance business productivity.
Actions

Timeframe

3.4.1

Implement projects identified to benefit businesses through the Smart City
Plan.

Year 2 -5

3.4.2

Promote access and availability of the NBN to all businesses.

Ongoing

3.4.3

Explore opportunities with the State and Federal Governments to establish
an innovation precinct within the Council area, as part of GigCity Adelaide.

Year 2

Strategy 3.5
Encourage sustainable working methods in all aspects of business.
Actions

Timeframe

3.5.1

Promote environmentally sustainable programs such as ‘Plastic Free SA’.

Ongoing

3.5.2

Promote the benefits of operating in a circular economy.

Ongoing

3.5.3

Explore opportunities to develop regenerative economies.

Ongoing
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Business Friendly City
To
			 remove barriers and make it easy for business
owners to start, run and grow a business.
Strategy CV
Recover and Rebuild the local economy following the impacts of COVID-19.
Actions

Timeframe

CV.4.0.1

Provide financial support to traders in The Parade Precinct in 2020-21
through the introduction of a Discretionary Rebate of The Parade
Separate Rate.

Year 1

CV.4.0.2

Provide financial relief to hospitality businesses through the waiving of
Outdoor Dining fees.

Year 1

CV.4.0.3

Provide information on health and wellbeing services to businesses.

Year 1

CV.4.0.4

Update the ‘COVID-19 Information for Businesses’ webpage as new
information and resources become available.

Year 1

Strategy 4.1
Ensure that Council processes are business friendly and contribute to a well-functioning City.
Actions

Timeframe

4.1.1

Maintain and promote to the business community, the Council’s
accreditation as a Small Business Friendly Council.

Ongoing

4.1.2

Ensure that capital works, infrastructure projects and major developments,
take into consideration the impacts on local businesses and develop
strategic solutions to mitigate them.

Ongoing

4.1.3

Review the Council’s ‘Business & Economy’ webpage to ensure it is easy to
use and is informative for businesses.

Ongoing

4.1.4

Review and update the Council’s ‘New Business Starter Pack’.

Year 1

4.1.5

Design a streamlined process for businesses working with the Council /
across departments.

Year 1

4.1.6

Encourage residents to support their local businesses and services.

Ongoing

Strategy 4.2
Embed economic outcomes in decision-making across the organisation.
Actions
4.2.1

Timeframe
Foster a business-friendly culture across the organisation that can adapt to
business needs.

Ongoing

Strategy 4.3
Establish an effective planning policy framework to encourage investment and enable
businesses to establish in the City.
Actions
4.3.1
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Timeframe
Support planning and development that stimulates economic growth and
delivers high quality urban form and amenities.
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IMAGE: City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters Customer Service.
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Implementation & Monitoring
The Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026 will be monitored
and evaluated by the Council.
Annual progress reports on the implementation of
the Strategy, and more specifically in relation to the
Actions, will be presented to the Council’s Business
& Economic Development Committee and the
Council to ensure that the strategies are being
met and the actions delivered in a professional and
timely manner. A report against the measurements
and targets outlined below, will be provided to the

OUTCOME 1 OUTCOME 2
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Business & Economic Development Committee
and the Council upon completion of the Strategy.
The success of the Economic Development Strategy
2021-2026 will also be influenced by external factors
and minor changes to the actions may be required,
in response to changing economic conditions that
occur over the life of the Strategy.

Dynamic & Diverse City
A City with thriving and resilient business sectors that drive employment and deliver growth
Measures

Targets

• The number of businesses and/or the number
of employees in each of the four (4) priority
sectors. (Remplan)

• 10% increase in the number of businesses
and/or employees in each of the 4 sectors
over the 5 year period.

• Total unemployment in NPSP. (ABS Data).

• Unemployment levels in the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters to remain below the
State average.

Destination City
A destination with dynamic, cultural, vibrant and attractive precincts
Measures

Targets

• Level of agreement by businesses that the
mix of businesses in the business precincts
contributes to the prosperity of the area.
(Community Survey)

• A rating of 3.5 or greater out of 5.0.

• The number of businesses across the City in
the Retail, Accommodation and Food Services
and Art Recreation Services sectors.

• Maintain a minimum combined total of 11.5%
of total businesses in the City.

• Retail spend across the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters.

• Increase in the amount of retail spend across
the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters.

• Number of Food Secrets of Glynde & Stepney
bus tours.

• Host 10 Food Secrets of Glynde & Stepney
bus tours annually.

• Dedicated Eastside Wine & Ale Trail
campaign.

• Deliver a dedicated Eastside Wine & Ale Trail
campaign annually.

• Support for local business run events.

• Support a minimum of 2 local business run
events annually.
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Quinzi’s Confectionery,
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OUTCOME 3

Innovative City
An innovative City that supports business and attracts investment
Measures

Targets

• Completion of Smart City Initiatives.

• Implementation of at least 3 Smart City
initiatives to support the City’s business
sector.

• Increase the number businesses participating
in environmentally sustainable programs such
as ‘Plastic Free SA’.

• The number of businesses certified as
‘Plastic Free’ has doubled.

• Level of business satisfaction with the
Council’s performance in attracting and
supporting businesses. (Community Survey).

• A rating of 3.5 or greater out of 5.0.

OUTCOME 4

Business Friendly City
A City that understands the needs of business
Measures

Targets

• Increase in the number of businesses
that access the Council’s pre-lodgement
development assessment service.

• 50% increase in the number of business
related pre-lodgement applications.

• Office of the Small Business Commissioner
(OSBC).

• Accreditation as a Small Business Friendly
Council is maintained.
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Draft 2021–2026 Economic Development Strategy – Have your say!

Have Your Say!

Draft 2021–2026
Economic Development Strategy
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is seeking your
comments on the Draft 2021–2026 Economic Development
Strategy. This document outlines the Council’s strategic direction
for economic development over the next five years, to support
and grow businesses within the Council area.

The Council values your opinion and
appreciates your comments on the
Draft Economic Development Strategy.
The Draft Strategy proposes four key
themes and these are;
• Dynamic & Diverse City
• Destination City
• Innovative City
• Business Friendly City
Comments must be received by 5.00pm,
Monday 17 August 2020.

For further information, to view the Draft Economic
Development Strategy or to complete the online
survey, visit:
• The Council’s website at www.npsp.sa.gov.au
• A Customer Service Centre:
Norwood Town Hall
175 The Parade, Norwood
Norwood Library
110 The Parade, Nowood
St Peters Library
101 Payneham Road, St Peters
Payneham Library
2 Turner Street, Felixstow.

City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
175 The Parade, Norwood SA 5067
Telephone
Email
Website
Socials

8366 4555
townhall@npsp.sa.gov.au
www.npsp.sa.gov.au
/cityofnpsp
@cityofnpsp
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Draft 2021–2026
Economic Development Strategy
Survey
First name
Surname
Residential street
Residential suburb

I am:
An owner of a residential property in the Council area
A business owner in the Council area
Both a resident and a business owner in the Council area
An occupier of a residential property in the Council area
A representative of a community group in the Council area
Other (please describe)

Keep in Touch
If you would like to be kept up-to-date regarding the 2021–2026 Economic Development Strategy as it progresses,
please provide your email address:
Email
You can also use this email address to sign up to our bi-monthly eNewsletter Your NPSP, to stay up to date about the Council’s
programs, services, events and initiatives.
I would like to receive the Council’s eNewsletter:

Yes

No
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Vision
The Draft Economic Development Strategy 2021–2026 includes the following vision for the City:
A connected City with thriving businesses, vibrant precincts and an engaged business community.
Do you support this vision?
Yes		

In part

No

What do you like or dislike? What should be changed or added?

General Themes
Do you support the four key themes for the City?
• Dynamic & Diverse City		

Yes		

In part

No

• Destination City		

Yes		

In part

No

• Innovative City			

Yes		

In part

No

• Business Friendly City 		

Yes		

In part

No

What do you like or dislike? What should be changed or added?
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COVID-19 Recover and rebuild strategy
Strategy: Recover and rebuild the local economy following the impacts of COVID-19.
This strategy focuses on recovering and rebuilding the economy in the first year of the Economic Development Strategy.
This strategy applies across all four themes.
Do you agree or disagree with this strategy?
Yes		

In part

No

What do you like or dislike about this strategy, or the actions under each of the themes? Please specify why.

Specific Themes and Strategies
Each of the four Themes contains a set of strategies. The following questions relate to the specific strategies.
Theme 1: Dynamic & Diverse City
Strategy 1.1 Focus on the support and growth of the City’s priority sectors:
• Food & Beverage Manufacturing
• Cultural & Creative
• Professional, Scientific & Technical Services
• Retail
Strategy 1.2 Support the education and health sectors as key contributors to community well-being.
Strategy 1.3 Identify emerging trends and support opportunities for economic growth.
Strategy 1.4 Promote opportunity and collaboration across the sectors.
Strategy 1.5 Identify and promote local competitive advantages.
Do you support the proposed strategies outlined under Theme 1: Dynamic & Diverse City?

Yes		

What do you like or dislike about Theme 1, the strategies or the actions under the theme? Please specify why.

In part

No
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Theme 2: Destination City
Strategy 2.1 Showcase and promote the City’s attractions and events to facilitate growth in visitation and spending.
Strategy 2.2 Support the City’s vibrant mainstreet precincts.
Strategy 2.3 Facilitate the activation of key precincts in the City.
Strategy 2.4 Work with local business operators to strengthen the viability of precincts and enhance the customer experience.
Do you support the proposed strategies outlined under Theme 2: Destination City?		

Yes		

What do you like or dislike about Theme 2, the strategies or the actions under the theme? Please specify why.

In part

No
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Theme 3: Innovative City
Strategy 3.1 Maximise new investment and growth opportunities.
Strategy 3.2 Recognise businesses and business sectors that make a significant Contribution to the City.
Strategy 3.3 Facilitate communication, education and networking programs to support Businesses.
Strategy 3.4 Embrace new and emerging technologies that will enhance business productivity.
Strategy 3.5 Encourage sustainable working methods in all aspects of business.
Do you support the proposed strategies outlined under Theme 3: Innovative City?		

Yes		

What do you like or dislike about Theme 3, the strategies or the actions under the theme? Please specify why.

In part

No
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Theme 4: Business Friendly City
Strategy 4.1 Ensure that Council processes are business friendly and contribute to a well-functioning City.
Strategy 4.2 Embed economic outcomes in decision-making across the organisation.
Strategy 4.3 Establish an effective planning policy framework to encourage investment and enable businesses to establish in the City.
Do you support the proposed strategies outlined under Theme 4: Business Friendly City?

Yes		

In part

What do you like or dislike about Theme 4, the strategies or the actions under the theme? Please specify why.

Do you have any other comments regarding the Draft 2021–2026 Economic Development Strategy?

Please note: All comments and submissions received as part of the community consultation will be collated and
summarised for consideration by the Council and will be used to inform the final Economic Development Strategy.
Thank you for completing this survey. Your time and contributions are appreciated by the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters. All survey responses must be received by the Council by 5.00pm, Monday 17 August 2020.

No
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Draft Economic Development Strategy 2021 – 2026
Public Consultation Feedback and Council Comment
Element
Vision
General Themes: Dynamic & Diverse City
General Themes: Destination City
General Themes: Innovative City
General Themes: Business Friendly City
COVID-19 recover and Rebuild Strategy
Proposed Strategies Outlined Under: Dynamic & Diverse City
Proposed Strategies Outlined Under: Destination City
Proposed Strategies Outlined Under: Innovative City
Proposed Strategies Outlined Under: Business Friendly City
EDS Ref Type
Number
EDS 1
Resident &
Business
Owner
EDS 2
Resident &
Business
Owner

Yes
4 (80%)
5 (100%)
4 (80%)
3 (60%)
5 (100%)
4 (100%)
4 (100%)
3 (60%)
4 (80%)
4 (100%)

In Part
1 (20%)

No

1 (20%)
2 (40%)

2 (40%)
1 (20%)

Address

eNewsletter Comments

Staff Comments / Response

Action

King William
Street, Kent
Town
First Avenue, St
Peters

Yes

No additional comments provided.

Noted.

No change.

Fine to have ‘vibrant’ precincts, however greater number of people
working from home, residential areas need improving and protecting
from high speed, rat-running traffic using the residential roads for
commuting.

Noted. Outside the scope of this Strategy.
However the Council understands that due to
factors such as COVID-19, there has been a shift
in the nature of working arrangements, with
more people now working from home. The
Council also appreciates the importance of
protecting the amenity of its residential areas.

No change.

Want the residential area to be quiet and conducive to ‘remote &
online’ working from home. First Avenue, is so busy with rat-running
and cut through vehicle / commuter traffic. It has become an all-day
parking lot for the construction workers on Payneham Road. It is noisy
and disruptive to working from home. Quiet residential and community
focussed streets and avenues are preferred.

Noted. Outside the scope of this Strategy. The
issues associated with the construction on
Payneham Road are temporary and should be
resolved once construction is completed.

No change.

Making residential streets quiet and attractive for the residents working
from home and the community, rather than the commuter, will help the
economic recovery.

Noted. Outside the scope of this Strategy. The
Council understands that residents and people
working from home may require conditions
which are conducive to productivity. The Council
has not prioritised commuters over residents.

No change.

Strategy 1.3 – Identify emerging trends and support opportunities for
economic growth… An emerging trend is more ‘working online from
home’ / rat-running traffic / cut through commuters from outer suburbs
off main roads impacts working from home.

Noted. Opportunities to support the growing
trend of working from home will be explored as
opportunities arise.

No change.

The theme of being a ‘Dynamic & Diverse City’
incorporates offering infrastructure for differing
modes of transport for people to ensure
accessibility to the Council area is maintained.

D2
EDS Ref Type
Number

EDS 3

EDS 4

Resident

Resident

Address

Koolaman
Street, Joslin

Rose Street,
Norwood

eNewsletter Comments

No

Yes

Staff Comments / Response

Action

All residential areas need to be max 40km/hr.

Noted. Outside the scope of the Economic
Development Strategy.

No change.

Limit rat-running traffic using residential avenues, such as First Avenue,
as arterial thoroughfare roads. They are noisy and dangerous. They
reduce the ability to work productively from home.

Noted. Outside the scope of the Economic
Development Strategy.

No change.

Support the thrust of the Economic Development Strategy.

Noted.

No change.

The Strategy leaves out outcomes, objectives, strategies and actions
directed at innovative sustainable environments to address climate
change.

Noted. The Economic Development Strategy
refers to the economy in general being
regenerative as opposed to being sustainable.
Regeneration refers to an area (the Council area)
being aware of its strengths and ensuring the
community is operating in a state that is healthy
for the environment and for people, whilst
ensuing it is fluid enough to adapt to change and
disruptions.

No change.

Strongly support the Strategic Directions of Council especially Outcome
4. The results of the NPSP ‘What Businesses Value’ had Open Space –
streetscape appeal, green vegetation as number one. Some may
question the relevance of this, however the connection is clear and
direct. Understand that Council has made significant progress in the
direction of CityPlan Outcome 4 with Felixstow Reserve, Linde Reserve /
Second Creek, River Torrens Linear Park pathway upgrades, Richards
Park and Ninth Avenue.

Noted. Council understands that businesses see
the environment as an important issue and that it
needs to be addressed. However, whilst the
Economic Development Strategy is focused
around businesses and the economy, it is not the
tool to address all matters. Outcome 4 is
contained within the Council’s overarching
strategic document CityPlan 2030, and this
document will address the environmental
outcomes at a higher level. This will flow into
positive economic effects also.

No change.

Strongly state that the Strategic Framework needs to include an
additional item ‘Innovative Sustainable Environments’ with subsequent
outcomes, objectives, strategies and actions.

Noted. Outside the scope of the Economic
Development Strategy.

No change.

An example is an Action Plan that identifies and facilitates the
sustainable development of a large demonstration site with the Council
area for a mixed-use sustainable village. This may include 6-star
environmental performance, off-grid energy system, contemporary art
gallery and artist studio’s, state of the art green spaces / gardens,
recreational facilities, recycled materials for construction, local artists’
only, boutique 3 star hotel and a licensed precinct / café strictly family
friendly. Lochiel Park Green Village as a reference point.

Noted. Outside the scope of the Council.

No change.

COVID-19 elements need to be the highest priority.

Noted. The Council agrees with this and hence
the emphasis on making COVID-19 Actions, Year
1 priorities.

No change.

2

D3
EDS Ref Type
Number

EDS 5

Resident

Address

Kensington
Park

eNewsletter Comments

Yes

Staff Comments / Response

Action

Being known as an events city and as a key attractor, needs financial
commitment.

Agree. This is why emphasis has been placed on
Outcome 2: Destination City. The Council will
continue to fund and support successful Council
run events and invest in new and exciting
initiatives to activate the area and continue to
attract visitors.

No change.

COVID19 is one of many future disruptions and economic resilience will
come from building a capacity to adapt and respond. The strategy needs
to incorporate ways to build the resilience of the local economy to be
responsive to future disruptions.

Agree. Resilience and adaptive business models
have been considered as key topics for training
events to be delivered as part of Action CV 3.0.2
‘Increase the number of training events and
deliver them in a variety of forms, easily
accessible for the business community. i.e. faceto-face, webinar, collaborative meeting.’

No change.

People go to retail spaces for the experience. There is a need to
enhance the vibe of the shopping precincts with music, arts and cultural
activations. Could consider adding an action to engage and co-create
initiatives with local artists, musicians and local cultural groups to
activate retail circulation spaces and create fun, uplifting and
community vibe.

Agree. In addition to the Economic Development
Strategy, this will be addressed as part of the
Council’s People Place & Activity Strategy and
through the implementation of some of the
actions in the Economic Development Strategy
(i.e. Action 2.3.5).

No change.

Consider adding an action to encourage and incentivise schools and
businesses to participate in all existing State festivals such as SALA,
Umbrella, Fringe, Illuminate, Dream BIG children’s festival, SA Film
festival etc. Ask businesses what they need from Council to help them
participate. Ask artists what they need from Council to contribute. This
will attract people and enhance vibrancy, creating destinations.

Action 2.3.3 to ’Assist businesses to leverage from
the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters’ and
City of Adelaide’s events calendar’ refers to the
Council’s role in encouraging local businesses to
leverage events. This can be amended to include
State Government events. This concept will be
further enhanced as part of the Council’s People,
Place & Activity Strategy.

Amend Action 2.3.3 to include State
Government. ‘Assist businesses to leverage
from the City of Norwood Payneham & St
Peters, City of Adelaide and State
Government events calendar’.

Consider adding an action to engage property developers/owners in
Information can be communicated, however
conversations about the vibe the community has communicated. Inspire Council has limited influence over property
them to find tenants that are in service to this.
owners and their selection of tenants in this
regard.

No change.

Action 3.5 should be regenerative business practices to go beyond
sustainability and circular. Consider adding an action about informing
the business community about regeneration.

No change.

3

Noted. Subject to community interest,
regenerative business practices may be
considered as a key topic for training events to be
delivered as part of Action CV 3.0.2 ‘Increase the
number of training events and deliver them in a
variety of forms, easily accessible for the business
community. i.e. face-to-face, webinar,
collaborative meeting.’

D4
EDS Ref Type
Number

EDS 6

Resident

Address

Kensington
Park

eNewsletter Comments

Yes

Staff Comments / Response

Action

Consider adding an action to be micro business friendly and engage
micro business in a conversation about what they need as this is the
fastest growing sector among Gen Z so things like less red tape, faster
invoice processing etc.

The actions outlined in the Strategy that relate to
‘small businesses’ are inclusive of ‘micro
businesses’.

No change.

Focus on exponential growth for its own sake is concerning and growth
should be in sectors that are in service to the unique and indispensable
aspects of the area.

Agree. Dynamic and Diverse City - The Objective
to support the growth and viability of the City’s
businesses sectors will be focused on priority
sectors as identified in the Economic
Development Strategy that have competitive
strength and strategic priority that is relevant to
the local economy.

No change.

Definition of regeneration used in the document is as good as anywhere
in the world and I will share it with regenerative global colleagues.

Noted.

No change.

For the purposes of this strategy, regeneration needs to be stronger and
embodied in the strategies.

Regeneration is a concept that needs to be
adopted by the Council at a higher level.
Notwithstanding this, Council staff have
commenced exploring the concept of Doughnut
Economics and regeneration (as referred to in the
Economic Development Strategy), however
further research is required and actions may be
considered as part of implementation of the
Economic Development Strategy as opportunities
arise over the life of the Strategy.

No change.

COVID-19 needs to be acknowledged as one disruption of other future
disruptions and it has provided valuable insights that need to be used to
build resilience to other future disruptions. In this context it could be
worth replacing ‘Recovery & Rebuild the Local Economy Following the
Impacts of COVID-19’ with Build Resilience to Future Disruptions or
something similar.

The Recover & Rebuild Strategy takes a priority
short-term focus to support businesses over the
next 12 months as the economy continues to be
impacted by COVID-19. Building resilience and
looking at adaptive business models are
extremely important and relevant for the local
economy moving forward. These concepts will be
considered as part of other actions which take a
longer-term approach.

No change.

Adding regeneration as a ‘General Theme: Regenerative City’ to allow
for this to be fully explored through the life of the strategy, but instead
ideally supporting staff becoming familiar with the doughnut model as
best practice and mapping the strategies and actions and embedding it
in this strategy. This will take time and there will be challenges in the
engagement process but NPSP could be one of the leaders.

Given regeneration is a relatively new concept for
this Council, the Council is reluctant to add it as
an overall new theme. Council staff have
commenced exploring the concept of doughnut
economics and regeneration (as referred to in the
Economic Development Strategy), however
further research is required and actions may be
considered as part of implementation of the
Economic Development Strategy as opportunities
arise over the life of the Strategy. Given it relates

No change.

4

D5
EDS Ref Type
Number

Address

eNewsletter Comments

Staff Comments / Response

Action

to more than just economic development, the
concept of regeneration may be considered at a
higher level in the Council’s Strategic Plan.

EDS 7

Business
Owners

The Parade /
Norwood Place

No

Engage Regenesis to be companions in the process? Participate in Kate
Raworth’s Doughnut Labs?

Council staff will investigate opportunities. Does
not need to be specifically outlined in the
Economic Development Strategy.

No change.

Should commit to exploring these (or similar) questions with a robust
diverse community engagement process and develop measures as
outlined in the Amsterdam model about what it would mean for the
people of the city to thrive, for this city to respect the wellbeing of
people worldwide, what would it mean for the city to thrive within its
natural habitat, and for the city to respect the health of the whole
planet?

Given regeneration is a relatively new concept for
this Council, the Council is reluctant to add it as
an overall new theme. Council staff have
commenced exploring the concept of doughnut
economics and regeneration (as referred to in the
Economic Development Strategy), however
further research is required and actions may be
considered as part of implementation of the
Economic Development Strategy as opportunities
arise over the life of the Strategy. Given it relates
to more than just economic development, the
concept of regeneration may be considered at a
higher level in the Council’s Strategic Plan.

No change.

Biggest obstacle to economic growth, future employment and
expenditure growth is the impediment of traffic flows into the retail
core as a result of the current congestion at the intersection of The
Parade & George Street Norwood.

Noted. Outside the scope of the Economic
Development Strategy.

No change.

Over many years traders have had the position that a scramble crossing
in conjunction with filtered right turn movements, during peak periods
and green arrows at all other times, from new short queue right lanes is
a superior intersection treatment to improved pedestrian safety,
congestion and reduce crashes.

Noted. Outside the scope of the Economic
Development Strategy.

No change.

5
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EDS Ref Type
Number

EDS 8

Resident

Address

N/A

eNewsletter Comments

No

Staff Comments / Response

Action

There is an inherent link and connection between traffic flows,
congestion, ease of access and convenient parking to future economic
growth and ultimately customer spending patterns in retail precincts,
appears not be understood.
If the Council is intent on delivering on its statement on page 37 and
genuinely wants to be ‘A City that understands the needs of business’
then we are urging Council to please listen to business, the
overwhelming number of retailers and now residents that are calling for
these much needed traffic and safety improvements. Most people
arrive by car to the precinct and safe and convenient parking are top of
mind so banning right hand turns is anti-business and are not resident
or customer friendly. Bans will impede traffic flows and exacerbate
congestion at a variety of nearby intersections.

Noted. The Economic Development Strategy
covers the whole City of Norwood Payneham & St
Peters and is not simply focussed on The Parade.
The Parade is one of a number of precincts.
People go to a shop, precinct, or location for a
number of reasons including the customer
service, experience and offering. Traffic and
safety improvements are outside the scope of the
Economic Development Strategy.

No change.

The introduction of fashion retailing along The Parade over the last 15
years or so has been critical in achieving a balanced retail mix and has
contributed to the success and a day and night-time precinct of choice.
The figures projecting a decline in this industry will have disastrous
consequences.

Noted. The purpose of the Economic
Development Strategy is to try and assist
businesses and activate precincts in an attempt
to reverse some of these projections.

No change.

-Overall is well written and looks great, particularly the Key Trends and
Considerations section, however this section does not seem to translate
into any actions in the action plan.

The Key Trends and Considerations relate to
broad societal trends. While some are addressed
in the Economic Development Strategy, others
are expected to be address in other council
documents which are considered more relevant.

No change.

Lobby for tram extension via EASTLink to take advantage of the City’s
accessibility and proximity to the CBD.

Immediately after being elected, the State
Government announced that it would not
proceed with the EastLink corridor along The
Parade. Therefore The Parade Masterplan has
been developed without a tram option.

No change.

Provide local jobs for local people to aid with liveability.

Noted. Reference to job creation has been
included in relation to liveability.

No change.

Urban Mind’s Cultural Compass.

Noted.

No change.

Regenerative economies.

Noted. Referenced in ‘Environmental and
Business Sustainability’ section.

No change.

What does reference to ‘implementing regenerative economies’, mean
for the EDS?

The reference to ‘implementing regenerative
projects’ provided in the context of explaining
Regeneration as a ‘Key Trend and Consideration’
in the Economic Development Strategy. It is
introduced as a concept which may be
considered in the implementation of the actions
identified in the Economic Development Strategy
moving forward.

No change.

6

D7
EDS Ref Type
Number

Address

eNewsletter Comments

Staff Comments / Response

Action

Include an action relating to circular economy concept.

Addressed in Action 3.5.2 ‘Promote the benefits
of operating in a circular economy’.

No change.

Highlight that the COVID-19 Pandemic is the perfect time for change
such as doughnut and regenerative economies.

Disagree. While businesses are looking to adapt
through COVID-19, they are primarily focused on
survival at this stage.

No change.

Graphs are difficult to read.

Agree. The graphs have been amended in final
design of the Strategy.

Amend graphs in the final design of the
document.

The changing nature of work environments also means fewer people
leaving the area to journey to work and who therefore will spend more
locally, but it also means fewer people coming into the area to work,
although perhaps less so for NPSP as retail and hospitality etc need to
be on site.

Agree.

Amend sentence in ‘Changing Nature of
Work Environment’ section to include:
‘More people working from home has led to
less people leaving the suburbs and
commuting to work. This has subsequently
provided an increase in customers for local
businesses.’

Can Council do things to address the disadvantages of working from
home such as professional and social isolation, household running costs
and access to necessary resources. Ideas could be local after work
drinks, networking events and encourage more local and affordable coworking spaces.

Several strategies and actions outlined in the
Economic Development Strategy Action Plan will
contribute to addressing these issues.

No change.

GDP is not a good measure of wealth and it doesn’t measure quality of
life.

GDP is a universal measure recognised
No change.
international for measuring the size or net wealth
of an economy. It is only one of several forms of
data used in the Economic Development Strategy.

86% of people travel? Where are they going – CBD?

This statistic refers to the percentage of people
who live outside the City of Norwood Payneham
& St Peter and travel in to the Council area for
work.

No change.

Employment by sector pie chart difficult to read.

Agree. Format has been amended in the final
design of the Strategy.

Amend design of the pie chart in the final
design of the document.

Didn’t the figure relating to ‘Live and Work in the City’ use to be 70%.

Data displayed is from March 2020 only.

No change.

What the Business Community Values as number 1 provides impetus for
doughnut economics.

The Community Values outlined in the Economic
Development Strategy have not been listed in
order of priority based on feedback.

No change.

Do we have a sense of the type of infrastructure the business
community is wanting when they say that ‘Improving Infrastructure’ is
the highest priority for Council in the next 3 years.

The Council’s Community Survey does not ask the
specific types of infrastructure that survey
participants are referring to, however the general
understanding is that it refers to roads and
footpaths.

No change.
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D8
EDS Ref Type
Number

Address

eNewsletter Comments

Staff Comments / Response

Action

‘Environmental Sustainability’ and ‘Street trees’ are two issues listed as
a priority for residents in the 2019 Council’s Community Survey. This
provides a further impetus for regenerative development.

Noted. It is envisaged that these issues will be
addressed in other Council Strategies such as the
Tree Strategy to be developed.

No change.

Tramline extension.

Immediately after being elected, the State
Government announced that it would not
proceed with the EastLink corridor along The
Parade. Therefore The Parade Masterplan has
been developed without a tram option.

No change.

In relation to the objective to increase the number of people who live,
work and visit the City… can’t keep happening forever and there needs
to be other ways to support local businesses.

This is still considered a relevant Objective for the
life of this Strategy – that is, the next 5 years.

No change.

Latest thinking is that culture underpins the strategy of economic
growth rather than being a component or 4th pillar of it.

This section refers to ‘Cultural & Creative’ as an
existing sector. It is not referred to as a pillar of
the Strategy. Changes to the Council’s focus in
relation to culture will need to occur through
CityPlan 2030, the Council’s Strategic
Management Plan

No change.

The importance of Council being known and seen as being can-do
cannot be overstated.

Agree.

No change.

Not sure what ‘developing a downloadable marketing, events and
business opportunities calendar means’ as an action.

Noted.

Amend Action CV 1.0.2 to read: ‘Develop a
downloadable marketing and events
calendar which also identifies how
businesses can get involved.’

How will Council achieve Action 1.1.1.

The Council currently supports the Food &
Beverage Manufacturing Sector in a variety of
ways such as promotional initiatives (e.g. Eastside
Wine & Ale Trail) and organised food tours of
local food manufacturers.

No change.

Why do Action 1.1.5? Who are you promoting to? Is it to attract more
creative businesses to locate in Kent Town or about ensuring the
conditions are available to attract creative industries?

Action 1.1.5 ‘Promote Kent Town as a Cultural
and Creative Industries Hub’ aligns with the
Council’s Kent Town Economic Growth Strategy
which refers to Action 2.1.1 ‘Continue to grow
Kent Town’s recognition as a Cultural and
Creative Industries Hub through collective
branding and marketing opportunities.’ These
actions align with the State Governments’
decision which identified the creative sector as a
priority sector for the State and recognises the
opportunity Kent Town presents to grow and
expand its presence as a cultural and creative
industries precinct.

No change.
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D9
EDS Ref Type
Number

Address

eNewsletter Comments

Staff Comments / Response

Action

Should Action 1.1.8 be more about promoting the local availability of
highly skilled labour in order to attract investment and businesses to
the area?

Action 1.1.8 refers to - ’Improve awareness about
the location of the City and its proximity to the
Adelaide CBD to attract investment and highly
skilled labour.’ The proximity of the City of
Norwood Payneham & St Peters to the CBD is
considered one of its greatest advantages in
attracting businesses to locate in the Council
area, and people (especially highly educated and
skilled workers) to live in the City.

No change.

Why is Action 1.1.9 needed?

Action 1.1.9 ‘Continue to monitor location trends
and employment numbers as majority of
employment in the Professional, Scientific &
Technical Services Industry is in Kent town and its
surrounds’ will help the Council understand
where the concentrations are and if there is any
change to the mix of businesses. It will also help
the Council understand what to promote in
relation to this sector and who to lobby.

No change.

Is Action 1.1.11 for consumers or businesses or both?

Marketing initiatives are developed for
consumers as the target audience.

No change.

How does Action 1.1.13 differ from 1.1.11?

The two actions are similar. Action 1.1.13 can be
deleted.

Delete Action 1.1.13 and amend Action
1.1.11 to read: ‘Continue to deliver
marketing programs utilising a variety of
channels, to reinforce the position of the
City as a leading and preferred retail
destination.’

What is the economic benefit of collaborating with local schools as
Action 1.2.1 explains?

Many of the high quality schools that are situated
in the City attract a high calibre of students from
across Adelaide. Collaborating with local schools
and their students on programs, particularly
those in the public realm, encourages greater
visitation to the City resulting in flow on
economic benefit.

No change.

Does ‘support live music’ also include facilitating access to local venues,
promoting local shows etc which isn’t mentioned or elaborated on in
Action 2.3.5?

Yes it does. The Council has a Live Music Policy
which outlines how the Council will support live
music. Agree that Action 2.3.5 can be reworded
to be clearer.

Amend Action 2.3.5 to read: ‘Support live
music by promoting local venues and local
artists as well as engaging emerging
musicians for Council organised events’.
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D10
EDS Ref Type
Number

Address

eNewsletter Comments

Staff Comments / Response

Action

Assisting businesses to navigate the impacts of COVID-19 (particularly in
regeneration, doughnut economics, and circular economy). Perhaps a
suite of training events offering the opportunity to invent the new
normal.

Noted. This will be considered as potential topics
is future Council training events.

No change.

In regards to Action CV.3.0.3, why was EBEC defunded?

The Eastern Business Enterprise Centre (EBEC)
operated in the Eastern Region for over 17 years
and provided advice to small and medium sized
businesses. EBEC relied substantially on grant
funding from Federal, State and Local
Government. The grant funding from the State
and Federal Governments ceased which made it
difficult for Local Government to continue to fund
the initiative. The combined contributions of the
Council’s made up approximately 25% of the
funding. Alternative models were considered but
in the end without the State and Federal
Government funding, EBEC became unviable.

Amend Action CV.3.0.3 to read: ‘Explore
opportunities for the Council to provide a
Business Advisory Service Program.’

Add an action relating to exploring opportunities to develop
regenerative economies under Strategy 3.5.

Agree.

Action 3.5.3 is a new action that has been
added and reads: ‘Explore opportunities to
develop regenerative economies’.

Add to ‘promote accreditation and the additional initiatives Council
implements each year and ask businesses what additional initiatives
they would like to see implemented’ for Action 4.1.1.

Can be addressed as part of the Council’s
involvement in the Small Business Friendly
Council program.

Action 4.1.1 amended to read: ‘Maintain
and promote to the business community,
the Council’s accreditation as a Small
Business Friendly Council.’

Is Action 4.2.1 different from 4.1.5?

Action 4.1.5 ‘Design a streamlined process for
businesses working with the Council/across
departments’, relates to enhancing the process. It
differs to Action 4.2.1 ‘Foster a business-friendly
culture across the organisation that can adapt to
business needs’ which focuses on enhancing the
understanding of business needs in the culture of
Council staff.

No change.

The implementation and monitoring table is too difficult to understand
when located in a separate section from the action plan.

Disagree. Document clearly articulates the
Strategies and relevant Measures of Success are
clearly labelled.

No change.

The first measure of Outcome 2, could be more evidence-based.

Agree. An additional measure can be added to
capture a more evidence based result to ensure
that the City retains a mix of businesses and
vibrancy in its precincts.

Add an additional Measure and Target as
follows:
Measure – The number of businesses across
the City in retail, accommodation and food
services and art and recreation sectors.
Target – Maintain a minimum combined
total of 11.5% of total businesses in the
City.
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D11
EDS Ref Type
Number

Address

eNewsletter Comments

Staff Comments / Response

Action

EDS 9

165 Sir Donald
Bradman Drive,
Hilton

Yes

Noted.

No change.

Other

No additional comments provided
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11.3

PAYNEHAM OVAL CAR PARKING

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

Project Officer, Assets
General Manager, Urban Services
8366 4586
qA1641
A-B

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to seek the Council’s endorsement of the recommended design approach to
mitigating the on-street car parking and traffic flow issues currently experienced within the streets surrounding
the Payneham Oval, particularly Rosella Street and John Street when sporting fixtures are held at the
Payneham Oval.
BACKGROUND
On-street car parking on both sides of John Street currently prevents efficient two-way traffic flow, in particular
during days when events are being held at the Payneham Oval.
During the design process, an holistic approach was adopted and the scope was expanded to encompass all
of the surrounding streets of the Payneham Oval (i.e. not just John Street).
RELEVANT STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS & POLICIES
The relevant Outcomes and Objectives contained in the Council’s Strategic Plan, CityPlan 2030, are set out
below:
Outcome 1:
Social Equity
A connected, accessible and pedestrian-friendly community
Objective 2.
Strategy:
Objective 4.
Strategy:

A people-friendly, integrated, sustainable and active transport and pedestrian network.
Provide safe and accessible movement for people of all abilities.
A strong, healthy, resilient and inclusive community.
Encourage physical activity and support mental health to achieve healthier lifestyles and wellbeing.

FINANCIAL AND BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
As part of the 2019-2020 Budget, the Council allocated $20,000 to undertake concept designs work associated
with the conversion of the footpath on the northern side of John Street to roll-over kerb, providing a wider travel
lane and allowing car parking on the footpath, in short replicating the existing configuration and arrangements
of Rosella Street.
As part of the 2020-2021 Budget, the Council has allocated $250,000 for the preparation of the design
documentation and construction of the project.
To date, $8,200 has been spent on development of the concepts. The various investigations which have been
undertaken relate to traffic flow, car parking and civil infrastructure. Following the preparation of the final
design, an estimate of the cost to complete the project will be obtained.
EXTERNAL ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS
Nil.
SOCIAL ISSUES
The implementation of safer and convenient road infrastructure contributes to fostering a healthier, more active
and connected community.
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CULTURAL ISSUES
Nil.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Nil.
RESOURCE ISSUES
The delivery of the Works will be project managed by Council staff.
RISK MANAGEMENT
Refer the Discussion section regarding risks associated with the various concepts.
COVID-19 IMPLICATIONS
Nil.
CONSULTATION


Elected Members
An Elected Member Information Session was held on Monday 10 August 2020, at which the project
background and the concepts to mitigate the existing issues were presented.



Community
Not Applicable.



Staff
Chief Executive Officer
General Manager, Urban Services
Acting Manager, City Assets
Manager, Traffic & Integrated Transport
Project Manager, Assets
Project Manager, Urban Design & Special Projects



Other Agencies
Not Applicable.

DISCUSSION
To obtain a clear understanding of the existing footpath and traffic lane configuration, an assessment of both
John Street and Rosella Street has been undertaken. The assessment has identified that when vehicles are
parked on both sides of John Street, the street is narrowed to a width which is not compliant in respect to
accommodating for two-way traffic flow and this is predominantly evident when events are held on Payneham
Oval. Driveways, however, do provide opportunities for motorists to temporarily pull over and allow the motorist
travelling from the opposite direction to pass.
The footpath width ranges from 1.8m to 1.9m on the northern and southern sides of John Street and are
deemed to comply with the relevant guidelines and standards.
A drawing of the existing configuration of John Street is shown in Figure 1 which is contained in Attachment A.
With respect to Rosella Street, the footpath car parking arrangements on the southern side, although providing
a wider travel lane similar to John Street, when vehicles are parked on both sides of the street, the street is
narrowed to a width which is not compliant in respect to accommodating two-way traffic flow. The slightly wider
travel lane also leads to a higher probability of motorists misjudging the width of the lane and therefore
increases the risk of an accident.
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Taking into consideration that car parking on footpaths (i.e. vehicles being allowed to park on the footpath) is
not compliant with the Australian Road Rule Regulation 197, when cars park on the footpath, it reduces the
footpath width to less than 1.2m, which also does not comply with Australian Standards 1428.1-2009,
Austroads Guide to Road Design Part 6A and the Council’s Footpaths and Driveways Crossovers Policy.
As occurs in John Street, driveways provide opportunities for motorists to temporarily pull over and allow the
motorist travelling from the opposite direction to pass.
A drawing of the existing configuration of Rosella Street is shown in Figure 2 which is contained in
Attachment A.
Assessment of Concepts
Following the review of the configurations, a project team was formed consisting of City Assets staff, the
Manager, Traffic & Integrated Transport, the Project Manager, Urban Design & Special Projects and an urban
design and landscape architecture consultant, (Landskap), to analyse John Street and Rosella Street and
develop options to resolve the issues.
Three (3) design criteria were identified for the purposes of developing the concept designs, which includes
infrastructure and compliance with footpath and road requirements. Specific details regarding each design
criteria are listed in Table 1 below:
TABLE 1: DESIGN CRITERIA DETAILS
Design Criteria
Details
Footpath
 Provide unimpeded footpath comprised of compliant widths to enable
compliance
pedestrians, including people using wheelchairs, mobility scooters and wheeled
recreational devices, to safely travel to and from the Payneham Oval facilities
Road compliance
 Provide compliant road widths to enable vehicles to safely travel to and from the
Payneham Oval facilities
Infrastructure
 Limit the removal of significant infrastructure and trees (both within the Oval
premises and on the footpaths)
Based on these criteria, the following concepts were identified to mitigate the traffic flow and car parking issues
on Rosella Street and John Street:





Concept 1 – Replicating Rosella Street Footpath Car Parking on John Street
Concept 2 – Restricting Parking to One Side of the Street
Concept 3 – Implementation of One-way Traffic
Concept 4 – Widening of Streets
Concept 1 – Replicating Rosella Street Footpath Car Parking on John Street
The first concept which has been investigated involves replicating the roll-over kerb and footpath car
parking which currently exists on the southern side of Rosella Street onto the northern side of John Street.
A concept drawing is shown in Figure 3 which is contained in Attachment A.
Prior to the investigations being undertaken, it was perceived that the existing configuration of Rosella
Street provided no major risk for motorists and pedestrians. Hence, the initial intent of the Project was to
simply implement this concept (i.e. roll-over kerb and allow car parking on footpaths).
However, as set out above, there are issues being experienced on Rosella Street regarding the footpath
and the street which also apply to this concept. John Street is too narrow for compliant two-way traffic flow
when cars are parked on both sides of the street. The slightly wider travel lane also leads to a higher
probability of motorists misjudging the available traffic lane width and increases the risk of an accident.
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As mentioned earlier, car parking on footpaths is not compliant as per the Australian Road Rule Regulation
197 and will also reduce the footpath width to less than 1.2m, which poses a risk to pedestrians, hence
not complying with Australian Standards 1428.1-2009, Austroads Guide to Road Design Part 6A and the
Council’s Footpaths and Driveways Crossovers Policy.
As a result, this concept was deemed not feasible and was not considered further.
Concept 2 – Restricting Parking to One Side of the Street
The second concept which has been investigated involves the permanent restriction of parking to one side
of both Rosella Street and John Street. A concept drawing is shown in Figure 4 which is contained in
Attachment A.
Should parking only be permitted to one side of the street, the travel lanes are widened with the intent of
achieving compliant road widths.
Upon further assessment of both John and Rosella Street, it was noted that even if this parking control is
enforced, John Street would still be too narrow for compliant two-way traffic flow when vehicles are parked
on one side of the street.
In addition, there would consequently be a loss of approximately 33 on-street car parking spaces (17 car
park spaces on the southern side of John Street and 16 car park spaces on the footpath on the northern
side of Rosella Street), which equates to over one quarter of the existing available on-street car park
spaces on John Street and Rosella Street.
Taking into consideration the reduction of on-street car parking spaces and the significant impact this loss
of car park spaces would have on local residents, as well as patrons on event days, this concept was
deemed not feasible and was not considered further.
Concept 3 – Implementation of One-way Traffic
The third concept which has been investigated involves the implementation of one-way traffic flow on both
Rosella Street and John Street. A concept drawing is shown in Figure 5 which is contained in Attachment
A.
Similar to Concept 2, implementing this traffic control aims to provide a wider travel lane and hence achieve
compliance.
However, as with Concept 2, even if these traffic controls are enforced, John Street would be too narrow
for compliant one-way traffic flow when cars are parked on both sides of the street. Taking this into
consideration and that the benefit of improved traffic flow on event days is outweighed by the significant
permanent impact on local residents, this concept was deemed not feasible, resulting in no further
consideration.
Concept 4 – Widening of Streets
The fourth concept which has been investigated involves the configuration of John Street and Rosella
Street to ensure compliant widths for two-way traffic flow when cars are parked on both sides of the street.
A concept drawing is shown in Figure 6 which is contained in Attachment A.
The concept aims to eliminate all non-compliances in respect to the street, footpaths and on-street car
parking. Although compliance is achieved, it was noted that a substantial change in alignment of the
fencing and footpath on the Oval side of the streets is required, thereby significantly impacting existing
infrastructure and assets.
To this end, up to 26 trees on John Street and up to 20 trees on Rosella Street would be required to be
removed (some of which may be Regulated trees), four (4) Stobie poles on each street would need to be
removed and power lines placed underground and retaining wall structures would be required on the
eastern end of each street due to differences in ground levels. In addition, there are significant impacts on
the Oval playing area and irrigation system.
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Although it is noted that this concept has significant impacts on existing infrastructure and assets, given
the intention of the concept was to provide overall compliance, it was deemed appropriate to obtain a cost
estimate for the adjusted detailed design and construction. The cost estimate of these works are in excess
of $1,000,000. Based upon the costs and the overall impact on existing infrastructure, no further
consideration of this concept has been undertaken.
As shown, there are significant issues associated with Concepts 1 to 4. Concept 1 resulted in non-compliant
car parking and travel lanes. Concept 2 resulted in non-compliant traffic lanes and a significant reduction of
on-street car park spaces. Concept 3 resulted in non-compliant traffic lanes and a significant change in traffic
conditions. Concept 4 resulted in significant construction costs and impacts on existing infrastructure and
assets. As a result, Concepts 1 to 4 were not considered further, however a concept was identified and was
reviewed further.
Concept 5 – Passing Bays
Based upon the investigation which has been undertaken of the previous concepts, it was noted that driveways
provide opportunities for motorists to temporarily pull over and allow the motorist travelling from the opposite
direction to pass. This concept was expanded on, reviewing the configuration of on-street car parking spaces
and line marking to provide lengthier passing bays and more sections of clear two-way traffic flow.
Slightly widening the street was also incorporated within the concept to minimise the probability of motorists
clipping other vehicles, but would also not be too wide to cause misjudgement of travel lane widths. This
concept improves traffic flow and there would be minimal impact on significant infrastructure, such as street
trees, Stobie poles and fencing.
Drawings of Concept 5 are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, which is contained in Attachment A. The existing
configuration of on-street car park spaces and line marking on Rosella Street and John Street is shown in
Figure 9 and Figure 11 respectively, which is contained in Attachment A and the proposed configuration of
on-street car park spaces and line marking on Rosella Street and John Street for Concept 5 is shown in Figure
10 and Figure 12 respectively, which is contained in Attachment A.
In terms of construction, the northern footpath width on John Street would be reduced to slightly widen the
street. The intent is to implement protuberances adjacent to street trees and Stobie poles, allowing
opportunities for water-sensitive urban design (WSUD) treatments.
On Rosella Street, the southern footpath width would be reduced to slightly widen the street. The roll-over kerb
would be removed and replaced with upright kerb, thus eliminating the non-compliant footpath car parking.
Similar to John Street, the intent is to implement protuberances adjacent to street trees and Stobie poles,
allowing opportunities for WSUD treatments.
Based on the concept design of the Passing Bays option, a cost estimate for the detailed design and
construction works have been prepared, and is within the allocated budget amount of $250,000.
A comparison of costs is shown in Table 2 below.
TABLE 2: COMPARISON OF DETAILED DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATES
Street
Passing Bays Concept
Street Widening Concept
John Street
$75,000
$500,000
Rosella Street
$75,000
$500,000
Total
$150,000
$1,000,000
Although the Passing Bays concept is a rational approach and will provide a desirable outcome, the
implementation of the concept does result in a loss of on-street car park spaces, summary of which is shown
on Table 3 below.
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TABLE 3: SUMMARY OF THE CHANGE OF AVAILABLE CAR PARK SPACES FOR THE PASSING BAYS
CONCEPT
Number of Existing
Number of Available Car
Change in Number of
Street
Available Car Park
Park Spaces for the
Available Car Park Spaces
Spaces
Passing Bays Concept
John Street
61
48
Reduction of 13
Rosella Street
56
49
Reduction of 7
Net loss of 20 car park spaces
Due to the reduction of the number of on-street car park spaces, opportunities for additional car park spaces
to offset those removed on John Street and Rosella Street have been identified.
At the southern end of Arthur Street (adjacent a large unplanted verge), there are opportunities to provide
angled parking. Taking into consideration the location of Regulated trees, an additional 12 car park spaces
could be implemented at this location. A concept drawing of this opportunity is shown in Figure 13 which is
contained in Attachment A.
Within the surrounds of Payneham Oval, the downsizing of the shed located at the south-western corner of
the Oval would provide up to an additional eight (8) car park spaces. As with Arthur Street, no Regulated trees
are required to be removed to undertake these works. A concept of this option is shown in Figure 14 which is
contained in Attachment A.
Ashbrook Avenue was also assessed, however, no feasible opportunities for providing additional car park
spaces have been identified.
The greater area surrounding Payneham Oval was also assessed and it was noted that there are 900 to 1,100
on-street car park spaces within a five (5) minute walk (a distance of 400 metres) of Payneham Oval. Figure
15 contained in Attachment A highlights all of the streets which are within a five (5) minute walk from the four
(4) Payneham Oval entrance gates.
Based on the concept designs of the on-street car parking opportunities on Arthur Street and the Oval
surrounds, a cost estimate for the detailed design and construction works was calculated. A summary of the
car park spaces and cost estimates is found in Table 4 below.
TABLE 4: AVAILABLE CAR PARK SPACES AND COST ESTIMATES
Street / Area
Change in Number of Available Car Park Spaces
Arthur Street
Increase of 12
Oval Surrounds
Increase of 8

Cost Estimate
$90,000
$30,000

Risk Assessment
A risk assessment for John Street and Rosella Street has been undertaken. Members of the Project Team
independently assessed the existing configuration, the Street Widening Concept and the Passing Bays
Concept for both streets. A consensus risk rating was then agreed upon. It should be noted that the risk
assessment was based on event-day conditions, namely cars parked on both sides of the street and notable
two-way traffic flow and foot traffic present.
Three (3) risk categories were assessed as listed below:




Pedestrian Injury – due to non-compliant footpaths and potential speeding by motorists
Motorist Injury – due to non-compliant roads and potential speeding by motorists
Reputational Risk – due to loss of significant loss of Council infrastructure (namely street trees and Oval
trees) and significant construction costs

A summary of the risk assessments are contained in Table 5 below.
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TABLE 5: SUMMARY OF THE RISK ASSESSMENTS
Pedestrian
Injury
Existing configuration
Low 24
John
Street Widening Concept
Low 21
Street
Passing Bay Concept
Low 24
Existing configuration
High 9
Rosella
Street Widening Concept
Low 21
Street
Passing Bay Concept
Low 21

Motorist Injury
Medium 19
Low 21
Low 21
Medium 19
Low 21
Low 21

Reputational
Risk
Low 23
Extreme 4
Low 23
Low 21
Extreme 4
Low 23

The risk rating table and template that was used in to undertake the risk assessment is contained in
Attachment B.
As shown in Table 5, the Project Team deemed that the existing configuration of Rosella Street is a high risk
for pedestrians, particularly due to the non-compliant footpath car parking.
The result of the risk assessment of the Street Widening Concept substantiates the decision to not consider
the concept further. While the risk to pedestrians and motorists are reduced in comparison to the existing
configurations, the reputational risk associated with this concept was deemed “Extreme” due to the significant
implementation costs and effect on infrastructure.
The Passing Bays Concept was deemed low risk for both streets with respect to all risk categories.
OPTIONS
The following options are available to the Council in respect to this project:
A. Retain the current configuration of the streets surrounding the Payneham Oval, including Rosella Street
and John Street.
B. Implement Concept 5, the Passing Bays Concept.
C. Implement Concept 5, the Passing Bays Concept, in conjunction with the additional car parking
opportunities on Arthur Street and within the surrounds of Payneham Oval.
D. Implement any other concept as outlined within this report.
E. Implement any other alternative concept that the Council sees fit.
There are significant risks associated with most concepts, ranging from the safety of pedestrians and motorists
to significant construction costs and impact to existing infrastructure, including the removal of trees.
Based upon the assessment which has been undertaken, it is recommended that Option B, Concept 5 (the
Passing Bays Concept), be endorsed as the preferred option to enable the detailed design to be finalised and
construction be delivered. It is seen as a suitable compromise solution which is cost-effective, causes minimal
impact on existing infrastructure, improves traffic flow and is deemed low risk with regards to pedestrian injury,
motorist injury and reputational risk.
CONCLUSION
There are existing traffic flow and on-street car parking issues identified on John Street and Rosella Street.
Four (4) concepts to help mitigate these issues were identified but were not recommended for further
consideration.
The Passing Bays Concept provides a low-risk and cost-effective solution to the existing on-street car parking
and traffic flow issues. As such, it is recommended that Option B be endorsed as the preferred design
approach, to enable detailed design documentation for the Payneham Oval Car Parking project to be finalised.
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COMMENTS
Nil.

RECOMMENDATION
1.

That Option B (Passing Bays Concept), be endorsed for the purposes of undertaking consultation.

2.

The Council notes that consultation on Option B will now be undertaken for 21 working days in accordance
with the Council’s Community Consultation Policy following which a report will be prepared for the
Council’s consideration on the outcomes of the consultation.
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Attachment A
Payneham Oval Car Parking

A1
Figure 1 – Existing configuration of John Street

Figure 2 – Existing configuration of Rosella Street

A2
Figure 3 – Concept 1 on John Street

Figure 4 – Concept 2 on John Street

A3
Figure 5 – Concept 3 on John Street

Figure 6 – Concept 4 on John Street

A4
Figure 7 – Concept 5 on John Street

Figure 8 – Concept 5 on Rosella Street

A5
Figure 9 – Existing configuration of on-street car park spaces and line marking on Rosella Street

Figure 10 – Proposed configuration of on-street car park spaces and line marking on Rosella Street for Concept 5

A6
Figure 11 – Existing configuration of on-street car park spaces and line marking on John Street

Figure 12 – Proposed configuration of on-street car park spaces and line marking on John Street for Concept 5

A7
Figure 13 – Concept drawing of the additional angle car parking opportunity on Arthur Street

Figure 14 – Concept drawing of the additional car parking opportunity within the oval surrounds

A8
Figure 15 – Streets which are within a 5 minute walk of Payneham Oval

Attachment B
Payneham Oval Car Parking
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11.4

REVIEW OF POLICIES

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4549
qA61370
A-B

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of the report is to present a number of draft policies to the Council for consideration and adoption.
BACKGROUND
Policies, Codes of Practice and Codes of Conduct are important components of a Council’s governance
framework. Policies set directions, guide decision making and inform the community about how the Council
will normally respond and act to various issues.
When a decision is made in accordance with a Council policy or code, both the decision-maker and the
community can be assured that the decision reflects the Council’s overall aims and principles of action.
Accordingly, policies and codes can be used in many contexts to:





reflect the key issues and responsibilities facing a Council;
provide a policy context and framework for developing more detailed objectives and management systems;
guide staff and ensure consistency in delegated and day-to-day decision-making; and
clearly inform the community of a Council’s response to various issues.

It is therefore important that policies remain up to date and consistent with any position adopted by the Council.
As such, a review of the Council’s Policies commenced some months ago and to date a number of policies
have been reviewed, updated and amended and a number are in the process of being updated prior to
presentation to the Council for consideration and adoption.
To date, the following policies have been reviewed and updated and adopted by the Council over the last few
months:




















Access & Inclusion
Access to Meetings & Documents
Asset Capitalisation & Depreciation
Asset Impairment
Asset Management
Asset Revaluation
Bad Debt Write-Off
Bank Accounts
Budget
Budget Review
Building Inspections
Charges - Reinstatement of Public Utilities
Civic Bands & Orchestra
Civic Recognition
Community Consultation
Community Gardens
Community Information
Complaints Handling
Conditions of Library Use
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Council’s Role in Markets
Credit Card
Credit
Development Assessment & Development Compliance Reporting & Monitoring Policy
Directional Signage
Display of Business Merchandise & Objects on Council Footpaths
Disposal of Land & Assets
Elected Member Access to Legal Advice
Elected Members Electronic Communications Policy
Elected Member Training & Development
Emergency Disaster Donations
Expenditure
Fees & Charges
Footpath and Driveway Crossover Policy
Fraud, Corruption, Misconduct & Maladministration Prevention
Fringe Benefits Tax
Funding
Goods & Services Tax
Informal Gatherings
Internal Control
Irrigation
Library Collection Development
Live Music
Local Government Elections Caretaker
Local Area Traffic Management
Naming of Roads and Public Places
Order Making
Outdoor Dining
Payments
Petty Cash
Planning Approval Compliance & Development Complaint Handling Policy
Plaques, Monuments & Memorials
Privacy
Private Laneways Policy & Procedure
Procurement
Prudential Management
Public Art
Public Interest Disclosure
Public Liability Insurance for Community Groups when Hiring Council Owned Facilities
Rate Rebates on Council Land Leased or Licensed
Rate Rebate
Rating
Reinstatement of Council Infrastructure by Public Utilities
Removal and Impounding of Vehicles
Requests for Services
Review of Decisions
Risk Management
Salaries & Wages Administration
Smoke Free
Social Media
Temporary Road Closures for Non-Council Initiated Events
Tennis Facilities
Treasury Management
Unreasonable Complainant
Volunteer Management
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The following policies have also been reviewed, however these policies have been revoked on the basis that
due to the nature of the subject matter and/or the subject matter has been incorporated into other policies,
these polices are redundant and therefore no longer required:


















Cat
Community Care Services
Council Land Rebates – Community Facilities
Disability
Disposal Small Plant, Equipment & Furniture
Donations & Community Grants
Graffitti Removal
Honorary Freedom of the City Award (incorporated into the Civic Recognition Policy)
Kerbside Numbering
Library Service Code of Conduct
Permits and Authorisations for Private Use of Local Government Land
Petitions
Register of Parking Controls – Fees
Requests for Reports
Traffic Management
Telephone
Whistleblower

The following policies have also been reviewed and revoked as these policies have been consolidated into the
new Footpath and Driveway Crossover Policy:






Footway Construction – At Request of Residents Policy;
Footway Construction – Notification of Work Policy;
Footway Paving Policy;
Footway Widths Policy; and
Residential Crossovers Policy.

The following Policies have now been reviewed and, where required, amended to ensure that the Policies
meets current standards and reflects the Council’s requirements:
1. Community Funding Program (Attachment A); and
2. Risk Management (Attachment B).
RELEVANT STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS & POLICIES
Not Applicable.

DISCUSSION
Community Funding Program
The Community Funding Program Policy is an existing policy.
The Council’s Community Funding Program is linked to the Council’s Strategic Plan, CityPlan 2030, through
the Outcomes, Objectives and Strategies to ensure that the Program gives priority to applications which help
to achieve the Council’s Strategic Objectives.
The Council’s Community Funding Program Policy has been based on the Australian Institute of Grants
Management (AIGM) Grant Making Manifesto and Code of Practice for grant making agencies and the
individuals who administer grant programs.
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AIGM recognises that, whilst many organisations (including State and Federal governments, philanthropic
bodies and community foundations) offer a variety of grants to different welfare agencies, businesses, research
and other miscellaneous grants, in reality, Local Government authorities provide the bulk of grassroots and
community funding.
The allocation of funds for the Community Funding Programs is determined through the Council’s annual
budget approval process, and grants of up to $5,000 are made available via an application process, under two
(2) categories – Community Grants Scheme and Public Art & Culture Grants Scheme:


Community Grants Scheme

The Council’s Community Grants Scheme incorporates the following categories, under which eligible
applicants can apply for funds:





Community Development
Events
Environment
Sport and Recreation



Public Art & Culture Grants Scheme

The Council’s Public Art & Culture Grants Scheme incorporates the following categories, under which eligible
applicants can apply for funds:




Visual Public Art
Artistic & Cultural Programs & Events
Artistic Development

To be eligible to apply for the two (2) Grants Schemes, applicants must be from:








non-government organisations;
not-for-profit community organisations;
voluntary associations;
community groups and organisations;
sporting clubs;
schools (restricted to specific categories); and,
individuals (under the auspice of a not-for-profit community group or organization, or those established
or emerging artists within the City).

In addition, eligible groups, organisations, associations and clubs, must be an incorporated/legitimate body
(i.e. legally constituted as an incorporated association). Or, if they are unincorporated, then they must be
supported by an auspice organisation that will take legal and financial responsibility for the administration of
any grant funding awarded.
Applicants must also be based and operating in the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters, and/or be
proposing an activity that will take place within the City for the benefit of those who live, work, visit or conduct
business within the City.
Applicants have twelve (12) months to use the grant funds from the date funds are received.
Since its introduction in 2016, the Council’s Community Funding Program has attracted numerous applications
and funding has been made available for a range of projects. Details of the projects which have been funded
annually are included in the Council’s Annual Report each year.
Whilst amendments have been proposed to the draft Policy, these amendments are only minor and will not
impact on the Program’s framework. The recommended amendments are essentially the removal of the
Strategies that are set out in the Council’s strategic plan, CityPlan 2030.
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The reason for the removal of the Strategies from the Policy is that these Strategies are subject to change as
part of the Council’s review of CityPlan 2030 and therefore, in the event that the Strategies do change, the
Policy will not be affected. The draft Policy still requires applicants to demonstrate how their proposed project
or event aligns with the Strategies, and this can still be achieved by directing applicants to CityPlan 2030.
A copy of the draft Community Funding Program Policy is contained within Attachment A.
Risk Management
The Risk Management Policy is an existing policy.
The purpose of this Policy is to provide the framework for all staff in the management, identification,
assessment and reporting of risk.
The Council’s draft Policy has been prepared with regard to the International Standard, ISO 31000, Risk
Management Guidelines, which details the underlying principles in respect to a framework and processes for
managing risk. As there have been no changes to the International Standard, only minor formatting changes
have been made to the draft Policy.
A copy of the draft Risk Management Policy is contained within Attachment B.
OPTIONS
The Council can determine not to endorse the draft Policies, however as the draft Policies have been prepared
to meet legislative requirements, and manage particular matters in accordance with the Council’s position, it
is recommended that the Council adopts the draft Policies as presented.
CONCLUSION
Pursuant to the principles of administrative law, a Council should not deviate from an adopted policy without a
clear, substantiated reason for doing so.
COMMENTS
Whilst the Local Government Act 1999 requires the Council to undertake community consultation in respect to
some policies (ie Community Consultation Policy), prior to formal adoption by the Council, it is not a legislative
requirement that community consultation be undertaken regarding the draft Policies which are the subject of
this report.
It is at the discretion of the Council to determine if a policy under development or review may benefit from
community consultation on the basis of the merits of undertaking such consultation and the impact the policy
may have on a specific sector or the community at large.
There is no legislative requirement to consult in respect to the draft policies contained within Attachments A
and B.
RECOMMENDATION
That the following Policies be adopted:
1.
2.

Community Funding Program Policy (Attachment A); and
Risk Management Policy (Attachment B).
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Attachment A
Review of Policies
Community Funding Program

A1

NAME OF POLICY:

Community Funding Program Policy

POLICY MANUAL:

Governance - Community Development

BACKGROUND
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters, through its Community Funding Program, provides the
opportunity for local groups and organisations to receive funding to support their activities and to
develop new initiatives, which benefit the community.
This is achieved through the allocation of funds for projects which actively address identified
community needs, are collaborative and inclusive, innovative and within the context of the Council’s
Strategic Plan, CityPlan 2030: Shaping Our Future.
The Council’s Community Funding Program incorporates the following Grants Schemes:



the Community Grants Scheme; and,
the Public Art & Culture Grants Scheme.

POLICY STATEMENT
The aim of the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters Community Funding Program framework is to
support local, community driven initiatives which progress the Council’s Strategic Objectives as set out
in its Strategic Management Plan, CityPlan 2030.
The initiatives supported through the Community Funding Program will be required to make a
contribution to social, cultural, economic, and environmental and community development within the
City, or address important social and/or welfare needs.
KEY PRINCIPLES
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is committed to being:



A City which values its heritage, cultural diversity, sense of place and natural environment; and,
A progressive City which is prosperous, sustainable and socially cohesive, with a strong
community spirit.

The Community Funding Program Framework is based on the following Outcomes, Objectives and
Strategies contained in the Council’s Strategic Plan, CityPlan 2030: Shaping Our Future:
Outcome 1: Social Equity - A connected, accessible and pedestrian-friendly community
Objective 3: An engaged and participating community
Strategy: Strengthen community leadership and capacity.
Strategy: Promote volunteering opportunities in the community and within Council.
Strategy: Recognise and use the skills, knowledge and resources of the community
Objective 4: A strong, healthy and resilient community
Strategy: Encourage increased physical activity and healthier lifestyles.
Strategy: Encourage lifelong learning.
Strategy: Facilitate community support networks and partnerships for the sharing of resources and
skills.

A2
Outcome 2: Cultural Vitality - A culturally rich and diverse city, with a strong identity, history
and ‘sense of place’
Objective 1: A visually interesting, artistic and creative City
Strategy: Use public art to enliven the public realm.
Strategy: Encourage and use local creativity to create a ‘sense of place’.
Strategy: Provide opportunities and facilities for creative expression, for all age-groups.
Strategy: Attract and support cultural and creative organisations, businesses and individuals in our
City.
Objective 2: A community embracing and celebrating its social and cultural diversity
Strategy: Facilitate opportunities for cultural expression and celebration and interaction between
different cultural and demographic groups.
Strategy: Promote understanding of and respect for our cultures and heritage.
Objective 3: A City which values and promotes its rich cultural and built heritage
Strategy: Reflect our City’s heritage through cultural heritage programs and community art
Outcome 3: Economic Prosperity - A dynamic and thriving centre for business and services
Objective 5: A local economy supporting and supported by the community
Strategy: Encourage businesses to sponsor local community activities
Strategy: Support opportunities for the community to access locally sourced food produce.
Outcome 4: Environmental Sustainability - A leader in environmental sustainability
Objective 3: Sustainable quality streetscapes and open spaces
Strategy: Support opportunities for community food production in appropriate public spaces
Objective 4: Thriving habitats for native flora and fauna
Strategy: Facilitate participation in community revegetation programs
Applications for funding assistance through the Community Funding Program should be able to
demonstrate a direct link to one or more of these CityPlan 2030 Outcomes, Objectives and/or
Strategies. It is expected that applicants will be able to demonstrate an alignment with these key
principles.
POLICY
This Policy is aimed at providing an equitable framework for the allocation of funds (as allocated by
the Council to the Community Funding Program) in an effective and equitable manner, for the benefit
of community organisations, groups and individuals and to support not-for-profit community groups
and organisations with financial assistance to develop and implement a wide range of community and
cultural development opportunities that promote active community participation and enhance
community wellbeing.
This Policy is based on a range of principles of good governance that are based upon accessible,
timely, open, transparent and consistent decision-making processes when considering requests for
financial assistance. In particular:







grants will be administered in a transparent, equitable and consistent manner and be promoted
across the City in a way that will allow maximum opportunity for organisations and individuals to
apply;
applications will be called for by via public advertisement in the local Messenger newspapers,
information in the Council’s LookEast publication (published twice yearly) and information placed
on the Council’s website;
hard copy Community Grants Scheme ‘Packs’ (i.e. Policy, Guidelines, Application Form, Auspice
Form, Grant Acceptance and Conditions Form, Financial Acquittal Form and Reporting and
Evaluation Form) will be made available at the Norwood Town Hall and at all three (3) of the
Council’s Libraries;
grants will be administered using the eligibility criteria, funding priorities, conditions and
demonstrated connection to the Council’s Strategic Plan, outlined in the Grant Scheme
Guidelines, as approved by the Council;
the Grant Schemes are established from funds, which may be set aside in the Budget and endorsed
by the Council, each financial year;
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it is the intention of the Council that all of the allocated funds will be distributed equitably and
transparently amongst eligible applicants so that no one deserving applicant is disadvantaged
through the lack of available funds;
the assessment of applications will take into account previous support provided by the Council
(this is to ensure that there is an equitable distribution of financial assistance by the Council),
either directly or indirectly (including subsidies), eligibility, assessment criteria and budget
availability;
the commitments embodied in this Policy will be achieved within the Council’s capabilities and
available resources and does not commit the Council to funding all applications which are submitted
to the Community Grants Scheme or the Public Art & Culture Grants Scheme;
all Community Funding Program Grants are approved on a discretionary basis and all decisions of
the Council are final. (However, all decisions are subject to review pursuant to the Local
Government Act 1999); and,
the Council may resolve to award grant funding outside of the conditions of the Community
Funding Program Policy and Scheme Guidelines, at its discretion. However, reasons for the
Council’s decision will be clearly articulated.

SCOPE
This Policy applies to grants schemes offered under the Community Funding Program, namely the
Community Grants Scheme and the Public Art & Culture Grants Scheme.
PROCEDURES











Applications for grants will be called for at a minimum of six (6) weeks in advance of the
nominated closing date.
Applications will only be accepted on the Council’s Grants Scheme Application Form, which will be
available on the Council’s website and from the Norwood Town and at all three (3) of the Council’s
Libraries.
Eligible applications will be assessed by a panel of three (3) or more Council staff. Any conflict of
interest, or perceived conflict of interest, will be made public by Council staff, prior to the
commencement of applications being assessed.
The decision to award funding will be made within six (6) weeks of the closing date for
applications.
All applicants will be notified of the status of their applications (successful, unsuccessful, ineligible)
within eight (8) weeks of the closing date.
Successful applicants will be required to accept the funding and any relevant conditions in writing,
prior to the release of any funds.
Funding will be received by Grantees no later than twelve (12) weeks after the closing date.
Projects/Programs must be completed within twelve (12) months of the funding being received.
Any significant variation to the approved activity or project for which grant funding has been
awarded must be advised in writing and formally approved. Failure to do so may result in a
request for the applicant to re-pay the allocated funds.
Any grant funding awarded, but not expended for the purpose of the grant by the Grantee, must be
returned to the Council.

ASSOCIATED POLICIES AND CORPORATE DOCUMENTS


CityPlan 2030: Shaping Our Future



Community Grants Scheme Guidelines



Public Art & Culture Grants Scheme Guidelines



Young Achievers Program Guidelines



Public Art Policy



Civic Bands & Orchestra Policy



Cat Control Policy
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REVIEW PROCESS
The Community Grants Scheme and the Public Art & Culture Grants Scheme will be assessed and
reviewed within the first twelve (12) months of its operation.
The Council will review this Policy within three years.
INFORMATION
The contact officer for further information at the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is the
Council’s General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs, telephone 8366 4549.
ADOPTION OF THE POLICY
Monday 1 June 2015
TO BE REVIEWED
May 2016
September 2023
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Attachment B
Review of Policies
Risk Management

B1

NAME OF POLICY:

Risk Management

POLICY MANUAL:

Governance

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this Policy is to provide the framework for all staff in the management, identification,
assessment and reporting of risk. The aim is not to eliminate risk, but to enable the Council to maximise
opportunities and minimise adverse consequences.
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters supports a culture where staff at all levels, are encouraged
to proactively manage and report all risks.

BACKGROUND
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters recognises that the effective management of risk is a
fundamental component of good management and a key element of effective corporate governance.
Accordingly, risk management is regarded as an integral part of the Council’s operation and presents
a challenge to not only manage risks, but to facilitate the development of opportunities. Through the
adoption of a structured and systematic approach to risk management, the City of Norwood Payneham
& St Peters seeks to improve its decision-making performance, transparency and accountability by
effectively managing both potential opportunities and adverse effects in daily activities and operations.
The Council is committed to building an organisational culture where risk awareness and effective risk
management, form an integral part of all Council activities and operations and is a core management
capability and responsibility. Effective risk management requires:
a.
b.
c.
d.

a strategic focus;
forward thinking and proactive approaches to management;
balancing the cost of managing risks with the anticipated benefits; and
contingency planning for the critical threats.

Risk is often characterised by reference to potential events and consequences, or a combination of
these. It may be expressed in terms of a combination of the consequences of an event and the
associated likelihood of occurrence.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this Policy is to enable an integrated approach to risk management through:
a. the Council’s commitment to core risk management principles.
b. defining responsibilities for the application of risk identification, assessment, evaluation and
treatment programs across Council operations.
c. a Risk Management Framework (“the Framework”) that provides the tools and programmes to
underpin Council’s approach to achieving a balance between the costs of managing a risk and the
anticipated benefits.
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POLICY STATEMENT
The Council is committed to maintaining and applying governance and risk management principles to
ensure that any impacts to strategic and business objectives are considered and analysed.
The management of risk will be integrated into the Council’s governance structures, including decision
making. Risk Management leads to the successful achievement of the Council’s Vision, Strategic Plan
Objectives as contained in City Plan 2030: Shaping our Future, and community expectations.
To achieve the objectives of the Policy, the Council has developed a supporting Risk Management
Framework (the “Framework”) which is detailed in the Councils Risk Management Procedure.
The Council will maintain the Framework consistent with the guidelines and principles of risk
management, as set out in the International Standard ISO31000:2018 – Risk Management Guidelines,
with the objective of providing a consistent approach for dealing with uncertainties likely to impact on
the achievement of Councils Vision and strategic direction.
The Council will adopt and implement a systematic approach to identify, assess, evaluate and treat
(mitigate) risks. The risk management program will involve identifying opportunities to ensure the
Council achieves its strategic goals whilst recording and managing its operational risks. Management
will lead, actively participate and have complete oversight over all aspects of risk management within
their areas of responsibility.
The Council will maintain risk register(s), which will periodically and consistently be reviewed in
accordance with set timeframes identified in the Framework.
The Council will adopt a co-ordinated and systematic approach to risk which sees each Department
applying the same risk management principles, with some minor variations which reflect the varying
tasks and nature of each functional area.

RESPONSIBILITIES
Chief Executive Officer
The Chief Executive Officer has the ultimate responsibility for ensuring that risk is managed across
the organisation.
The Chief Executive Officer is the senior executive responsible for overseeing the development,
facilitation and implementation of a risk management culture, framework, strategy, corporate program
(including training and awareness) and monitoring corporate risk management performance. The
Chief Executive Officer, in consultation with the General Managers, is responsible for monitoring the
corporate implementation of the Risk Management Policy.

Executive Leadership Team
The Executive Leadership Team (ELT) are responsible for the risk management performance of their
particular areas of responsibility, and in particular they are to:
a. commit to the promotion and awareness of this Policy, and the supporting framework/procedure,
whilst monitoring the Council’s overall risk profile and controls;
b. report on the status of the Council’s risk profile and mitigation strategies to the Audit Committee;
c. implement, manage and evaluate risk management, in accordance with the Policy and Framework
within their areas of responsibility;
d. undertake the risk management program as per the requirements of the Policy and Framework;
and
e. ensure that risk based information is recorded in Council’s Risk Register.
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Audit Committee
The Audit Committee is responsible for checking that appropriate policies, practices and procedures
of internal control are implemented and maintained in order to assist the Council to carry out its
activities in an efficient and orderly manner to achieve its objectives, to ensure adherence to
management policies, to safeguard the Council’s assets, and to secure (as far as possible) the
accuracy and reliability of Council records.

Managers / Supervisors
Each Manager is accountable for implementing the risk management policy through appropriate
actions in their area of responsibility. This includes ensuring that the overall risk profiles for the
respective Department are entered by staff into the corporate Risk Register are reviewed, updated
and approved as required. Managers are also required to:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

regularly review exposure to all forms of risk and reduce risks as low as reasonably practicable;
apply robust risk management processes to all business activities;
regularly review the risks faced, or likely to be faced, by their respective area as a result of its
operations and of the environment in which the Council operates;
identify cost effective risk treatment options; and
regularly review the key risk controls to ensure that they remain relevant, robust and effective.

Manager, WHS & Risk
The Manager, WHS & Risk is responsible for:
a. assisting the Executive Leadership Team to develop, implement and maintain the Risk
Management Framework and program in a systematic and standardised manner;
b. development and maintenance of a Risk Register(s) that records reasonably foreseeable
Operational and Strategic risks, including risk mitigation strategies; and
c. assisting the Executive Leadership Team in development and compilation of reports relating to
Council’s risk profile and mitigation strategies.

Employees, Volunteers and Contractors (Workers)
All Council workers (employees, contractors, service providers and Volunteers) are responsible for:
a. identifying, evaluating and managing risks in their daily activities and projects; and
b. adhering to the requirements of Council’s Risk Management Policy and Framework.

DEFINITIONS
For the purpose of this Policy, and to align with the relevant Standards, the Council’s Risk Management
Framework uses set definitions to ensure that when risk is discussed at any level, the same meaning
is applied. Common definitions used throughout the Council’s Risk Management Framework are
listed at Annex A to the Council”s Risk Management Procedure.

PRINCIPLES OF MANAGING RISK
For risk management to be effective, the Council recognises that it must comply with the principles
outlined in International Standard ISO31000:2018 – Risk Management Guidelines as shown in
Diagram 1.at Aattachment 1.

INFORMATION
This Policy should be read in conjunction with the Council’s Risk Management Procedure.
The contact officer for further information at the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is the Council’s
General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs
(08) 8366 4549
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ADOPTION OF THE POLICY
This Policy was adopted by Council on 6 September 2010.
This Policy was endorsed by the Audit Committee on 23 July 2018.
This Policy was adopted by Council on 6 August 2018.
REVIEW PROCESS
The Council will review this Policy within three years.
INFORMATION
This Policy should be read in conjunction with the Council’s Risk Management Procedure.
The contact officer for further information at the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is the
Council’s General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs, telephone 8366 4549.
ADOPTION OF THE POLICY
This Policy was adopted by the Council on 6 September 2010.
This Policy was endorsed by the Audit Committee on 23 July 2018.
This Policy was reviewed adopted by Council on 6 August 2018.
This Policy was reviewed by the Council on
2020
TO BE REVIEWED
September 2023
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Attachment 1

Principles of Managing Risk
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11.5

MONTHLY FINANCIAL REPORT – AUGUST 2020

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

Financial Services Manager
General Manager, Corporate Services
8366 4585
qA64633
A

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to provide the Council with information regarding its financial performance for the
year ended August 2020.
BACKGROUND
Section 59 of the Local Government Act 1999 (the Act), requires the Council to keep its resource allocation,
expenditure and activities and the efficiency and effectiveness of its service delivery, under review. To assist
the Council in complying with these legislative requirements and the principles of good corporate financial
governance, the Council is provided with monthly financial reports detailing its financial performance compared
to its Budget.
RELEVANT STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS AND POLICIES
Nil
FINANCIAL AND BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
Financial sustainability is as an ongoing high priority for the Council. Given the COVID-19 pandemic the
Council adopted a Budget which took into consideration measures to minimise the impact on ratepayers and
support local business. As a result the Council adopted a Budget which forecasts an Operating Deficit of
$798,455 for the 2020-2021 Financial Year.
For the period ended August 2020, the Council’s Operating Surplus is $1.903 million against a budgeted
Operating Surplus of $1.486 million, resulting in a favourable variance of $486,000.
EXTERNAL ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS
Not Applicable.
SOCIAL ISSUES
Not Applicable.
CULTURAL ISSUES
Not Applicable.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Not Applicable.
RESOURCE ISSUES
Not Applicable.
RISK MANAGEMENT
Not Applicable.
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CONSULTATION


Elected Members
Not Applicable.



Community
Not Applicable.



Staff
Responsible Officers and General Managers.



Other Agencies
Not Applicable.

DISCUSSION
For the period ended August 2020, the Council’s Operating Surplus is $1.903 million against a budgeted
Operating Surplus of $1.486 million, resulting in a favourable variance of $486,000.
Employee Expenses are $188,000 favourable to budget. This is being driven by a considered approach to
recruitment and available staff resources as a result of COVID-19 and the timing compared to budget of staff
taking annual leave.
The residual variance to budget is primarily due to expenditure timings compared to actual spend which is
not uncommon for the beginning of the Financial Year. It is expected in the coming months that these initial
timing variances will resolve and any additional adjustments that may be required will be presented to the
Council during the First Budget review in November 2020.
The Monthly Financial report is contained in Attachment A.
OPTIONS
Nil
CONCLUSION
Nil
COMMENTS
Nil
RECOMMENDATION
That the August 2020 Monthly Financial Report be received and noted.
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Attachment A
Monthly Financial Report
August 2020
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CITY OF NORWOOD PAYNEHAM & ST PETERS
LYTD Actual
$'000
6,039
291
522
157
17
69
10
7,104
2,946
1,076
15
124
6
34
124
(19)
521
85
4,912

Financial Performance for the period ended 31 August 2020
YTD Adopted
YTD Actual
Budget
$'000
$'000
Revenue
Rates Revenue
Statutory Charges
User Charges
Grants, Subsidies and Contributions
Investment Income
Other
Reimbursements
Total Revenue
Expenses
Employee Expenses
Contracted Services
Energy
Insurance
Legal expense
Materials
Parts, Accessories and Consumables
Water
Sundry
Depreciation, Amortisation and Impairment
Finance Costs
Total Expenses

2,191 Operating Surplus/(Deficit)

Summary of Net Cost of Divisions for the period
Var

Var %

YTD Actual YTD Budget

$'000

6,032
285
502
517
4
66
28
7,434

6,046
267
456
516
1
75
13
7,374

(14)
18
46
1
3
(9)
15
61

(0%)
7%
10%
0%
269%
(11%)
111%
1%

2,602
1,610
68
127
57
20
134
7
813
92
5,531

2,791
1,640
78
120
36
57
149
46
866
175
5,956

188
30
9
(7)
(21)
36
14
39
53
83
425

7%
2%
12%
(6%)
(60%)
64%
10%
85%
6%

1,903

1,417

486

34%

Chief Executive Office
Corporate Services
Governance and Community Affairs
Urban Planning and Environment
Urban Services
Operating Surplus/(Deficit)
(before Rate Revenue)

Rate Revenue

4,000

$'000
(629)
(2,332)
(1,104)
(537)
(2,305)
(6,905)

6,032

Operating Surplus/(Deficit)

(873)

$'000
(727)
(2,296)
(1,211)
(548)
(2,488)
(7,271)

Var

Var %

$'000
98
(35)
107
11
184
365

6,046

(14)

(1,224)

351

14%
-2%
9%
2%
7%
5%

0%
(29%)

47%
7%

$'000

OPERATING COSTS BY MONTH (ACTUAL)

$'000

Division

NON-RATE REVENUE BY MONTH (ACTUAL)

1,200

3,500

1,000

3,000
800

2,500

2,000

600

1,500

400

1,000

200

500
-

Jul-19

Aug-19 Sep-19 Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19 Jan-20 Feb-20 Mar-20 Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20

Employee costs

Materials

Contract Expenses

Other Expenses

Jul-20

Aug-20

Jul-19 Aug-19 Sep-19 Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19 Jan-20 Feb-20 Mar-20 Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20

Statutory charges

User charges

Grants, subsidies and contributions

Jul-20 Aug-20

Other income
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CITY OF NORWOOD PAYNEHAM & ST PETERS
Project Summary for period ended 31 August 2020

SERVICE INITIATIVES (inc. Carry Forwards)
Operating Projects
Income
Social Equity
Environmental Sustainability
Cultural Vitality
Economic Prosperity
Corporate Management
Total Income
Expenses
Social Equity
Environmental Sustainability
Cultural Vitality
Economic Prosperity
Corporate Management
Total Expenses
Net Cost of Operating Projects
Capital Projects
Income
Social Equity
Environmental Sustainability
Cultural Vitality
Economic Prosperity
Corporate Management
Total Income
Expenses
Social Equity
Environmental Sustainability
Cultural Vitality
Economic Prosperity
Corporate Management
Total Expenses
Net Cost of Capital Projects
Key areas to highlight:

YTD Actual

YTD Budget

Remaining Annual Budget

$'000

$'000

$'000

161
-

161
-

202
0
1
0
0

161

161

202

39
1
5
14
12
70

37
1
5
14
12
68

789
220
246
87
185
1,527

91

92

(1,325)

228
145
373

6
145
151

864
635
0
0
0
1,499

283
226
1
5
3
518

283
226
1
5
3
518

14,340
4,326
336
295
122
19,418

(145)

(367)

(17,919)

Corporate Management

Economic Prosperity
Cultural Vitality
Environmental Sustainability
Social Equity
-

100
YTD Budget

200

300

400

Remaining Budget

500

600

700

800

900
$'000

YTD Spend

NEW ASSETS & RENEWALS (inc. Carry Forwards)
Corporate Management

Economic Prosperity
Cultural Vitality
Environmental Sustainability
Social Equity
-

2,000
YTD Budget

4,000

6,000

8,000

Remaining Budget

10,000
YTD Spend

12,000

14,000

16,000
$'000
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CITY OF NORWOOD PAYNEHAM & ST PETERS
Statement of Financial position as at 31 August 2020
Aug-20
Jul-20

ASSETS
Current Assets
Bank and Cash
Accounts receivables
Less : Provision for Bad Debts
Total Current Assets
Non-current Assets
Financial Assets
Investments in Joint Ventures
Infrastructure, Property, Plant and Equipment
Total Non-current Assets
Total Assets
LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Trade and Other Payables
Borrowings
Provisions
Total Current Liabilities

Actual

Actual

$'000

$'000

Movement

June 2020

CASH

16,000

$'000

$'000

14,000
12,000

5,405
35,738
(272)
40,871

4,603
40,372
(272)
44,703

801
(4,634)
(3,832)

9,021
3,502
(272)
12,250

10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000

45
2,911
487,952
490,908
531,778

31,327
(159)
1,784
32,952

45
2,890
490,518
493,453
538,156

38,922
(24)
1,595
40,493

20
(2,565)
(2,545)
(6,378)

(7,595)
(135)
189
(7,541)

45
2,890
487,808
490,743
502,994

4,361
(24)
1,713
6,050

Oct-19

Nov-19

Dec-19

Jan-20

Feb-20

LGFA - 11am
$'000

Mar-20

Apr-20

May-20

Jun-20

Jul-20

11,888
2,581
1,328
15,797
48,748
483,030

11,888
2,581
1,328
15,797
56,289
481,866

(7,541)
1,163

11,888
2,581
1,348
15,817
21,867
481,127

EQUITY
Accumulated Surplus
Asset Revaluation Reserves
TOTAL EQUITY

59,410
423,620
483,030

58,247
423,620
481,866

1,163
1,163

57,507
423,620
481,127

Aug-20

ANZ General

OUTSTANDING BORROWINGS

Borrowing ratio =
Borrowings /Rates
Revenue

14,000

40.00%

12,000

35.00%

10,000

30.00%
25.00%

8,000

20.00%

6,000

Non-current Liabilities
Borrowings
Provisions
Investments in Joint Ventures
Total Non-current Liabilities
Total Liabilities
NET ASSETS

Key areas to highlight YTD :

$'000

15.00%

4,000

10.00%

2,000

5.00%

-

0.00%
Jul-19 Aug-19Sep-19 Oct-19 Nov- Dec-19 Jan-20 Feb-20 Mar- Apr-20 May- Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20
19
20
20

Long Term Borrowings
$'000

Short Term Borrowings

Borrowing Ratio

BORROWING FACILITIES

36,000
32,000
28,000
24,000
20,000
16,000
12,000
8,000
4,000
Jul-19 Aug-19 Sep-19 Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19 Jan-20 Feb-20 Mar-20 Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20

Approved Borrowings - Undrawn

Borrowings Drawn Down

Cash Advance Facilities - Undrawn

Cash Advance Facilities - Used
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11.6

ELECTION FOR THE POSITION OF PRESIDENT OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4549
qA2219
A-B

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to advise the Council of the postal ballot required to be undertaken for the position
of President of the Local Government Association of South Australia (LGA) and determine the Council’s
preferred candidate for the position.
BACKGROUND
In July 2020, the LGA called for nominations for the position of President of the LGA.
At its meeting held on 3 August 2020, following consideration of this matter, the Council resolved to nominate
Mayor Karen Redman, Town of Gawler, for the position of President.
Mayor Redman accepted the Council’s nomination.
The LGA has now forwarded correspondence to the Council advising that the LGA has received three (3)
nominations for the position of President of the LGA.
Pursuant to Clause 29 of the LGA Constitution, the LGA is required to conduct a postal ballot to determine the
successful candidate for the position.
RELEVANT POLICIES & STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS
Not Applicable.
DISCUSSION
The role of the President of the LGA is to:






provide leadership to the LGA Board of Directors;
chair meetings of the LGA Board of Directors;
preside at meetings of the LGA (ie Ordinary Meetings, Annual General Meetings; etc);
to act as the principal spokesperson of the LGA; and
represent the LGA externally to government, stakeholders, etc.

An annual allowance is payable in relation to the position of President.
The term of office for the new President is a two (2) year term, commencing from the 2020 LGA Annual General
Meeting (ie 29 October 2020), and concluding at the 2022 LGA Annual General Meeting.
The current LGA Constitution and the new LGA Constitution and Rules also stipulate a long standing protocol
that the position of President alternates between metropolitan councils (now referred to as GAROC), and rural
councils (now referred to as SAROC), every two (2) years.
As the previous President, Mayor Sam Telfer was from an eligible rural council (ie, the District Council of
Tumby Bay), nominees were invited from eligible metropolitan councils, (ie members of GAROC).
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The three (3) nominees for the Position, in the order as set out on the Ballot Paper, are:




Mayor Karen Redman, Town of Gawler;
Mayor Angela Evans, City of Charles Sturt; and
Mayor Jan-Claire Wisdom, Adelaide Hills Council.

A copy of the Ballot Paper and Candidate Information for each Candidate is contained within Attachment A.
In accordance with the LGA Constitution, the Council must determine its preferred Candidate by marking the
Ballot Paper with a cross, ie “X”, in the square opposite the name of the Candidate the Council wishes to elect.
Two (2) of the three (3) Candidates have written to the Council seeking the Council’s support of their
nomination for the position of President of the LGA:



Mayor Karen Redman, Town of Gawler; and
Mayor Angela Evans, City of Charles Sturt.

A copy of the correspondence received, as listed above, is contained within Attachment B.
The Ballot Paper must be forwarded to the Local Government Association to be received by the Returning
Officer no later than 5.00pm on Monday, 19 October 2020.
RECOMMENDATION
The Council determines the following candidate for the position of President of the Local Government
Association of South Australia:


_____________________
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Attachment A
Election for the Position of President
of the Local Government Association of South Australia

A1
Local Government Association
of South Australia

In reply please quote our reference:

The voice of local government.

ECM 713243 AS/AC

2 September 2020
Mr Mario Barone
Chief Executive Officer
City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
PO Box 204
Kent Town SA 5071

Dear Mr Barone
Election of LGA President
On 20 July 2020, I wrote to councils calling for nominations for the position of LGA President. I wish to
advise that at the close of nominations (5.00pm on 28 August 2020) I received nominations for the
following three (3) eligible candidates (listed in the order of the ballot draw):
•
•
•

Mayor Karen Redman
Mayor Angela Evans
Mayor Jan-Claire Wisdom

I hereby advise that in accordance with clause 29.4 of the LGA Constitution an election for the position of
LGA President will take place.
I have attached a copy of each candidate’s information together with a Ballot paper and voting envelopes
for your council’s completion in accordance with the instructions below. I require the ballot paper to be
received by me in hard-copy no later than 5:00pm Monday 19 October 2020.
Voting Instructions
Pursuant to clause 29 of the LGA Constitution, the casting of the vote by your council must be conducted
as follows:
each Member council shall determine by resolution the candidate it wishes to elect;
the Delegate of a Member council or in the Delegate's absence, the chair of the meeting for
that Member shall mark the ballot paper with an "X" next to the candidate that the Member
council wishes elected and seal the ballot paper in the envelope marked "Ballot Paper" and
then place this envelope inside the envelope marked "Returning Officer". Before sealing the
second envelope marked “Returning Officer” the Delegate must indicate the Member council's
name on the inside flap of the envelope. The second envelope may then be sealed and
delivered to the Returning Officer;

148 Frame Street Adelaide SA 5000 | GPO Box 2693 Adelaide SA 5001 | T 08 8224 2000 | F 08 8232 6336 | W lga.sa.gov.au

A2
Local Government Association
of South Australia

The voice of local government.

on receipt of the envelopes the Returning Officer must;
o

open the outer envelope addressed to the "Returning Officer" and record the name of
the Member council which appears on the inside flap of the envelope on the roll of
Member's council eligible to vote; and

o

place the envelope marked "Ballot Paper" unopened into the ballot box;

•

the Returning Officer shall nominate the date, time and place for the counting of votes and
shall invite each candidate and a person nominated as the candidate’s scrutineer to be
present;

•

at the counting of the votes the Returning Officer shall produce the unopened envelopes
marked "Ballot Paper" and if satisfied that all votes are valid, count the number of votes
received by each candidate;

•

the candidate with the most votes shall be deemed elected and the Returning Officer shall
declare the candidate elected at the Annual General Meeting; and

•

in the case of candidates receiving the same number of votes, the Returning Officer shall
draw lots at the counting of the votes and the lot drawn will be the candidate elected.

I am the Returning Officer for this election and I may appoint a Deputy Returning Officer to perform any
of the powers, functions or duties described above.
Due to ongoing uncertainty regarding COVID-19 health and safety considerations that may be relevant in
October, the counting of votes will take place via Zoom on Tuesday 20 October 2020 commencing at
9:00am.
The successful candidate will take office from the conclusion of the LGA’s 2020 Annual General Meeting
for a term ending at the conclusion of the 2022 LGA Annual General Meeting.
Please contact me or Director Governance & Legislation Alicia Stewart on 8224 2037 or
alicia.stewart@lga.sa.qov.au if you have any questions.
Yours sincerely

Matt Pinnegar
Chief Executive Officer / Returning Officer
Telephone: (08) 8224 2039
Email: matt. Dinneaar (a)laa. sa. aov.au
Attach:

Candidate Information; Ballot Paper; Ballot Paper envelope; reply envelope addressed to Returning Officer

1

A3
Local Government Association
of South Australia

The voice of local government.

Candidate Information Sheet
LGA President
(word limit is strictly 1,000 words)

Name:

Karen Redman

Council:

Town of Gawler

Local
Government
Experience &
Knowledge

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Local
Government
Policy Views &
Interests

Mayor Town of Gawler (2014-)
Council Member, Town of Gawler (2010-)
Director Local Government Association of South Australia (LGA)
Chair, Greater Adelaide Region of Councils (GAROC)- a committee of
the LGA
Board Member, Australian Local Government Association (ALGA)
Member, LGA Audit and Risk Committee
High level strategic thinking and capacity to see big picture
Strong performance in governance and strategic decision making
Broad-based advocacy experience on issues relevant to the local
government sector
Key negotiating and collaboration skills at State and Federal Level:
• Gawler Civic Centre Federally funded 2015 (5.6M grant
success)
• Successfully negotiated an agreement for affordable housing
locally with significant savings to the Town of Gawler
Experience in championing important initiatives ably demonstrated by
leadership/advocacy for stronger protection for neighbourhood
character and heritage as part of our new planning system
Experience in mentoring others and senior leadership
• Mayors Young Women’s Leadership Program
• Long term leader in health with conference speaking
engagements nationally and internationally

A Fresh Approach
•

•

As someone who Is passionate about the important role community
plays in our society, and not afraid to advocate on issues relevant to
our sector, I will bring a fresh yet experienced approach to this
important leadership role.
Raised in Gawler and with strong family connections to regional South
Australia I am committed to ensuring our collective voice is heard on
issues that matter

A4
Local Government Association
of South Australia

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The voice of local government.

A strong background in health and engaged at senior level on clinical
governance issues ensures I will bring a high degree of ethical
decision making to the Presidency
Our sector is undergoing great change and requires a fresh yet
experienced approach as we work through the significant reforms, not
least of which is the local government reform bill currently before the
Parliament.
Gawler is steeped in history, so it’s no surprise that planning reform
and heritage has been a hot topic. My community supported me as I
advocated for change to the planning reforms that are sweeping the
state. Some of these reforms are needed however concern around
good design, neighbourhood character and appropriate heritage
protection remains.
/ have led GAROC as we supported advocacy on heritage matters
and others such as infill development which is an emerging problem
in metropolitan Adelaide. Leading this highly skilled committee of the
LGA has been a privilege with more change to come as regions are
formed across Adelaide.
Most recently, with the COVID-19 pandemic hitting our communities,
GAROC supported a series of webinars to assist local government as
we navigate this new world and its impacts on our economies and our
communities. iAs Chair I have been involved in each session, all of
which have been extremely well received drawing interest from across
South Australia, generating some fantastic ideas and resources we all
can use going forward.
As a Board Director of the LGA and in collaboration with President
Mayor Sam Telferand the secretariat, it’s been a busy time as we
navigate change to the LGA’s constitution, a new Board structure, and
a vision of sensible advocacy and support for our local government
sector.
The Australian Local Government Association is also facing a
changing landscape with the impact of COVID-19, and the need for
intelligent, effective leadership at Board level to support our national
President and ensure local government has a voice that is heard by
our federal decision makers.
Being an active contributor to my community, the LGA, and ALGA has
allowed me to develop strong advocacy, experience and knowledge
relevant to local government. My background in health is a strength,
with critical thinking, empathy, balance, the ability to collaborate and
work with others, and a fresh, pragmatic style, central to my
leadership.
Over the next two years we will see a changing landscape for our
communities across South Australia. A strong yet caring local
government sector will be critical as we navigate this new way of
living.

A5
Local Government Association
of South Australia

Other
information

The voice of local government.

•

Balanced, intelligent and compassionate leadership is required to
ensure the LGA supports Councils to achieve this aim. I therefore look
for your support in my nomination for President of the Local
Government Association of South Australia.

•

Member. Australian Locai Government Women’s Association, SA
Branch
Master of Health Science (Nurse Practitioner, Cancer Care)
Member, Senior Governance Group, Breast and Endocrine, Central
Adelaide Locai Health Network
Board Member, Gawler Care and Share Group
Member, Australian Nurses and Midwifery Federation

•
•
•
•
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Candidate Information Sheet
LGA President
(word limit is strictly 1,000 words)

Name:

Mayor Angela Evans

Council:

City of Charles Sturt

Local
Government
Experience &
Knowledge

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2020-current - Climate Emergency Australia Strategic Advisory Group Member
2020-current - Central Adelaide Waste and Recycling Authority
(CAWRA) Board - Member
2019-current - GAROC - Member
2018-current - Mayor, City of Charles Sturt
2014-2018 - Mayor, City of Charles Sturt
2010/11, 2013/14 - Deputy Mayor, City of Charles Sturt
2010-2014 - Councillor, West Woodville Ward, City of Charles Sturt
2006-2010 - Councillor, West Woodville Ward, City of Charles Sturt

Other experience includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Local
Government
Policy Views &
Interests

Australian Local Government Women’s Association of SA - Branch
Committee Member - 2009-2011
Local Government Association Board - Member - May 2015-August
2018
Metropolitan Local Government Group - Member - January 2015September 2018
Metropolitan Local Government Group Executive Committee - Member February 2017-June 2018
CCS Gender Matters Panel - Member - 2007-2014
City of Charles Sturt Working Group for Domestic Violence - Member 2018
Western Business Leaders Executive Committee - Member - November
2014-current
Various community and sports club memberships

Key areas of interest include: to ensure the LGASA continues to connect with
Councils, both regional and metro; to support their drive to innovate and
improve service delivery through economic and community development, the
natural and built environment; and supporting the LGASA to continue to
develop and strengthen our collective ability to achieve community,
professional and political excellence.
_______________

A7
Local Government Association
of South Australia

The voice of local government.

I will provide a non-partisan voice for local government at the state and
federal level on matters such as funding, the environment and climate
change and economic recovery. I will work with the Past President, Sam
Telfer and the Secretariat to ensure continuity of leadership and collaboration
into the future.
Whilst the LGASA’s task is to identify issues of state-wide concern to local
government and to arrive at a consensus view as to local government’s
position on the issues identified, I will ensure there is support and
collaboration between rural and metropolitan Councils, partnering and
advocating with the ALGA and other professional associations to enhance
relationships and strengthen our advocacy to achieve the best outcome for
the sector.
I am passionate about identifying new opportunities within the COVID
environment, focusing on how the sector can provide leadership,
organisation, delivery and the promotion of SA economic development
through the current and future challenges of the pandemic.
Other
information

I have been the City of Charles Sturt Mayor since elected in the November
2014 Local Government Elections. Throughout my terms as Mayor, I have
led a cohesive, collaborative and collegiate Council and has overseen the
redevelopment of major Charles Sturt precincts, successful improvements
within communities and strategically positioned the City’s financial approach
for future generations. I work collaboratively with Mayors across the Western
suburbs with a recent example being the joint Materials Recovery Facility
developed with the City of Port Adelaide Enfield to process councils’
recyclables. I am a passionate driver behind Charles Sturt’s important
community connections work, and place making initiatives aimed at
supporting grassroots communities to be innovative and collaborative.
In 2015 and 2016, I was involved in leading economic missions to China,
where I guided a delegate of aged care providers from the Charles Sturt area
and forged official trade partnerships between the Shandong Province in
Yantai and the City of Charles Sturt.
I was previously the Deputy Mayor of Charles Sturt in 2010/11 and 2013/14,
as well as Ward Councillor for the Woodville West Ward from 2006 to 2014.
My involvement with Council, Community and Local Government committees
during my time on Council is extensive and includes participation in the
Gender Matters Panel, the Greater Adelaide Region Organisation of
Councils, Central Adelaide Waste and Recycling Authority and the Climate
Emergency Australia Strategic Advisory Group.
The term ahead presents a range of challenges for our sector that we will
need to consider and address in a way that reflects the best interests of our
communities and our sector. 1 am determined to achieve this in a way that
enhances our brand and our reputation as a constructive partner.
I understand that issues such as the Planning Act and the Local Government
Act reforms are not new to the sector, but will require our continued focus

A8
Local Government Association
of South Australia

The voice of local government.

and voice. The sector’s response to climate change through the very tangible
local government responsibilities of waste management and infrastructure
delivery positions us to be more than a vocal contributor. Additionally, my
awareness of COVID and its continued effect on our community’s health and
connectedness is strong, and I believe this is an area where local
government again plays a critical role. My belief is that the economic impacts
and the role we must play - both directly and through our advocacy to
support the financial and economic recovery will be vital.
I am a leader committed to providing responsible governance in a framework
of strategic planning, enhancing relationships and fostering community
connections. I have led a progressive Council that actively attracts positive
and constructive connections, and that does not attract negative criticism. I,
with the City of Charles Sturt, make every effort to enhance the brand and
reputation of the sector.
My leadership style purposefully empowers and encourages respectful,
collaborative and solution focused behaviours in all interactions, from the
formal through to the informal. I have the ability to keep the focus on the
pertinent issues at hand and debate matters in a respectful manner which is
constructive and effective in bringing about the best outcomes for the
community in a way that is transparent, timely and in line with strategic plans.
I am committed to being a hardworking, available and inclusive President.
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Candidate Information Sheet
LGA President
(word limit is strictly 1,000 words)

Name:

Mayor Jan-Claire Wisdom

Council:

Adelaide Hills Council

Local
Government
Experience &
Knowledge

Local
Government
Policy Views &
Interests

2018 - current Elected Mayor of Adelaide Hills Council
2010 - current Elected Member of Adelaide Hills
Council (Deputy Mayor for 6 years)
2018 - current LGA Board Director
2017 - current GAROC Board Member
2017 - current Southern & Hills LGA Director
2012 - Member of AHC CEO Performance Review Panel since 2012
(Chair 2 years)
2012 - AHC CEO Selection Panel
Member of many AHC Committees and Advisory Groups
2012 - 2018 State Libraries Board Member (Ministerial appointment)
2018 - State Library Director Selection and Appointment Panel
Key knowledge/skills: Strategic Planning, Leadership, Collaboration and
Partnerships, Advocacy, Public Speaking, Policy Development and
Review, Communications, Community Development & Resilience,
Listening, Crisis Management

Support
• sustainable funding for LGA’s Emergency Manager function including the
Functional Support Group, R&D, Data Collection and Mapping, Education
and Training programs
• opposition to Rates Oversight Bill 2018
• reform of CM Code of Behaviour
• renegotiating MOD with State Government for sustainable public libraries
• resisting and mitigating State Government cost shifting
• delaying implementation of parts of the new PDI code until fully tested
• protection of local heritage and the spirit of local development plans
• benchmarking for sector services
• climate change mitigation including coastal protection
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Interest
raising the profile and respect given to the LG sector
trying new initiatives to both survive and thrive in a COVID shaped future
tooling up to better prepare communities for emergencies through a
Community Ready program including supporting mental health initiatives
opportunities to diversify local government revenue
LG leadership in waste management economy and procurement
building local government, university and industry sector collaboration and
partnerships
greater role for local government in tourism development
developing improved community engagement processes
Other
information

Personal
Statement

Fellow of the Governor’s Leadership Foundation (2015)
Excellence in Local Government Leadership Award (2014)
Governor, Glenunga International High School (2009-13)
Qualifications:
• Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) in Policy Analysis
• Masters in Communications
• BA in English and Philosophy
• Post-graduate degrees in Dip. Library & Information Systems, BLitt
Journalism
Currently Adjunct Research Fellow in Business School of UniSA
Member Industry Advisory Group at UniSA’s Centre for Tourism
Management
developed Health Services Director for group of 6 SA Councils (2018-19)
Professionally qualified Librarian, Systems and Business Analyst,
Journalist, Management Consultant, small business owner/operator
served 10 years as Defence Force (Army) reservist in Intelligence Corps
Mayor Sam Telfer has done an excellent job over the past two years moving
the organisation forward from previous difficult times and I have no doubt that
the other candidates for this position known to me (Mayors Redman and
Evans) would also both do an excellent job. What I bring to the position is a
unique perspective and experience which I believe are particularly suited to
our current COVID-impacted times.
There is no greater test for a community leader than when a natural disaster
hits home. The recent Cudlee Creek Bushfire that raged through our
landscape burnt through 30% of my council district causing widespread
damage and leaving physical and mental scarring in its wake. The response,
relief and ongoing recovery from this event have honed my skills of empathy,
communication and negotiation as well the ability to exercise diplomacy and
play hardball at times when chasing down recovery funding promises. I’ve
learnt to be a steady listener and key spokesperson in a crisis, and how to
handle media liaison from many directions.
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Locally I’ve driven initiatives and championed not only my own fire impacted
district but all SA fire-affected communities, in particular when I took an
economic recovery plan to Canberra in January this year. I am still chasing
down bushfire funding promises from State and Federal sources even while
COVID has now muddied the funding pipeline.
I have the insight and understanding of serving on the current LGA Board
and GAROC for the past two years as well as being on the Board of the
Southern and Hills Local Government Association (SHLGA). For those of you
in rural South Australia I have had the good fortune to visit every community
in the State that has a library as part of my eight year tenure on the State
Libraries Board, giving me some insight into the heartbeat of rural
communities. These combined experiences mean I bring a unique value
proposition to the President’s role that should serve both our metro and rural
communities and the sector well at a time when community capacity building,
resilience, economic development, climate change mitigation and
environmental management are critical for us to both survive and thrive our
immediate and longer term future.
As a sector we must prepare for future disruptions while continuing to deliver
quality services. We need to be both ‘Council Ready’ and ‘Community
Ready’. There are new jobs in waste recovery, tourism, renewables and
building community infrastructure. Councils are influential in stimulating
community and economic growth and we can change behaviours through
education and sustainable initiatives. We can respond to future natural
disasters and pandemics with ingenuity, pragmatism and passion if we
visualise and grasp these new opportunities while never forgetting that local
communities are at the heart of everything we do.
The LGA’s mission is to Advocate for greater influence in matters affecting
our communities: to assist members build capacity and increase
sustainability; and to advance the sector through best practice and
continuous improvement.
The LGA continues to have a critical role voicing the hopes and fears of Local
Government and advocating for progress and betterment of communities
throughout the sector, the state and the nation. Our voices need to be heard
and respected.
I seek your support to spearhead the LGA SA and deliver a brighter future for
us all.
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Ballot Paper
Election for LGA President 2020-2022
1 Person Required

Ballot closes 5:00pm Monday 19 October 2020

Important Note:

LGAofSA

In accordance with Clause 29.5.4 of the LGA Constitution, the Delegate of a
Member Council (or in the Delegate's absence, the chair of the meeting for
that Member Council) shall mark the ballot paper with an "X" next to the
candidate that the Member Council wishes elected, then sea! the ballot
paper in the envelope marked "Ballot Paper" and place it inside the
envelope marked "Returning Officer". The name of the Member council
must be indicated on the inside flap of the envelope marked “Returning
Officer” and the envelope must then be sealed and delivered to the
Returning Officer.

EClW 715800

REDMAN, Karen

Mayor

EVANS, Angela

Mayor

WISDOM, Jan-Claire

Mayor

B^tot Paper - Election for LGA President 2020-2022

Attachment B
Election for the Position of President
of the Local Government Association of South Australia

B1
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
Contact: Mayor Redman
Ref:

KR
CR20/189

10 September 2020

Dear Mayors, Elected Members and Chief Executive Officers
I write to you today seeking your support for my nomination of President of the Local
Government Association (LGA) of South Australia. Our sector is undergoing significant
change and requires a fresh, yet experienced approach as we work through the significant
reforms of our sector not least of which is the Local Government Reform Bill currently before
the Parliament.
A Fresh Approach
As someone with a highly respected background in health, is passionate about the role
community plays in our society, and not afraid to advocate on issues relevant to our sector, I
will bring a fresh approach to this important leadership role. With strong connections to
regional South Australia I am committed to ensuring our collective voice is heard on issues
that matter.
My relevant skills and experience include:
• Council Member, Town of Gawler (2010- present)
• Mayor Town of Gawler (2014-present)
• Board Director, Local Government Association of South Australia (LGA)
• Chair, Greater Adelaide Region of Councils (GAROC)- a committee of the LGA
• Board Member, Australian Local Government Association (ALGA)
• Member, LGA Audit and Risk Committee
• Senior clinician, cancer care, SA Health
I am currently in my second term as Mayor of the historic town of Gawler, where planning
reform and heritage has been a hot topic. My community supported me as I advocated for
change to the planning reforms that are sweeping the State. Many of these reforms are
needed however concern around good design, neighbourhood character and appropriate
heritage protection remains.
GAROC supported advocacy on this issue and others such as infill development which is an
emerging problem in metropolitan Adelaide. Leading this highly skilled committee of the LGA
has been a privilege with more change to come as we form our respective regions across
Adelaide.
Most recently, with the COVID-19 pandemic hitting our communities, GAROC supported a
series of webinars to assist local government as we navigate this new world and its impacts
on our economies and communities. These sessions have been extremely well received with
some fantastic ideas and resources we all can use going forward.

Letter to Mayors, Elected Members and Chief Executive Officers – 2020 LGA President
10 September 2020
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As a Board Director of the LGA and in collaboration with President, Mayor Sam Telfer and
the Secretariat, it’s been a busy time as we navigate change to the LGA’s constitution, a new
Board structure, with a vision of sensible advocacy and support for our local government
sector.
The Australian Local Government Association is also facing a changing landscape with the
impact of COVID-19, and the need for intelligent, effective leadership at Board level to
support our national President and ensure local government has a voice that is heard by our
federal decision makers.
Being an active contributor in my community, the LGA, and ALGA has allowed me to
develop strong advocacy, experience, and knowledge relevant to local government. My
background in health is a strength, with empathy, balance, the ability to collaborate and work
with others, and a fresh, pragmatic style, central to my leadership.
Over the next two years we will see a changing landscape for our communities across South
Australia. Indeed, the pandemic has crystallised the role local government plays in our
collective social and economic recovery.
A strong local government sector will be critical as we navigate this new way of living.
Balanced, intelligent and compassionate leadership is required to ensure we achieve this
aim.
I therefore ask for your support as the next President of the Local Government Association
of South Australia.
If you wish to chat more about my candidacy, my contact details are: 0421839359.
Kind regards

Karen Redman
Mayor
Direct line: 0421839359
Email: Mayor@gawler.sa.gov.au
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3 September 2020

Office of the Mayor
Mayor Robert Bria
City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters

BY EMAIL: rbria@electedmembers.npsp.sa.gov.au
Cc: mbarone@npsp.sa.gov.au

Dear Mayor Bria
Local Government Association SA (LGA SA) President nominations
I am writing to you regarding the upcoming LGA SA President nominations.
I love Local Government and the time to step up, to create positive change, is now.
To be President means you are ‘inside the tent’; it is an opportunity to do some good, solve
problems and deliver important benefits to Councils and the communities they serve.
I have the skills and experience to meet the requirements of the role. I have been in Local
Government for nearly 14 years and currently, am serving a second term as Mayor of the City
of Charles Sturt. I am a GAROC member and advocate directly and indirectly on many other
issues through board and committee involvement.
I bring to the role of President of LGA SA:
 Trouble‐free leadership
My leadership style is collaborative and aims for fair outcomes for all. I have a track
record of partnering with Metropolitan Councils on project delivery, as well as
supporting regional Councils in times of need. My track record of leading a trouble‐
free council is beneficial to this crucial role of sector representative and role model.
 Fair representation
I am non‐partisan; I have a respect for all leaders in our political system and am
professional in all my undertakings with them. I am committed to the regional and
the metropolitan councils – we are in this together! (I am encouraged by the ongoing
involvement of Sam Telfer, as the outgoing President, on the LGA SA Board.)
 Issues focus
Continued focus on the Planning Act and the Local Government Act reforms; the
sectors response to climate change through the very tangible local government
responsibilities of waste management and infrastructure delivery; and, the effects of
COVID and opportunities for our community’s health, connectedness and advocacy to
support financial and economic recovery.
20/225404
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I encourage you to consider my application and to contact me on 8408 1103 or
angelaevans@charlessturt.sa.gov.au, should you wish to discuss any aspect of the information
I have provided. I also request this letter be included in your Council agenda along with my
nomination information. Please note the closure of the election is 5pm on Monday, 19
October 2020.
Yours sincerely

Angela Evans
Mayor
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11.7

LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE AUTHORITY - ELECTION FOR THE POSITIONS OF
REPRESENTATIVE MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4549
qA2181
A

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of the report is to advise the Council of the election process and candidates, who have
nominated for election to the positions of Representative Members of the Board of Trustees of the Local
Government Finance Authority.

Local Government Finance Authority Board
As Elected Members will recall, in July 2020, the Local Government Finance Authority (LGFA) called for
nominations from Councils to fill the two (2) Representative Member positions of the Board of Trustees of the
Local Government Finance Authority Board.
The two (2) positions are currently held by Ms Annette Martin, Manager, Financial Services, City of Charles
Sturt and Mr Michael Sedgman, Chief Executive Officer, The Rural City of Murray Bridge.
The LGFA has received nine (9) nominations for the two (2) Representative Member positions on the Board.
An election therefore will now be conducted, by postal ballot, to determine the positions.
The nine (9) nominees for the two (2) positions, in the order as set out on the Ballot Paper, are:










Cr Mary Couros, City of Adelaide;
Cr Peter Field, City of Tea Tree Gully;
Cr Karen Hockley, City of Mitcham;
Mr Charles Mansueto, General Manager, Business Excellence, City of Salisbury;
Ms Annette Martin, Manager, Financial Services, City of Charles Sturt;
Cr Michael Rabbitt, City of Unley;
Mr Michael Sedgman, Chief Executive Officer, Rural City of Murray Bridge;
Cr John Smedley, City of Holdfast Bay; and
Cr Sotirios Stuppos, Whyalla City Council.

A copy of the Ballot Paper and Candidate information is contained within Attachment A.
In order to comply with the Rules of the Authority, the casting vote of the Council must be conducted as follows:
1. The voting must be on the official ballot paper; and
2. The Council, must by resolution, determine which candidates (being not more than two (2)) they wish to
vote for.
All votes are to be forwarded to the Returning Officer by Friday, 16 October 2020.

RELEVANT POLICIES & STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS
Not Applicable.
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RECOMMENDATION
That the Council determines:
1. __________________; and
2. __________________
as its preferred candidates for the Representative Members for the Board of Trustees of the Local
Government Finance Authority.
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11.8

ELECTION OF MEMBERS OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH
AUSTRALIA GREATER ADELAIDE REGION ORGANISATION OF COUNCILS (GAROC)

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4549
qA59226
A-B

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of the report is to advise the Council of the postal ballot required to be undertaken in order to
determine the membership of the Local Government Association of South Australia Greater Adelaide Region
Organisation of Councils (the GAROC).

BACKGROUND
In July 2020, the Local Government Association of South Australia (LGA), forwarded correspondence to the
Council inviting nominations for appointment of Members to the Greater Region of Adelaide Organisation of
Councils (GAROC), which is represented by the following councils:



















Adelaide Hills Council;
City of Burnside;
Campbelltown City Council;
City of Charles Sturt;
Town of Gawler;
City of Holdfast Bay;
City of Marion;
City of Mitcham;
City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters;
City of Onkaparinga;
City of Playford;
City of Port Adelaide Enfield;
City of Prospect;
City of Salisbury;
City of Tea Tree Gully;
City of Unley;
Town of Walkerville; and
City of West Torrens.

Following consideration of the matter, the Council declined the opportunity to forward a nomination to the LGA
for appointment to the GAROC.
Notwithstanding this, the LGA has received six (6) nominations for the two (2) positions allocated to the East
Regional Grouping of Councils for appointment to the GAROC.

RELEVANT POLICIES & STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS
Not Applicable.
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DISCUSSION
The role of the GAROC is to provide regional advocacy, policy initiation and review, leadership, engagement
and capacity building in the region(s).
At the close of nominations the LGA received a total of six (6) nominations from councils within the East
Regional Grouping of Councils for the two (2) positions. In accordance with the Terms of Reference for the
GAROC an election now needs to be conducted to determine the successful candidates to be appointed to
the GAROC. The two (2) candidates with the highest number of votes will be appointed to the GAROC.
The counting of the votes will take place at Local Government House on 20 October 2020. The term of the
GAROC members will commence at the conclusion of the 2020 LGA Annual General Meeting which will be
held on 29 October 2020.
The Council must determine by resolution which two (2) candidates it wishes to elect and the voting must be
recorded on the Ballot Paper. The Ballot Paper must be returned to the LGA by 19 October 2020.
The nominees, as they appear on the Ballot Paper are as follows:







Deputy Mayor Anna Leombruno, Campbelltown City Council;
Mayor Jan-Claire Wisdom, Adelaide Hills Council;
Mayor David O’Loughlin, City of Prospect
Mayor Michael Hewitson, City of Unley
Mayor Anne Monceaux, City of Burnside
Mayor Elizabeth Fricker, Town of Walkerville.

A copy of the Ballot Paper and the Candidate Information for each Candidate is contained within
Attachment A.
Five (5) of the six (6) Candidates have written to the Council seeking the Council’s support for their appointment
to the GAROC:






Deputy Mayor Anna Leombruno, Campbelltown City Council;
Mayor David O’Loughlin, City of Prospect;
Mayor Michael Hewitson; City of Unley;
Mayor Anne Monceaux, City of Burnside; and
Mayor Elizabeth Fricker, Town of Walkerville.

A copy of the correspondence received, as listed above, is contained within Attachment B.
The Ballot Paper must be forwarded to the Local Government Association to be received by the Returning
Officer no later than 5.00pm on Monday, 19 October 2020.
RECOMMENDATION
The Council determines the following candidates in order of preference for appointment to the Greater Region
of Adelaide Organisation of Councils:
1.

________________________

2.

________________________
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Local Government Association
of South Australia

In reply please quote our reference:

ECM 717852 AS/AC

2 September 2020
Mr Mario Barone
Chief Executive Officer
City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
PO Box 204
Kent Town SA 5071
Dear Mr Barone
Election of East Regional Grouping Representatives to GAROC
On 21 July 2020 I wrote to Member Councils of the Greater Adelaide Regional Organisation of Councils
(GAROC) calling for nominations to fill two (2) positions allocated to each Regional Grouping of
Members on GAROC.
I wish to advise that at the close of nominations (5.00pm on Friday 28 August 2020) I received the
following six (6) nominations for the two (2) positions allocated to the East Regional Grouping (listed in
the order of the ballot draw);
•

Deputy Mayor Anna Leombruno

Campbelltown City Council

•

Mayor Jan-Claire Wisdom

Adelaide Hills Council

•

Mayor David O’Loughlin

City of Prospect

•

Mayor Michael Hewitson

City of Unley

•

Mayor Anne Monceaux

City of Burnside

•

Mayor Elizabeth Fricker

Town of Walkerville

As a result of receiving more nominations than available positions, I hereby advise that in accordance
with clause 4.4.4 of the GAROC Terms of Reference an election for the two (2) positions on the East
Regional Grouping of Members of GAROC will take place.
I have attached a copy of each candidate’s information together with a ballot paper and voting envelopes
for your completion in accordance with the instructions below. I require the ballot paper to be received
by me in hard copy no later than 5.00pm Monday 19 October 2020.
Pursuant to clause 4.4.5 of the GAROC Terms of Reference, the election process must be conducted as
follows:
each Member council shall determine by resolution the two (2) candidates it wishes to elect;
the chair of the meeting for that Member council shall mark the ballot paper with an "X" next
to the two (2) candidates that the Member council wishes elected and seal the ballot paper in
the envelope marked "Ballot Paper" and then place this envelope inside the envelope marked
"Returning Officer". Before sealing the second envelope marked “Returning Officer" the chair
must indicate the Member council’s name on the inside flap of the envelope. The second
envelope may then be sealed and delivered to the Returning Officer;
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on receipt of the envelopes the Returning Officer must:
o

open the outer envelope addressed to the "Returning Officer" and record the name of
the Member council which appears on the inside flap of the envelope on the roll of
Member council’s eligible to vote; and

o

place the envelope marked "Ballot Paper" unopened into the ballot box.

•

the Returning Officer shall nominate the date, time and place for the counting of votes and
shall invite each candidate and a person nominated as the candidate’s scrutineer to be
present;

•

at the counting of the votes the Returning Officer shall produce unopened envelopes marked
"Ballot Paper" and if satisfied that all votes are valid, count the number of votes received by
each candidate:

•

the two (2) candidates with the most votes shall be deemed elected in respect of your
Regional Grouping of Members and the Returning Officer shall declare the candidates
elected at the Annual General Meeting; and

•

in the case of candidates receiving the same number of votes, the Returning Officer shall
draw lots at the counting of the votes to determine which candidate is elected.

I am the Returning Officer for this election and I may appoint a Deputy Returning Officer to perform any
of the powers, functions or duties described above.
Due to ongoing uncertainty regarding COVID-19 health and safety considerations that may be relevant in
October, the counting of votes will take place via Zoom on Tuesday 20 October 2020 commencing at
9:30am.
The successful candidates will take office from the conclusion of the LGA’s 2020 Annual General
Meeting for a term ending at the conclusion of the 2022 LGA Annual General Meeting.
If you have any queries please contact me or Director Governance & Legislation Alicia Stewart on 8224
2037 or alicia.stewart@lga.sa.gov.au.

Yours sincerely

Matt Pinnegar
Returning Officer / Chief Executive Officer
Telephone: (08) 8224 2039
Email: matt, pinnegar @/aa. sa.aov.au
Attach:

Candidate Information; Ballot Paper; Ballot Paper envelope; reply envelope addressed to Returning Officer
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Candidate Information Sheet
GAROC
(word limit is strictly 1,000 words)

Name:

Deputy Mayor Anna Leombruno

Council:

Campbelltown City Council

Local
Government
Experience &
Knowledge

2018 to present Deputy Mayor Campbelltown Council
2010 to 2018 Councillor of Campbelltown City Council
2017 to present Member of Council Assessment Panel
2014 to 2017 Member of Development Assessment Panel
2015 to 2016 Campbelltown Child Friendly Committee
2014 to 2016 CEO Panel Review Committee
2014 to 2018 Sesquicentennial Advisory Committee
2011 to present Community Rep for Charles Campbell College
Governing Council
2011 to 2013 (Chair 2013) St Francis of Assisi School Governing
Council
2010 to 2016 (Chair from 2014) Campbelltown Leisure Centre
Redevelopment Committee
2010 to 2014 Outlook Publication Committee
2010 to 2014 Campbelltown Service Club Advisory Committee
2010 to 2014 Strategic Planning and Policy Development Committee
2010 to 2014 Sister City Committee
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Government
Policy Views &
Interests

The voice of local government.

Gone are the days were Councils are merely responsible for roads, rates and
rubbish....
Local Government has an important responsibiiity to our constituents to
provide and maintain its many services such as waste management,
roads, footpaths, libraries, assets, infrastructure, sports and arts
faciiities and to also deliver various programs that assist and are of
interest to both our young, elderly, disabled and vulnerable.
It is vital that Local Government continues to build strong relationships
with other Councils and both the State and Federal Governments.
Stronger relationships will lead to stronger voices and better outcomes.
We should encourage Councils to work collaboratively together in
sharing knowiedge and resources with the intent to reducing our
running costs and to benefit our communities (including our local
community groups and volunteers)

In recent times Locai Government has come under increased scrutiny
in regards to development, in particular what has been viewed as the
over development and urban infill and the impact it has had on the
community. The most notable impact has been the loss of tree canopy
and the flow on effect has lead to environmental issues such as heat
mapping.
When it comes to matters relating to commitment to climate change
issues, environmental issues and significant tree protection, all these
weigh heavily on Councils and it is imperative that Local Government
are making decisions that best serve the community.
Environment issues and sustainability: In light of the recent changes
seem around the world, it is important that we are also prepared and
have policies in place to cope with the current changes in climate and
the ongoing challenges faced around the world (eg COVID-19)
My commitment as a GAROC member will be to explore and consider
all issues so that decisions are based on best case scenarios for our
Councils and the community.

Other
information

With over 20 years in the Insurance industry I am also well versed in matters
pertaining to Liability and Negligence.
•
•
•

2017 Diploma Local Government Association (LGA50712EM)
2011 ALGWA Inaugural Metropolitan Winner Grace Benny Award
(recognising females in LG)
2010 Certificate IV Community Services
______
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2009 Certificate III Community Services
2008 Certificate IV Business (Frontline Management) BSB41004
2005 Certificate III Financial Services (FNB30199)
2003 People’s Choice Award Regional Winner South Australia Insurance Australia Group
1987 General Insurance Principals A & B (Business Law,
Communications)
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Candidate Information Sheet
GAROC
(word limit is strictly 1,000 words)

Name:

Mayor Jan-Claire Wisdom

Council:

Adelaide Hills Council

Local
Government
Experience &
Knowledge

Local
Government
Policy Views &
Interests

2018 - current Elected Mayor of Adelaide Hills Council
2010-current Elected Member of Adelaide Hills
Council (Deputy Mayor for 6 years)
2018 - current LGA Board Director
2017 - current GAROC Board Member
2017 - current Southern & Hills LGA Director
2012 - Member of AHC CEO Performance Review Panel since 2012
(Chair 2 years)
2012 - AHC CEO Selection Panel
Member of many AHC Committees and Advisory Groups
2012 - 2018 State Libraries Board Member (Ministerial appointment)
2018 - State Library Director Selection and Appointment Panel
Key knowledge/skills: Strategic Planning, Leadership, Collaboration and
Partnerships, Advocacy, Public Speaking, Policy Development and
Review, Communications, Community Development & Resilience,
Listening, Crisis Management

Km

Support
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

opposition to Rates Oversight Bill 2018
reform of CM Code of Behaviour
renegotiating MOD with State Government for sustainable public libraries
resisting and mitigating State Government cost shifting
delaying implementation of parts of the new PDI code until fully tested
protection of local heritage and the spirit of local development plans
mix of representation and skills base for GAROC members
benchmarking for sector services
climate change mitigation including coastal protection
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Interest
trying new initiatives to both survive and thrive in a COVID shaped future
tooling up to better prepare communities for emergencies through a
Community Ready program including supporting mental health initiatives
opportunities to diversify local government revenue
LG leadership in waste management economy and procurement
building local government, university and industry sector collaboration and
partnerships
greater role for local government in tourism development
developing improved community engagement processes
Other
information

Fellow of the Governor’s Leadership Foundation (2015)
Excellence in Local Government Leadership Award (2014)
Governor, Glenunga International Fligh School (2009-13)
Qualifications:
• Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) in Policy Analysis
• Masters in Communications
• BA in English and Philosophy
• Post-graduate degrees in Dip. Library & Information Systems, BLitt
Journalism
Currently Adjunct Research Fellow in Business School of UniSA
Member Industry Advisory Group at UniSA’s Centre for Tourism
Management
developed Flealth Services Director for group of 6 SA Councils (2018-19)
Professionally qualified Librarian, Systems and Business Analyst,
Journalist, Management Consultant, small business owner/operator
served 10 years as Defence Force (Army) reservist in Intelligence Corps

Personal
Statement

GAROC is a committee of the LGA representing metropolitan councils
formed in 2018 as the successor to MLGG (Metropolitan Local Government
Group). I am a foundation member of the committee. Our mission is to
provide advocacy, construct and review policy, leadership, engagement and
capacity building in collaboration with the LGA for the benefit of SA
metropolitan councils and our communities.
Since its formation GAROC committee members have worked hard to
construct its first four year Strategic Plan (2019-2023) with its first supporting
Annual Business Plan in consultation with all metropolitan councils. We have
engaged with our metropolitan communities and listened to the priorities you
want us to concentrate on. You gave us four themes to guide our work;
• Economic Development
• Design, Planning and Placemaking
• Environmental Reform
• Reform and Innovation
and these are the foundation of our Strategic Plan.
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We also initiated a series of webinars to reflect those four themes which
allowed individuals to contribute directly to the conversations. Furthermore
GAROC has been engaging directly with SA tourism agencies looking for
opportunities to drive local economic recovery given this is the top priority
identified by GAROC councils responding to the impact of COVID.
Having been instrumental in the development of GAROC and its Strategic
and Business Plans for the next three years, I would like to continue to work
on the roll-out of these plans on your behalf and with your support.
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Candidate Information Sheet
GAROC
(word limit is strictly 1,000 words)

Name:
Council:
Local
Government
Experience &
Knowledge

Mayor David O’Loughlin
City of Prospect
Eiected Counciiior in May 2003
Eiected Mayor 2006, 2010, 2014, 2018
President Austraiian Local Government Association (ALGA) 2016-20
(November)
Chair, LGA Procurement
Director LGASA Board 2008 - current
Member GAROC - current and previousiy on Metro LG Group
Former President LGASA 2013-15
LGA rep on Planning Ministers’ Liaison Group for planning reforms
Represent ALGA on national ministeriai forums on infrastructure,
Pianning, Locai Government, Arts & Cutture, Environment, Emergency
Services and Popuiation.
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•

“Excellent service, delivered by great people who create and nurture
communities we love to live, work and play in - all at a reasonable cost."
This has been my motto since first running for council and it continues to
inspire me to help my council and the sector be the best they can be.

•

GAROC is our metropolitan voice within the LGA and, as a founding
member of it and the Eastern Region Alliance (ERA), I am committed to
continuing to represent the views and aspirations of our great region on
GAROC to achieve the above.

•

For the next two years our most important focus will be balancing
protecting our health with fostering economic recovery and job creation.
GAROC stands to play a powerful role. Learning from each other and
acting collectively when appropriate will leverage local effort to best effect.

•

Community recovery must also be a key focus, with our collective events
season in question, access to our facilities restricted, and programs to
engage with our most vulnerable having to be reinvented to ensure we
stay in touch without compromising community health. Maintaining
community cohesion, a sense of positivity and wellbeing all at risk and
requiring new thinking to achieve.

•

I was delighted GAROC recently acted on my suggestion to initiate
webinars on the above topics for our key staff to hear from experts, share
best practice, and actively seek each other’s support to continue to find
new ways to serve. Each of the series of webinars was very well attended.

•

GAROC’s effort must remain focussed in order to achieve real results. In
addition to economic and community recovery, I remain committed to
GAROC’s focus on developing council benchmarking, to aid decision
making at the local level. I also support GAROC’s key role In guiding the
work of the LGASA board to benefit all councils and, in turn, our
community members.

•

More broadly, I will continue to advocate for self-determination by
democratically elected governments engaging with their local
communities, and therefore I oppose centralised rate capping by
unelected committees in any form.

•

A long term advocate for landfill reduction and increased recycling, I will
continue to push for greater food recycling, reduction in single use
plastics, and greater use of council procurement practices to drive
demand for products made using recycled materials, in turn increasing the
value of our yellow bins and lowering costs to ratepayers.

•

I support planning reform provided it leads to superior design outcomes,
via more transparent and legible processes, at less cost to councils, whilst
providing greater clarity to applicants (and their neighbours), and
improving character and heritage protections - not diminishing them.
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Driven to achieve better outcomes for local people, my governance skills
and decision making processes have benefited from roles within the local
government sector at the local, state and national level, and within a broad
range of other entities over the years, include the following current
commitments:
Chair, Blackfriars Priory School Board, Governance & Risk Committee
and Capital Works Committee
Acting Chair of the Diocesan Finance Committee for the Catholic
Archdiocese of Adelaide
President, Art Deco & Modernism Society of Australia (Adelaide Chapter)
Member, Uni SA Architecture Museum Advisory Board
Member, Prospect Kiwanis
Member, Rosary Church Building Committee
Patron, North Adelaide Croquet Club
I enjoy meeting and listening to locals, responding to their needs, and
developing collective aspirations to transform and improve our local area.
Acting on their behalf, I have played a key role in the development of the
City of Prospect, our Mainstreet Precinct, the protection of our character
rich housing, nearly doubling our level of heritage protection, and vastly
increasing our success in attracting investment.
At the state and national level I have been involved in achieving many
reforms and securing significant grants for the sector, in addition to
implementing policy reform and advocating for legislative improvements.
I look forward to continuing to be of service via my election to GAROC.
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Candidate Information Sheet
GAROC
(word limit is strictly 1,000 words)

Name:

Mayor Michael Hewitson AM

Council:

City of Unley
• 2018-current - Mayor of Unley
• 2019 Chair Eastern Regional Alliance of Councils ERA
• 2017 - Deputy Mayor
• 2006-2018 - Councillor, Unley Ward
• Current - Presiding Member of the CEO Performance Panel
• Current - Ex-Officio for the City Strategy and Development Committee
and Strategic Property Committee
•
Presiding Member Environmental Strategy
• Presiding Member Development Policy and Planning

Local
Government
Experience &
Knowledge

Local
Government
Policy Views &
Interests

State Governments should empower Local Government to make decisions
and be accountable to their ratepayers... for example
• Rate Capping: Council to be responsible to make decisions on rates and
budgets.
• Planning Code: Statewide planning rules should allow local council
variations as one size does not fit all. Councils to control local heritage
and planning decisions.
• Waste management: should also be Council controlled eg. bin pick-up
cycles should be determined by councils.

Other
information

• Current Member of the Australian Education Board (ACARA) responsible
for the national curriculum of all Australian students, reporting on all
schools and testing of all Australian children from early primary to Year 12
(experience in collegial and consensus decision making at national level).
• Current Chair of National Audit and Risk Committee of ACARA.
• A strong financial, scientific and mathematical background, experience in
governance, teacher education and teaching: experience in planning,
environmental issues and local government. A history of delivery of
strategic change as a CEO, as a Chair, and as an Elected Member of
Local Government.
• Current Member of the Australian Curriculum Committee studied by all
students Foundation - Year 10 and some Year 11 and 12 subjects.
Change requires political support and our future is our children and the
values and knowledge that they have.
• Member of the Minister’s advisory group for the reforming of Local
Government governance across South Australia. Valued political voice in
achieving change.
• Presiding Member and Chair of both environmental and planning bodies
over six years, with proven experience in translating ideas into practice.
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Principal Trinity College and CEO of Trinity schools and STARPlex.
Director Salisbury Education Centre.
Honours Degree in Microbiology with Majors in Chemistry (basic
knowledge set and a reader of scientific papers).
Author of a number of books most recently “How will our children learn?”
2013 (ability to communicate and be heard).
Many other boards and Committees ranging from schools both
Independent and Catholic and sporting groups. Have an interest in the
arts, pianist and artist, member of state opera, love gardening and cycling.
Made a member of the Order of Australia in January 2013 “For significant
service to Education ... and to the community of Unley”.
Elected in 1998 as a Fellow of the Australian College of Education._____
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Candidate Information Sheet
GAROC
(word limit is strictly 1,000 words)

Name:

Mayor Anne Monceaux

Council;

City of Burnside
Prior to being elected as Mayor of the City of Burnside in 2018, I was the
Beaumont Ward Councillor for 8 years. I stood originally to protect the
heritage-listed Chelsea (now Regal) Cinema.

Local
Government
Experience &
Knowledge

During those 8 years, I was:
• Member of the Board of Eastern Health Authority (including Deputy Chair
for 4 years) Member of the Committee that created the Public Health
Plan for the 5 ERA Councils.
• Member of the Consultation Committee for the re-development of the
George Bolton Swimming Centre (Burnside Swimming Centre) in 2015-

16.
Member of the Board of the Burnside Retirement Services Inc. (Elected
by council biannually from 2010-2019).
Appointed to the Advisory Group of SAHealth and the LGA for the
development ot the current SA Public Health Plan during all of 2018.
I am a member of the Australian Local Government Women's Association.
Since November 2018, I have been Mayor of the City of Burnside, Chair of
CEO Recruitment, Appraisal and Remuneration Committee, Member of the
Council’s Audit Committee and Mayoral representative for the Eastern
Region Alliance of Councils.
In 2019,1 was selected to be on a Reference Group for then Minister,
Stephan Knoll for consultation on Local Government Reforms.

Local
Government
Policy Views &
Interests

Currently, I am an ex-officio member of the City of Burnside Heritage
Reference Group, a member of the Reconciliation Reference Group and
Chair of the Disability Advocacy Group.
Council decision-making should be based on serving the local community,
responding to their wants and predicting their future needs. GAROC exists to
serve the broader community, using their combined strength to lead and
advocate for consolidation and change.
The COVID-19 experience has forced Councils to be innovative, to change
the way we deliver our services, and moved the health and well-being of our
communities to the forefront of our thinking. Our community assets have
proven, during these ‘unprecedented times’, to be essential to their well
being. Libraries, community centres, indoor meeting and creating places,
sporting clubs, parks, pathways, bikeways, footpaths, and roads have all
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provided for the cross-section of our community, leading to heavier demands
on our services.
Our people’s health is affected by economic development, environmental
sustainability and planning. The character of places, the historical value of
places and the retention of trees and provision of green spaces all have great
impact. Hence, planning is vital, and working with the new Minister for Local
Government and Planning will be important to bring about the changes we
have already advocated for. Local Government Reform continues to need
focus and debate, with some issues remaining contentious, such as rate
capping and elected member behaviour and controls.
GAROC plays an integral role in decision-making and advocacy. Together,
councils have a powerful voice in initiating reform, developing capacity to
lead and build strong communities who can bring about necessary change.
Seeking out more opportunities to work collaboratively across the sector is
essential for future-building as we work through the long and short-term
effects of COVID-19. This includes how we support small business and
community-based enterprises. Engaging with both State and Federal
Governments is also paramount for funding and planning.
Climate change requires proactive intervention and advocacy. We need to
work together and lobby for change to create a sustainable future. There is a
shift towards principles of a circular economy, building social, environmental
and economic capital, as well as reducing environmental harm.
The responsibility for waste is not just with those who collect, recycle and
dispose of waste or the community itself. We should identifyy that those
enterprises that make, sell and construct are key players who must adopt a
stronger sense of environmental responsibility for their products across the
entire supply chain and material lifecycle. Involvement in the circular
economy is critical.

Other
information

I will be committed to working together as a team in GAROC to promote
lead, advocate and initiate policy for the benefit of all members.
I am an educator with nearly 50 years of teaching and leading, including
nearly 10 years in local government.
I have taught (and had leadership roles) in private and state schools, both
primary and secondary, and in two universities. I have an Arts degree, an
Education degree, and a Master of Gifted Education degree.
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Candidate Information Sheet
GAROC
(word limit is strictly 1,000 words)

Name:

Mayor Elizabeth Pricker

Council:

Corporation of the Town of Walkerville

Local
Government
Experience &
Knowledge

Adaptive;
Innovative;
Collaborative.
If there is one thing (or three) that my experience in Local Government has
taught me thus far - it is the importance of the above words.
As a leader in my community, I fervently believe it is essential to take risks
and embrace change as the opportunity presents. This has never been more
important than in the current climate. Not only at an international, national or
State level, but also at a local level.
Local Government has been the epitome of adaptive in delivering
information, services, programs and events in order to cater for our
communities. In addition, we have been innovative and advocates of
creativity - particularly in light of COVID-19 by delivering services, programs
and Council meetings differently. While these changes were unexpected and
unprecedented, they provided myself - as Mayor of the Council - the
opportunity to demonstrate my own strengths in leading and responding to
transformation. This ensured that that the community remained connected
and the Council remained accessible.
As the current Mayor of the Town of Walkerville, I foster an innovative and
collaborative community. I understand the importance of being abie to quickly
adapt to specific situations and circumstances in order to meet the needs of
residents and businesses. This has been relevant since I was elected to
Council in November 2014. In November 2016, I was appointed Deputy
Mayor by the Council and in 2018, I was elected unopposed by the
community as Mayor.
As part of my role, I regularly attend meetings with my fellow Eastern Region
Alliance (ERA) Mayors on a monthly basis to discuss broader issues across
the district. I also attend the quarterly meeting of the ERA Mayors and CEO.
This is paramount for collaboration, staying engaged with our neighbouring
communities and keeping abreast with the issues that not only affect our
region but the wider sector, such as the Local Government reform agenda
and proposed planning reforms.
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Furthermore, I have been a member of Council's Audit Committee since
2014, Strategic Planning and Development Policy Committee (2014 to 2018)
and CEO Performance Review Committee (November 2016 to present). I am
the Presiding Member of the Women of Walkerville Foundation Committee,
which was formed in order to raise funds for the betterment of the community.
My role on these committees has provided me with a greater insight and
knowledge across Local Government, all the while allowing me to cast my
thoughts and decisions to make an impact on the future of our Township.
1 have attended a number of training forums run by the Local Government
Association (LGA) for Elected Members. I have also actively involved myself
in almost every consultative forum run by the LGA and the Office of Local
Government in relation to planning reform and rates capping, including the
South Australian Productivity Commission inquiry into Local Government
costs and efficiency.
Prior to my time in Local Government, I gained high-end strategic skills in my
experience on a private board, managing a dealership in regional SA and
completing a Master of Business Administration. This has allowed me to
understand investment and the importance of financial management, which is
always in the back of my mind as part of a sound decision-making process.
I have learnt that a leader must be adaptable, collaborative, innovative and
prepared to give both their time and determination to the cause. A leader
does not shy away from conflict, but is prepared to make tough decisions for
the overarching benefit of the community. 1 see this as no different to being a
member of a board such as GAROC, where I would bring my Local
Government knowledge and wealth of various past experience to the table in
order to be present, be influential and to foster innovation.

Local
Government
Policy Views &
Interests

I am passionate about the below key areas:
• Public safety;
• Affordable housing;
• Impact of the planning reforms;
• Open and transparent governance;
• Waste management;
• Active ageing and wellbeing;
• Social inclusion and diversity;
• Genuine community engagement;
• Financial sustainability;
• Appropriate management of assets;
•

Open spaces.

1 am a strong advocate for providing diverse services and programs to our
community, with a focus on the most vulnerable groups in the district.
I firmly believe in the protection of heritage areas and the retention of trees,
particularly in areas of infill development._____________________________
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I have also taken great interest in waste management and the impact of land
infill. Our subsidiary, East Waste, completed the largest and most
comprehensive kerbside bin audit ever undertaken in South Australia. One of
the key findings was that 55% of the material in the general waste to landfill
bin in Walkerville could be recycled or composted and consequently, $90,000
could be saved. As a result, I aim to provide a greater education of our
community regarding the disposal of waste materials.

Other
information

•
•
•
•

Bachelor of Arts with a Major in Economics and Politics;
Master of Business Administration;
Fellow of Australian Institute of Company Directors;
Board Member of RA Jordan, a private plumbing company operating in
South Australia and the Northern Territory;
• Previously filled casual vacancies on Women’s and Children’s Hospital
Board;
• Previously managed large Agricultural Dealership in country South
Australia.
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Ballot Paper
Election for GAROC Regional Grouping
East 2020-2022
2 Persons Required

Ballot closes 5:00pm Monday 19 October 2020

Important Note:

LGA ofSA

In accordance with Clause 4.4.5(d) of the GAROC Terms of Reference, the
chair of the meeting for that Member Council shall mark the ballot paper
with an “X” next to the two (2) candidates that the Member Council wishes
elected, then seal the ballot paper in the envelope marked “Ballot Paper”
and place it inside the envelope marked “Returning Officer”. The name of
the Member Council must be indicated on the inside flap of the envelope
marked “Returning Officer” and the envelope then sealed and delivered to
the Returning Officer.

LEOMBRUNO, Anna

Deputy Mayor

WISDOM, Jan-Claire

Mayor

Adelaide Hills Council

O’LOUGHLIN, David

Mayor

City of Prospect

HEWITSON, Michael

Mayor

City of Unley

MONCEAUX, Anne

Mayor

City of Burnside

PRICKER, Elizabeth

Mayor

Town of Walkerville

ECM 715804

Ballot Paper - Election for GAROC Committee 2020-2022

Campbelltown City
Council

Attachment B
Election of Members of the
Local Government Association of South Australia
Greater Adelaide Region Organisation of Councils (GAROC)
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22 September 2020
Mr Robert Bria
Mayor
City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
PO Box 204
KENT TOWN SA 5071
Dear Mayor Bria
Nomination for Member of GAROC by Deputy Mayor Anna Leombruno
I have been nominated by my Campbelltown City Council for a position on GAROC,
representing the Eastern region.
I am currently the serving Deputy Mayor and have been an Elected Member with the
Campbelltown City Council since 2010.
Within this period, I have chaired and significantly contributed towards the development
of our highly successful ARC (Aquatic and Recreation Centre).
I have vast experience being on the Council Assessment Panel, which over recent
years has seen challenges in regards to overdevelopment and urban infill.
I am also on Council’s recently formed Climate Strategy Working Party, where we are
focusing on all matters relating to the environment, from electric vehicles, verge
development, heat mapping, road surfaces and waste management to name a few.
As per my attached Candidate Information Sheet, I have and continue to be an active
member on various Committees. I have also provided my list of qualifications along
with my views on some of the topics I believe GAROC should be focussing on.
As stated, gone are the days where Councils are merely responsible for roads, rates
and rubbish. I am eager to make GAROC work and to become a strong voice for the
Eastern region and would be honoured at the opportunity to represent our Councils in
GAROC.
I am available to discuss this further with you and I thank you in advance for your
consideration in this important matter.
I respectfully ask for your Council’s vote for my nomination to GAROC. It would also be
appreciated for this covering letter, along with my attached Candidate Information
Sheet to be included in your Agenda when the matter of GAROC is being discussed.
Yours sincerely

Anna Leombruno
Deputy Mayor
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Ref. CR20/58189

16 September 2020

Elected Members
Eastern Region Councils
Greater Adelaide Region of Adelaide (GAROC)
Local Government Association of SA

Dear Elected Members
ELECTION OF TWO DELEGATES TO REPRESENT THE EASTERN REGION
It’s election season for the mid-term election cycle for the Local Government Association, and
much is at stake in the lead up to the next State election.
I write to seek your support to be one of your two Eastern Region representatives on GAROC.
Together with six other metro representatives, they will select half of the eight members to be
elevated to the LGASA board.
This election is therefore your only opportunity to select who will speak for you on the sector’s
peak decision making and advocacy body.
First elected in 2003, and four times as Mayor since 2006, I was a founding member of the
Eastern Region Alliance (ERA), along with Mayor Bria, and I am the chair this year. I have
represented the East on the LGASA Board since 2008, and on GAROC since it’s inception.
Previously president of LGASA in 2013, I am privileged to currently serve as your national ALGA
President, unanimously endorsed for my second and final term which concludes this November.
Your support for my nomination will thereby provide the Eastern Region with access to an
unparalleled depth of experience and range of key politicians, decision makers and staff I have
formed relationships with across all three levels of government in recent years.
Personally, I am married with a grown up son, living in a wonderful Art Deco home in Prospect
which we supported being State Heritage listed. My appreciation for heritage runs deep, being a
former builder, the current President of the Adelaide Chapter of the Art Deco & Modernism Society
of Australia, and a member of the Uni SA Architecture Museum Advisory Board.
Whilst appreciating our history, my track record on reforms is also strong, driving Mainstreet
innovation, sector leading economic development, planning reforms and investment attraction
strategies which have transformed our city. Similarly, I played a key role in initiating long term
financial planning before it legislated, and benchmarking and service innovation processes.
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I’ve also enjoyed introducing great ideas from other Councils such as events grants, design
awards, and community reference groups for large projects. And I’m pleased our Covid-19
response was applauded as sector leading.
At the State level I continue to play a pivotal role in driving planning reforms - always subject to
them improving design quality, increasing character and heritage protection. I have specifically
lobbied the former and new Ministers to retain contributory items, at least until a wider heritage
review is instigated. Examples elsewhere of where my leadership has already improved our sector
are boundary reform legislation, compulsory training for elected members and returning the LGA’s
procurement entity to profit.
At the national level, I strongly advocated for and stopped the Freeze on Financial Assistance
Grants instituted in the 14/15 Federal Budget. I played a key role in restoring Special Local Roads
Funding for SA ($40m), convinced the Federal Government to step up in the waste and recycling
task, resulting in the National Waste Policy and Waste Export Ban becoming key outcomes, and
secured significant increases in programs such as Roads to Recovery, Bridges Renewal and
Blackspot funding. These outcomes have provided significant financial benefits to your Council.
Going forward, I support the proposed reforms to Code of Conduct measures because they will
allow us to resolve matters closer to home and at less cost, however we must fight for the right to
impose penalties that matter - and are enforceable.
Rate capping in any form is anti-democratic and I oppose it. I believe in the principles of
subsidiarity and small government - local solutions, devised and funded by local people. Not
constrained by unnecessary red tape, unelected government bureaucrats or politicised Ministers of
the day. And I’ll remind the government their own recent Productivity Commission’s report made
no recommendation for rate control, in any form.
I’m willing to fight for the right reforms, such as informative benchmarking, heritage protections,
better planning controls, local design review powers, red tape reduction, and a more productive
relationship with State government - to restore the state's physical and economic health.
I know you want the best for your community. With my vast local government experience, a
proven track record of achievement, and extensive connections in the places that matter, I ask for
your vote so I can continue to be at your service.
Yours sincerely,

David O’Loughlin
Mayor, City of Prospect
President, Australian Local Government Association
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Mayor of Unley Michael Hewitson AM
Why I am nominating
Local Government is important and its capacity to respond to local needs is being diminished. State
governments are continuing the trend to remove the power of Local Government to make local
decisions. This trivialises the function of councils and encourages irresponsible behaviour on buckpassing.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Local Planning Rules
a. The one size fits all mandate is not a workable solution for Unley; instead we seek local
flexibility.
b. With only 3% Council owned parks and gardens, Unley needs trees to be mandatory
inclusions for new developments, as we are currently losing over 1,000 trees each year on
private land.
c. Heritage and Contributory Items are a focus for many councils and whilst Unley is fortunate
in that our heritage is defined by exclusion, most councils do not have this option and
instead require local rules that suit them.
d. Privacy and overshadowing issues vary within the ERA councils. For example, Unley seeks
to retain our 30-degree boundary zone rules, which may be a different approach from
other councils.
Rates and Budget
a. Local Government needs to be empowered to be nimble, rather than disempowered,
which can be achieved in part without State controlled budgets and State controlled rate
capping.
b. Council should be accountable to their ratepayers and to the State Minister for the
accuracy of information to their ratepayers.
General Management
a. Waste collection strategies should rest with GAROC councils, to allow decision-making at a
local level on the collection of green recycling and blue landfill bins appropriate to the
needs of the users. Country councils can make these decisions; so too should metropolitan
councils be empowered to be accountable to their communities.
b. At the GAROC Forum Thursday 27 August a cross-bench postulated that councils should be
protected from making “unpopular decisions”, however, my view is that councils that
provide leadership will not always make superficially popular decisions.
Governance
a. Local Government needs to have the capacity to govern its own affairs.
b. Too much money is being spent on legal costs and lawyers.

As a current Chair of a National Audit and Risk Committee; as a past CEO over decades; and now as
Mayor of Unley, I recognise that the governance of councils could be improved, providing authority
and accountability.
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Office of the Mayor

18 September 2020
Elected Members
East Regional Grouping Members
Greater Adelaide Region of Adelaide
Dear Elected Member
I write to you to ask you to vote for me as one of the two people to represent the Eastern
Region on the Greater Adelaide Region of Councils. As I state in my nomination form, I have
been on Burnside Council for nearly 10 years; first as a Ward Councillor for 8 years and the
past two as Mayor. I have been actively involved in meetings conducted by the LGA and
GAROC during this time, and I would bring fresh perspectives to this panel of decisionmakers.
Decision-making should be based on serving the local community, responding to their wants
and predicting their future needs. GAROC exists to serve the broader community, by using
the combined strength of councils to lead and advocate for consolidation, innovation and
change. I am a strong and confident communicator as well as being open to new and
different ideas.
Now is a time of change, with changes to State Planning rules, changes to the way councils
operate and pressures by governments to introduce rate-capping. I have been actively
involved in contributing to these changes through various roles in addition to those outlined
in my nomination form. I am not in favour of rate-capping because of the impact it would
have on our ratepayers and their expected quality of life.
We have to be innovative and flexible as we have been during COVID-19 and we need to
continue to be collaborative across the sector. GAROC needs to continue to use its voice to
advocate for our residents and ratepayers in the Eastern Region and show leadership on
behalf of all of our metropolitan councils.
Please take the opportunity to read more about my background and concerns in my
nomination form and vote for me to represent the Eastern Region as we meet with the
additional challenges for our communities that are arising as we come out of COVID-19.
Yours sincerely

Mayor Anne Monceaux
City of Burnside

Post PO Box 9, Glenside SA 5065
Civic Centre 401 Greenhill Road, Tusmore SA 5065
Phone (08) 8366 4200 Fax (08) 8366 4299 Email burnside@burnside.sa.gov.au
www.burnside.sa.gov.au ABN 66 452 640 504
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City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
Agenda for the Meeting of Council to be held on 6 October 2020
Governance & General – Item 11.9

11.9

NOMINATION TO EXTERNAL BODIES – SOUTH AUSTRALIAN HERITAGE COUNCIL

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4549
qA2219
A

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of the report is to advise the Council of the call for nominations by the Local Government
Association of South Australia (LGA), for appointment to the South Australian Heritage Council.
South Australian Heritage Council
The Local Government Association of South Australia (LGA), is inviting nominations for appointment to the
South Australian Heritage Council.
The South Australian Heritage Council (SAHC) is established pursuant to the South Australian Heritage Places
Act 1993.
The SAHC’s primary function is to ensure that South Australian places and related objects with heritage
significance are protected through entry in the South Australian Heritage Register (Register). This
mechanism promotes public understanding and appreciation of the State’s heritage.
Appointments to the SAHC are for a period of up to three (3) years, commencing on 2 April 2021. Meetings
are usually held every six (6) weeks at 81-95 Waymouth Street, Adelaide, from 9.30am – 12.30pm. Sitting
fees of $206 per meeting are paid to members.
The current Local Government member of the SAHC is Mr David Stevenson, Chief Executive Officer,
Regional Council of Goyder. Mr Stevenson’s term expires on 1 April 2021, and he is eligible for reappointment.
The Heritage Places Act 1993 requires the LGA to provide a panel of three (3) nominees from which the
Minister for Environment & Water will select the appointee.
A copy of the Selection Criteria and Nomination Form is contained within Attachment A.
Nominations for the South Australian Heritage Council must be forwarded to the LGA by 2 November 2020,
via the Nomination form contained in Attachment A, and must include an up-to-date Resume.
RELEVANT POLICIES & STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS
Not Applicable.
RECOMMENDATION
1.

The Council notes the report and declines the invitation to submit a nomination to the Local Government
Association for the South Australian Heritage Council.
or

2. The Council nominates _____________ to the Local Government Association for the South Australian
Heritage Council.
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Attachment A
Nomination to External Bodies
South Australian Heritage Council

A1
PART A

LGA Appointments and Nominations to Outside Bodies —
Call for Nominations
South Australian Heritage Council
Governing Statute (if applicable)

Section 5(1)(b) Heritage Places Act 1993

Purpose/Objective

Ensures that South Australian places and related
objects with heritage significance are protected
through entry in the South Australian Heritage
Register (Register). This mechanism promotes
public understanding and appreciation of the
State’s heritage.

Administrative Details

Selection Criteria (to be addressed by
applicant)

•
•
•

•

a term of up to three years

•

meetings held every six weeks

•

a sitting fee of $206/session

Local government knowledge and experience
person with knowledge of or experience in
heritage conservation (5(1)(b))
Demonstrated administrative and strategic
experience in heritage matters

Liability and indemnity cover
The LGA requires that persons appointed to Outside Bodies be appropriately insured throughout the
period of their appointment and seeks to collect details of the insurances provided by the Outside
Body on an annual basis.

For more information contact: LGA Nominations Coordinator at
nominationscoordinator@lga.sa.gov.au or 8224 2000

LGA of SA

ECM 719525

South Australian Heritage Council — Call for Nominations – Part A
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A2
PART B

LGA Appointments and Nominations to Outside Bodies —
Nomination Form
Instructions
This form:





Must be submitted by a council
Must be emailed in PDF format to nominationscoordinator@lga.sa.gov.au
Receipt of nomination will be acknowledged by return email
CV and response to selection criteria (if applicable) may be emailed separately by the nominee
and will be treated confidentially

This nomination form fulfils the requirements of the LGAs Appointments and Nominations to Outside
Bodies Policy, available here.
SECTION 1 to be completed by Council, SECTION 2 to be completed by Nominee.

Please refer to the Call for Nominations information sheet (Form: PART A) for details of the
Outside Body and the selection criteria to be met by the nominee.

SECTION 1: COUNCIL to complete
South Australian Heritage Council
Council Details
Name of Council
submitting the
nomination
Contact details of
Name:
council officer
Position:
submitting this form
Email:
Phone:
Council meeting
minute reference
and date
Nominee Full Name
elected member

OR employee of council

OR employee of local government entity

Note: by submitting this nomination council is recommending the nominee is suitable for the role.

LGA of SA

ECM 719526 – South Australian Heritage Council — Nomination Form (Part B)
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A3
PART B

SECTION 2: NOMINEE to complete
South Australian Heritage Council
Nominee Details
Full Name

Gender

Home / Postal Address

Phone

Mobile

Email
Why are you interested
in this role?
CV

attached

Response to selection
criteria (if applicable)

Nominee to provide response to selection criteria (of no more than 2
pages) for consideration by the LGA Board of Directors.

Please refer to the Call for
Nominations information sheet
for the selection criteria to be
addressed.

attached

OR

OR

forwarding separately

forwarding separately

Do you agree for your details to be retained on the LGA Nominees Database for a period of 12
months in order to be considered for other vacancies to Outside Bodies?
Yes

OR

No

If Yes, please list any fields of interest or Outside Bodies of interest:


____________________________________________

Undertaking:
The LGA Board resolved in January 2015 to ensure that appointees to external Boards and
Committees remain current local government members or officers. If you leave local government for
any reason during the term of your appointment, are you prepared to resign your appointment if
requested to do so by the LGA?
Yes

No

Signature of Nominee:

LGA of SA

__________________________________________

ECM 719526 – South Australian Heritage Council — Nomination Form (Part B)
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11.10

DELEGATIONS UNDER THE PRIVATE PARKING AREAS ACT 1986

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

Manager, Governance, Legal & Property
General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs
8366 4507
qA1993
A

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to present to the Council for its consideration and adoption, an Instrument of
Delegation under the Private Parking Areas Act 1986.
BACKGROUND
The Council has the ability to delegate many of its decision-making powers and functions under the Local
Government Act 1999 (the Act) and a number of other Acts. The primary purpose of delegating powers and
functions is to facilitate an efficient and effective organisation by allowing decisions to be made by the staff
who carry out the day-to-day operations and to ensure that decisions are made at the appropriate level.
At its meeting held on 3 June 2019, and following a comprehensive review of the Council’s delegations, the
Council resolved to make a number of delegations to the Chief Executive Officer of the Council under various
pieces of legislation. However, at that time, the Private Parking Areas Act 1986, was not included and was not
included in the Local Government Association’s (LGA) schedule of template delegations.
It has since come to the attention of Council staff that a delegation to the Chief Executive Officer is required
under the Private Parking Areas Act 1986, in respect to the power pursuant to Section 9(1) of the Act to enter
into an agreement with the owner of a private parking area for the enforcement by the Council of parking
arrangements in relation to that parking area.
An Instrument of Delegation under the Private Parking Areas Act 1986 has been prepared and is now
presented to the Council for its consideration and adoption.
RELEVANT STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS & POLICIES
Not Applicable.
FINANCIAL AND BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
Not Applicable.
EXTERNAL ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS
Not Applicable.
SOCIAL ISSUES
Not Applicable.
CULTURAL ISSUES
Not Applicable.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Not Applicable.
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RESOURCE ISSUES
Not Applicable.
RISK MANAGEMENT
The adoption of an appropriate framework of delegations by the Council allows for decision making at
appropriate levels within the organisation.
COVID-19 IMPLICATIONS
Not Applicable.
CONSULTATION


Elected Members
Not Applicable.



Community
Not Applicable.



Staff
Not Applicable.



Other Agencies
Not Applicable.

DISCUSSION
Section 44 of the Local Government Act 1999, provides that a council may delegate a power or function vested
or conferred under this or another Act and that such delegation may be made to a council committee,
subsidiary, employee or an authorised person. The majority of delegations contained in the Council’s
Instruments of Delegation are given to the ‘person occupying the office of Chief Executive Officer of the City
of Norwood Payneham & St Peters’.
Subsection 44(4) of the Local Government Act 1999, provides that a delegation:




is subject to conditions and limitations determined by the Council or specified by the regulations;
if made to the Chief Executive Officer, authorises the sub-delegation of the delegated power or function
unless the Council directs otherwise and if made to anyone else authorises the sub-delegation of the
delegated power or function with the approval of the Council; and
is revocable at will and does not prevent the Council from acting in a matter.

The Council is required to review all of its delegations within 12 months after the conclusion of each Local
Government Election and may otherwise review its delegations at any time as needed – including, for example,
as a result of legislative change.
As noted above, it has recently come to the attention of Council staff that a delegation to the Chief Executive
Officer is required under the Private Parking Areas Act 1986 in respect to the power pursuant to Section 9(1)
of the Act to enter into an agreement with the owner of a private parking area for the enforcement by the
Council of parking arrangements in relation to that private parking area.
Delegations under the Private Parking Areas Act 1986 were not made by the Council as part of its last review
of delegations in June 2019, on the basis that this Act was not included in the LGA’s schedule of template
delegations. It is unclear why it has not been included by the LGA, as delegations under this Act have been
made by this Council in the past.
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To rectify this omission and to ensure that the Chief Executive Officer has the power to enter into agreements
in relation to private parking areas within the City as required, an Instrument of Delegation under the Private
Parking Areas Act 1986 has been prepared for the Council’s consideration and adoption.
A copy of the Instrument of Delegation is contained within Attachment A.
OPTIONS
The adoption of delegations ensures compliance with the Local Government Act 1999 and the effective
administration of the Council’s powers, functions and duties with respect to various legislative requirements.
Without the use of delegations, a significant number of minor matters would need to be referred to the Council
for decision. Given the number of matters already being referred to the Council and Committees and the
commitment already required of Elected Members, together with limited staff resources, without appropriate
and relevant delegations, the task of running the Council’s operation efficiently and effectively would be made
unnecessarily more difficult, complex, unwieldy and unsustainable.
As such, it is recommended that the Council adopt the proposed delegations in the Instrument of Delegation
under the Private Parking Areas Act 1986, as contained within Attachment A.
The delegations contained in the Instrument of Delegation will be effective immediately upon the Council’s
approval and adoption.
CONCLUSION
The Council has previously made delegations to the Chief Executive Officer under the Private Parking Areas
Act 1986, in relation to the power to enter into agreements in relation to private parking areas within the City.
Such delegations were not made as part of the last review of the Council’s delegations in June 2019, on the
basis that an Instrument of Delegation under the Act was not included in the LGA’s schedule of template
delegations. To rectify this omission, an Instrument of Delegation has been prepared under the Private Parking
Areas Act 1986 for the Council’s consideration and adoption.
COMMENTS
Nil.
RECOMMENDATION
1.

In exercise of the power contained in Section 44 of the Local Government Act 1999, the powers and
functions under the Private Parking Areas Act 1986 are hereby delegated this 6th day of October 2020, to
the person occupying the position of Chief Executive Officer of the City of Norwood Payneham & St
Peters, subject to the conditions and or limitations specified in the Schedule of Conditions in the proposed
Instrument of Delegation, as contained in Attachment A.

2.

Such powers and functions may be further delegated by the Chief Executive Officer in accordance with
Sections 44 and 101 of the Local Government Act 1999, as the Chief Executive Officer sees fit, unless
otherwise indicated in the Schedule of Conditions contained in each such proposed Instrument of
Delegation.

3.

For the purposes of the delegations made on this 6th day of October 2020, all delegations to the Chief
Executive Officer of the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters extend to any person appointed to act in
the position of Chief Executive Officer.
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Attachment A
Delegations under the
Private Parking Areas Act 1986

INSTRUMENT OF DELEGATION UNDER THE PRIVATE PARKING AREAS ACT 1986

Delegation to the Chief Executive Officer
1.

Agreements by owner of private parking area and council for the area
1.1

The power pursuant to Section 9(1) of the Act to enter into an agreement with the
owner of a private parking area for the enforcement by the Council of the provisions of
Part 3 of the Act in relation to that private parking area.

1.2

Where an agreement under Section 9(1) of the Act is in force, the power pursuant to
Section 9(2)(a) of the Act to give approval to a person to commence a prosecution in
relation to an alleged offence against Part 3 of the Act that is committed in the private
parking area to which the agreement applies.

1.3

The power pursuant to Section 9(5) of the Act to revoke an agreement entered into
pursuant to Section 9(1) of the Act by giving 3 months notice in writing to the owner of
the private parking area of the revocation.

Conditions and/or Limitations
Nil.
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11.11

NORWOOD INSTITUTE BUILDING – LEASE TO ROMA MITCHELL COMMUNITY LEGAL
CENTRE INCORPORATED

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

Manager, Governance, Legal & Property
General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs
8366 4507
qA2038
A-C

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to present to the Council, the draft Lease between the Council and the Roma
Mitchell Community Legal Centre Incorporated, for the use of the Norwood Institute Building basement, for the
Council’s consideration and approval.
BACKGROUND
The Roma Mitchell Community Legal Centre Incorporated (the Centre) has occupied the basement premises
of the Norwood Institute Building at 110 The Parade, Norwood (the Premises) since 1989, providing a probono legal advisory, information and advocacy service.
The Centre entered into a Lease with the former City of Kensington & Norwood for use of the Premises on 13
September 1989. The Lease was for a term of five (5) years, with a right to renew for a further five (5) years.
The original Lease provided for payment of rent of $3,640.00 per annum.
At its meeting held on 19 January 2004, the Council resolved to write-off the back rent payable by the Centre
under the Lease, totalling $9,751.50, and to reduce the rent payable to $1 per month if demanded from 1 July
2003, until replaced by new tenancy arrangements. This reduced rent was to be payable until the ‘sub-standard
rental facilities provided in the basement are upgraded to meet health and improved access requirements’,
subject to a lease agreement with the Centre which acknowledged the limitations of the property in its current
condition. This decision resulted from a Building Condition Audit which was undertaken of the premises on 12
January 2004, which had identified certain Building Code and Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (Cth) (‘DDA’)
non-compliances (with respect to the stairs and the lack of a lift).
At its meeting held on 6 June 2005, the Council considered the above matters again and noted that the
concerns regarding poor ventilation at the Premises had been mostly overcome by works which were
undertaken by the Council in 2004-2005, to address the cause of the dampness. This was to be expected as
it is a basement. In respect to the DDA requirements, as the building is State Heritage Listed, the State Heritage
Branch advised that the necessary building alternations (i.e. installation of a lift) would be unlikely to be
approved. In respect to the rent paid by the Centre, the Council resolved to invite the Centre to lease the
Premises for a further 12 months at a rental of $1.00 per annum (i.e. peppercorn rental), and that the Council
would review the situation at the end of the year. The Centre was to be advised that this arrangement would
not continue beyond that time.
At its meeting held on 4 July 2005, the Council resolved to rescind point 3 of the Council’s resolution made at
its meeting held on 19 January 2004, which provided for the Council to continue leasing the basement to the
Centre at a rental of $1 per month until the facilities were upgraded to meet health and access requirements.
This was done on the basis that the Council had undertaken works to overcome the air quality issues related
to dampness at the Premises and that it would not be possible to comply with the DDA requirements relating
to the stairs and installation of a lift due to the heritage constraints of the building.
Although negotiations with the Centre occurred with respect to a new Lease over the course of 2005-2006, a
new Lease was never finalised due to the inability to reach agreement with the Centre, and there has been
difficulty in negotiating a new Lease since 2005-2006. As such, the Centre remains in occupation of the
Premises in a holding over arrangement under the terms of the original 1989 Lease and the peppercorn rental
arrangement established in January 2004 continues.
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In a final attempt to bring closure to this matter, in December 2018, JTA Health, Safety & Noise Specialists
were engaged by the Council and conducted an Indoor Air Quality Assessment of the Premises, in order to
provide an updated assessment of air quality at the Premises. JTA found that all of the parameters tested were
at an acceptable level compared to the previous test which was undertaken in 2003, aside from elevated yeast
and mould levels. The Assessment report considered that general hygiene conditions in the Premises
(including in relation to the storage of spoilt food and garbage by the Centre) may have contributed to the
elevated results. The report made several recommendations to resolve this, including regular cleaning of the
basement in order to maintain air quality within the Premises.
In August 2019, a Building Code Audit of the Premises was undertaken by BuildSurv. The Audit identified
several non-compliances which related to accessibility and fire and life safety. However, upgrades to the
building to resolve these non-compliances are only required if there is proposed building work, a change of
building use / classification or if there are any outstanding Building Fire Safety Committee items. In respect to
fire safety, the Premises was inspected by the Council’s Building Fire Safety Committee in 2015-2016 and all
outstanding items have been rectified. Any additional measures that could be taken in relation to accessibility
or fire prevention at the Premises are, therefore, at the Council’s discretion.
On the basis of these two (2) assessments of the Premises, the Premises was considered suitable for
occupation and negotiations were commenced with the Centre in September 2019 with Mr Patrick Byrt, the
Centre Manager and Mr Philip Lineton, the Chairperson of the Centre, with a view to entering into a new Lease
of the Premises.
A draft Lease was prepared which provides for a term of two (2) years, with an option for the Council to renew
for a further two (2) years. The draft Lease provides for payment of rent in accordance with the rent model
adopted by the Council for not-for-profit community facilities in 2011 – i.e. 20% of the market rental value of
the Premises. A market rental valuation of the Premises was conducted by Liquid Property in order to
determine the rent payable under the draft Lease.
A copy of the Valuation Report dated 7 May 2020 is contained within Attachment A.
In negotiations with the Centre regarding the draft Lease, the key commercial terms have been agreed to. In
respect to the proposed rent payable under the Lease, the Centre has advised that it is not in a position to be
able to meet this financial obligation. Further information regarding this is provided in the Discussion section
of this report.
A copy of the draft Lease is contained within Attachment B.
The draft Lease is now presented to the Council for its consideration and approval.
RELEVANT STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS & POLICIES
Outcome 1: Social Equity
Objectives:
1.

4.

Convenient and accessible services, information and facilities.
1.

Maximise access to services, facilities, information and activities.

3.

Design and provide safe, high quality facilities and spaces for people of all backgrounds, ages and
abilities.

A strong, healthy, resilient and inclusive community.
4.3 Provide spaces and facilities for people to meet, learn and connect with each other.
4.4 Facilitate community support networks and partnerships for the sharing of resources and skills in
order to build community capacity.
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FINANCIAL AND BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
At present, the Centre does not pay any rent or outgoings for its use of the Premises.
The rent payable under the draft Lease has been calculated in accordance with the Council’s rent model for
not-for-profit community facilities, as adopted at its meeting held on 14 June 2011. Namely, that such rent be
set at 20% of the market rental value of the property, to reflect the average annual whole-of-life costs incurred
by the Council for maintaining the property, and that a phase-in period of five (5) years be adopted for existing
Lessees where applicable. This rent model has since been applied to the Council’s leased premises at the St
Peters Town Hall Complex, 64 and 66 Nelson Street, Stepney and with respect to the previous tenant of 49
George Street, Norwood (Brick + Mortar).
The Valuation Report prepared by Liquid Property and contained in Attachment A, concluded that the market
rental valuation of the Premises is $16,890 (GST exclusive) per annum. This has been calculated on the basis
of comparable office and warehouse accommodation in the Norwood area. Additionally, the valuation takes
into account that although the Premises is well-located on The Parade, it lacks on-site parking, in-house
amenities and would require significant cosmetic upgrades to be competitive in the commercial office market.
Moreover, there are heritage constraints regarding its internal layout and possible modifications.
Twenty percent (20%) of the market rental valuation for the Premises is, therefore, $3,378.00 (GST exclusive)
per annum. It is worth noting that the original 1989 Lease provided for payment of rent in the amount of
$3,640.00 (GST inclusive) per annum.
The draft Lease provides for a starting rental of $844.50 (GST exclusive) per annum. Special Condition 1 of
the Lease provides for the total rent payable to be phased-in over the four (4) year term of the Lease, with 25%
of the total rent payable in the first year of the Lease, 50% payable in the second year of the Lease, and so
on, until the full amount of $3,378.00 is payable in the final year of the Lease. The rent payable each year is
increased by a fixed amount of 2%, rather than by CPI, to provide greater certainty for the tenant.
Further information regarding the Centre’s capacity to pay the proposed rent under the draft Lease of the
Premises is contained within the Discussion section of this report.
EXTERNAL ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS
Not Applicable.
SOCIAL ISSUES
The Centre provides a service to the local and broader community through its provision of a pro-bono legal
advisory service and associated legal information and advocacy services. The Centre is a not-for-profit
organisation operated by Volunteers and relies upon donations for its operation.
CULTURAL ISSUES
Not Applicable.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Not Applicable.
RESOURCE ISSUES
Not Applicable.
RISK MANAGEMENT
Entering into an up-to-date Lease of the Premises ensures that the Lease accurately reflects the current use
of the Premises by the Centre, together with ensuring compliance with contemporary legislative, insurance,
indemnity and maintenance requirements. The Lease also serves to reduce the Council’s exposure to claims
from third parties that suffer injury or loss whilst at the Premises.
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COVID-19 IMPLICATIONS
In previous discussions, Mr Byrt advised that COVID-19 restrictions imposed by the State Government from
March 2020, prevented clients from visiting the Centre for several months, impacting upon the Centre’s
capacity to obtain regular donations which form a key part of the Centre’s income. Now that restrictions have
eased, the Centre is able to operate again.

CONSULTATION


Elected Members
Not Applicable.



Community
Community consultation on the draft Lease is not required under Section 202 of the Local Government
Act 1999 as the Lease is for a term of less than five (5) years and is authorised by the Council’s Civic
and Community Facilities – Community Land Management Plan.



Staff
General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs
Acting Manager, City Assets



Other Agencies
Not Applicable.

DISCUSSION
Key lease terms
The draft Lease between the Council and the Centre is for a term of two (2) years commencing on 1 July 2020
and expiring on 30 June 2022, with an option to renew for a further two (2) years commencing on 1 July 2022
and expiring on 30 June 2024. The option to renew is at the Council’s discretion.
This gives the Council flexibility to consider future options for use of the Norwood Institute Building as a whole,
particularly considering the Council’s decision at its meeting held on 3 April 2018, to conduct investigations
regarding options for the future of the Norwood Library and its location during the 2018-2022 Council term,
and to include this in the Long-Term Financial Plan 2019-2028 as a strategic project beginning in 2024-2026.
At the conclusion of the Lease term (with or without the renewal term), the Centre will be required to vacate
the premises.
The Permitted Use under the draft Lease remains the same as under the existing Lease, namely, the operation
of a bi-weekly evening legal advisory service, a daily legal information and referral centre and associated legal
advisory, advocacy and legal-related services.
The Lease itself includes the usual standard provisions of a community facilities lease with respect to use of
the Premises, maintenance, insurance and indemnities. The Lease also includes the Council’s standard
Maintenance Schedule attached as Annexure C to the Lease, which sets out in detail the obligations of the
Centre and the Council for maintenance of the Premises. Special Condition 3 of the Lease also provides that
the Centre must not leave any food products, garbage and other uncovered waste in the Premises, in response
to the findings of the inspection undertaken by JTA Health in 2018. The Council has proposed to undertake an
initial professional clean of the Premises prior to commencement of the Lease, following which the Centre will
be obliged to have it professionally cleaned on an annual basis as per the Maintenance Schedule.
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Rent
With respect to the proposed Rent payable under the draft Lease, this has been calculated in accordance with
the Council’s rent model for not-for-profit community facilities. Namely, that rent be set at 20% of the market
rental value of the property. In addition, the rent is proposed to be phased in over the four (4)-year term of the
Lease (noting that this includes the 2-year renewal term, which is at the Council’s discretion in all respects),
with a starting annual rental of $844.50 (GST exclusive), as per Special Condition 1 to the Lease. A fixed rent
increase of 2% per annum has been proposed to provide certainty to the Lessee regarding the annual rent
payable over the term of the Lease.
The outgoings payable per annum for the first year of the Lease have been estimated at $1,248.00 (GST
inclusive) in addition to ‘as consumed’ electricity costs.
As previously stated, the Centre does not currently pay any rent or outgoings for use of the Premises. In
discussions with Mr Byrt and Mr Lineton regarding the draft Lease, they have previously indicated that the
Centre is not in a position to be able to meet the financial obligations under the Lease and that the requirement
to pay even the starting annual rent would jeopardise their ability to continue to provide services to the
community. On this basis, they have previously requested that the Council waive all costs excluding the
outgoings payable for use of the Premises.
As noted above, Mr Byrt also advised that the restrictions imposed by the State Government from March 2020
in relation to the COVID-19 Pandemic impacted upon the Centre’s capacity to obtain regular donations from
in-person visitors for several months, which is the main source of income for the Centre and goes towards
covering the required telephone and internet services, which are the Centre’s largest expense.
A copy of the Centre’s income statement for the financial years 2016-2017, 2017-2018 and 2018-2019 has
been provided and is contained within Attachment C.
It is evident from the income statement that the Centre operates within tight margins with the average net
income over the past three (3) years at $172 per annum. This is clearly insufficient to cover the proposed
starting rent under the Lease of $844.50 (GST exclusive) per annum.
Relevant considerations
In considering the Centre’s request to waive the proposed rent payable under the draft Lease, it is important
to consider the rationale behind the Council’s not-for-profit community facilities rent model. This model provides
a consistent, transparent and equitable approach to the charging of rent for community facilities, which enables
the Council to recover its anticipated whole-of-life costs for maintenance of the facility and maintain a financial
‘break-even’ position. The model, in applying a reduced rental below market rent, also recognises the value
provided by not-for-profit tenants to the community (compared to commercial tenants).
All new leases entered into over Council-owned community facilities since 2011, have been required to comply
with this rent model, including the Women’s Community Centre and No Strings Attached Theatre of Disability
leases over the cottages at 66 and 68 Nelson Street, Stepney, the 3D Radio lease at the St Peters Town Hall
Complex and, more recently, the Brick + Mortar Creative lease of the 49 George Street, Norwood premises.
Where no rent had previously been paid, payments were phased in for relevant tenants over the initial fiveyear term of the Lease.
The Premises has now been occupied by the Centre for just over thirty (30) years and rent has not been paid
for around twenty (20) years.
In addition, the existing Lease has not been updated since it was entered into in 1989. It is clear from the
earlier deliberations of the Council regarding the Lease and the payment of rent (as set out in the Background
section of this report), that the original Lease and the decision to reduce the rent payable by the Centre to a
peppercorn arrangement of $1 per month was never intended to continue indefinitely. Unfortunately, new
Lease documents were never finalised due to the protracted nature of the discussions with the Centre.
As such, entering into a new Lease with the Centre which reflects current rent and maintenance obligations is
well overdue.
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In entering into this Lease, it is proposed that the same not-for-profit rent model should be applied in the
interests of consistency and fairness to those community groups that do pay for exclusive use of other Councilowned community facilities (as noted above). In addition, use of this rent model ensures that the Council is
able to recover a small portion of its whole-of-life maintenance costs for the Premises under the proposed fiveyear term of the draft Lease.
Nevertheless, as noted above, the Centre may not be in a financial position to meet the rent obligations under
the draft Lease. In considering this, the Council may take into account the nature of the Centre’s operations –
namely, that it is staffed by Volunteers and relies primarily upon donations for income – together with the
community benefit of the services it provides.
It is, however, also worth considering the viability of the Centre’s future operations, given its reliance upon
donations since losing State Government funding a number of years ago. At that point, the Centre should have
considered the viability of future income sources. The Centre has only been able to continue operating since
that time because no rent has been charged on its use of the Council Premises. This again raises questions
of equity with other community groups that have developed income models which enable them to pay the
subsidised rent for use of the Council’s facilities.
It is, therefore, at the Council’s discretion to consider whether to apply the not-for-profit community facilities
rent model to the draft Lease for the Centre’s use of the Premises, or whether to consider applying an
alternative rent models or any rent concessions.
An additional option for consideration is for the Centre to relocate their operations to another location that is
more affordable and better suits their needs – for instance, hiring a room at the Payneham Community Centre
on a regular basis or as required for appointments with clients. It is suggested that this option be seriously
considered on the basis that, at present, the Centre has exclusive use of the Premises 24/7, yet they only use
it several evenings each week to see clients.
OPTIONS
Option 1
The Council can determine to enter into the draft Lease with the Centre for use of the Premises, as contained
in Attachment B.
As noted above, it is at the Council’s discretion to consider whether to apply the proposed not-for-profit
community facilities rent model to the draft Lease, consistent with the application of this model to other
community facilities leased by the Council, or whether to consider applying an alternative rent model or any
rent concessions.
Option 2
The Council can determine not to enter into the draft Lease with the Centre for use of the Premises. This would
mean that the Centre remains in occupation of the Centre under a holding over arrangement under the terms
of the original 1989 Lease, with a peppercorn rental arrangement of $1 per month if demanded.
As noted above, this is not recommended, as the terms of the original Lease are outdated and do not reflect
current legal standards with respect to use of the Premises, insurance, indemnities and maintenance
obligations. In addition, it is recommended that the Council adopts a formal position with respect to the rent
payable by the Centre.
Option 3
Alternatively, if the Centre advises the Council that it will not enter into the draft Lease with the Council for use
of the Premises, the Council could commence discussions regarding relocation of the Centre to an alternative
premises for use on a casual hire basis. On the basis that the Centre has already advised that it cannot meet
the proposed rent obligations under the draft Lease, and considering that the Premises is heavily underutilised
by the Centre at present, it is suggested that this option be given serious consideration.
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CONCLUSION
The Roma Mitchell Community Legal Centre Incorporated has been in occupation of the basement premises
of the Norwood Institute Building since 1989 and remains in a “holding over” arrangement under the terms of
the original Lease. At present, no rent is paid by the Centre for use of the Premises. It is proposed to enter into
a new draft Lease of the Premises for a term of two (2) years, with an option for the Council to renew the Lease
for a further two (2) years, to ensure that the Lease accurately reflects contemporary legislative, insurance,
indemnity and maintenance requirements. In addition, the draft Lease provides for the payment of rent
consistent with the Council’s not-for-profit community facilities rent model.
COMMENTS
Nil.
RECOMMENDATION
That the Chief Executive Officer and the Mayor be authorised to execute on behalf of the Council the Lease
contained in Attachment B between the Council and the Roma Mitchell Community Legal Centre Incorporated
for the Norwood Institute Building basement, and that the Chief Executive Officer be authorised to make any
minor amendments required to finalise the Lease in a form suitable for execution.
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A1
Ref: Liquid Pacific - LoA 110 Parade Norwod (3)

Thursday, 7 May 2020

Ms Isabella Dunning
Manager, Governance, Legal & Property
City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
175 The Parade
Norwood SA 5067
IDunning@npsp.sa.gov.au

By email:
Dear Isabella
Re:

110 The Parade, Norwood, SA, 5067

Further to your instruction we have an undertaken inspection and conducted analysis of the
abovementioned property for the purpose of determining the market rental for lease
negotiation purposes.
This valuation has been conducted in accordance with International Valuation Standards
and the definitions of the International Valuation Standards Council which state:
Market Rent
The estimated amount for which an interest in real property should be leased on the valuation date
between a willing lessor and a willing lessee on appropriate lease terms in an arm’s length
transaction, after proper marketing and where the parties had each acted knowledgeably, prudently
and without compulsion
The subject property comprises the basement level of 110 The Parade, Norwood, SA. The
building was formerly the ‘Norwood Institute’ and was constructed in two main stages with
the basement completed in 1883. Heritage listed, the building is constructed of bluestone
walls with brick quoins, stone footings, timber floors; internally, rendered masonry and face
brick walls, pitched roof and lather and plaster ceilings. The architectural elements of the
building are consistent with the era and the prestigious intention of the space.
The basement is somewhat more austere than the ground level main hall and upper levels.
Access is via a masonry staircase off the main foyer which leads to a series of individual
offices and opens up into a large open plan multi-functional space. To the rear of the
basement are a kitchen and separate office with minor storage and a separate central timber
stair case allowing rear access to the building and to upper levels. To all main rooms are
external light wells with sash windows which provide both natural light and airflow. There
are no toilets on this level and the only available amenities are the public toilets within the
ground floor foyer area.
Liquid property consultants ::: Telephone 1300 150 000 ::: Email solutions@liquidpacific.com

Adelaide



Brisbane



Hobart



Melbourne



Perth



Sydney

Liquid Pacific Holdings Pty Ltd - ABN: 54 787 647 141 - ACN: 105 259 774



Canberra
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Building services comprise plumbing reticulation and separately metered electricity supply,
smoke detectors, fire hose reel and shared alarm system. There is no heating or cooling in
the basement section of the building.
Overall the premise is in a fair condition. The kitchen fit-out is basic and substandard for a
commercial office environment; there are signs of dampness in some walls and a need for
general cosmetic attention. However, we also note the room the rear of the premise (room 1)
has been fully renovated and all walls sealed and an extraction vent fitted to window panels.

The Parade Facade

Fig 1 – Tenancy Layout

With reference to the tenancy plan provided by Council and reproduced above, the estimated
gross internal area in accordance with the measurement standards adopted for the original
lease agreement is 211.07 square metres. We recommend a formal survey for leasing
purposes be undertaken to quantify this space accurately.
The property is well located on The Parade, Norwood at the western fringe of the
predominant retail strip. The building itself has good exposure but suffers from a lack of onsite parking and due to heritage constraints is likely to be inflexible as to its layout.
We have adopted a comparative approach to the rental determination with reference to
commercial properties in the Norwood areas. Office accommodation of this nature attracts
low income business enterprises which have little requirement for exposure to the general
public and tend to be back-office operational, computer based or not for profit community
organisations.
Generally, for the lower end of the commercial market, rents range between $150 per square
metre and to $250 per square metre dependent on floor area and location, with tenants
typically responsible for the majority of the property’s outgoings.
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Rents are lower for space which offers warehouse accommodation in combination with office
space and it is our opinion the subject property encapsulates some of the characteristics
reflective of warehouse space. To be competitive in the office market, we consider an amount
in the order of $40,000 to $50,000 would be needed to install necessary air-conditioning and
cosmetically upgrade the space to an acceptable presentation. Notwithstanding, the space
will still suffer from a lack of interaction with the outside environment, poor access and inhouse amenities.
Having regard to market supply and demand, the nature of the subject property and
assuming the tenant is responsible for all typical outgoings, we consider the market rent to
be;
2

110 The Parade

Area m

Basement

211.07

Rent m

2

Annual Rent

$80

$16,886
Say

$16,890

Valuation

With reference to recent market offerings together with local economic factors, we are of the
opinion the net annual market rent* of the subject property, as at 1 November 2019 is;
Annual Market Rent:

Basement, 110 The Parade, Norwood, SA, 5067
Sixteen Thousand Eight Hundred and Ninety Dollars
($16,890)

* The above value estimates are provided on a GST exclusive basis.

We trust this letter of advice meets with your current requirements. If you seek clarification
on the content of this letter or desire further information please contact us.
Yours sincerely

...................................................................

Martin Burns
Senior Valuer
Director: Liquid Pacific
Chartered Valuer, RICS,
Certified Practicing Valuer, AAPI
..........................................................................
Position
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Attachment B
Norwood Institute Building
Lease to Roma Mitchell Community Legal Centre Incorporated

B1

COMMUNITY FACILITIES LEASE

Premises
Norwood Institute Building – Basement

Lessee
Roma Mitchell Community Legal Centre Incorporated

Commencement Date
1 July 2020

Expiry Date
30 June 2022
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SCHEDULE

Item 1
Premises

Item 2

The portion of the land comprised in Certificate of Title Volume
5079 Folio 779 and being the areas marked as ‘Room 1’, ‘Kitchen’,
‘Main Room’, ‘Office 1, ‘Office 2’, ‘Office 3’, ‘Hall’ and the areas
between the Kitchen, Main Room and Room 1 on the plan attached
as Annexure B.
The whole of the land comprised in Certificate of Title Volume 5079
Folio 779

Land
Item 3

Two (2) years commencing on 1 July 2020 (Commencement
Date) and expiring at midnight on 30 June 2022.

Initial Term
Item 4
Renewal(s)
Item 5
Rent

One (1) option to renew for a further term of two (2) years
commencing on 1 July 2022 and expiring at midnight on 30 June
2024, subject to clause 16.
Eight hundred and forty-four dollars and fifty cents ($844.50)
per annum (exclusive of GST) payable by equal monthly
instalments in advance on the Payment Date and in accordance
with Special Condition 1.

Item 6

Review Date

Review Method

Rent Review Dates and
Review Method

Date: 1 July

Fixed Review of 2%

Year(s):

Item 7
Outgoings
Item 8

2021, 2022, 2023

Outgoings means the total of all amounts paid or payable by the
Council in connection with the ownership, management,
administration and operation of the Land.

Permitted Use

Operation of a bi-weekly evening legal advisory service, a daily
legal information and referral centre and associated legal advisory,
advocacy and legal-related services.

Item 9

Twenty Million Dollars ($20,000,000.00)

Public Risk Insurance
Item 10 (clause 11.4)

At the expiration or earlier termination of this Lease

Refurbishment
Item 11
Special Conditions

The terms and conditions (if any) set out in Annexure A are
deemed to be incorporated into this Lease and, in the event of any
inconsistency with the terms and conditions contained in the body
of this Lease, then the Special Conditions will prevail.
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DATE
BETWEEN
THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NORWOOD PAYNEHAM ST PETERS of 175 The
Parade, Norwood SA 5067 (Council)
AND
ROMA MITCHELL COMMUNITY LEGAL CENTRE INCORPORATED ABN 93 426 790 517 of
110 The Parade, Norwood SA 5067 (Lessee)

BACKGROUND
A.

The Council is the registered proprietor of or has the care, control and management of the
Land.

B.

The Lessee has requested a lease to use the Premises for the Permitted Use.

C.

The Council has resolved to grant the Lessee a lease of the Premises and (if necessary)
undertaken public consultation and/or been granted Parliamentary approval in accordance
with the Local Government Act 1999.

D.

The Council and Lessee wish to record the terms of their agreement in this Lease.

AND THE PARTIES AGREE as follows:
1.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF BACKGROUND
The preceding statements are accurate and form part of this Lease.

2.

DEFINED TERMS AND INTERPRETATION
2.1

Defined Terms
In this Lease:
Act means the Retail and Commercial Leases Act 1995.
Agreed Consideration means the Rent, Outgoings and all other consideration
(whether in money or otherwise) to be paid or provided by the Lessee for any supply
or use of the Premises and any goods, services or other things provided by the
Council under this Lease (other than tax payable under clause 20).
Building means the interior and exterior of all present and future improvements on
the Land and includes all Building Services and Common Areas and all other
conveniences, services, amenities and appurtenances of, in or to the Building.
Building Services includes all services (including gas, electricity, water, sewerage,
communications, fire control, air-conditioning, plumbing and telephone and all plant,
equipment, pipes, wires and cables in connection with them as applicable) to or of the
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Building or any premises in or on the Land supplied by any authority, the Council or
any other person the Council authorises.
Business Day means a day which is not a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday in
South Australia.
Commencement Date means the commencement date of the Initial Term described
in Item 3.
Common Areas means all areas of the Land which are not leased or tenanted and
which are for common use by tenants and lessees of the Land and their invitees and
customers including driveways, car parks, walkways, washrooms, toilets, lifts and
stairways.
Council means the party described as 'Council' in this Lease and, where the context
permits, includes the employees, contractors, managers, agents and other invitees of
the Council.
Council's Equipment means all fixtures and fittings, plant, equipment, services,
chattels and other goods installed or situated in or on the Premises and made
available for use by the Lessee.
Default Rate means the rate which is two per centum (2%) per annum greater than
the published annual rate of interest charged from time to time by National Australia
Bank on overdraft facilities of more than $100,000 and if there is more than one rate
published, the highest of those rates.
Fixed Review means a specified amount nominated as a Review Method.
GST has the same meaning as given to that term in the GST Legislation.
GST Legislation means the A New Tax System (Goods and Services Tax) Act 1999
(Cth) and any ancillary or similar legislation.
GST Rate means ten per centum (10%) or such other percentage equal to the rate of
GST imposed from time to time under the GST Legislation.
Initial Term means the initial term of this Lease commencing on the Commencement
Date described in Item 3.
Institute means the South Australian Division of the Australian Property Institute.
Land means the land described in Item 2 and includes any part of the Land.
Legislation includes any relevant Statute or Act of Parliament (whether State or
Federal) and any regulation or by-law including by-laws issued by any local
government body or authority.
Lessee means the party described as 'Lessee' in this Lease and, where the context
permits, includes the employees, contractors, agents, customers and other invitees of
the Lessee.
Lessee's Equipment means any and all fixtures and fittings and other equipment
installed in or brought onto or kept in the Premises by the Lessee.
Lessee’s Share means the proportion the lettable floor area of the Premises bears
from time to time to the total lettable area of the Land as measured in accordance
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with the method of measurement recommended for such Premises by the guidelines
issued by the Institute current as at the Commencement Date or such other Institute
method of measurement as the Council notifies the Lessee.
Outgoings means the outgoings described in Item 7.
Payment Date means the Commencement Date and the first day of each month
during the Term.
Permitted Use means the use described in Item 8.
Premises means the premises described in Item 1 including all improvements on the
Premises and the Council's Equipment and, where the context permits, includes any
part of the Premises.
Rates and Taxes means all present and future rates, charges, levies, assessments,
duty and charges of any Statutory Authority, other department or authority having the
power to raise or levy any such amounts in respect of the use, ownership or
occupation of the Land or Premises and includes water and sewer charges, council
rates, emergency services levy and, subject to the Act, land tax (on a single holding
basis).
Repair and Maintenance Schedule means the schedule of repair and maintenance
responsibilities attached as Annexure C.
Renewal Term means the term (if any) of renewal or extension in Item 4.
Rent means the amount described in Item 5.
Review Date means each date in Item 6.
Review Method means the relevant method of rent review in Item 6 for any Review
Date.
Special Conditions means the special conditions to this Lease described in Item 11.
Statutory Authorities means any authorities created by or under any relevant
Legislation including the Council in its separate capacity as such an Authority.
Statutory Requirements means all relevant and applicable Legislation and all lawful
conditions, requirements, notices and directives issued or applicable under any such
Legislation.
Term means the Initial Term, the Renewal Term and any period during which the
Lessee holds over or remains in occupation of the Premises.
Yearly Amounts means the aggregate of the Rent, Outgoings and any other moneys
payable by the Lessee during the Term.
2.2

Interpretation
Unless the contrary intention appears:
2.2.1

a reference to this Lease is a reference to this document;

2.2.2

words beginning with capital letters are defined in clause 2.1;
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3.

4.

2.2.3

a reference to a clause is a reference to a clause in this Lease;

2.2.4

a reference to an Item is a reference to an item in the Schedule;

2.2.5

a reference to the Schedule is a reference to the schedule of this Lease;

2.2.6

a reference to an Annexure is a reference to an annexure to this Lease.

2.2.7

headings are for convenience only and do not affect interpretation;

2.2.8

the singular includes the plural and vice versa;

2.2.9

a reference to an individual or person includes a corporation, partnership,
joint venture, authority, trust, state or government and vice versa;

2.2.10

a reference to any party in this Lease or any other document or arrangement
referred to in this Lease includes that party’s executors, administrators,
substitutes, successors and assigns;

2.2.11

a reference to any document (including this Lease) is to that document as
varied, novated, ratified or replaced from time to time;

2.2.12

a reference to any Legislation includes any statutory modification or reenactment of it or any Legislation substituted for it and all by-laws,
regulations and rules issued under it;

2.2.13

a reference in this Lease to the Council’s approval or consent is to the
Council’s prior written approval or consent which may be granted or withheld
in the absolute discretion of the Council;

2.2.14

'including' and similar expressions are not and must not be treated as words
of limitation;

2.2.15

the covenants and powers implied in leases by virtue of sections 124 and
125 of the Real Property Act 1886 will apply and be implied in this Lease
unless they are expressly or impliedly excluded or modified; and

2.2.16

any Special Condition in Item 11 will apply to this Lease and in the event of
any inconsistency with the terms and conditions in the body of this Lease,
then those Special Conditions will prevail.

RETAIL AND COMMERCIAL LEASES ACT
3.1

If the Act applies to this Lease, then this Lease will be read and interpreted subject to
the provisions of the Act and, to the extent to which there is any inconsistency with
the provisions of the Act, those provisions of the Act will override the terms of this
Lease.

3.2

Any right, power or remedy of the Council or obligation or liability of the Lessee that is
affected by the Act (if applicable) shall be unenforceable or void but only to the extent
that it is expressly made unenforceable or void by the Act.

GRANT OF LEASE
The Council grants and the Lessee accepts a lease of the Premises for the Term as set out
in this Lease.
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5.

TERM LESS THAN FIVE (5) YEARS
5.1

5.2

5.3

6.

This clause only has effect where:
5.1.1

the Act applies to this Lease; and

5.1.2

the Term is less than five (5) years.

The Council and the Lessee acknowledge and agree that:
5.2.1

the Term is less than five (5) years; and

5.2.2

section 20B of the Act does not apply to this Lease for the Term (including
without limitation any holding over period which exceeds six (6) months).

The Lessee acknowledges that:
5.3.1

the Lessee has received independent legal advice to explain the effect of
and how section 20B of the Act would apply but for this Lease containing a
provision excluding the operation of that section;

5.3.2

the Lessee was not acting under coercion or undue influence in requesting or
consenting to the inclusion of such provision; and

5.3.3

the Lessee has given assurances to the Lessee’s lawyer that the Lessee
was not acting under coercion or undue influence in requesting or consenting
to the inclusion of such provision when instructing the Lessee’s lawyer in
relation to such provision.

RENT
6.1

Payment of Rent
The Lessee must pay the Rent in accordance with Item 5.

6.2

Instalment
If a rent instalment period is less than one (1) month, the instalment for that period is
calculated at a daily rate based on the number of days in the month in which that
period begins and the monthly instalment which would have been payable for a full
month.

7.

RENT REVIEWS
7.1

Fixed Review Amount
Where the Review Method for any Review Date is a Fixed Review, the Rent on and
from that Review Date is calculated as follows:

R2  R1  1  F 
Where:
R2 is the Rent after the Review Date;
R1 is the Rent immediately before the Review Date (disregarding any abatements,
incentives or reductions); and
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F is the rate set out in Item 6 in relation to that Review Date.
7.2

7.3

Rent Pending Determination
7.2.1

The Rent may be reviewed at any time from a Review Date even if the
review is instituted after that Review Date.

7.2.2

If the Rent to apply on and from a Review Date has not been agreed on or
determined by that Review Date, the Lessee must continue to pay
instalments of Rent at the rate that applied before the relevant Review Date
until the Rent is determined.

Adjustment Once Rent Determined
Once the Rent to apply on and from a Review Date is determined, the Lessee will pay
any shortfall and the Council will allow any adjustment for overpayment at the next
Payment Date.

7.4

No Decrease in Rent
Subject to the Act, the Rent will not decrease on a Review Date.

7.5

Other Review
Subject to the Act, nothing in this Lease prevents the Council and Lessee negotiating
and agreeing on a Rent to apply from a Review Date without following this clause 7.

8.

RATES, TAXES AND OUTGOINGS
8.1

8.2

8.3

Liability for Rates and Taxes
8.1.1

The Lessee must pay or reimburse the Council all Rates and Taxes levied,
assessed or charged in respect of the Premises or upon the owner or
occupier of the Premises.

8.1.2

The Rates and Taxes must be adjusted between the Council and the Lessee
as at the Commencement Date and the end or earlier termination date of this
Lease.

Payment of Outgoings
8.2.1

The Lessee must pay or reimburse the Council all Outgoings levied,
assessed or charged in respect of the Premises or upon the owner or
occupier of the Premises.

8.2.2

The Outgoings shall be adjusted between the Council and the Lessee as at
the Commencement Date and the end or termination date of this Lease.

Lessee’s Proportion
If any of the Rates and Taxes or Outgoings are not separately assessed or charged in
respect of the Premises, then the Lessee must pay the Lessee’s Share of any such
Rates and Taxes or Outgoings assessed or charged in respect of the Premises.
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8.4

9.

Power and Other Utilities
8.4.1

The Lessee will pay when they are due for payment, all costs for the use of
telephone, lights and other utilities and the consumption of electricity, gas,
water and any and all other services and utilities supplied to or used from the
Premises.

8.4.2

If there is no separate meter for recording or measuring the services and
utilities consumed on or from the Premises, then the Lessee must, if required
by the Council, install the necessary meters at its own cost.

8.4.3

Without limiting the generality of this clause 8.4, the Lessee will comply in all
respects with the Electricity (General) Regulations 1997 and any other
applicable electricity laws.

USE OF PREMISES
9.1

Permitted Use
The Lessee must use the Premises only for the Permitted Use as identified in Item 8
and must not use or allow the Premises to be used for any other use (without the
Council’s prior written consent).

9.2

Offensive Activities
The Lessee must not carry on any offensive or dangerous activities on or from the
Premises or create a nuisance or disturbance either:

9.3

9.4

9.2.1

for the Council; or

9.2.2

for the owners or occupiers of any adjoining property; and

9.2.3

must ensure at all times that activities conducted on or from the Premises will
not bring any discredit upon the Council.

Use of Facilities
9.3.1

The Lessee will ensure that the Building Services are used carefully and
responsibly for their intended purposes and in accordance with any
directions and instructions that may be given by the Council from time to
time.

9.3.2

The Lessee will be responsible to repair or correct any damage or
malfunction which results from any misuse or abuse of the Building Services
by the Lessee.

Statutory Requirements
The Lessee, at its own cost, must comply with all Statutory Requirements (including
any obligations under the Work Health and Safety Act 2012 (SA) and Regulations)
and reasonable directives of the Council relating to:
9.4.1

the Lessee's use and occupation of the Premises; and

9.4.2

the nature of the Permitted Use conducted on the Premises by the Lessee.
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9.5

Alcohol and Gaming
9.5.1

9.5.2

9.6

Unless the Lessee first obtains the written consent of the Council, the Lessee
must not apply for:
(a)

a liquor licence under the Liquor Licensing Act 1997; or

(b)

a gaming machine licence under the Gaming Machines Act 1992.

(c)

If the Lessee obtains a licence (or licences) under this clause, the
Lessee must not do (or fail to do) or allow any of its employees, agents,
contractors, licensees or invitees to (or fail to):

(d)

do anything that is in breach of the Liquor Licensing Act 1997 and/or
the Gaming Machines Act 1992 (as the case may be) or of the
conditions of the relevant licence;

(e)

do anything that may result in the relevant licence being revoked or
suspended;

(f)

assign the licence;

(g)

apply to remove the licence;

(h)

allow a licence to be granted to another person in respect of the
Premises or any part of the Premises; or

(i)

apply to vary or revoke any conditions of the licence.

At or before the expiry or early termination of this Lease, the Lessee must:
(a)

give any notices the Council requires to renew or assign the licence;

(b)

allow those notices to be affixed as and for the period required by the
Liquor Licensing Act 1997 and/or the Gaming Machines Act 1992 as
the case may be;

(c)

assign the licence to the Council or the Council’s nominees if required
to do so by the Council; and

(d)

do anything else that may be required to affect the renewal or
assignment of the licence.

Signs
The Lessee must not place any signs or advertisements on the outside (or inside if
they can be seen from outside) of the Premises, except a sign or signs which are
approved in writing by the Council and comply with any relevant Statutory
Requirements.

9.7

Dangerous Equipment and Installations
The Lessee may only install or use within the Premises equipment and facilities which
are reasonably necessary for and normally used in connection with the Permitted
Use.
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9.8

Fire Precautions
The Lessee must, at its own cost:

9.9

9.8.1

comply with all Statutory Requirements and directives of the Council relating
to fire safety and procedures including any structural works or modifications
or other building works which are required as a consequence of the Lessee’s
particular use of the Premises;

9.8.2

comply with any requirements and directives of the Council with regard to fire
safety systems and procedures including fire evacuation drills and other
procedures;

9.8.3

without limiting clauses 9.8.1 and 9.8.2, the Lessee will undertake testing
and maintenance of the fire safety equipment;

9.8.4

upon inspection if testing and maintenance has not been attended to, allow
Council, its employees, contractors, agents and other invitees of the Council
prompt entry to enable such maintenance and testing to be undertaken; and

9.8.5

agree that Council will charge the Lessee a reasonable charge to provide
such.

Notice of Defect
The Lessee must:

9.10

9.9.1

give the Council prompt notice of any circumstance or event which the
Lessee should reasonably be aware might cause danger, risk or hazard to
the Premises or to any person in the Premises; and

9.9.2

if required by the Council, promptly rectify any defect or want of repair to
make the Premises safe from danger, risk or hazard.

Security
The Lessee must keep the Premises securely locked at all times when the Premises
are not occupied and must provide a key to the Premises to the Council (or if the
Council has engaged a manager, then to the manager) to be used only in the case of
emergencies for the purpose of safety and preservation of the Premises.

9.11

No Warranty
The Council makes no warranty or representation regarding the suitability of the
Premises (structural or otherwise) for the Permitted Use or any other purpose.

10.

INSURANCE
10.1

Lessee must Insure
The Lessee must keep current during the Term:
10.1.1

public risk insurance for at least the amount in Item 9 (or any other amount
the Council reasonably requires) for each claim;

10.1.2

all insurance in respect of the Lessee’s Equipment for its full replacement
value;
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10.2

10.1.3

plate glass insurance if requested by Council against usual risks; and

10.1.4

other insurances required by any Statutory Requirement or which the Council
reasonably requires for at least the amounts that Council reasonably
requires.

Requirements for Policies
Each policy the Lessee takes out under this clause 10 must:

10.3

10.2.1

be with an insurer and on terms reasonably approved by the Council;

10.2.2

be in the name of the Lessee and note the interest of the Council and any
other person the Council requires;

10.2.3

cover events occurring during the policy’s currency regardless of when
claims are made; and

10.2.4

note that despite any similar policies of the Council, the Lessee’s policies will
be primary policies.

Evidence of Insurance
The Lessee must give the Council certificates evidencing the currency of the policies
the Lessee has taken out under this clause 10. During the Term the Lessee must:

10.4

10.3.1

pay each premium before it is due for payment;

10.3.2

give the Council certificates of currency each year when the policies are
renewed and at other times the Council requests;

10.3.3

not allow any insurance policy to lapse or vary or cancel it without the
Council’s consent; and

10.3.4

notify the Council immediately if a policy is cancelled or if an event occurs
which could prejudice or give rise to a claim under a policy.

Insurance Affected
10.4.1

10.4.2

11.

The Lessee must not do anything which may:
(a)

prejudice any insurance of the Premises or the Building; or

(b)

increase the premium for that insurance.

If the Lessee does anything (with or without the Council’s consent) that
increases the premium of any insurance the Council has in connection with
the Premises or the Building, the Lessee must on demand pay the amount of
that increase to the Council.

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
11.1

Repair
11.1.1

The Lessee must keep, maintain, repair and replace the Premises, the
Lessee’s Equipment and any Building Services situated within the Premises
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and which exclusively services the Premises in good repair and in
accordance with the Repair and Maintenance Schedule.
11.1.2

11.2

If the Council requires the Lessee to do so, the Lessee must promptly repair
any damage caused or contributed to by the act, omission, negligence or
default of the Lessee.

Maintain and Replace
The Lessee must maintain, repair or replace items in or attached to the Premises
which are damaged or worn with items of the same or similar quality to those in use
when they were last replaced with the Council’s approval or, if they have not been so
replaced, to those in use at the Commencement Date.

11.3

Alterations by Lessee
The Lessee must not carry out any alterations or additions to the Premises without
Council’s consent and the Council may impose any conditions it considers necessary
if it gives its approval including requiring the Lessee to obtain the Council’s consent to
any agreements that the Lessee enters into in relation to the alterations or additions.

11.4

Refurbishment, Re-fitting and Redecoration
The Lessee must refurbish, re-fit and redecorate the Premises on or before each of
the dates specified in Item 10 to the following specification:
11.4.1

clean and repair all surfaces to be redecorated;

11.4.2

paint (with at least two coats) or wallpaper, stain, varnish or polish each
surface to be redecorated according to the previous treatment of that
surface;

11.4.3

replace the signage, floor coverings, ceilings, lighting and fixtures and fittings
as necessary to ensure that the Premises is in at least the same standard as
at the Commencement Date excluding any maintenance or repair to the
extent caused by ordinary fair wear and tear; and

should this not occur, agree Council will undertake the works and charge the Lessee.
11.5

Structural Work
Despite any other provision of this clause 11.5, the Lessee is not required to carry out
any structural work to the Premises or the Building unless that work is requested by
Council and is required as a result of:

11.6

11.5.1

the Lessee's use or occupation of the Premises;

11.5.2

the nature of the business conducted on the Premises by the Lessee; and

11.5.3

any deliberate or negligent act or omission of the Lessee.

Cleaning
The Lessee must:
11.6.1

keep the Premises clean and tidy;
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12.

11.6.2

keep the Premises free of vermin, insects and other pests; and

11.6.3

not cause the Common Areas to be left untidy or in an unclean state or
condition.

TRANSFERRING, SUBLETTING, HIRING OUT AND SUBLETTING
The Lessee must not transfer, assign, hire out or sublet this Lease or otherwise part with
possession without Council’s prior written consent.
12.1

Charging
The Lessee must not charge the Lessee interest in this Lease or the Lessee’s
Equipment without the Council's written consent and if the Council consents to a
charge on the Lessee’s Equipment then the Lessee must enter into a deed in a form
required by the Council that ensures the charge is subject to the Council’s rights
under this Lease.

12.2

Deemed Assignment
If the Lessee is a corporation (not being a company with its shares listed on any
Stock Exchange in Australia) or an association, any change in the beneficial
ownership of twenty per centum (20%) or more of the voting shares in the corporation
or any change in the effective control of the corporation or association will be deemed
to be an assignment of the Premises requiring the consent of Council under this
Lease.

12.3

Costs
The Lessee must pay all costs reasonably incurred by the Council (including the costs
of any consultant or any legal fees) in relation to any dealing including in considering
whether or not to grant any consent to a request by the Lessee under this clause 12.

13.

COUNCIL’S OBLIGATIONS AND RIGHTS
13.1

Quiet Enjoyment
Subject to the Council’s rights and to the Lessee complying with the Lessee’s
obligations under this Lease, the Lessee may occupy the Premises during the Term
without interference from the Council.

13.2

Right to Enter
The Council may (except in the case of emergency when no notice will be required)
enter the Premises after giving the Lessee reasonable notice:
13.2.1

to see the state of repair of the Premises;

13.2.2

to do repairs to the Premises or the Building or other works which cannot
reasonably be done unless the Council enters the Premises;

13.2.3

to do anything the Council must or may do under this Lease or must do
under any Legislation or to satisfy the requirements of any Statutory
Authority; and

13.2.4

to show prospective lessees through the Premises.
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13.3

Emergencies
In an emergency the Council may:

13.4

13.3.1

close the Premises or Building; and

13.3.2

prevent the Lessee from entering the Premises or Building.

Works and Restrictions
13.4.1

13.4.2
13.5

The Council may:
(a)

install, use, maintain, repair, alter and interrupt Building Services;

(b)

carry out works on the Premises and/or the Building (including
extensions, renovations and refurbishment).; and

(c)

close (temporarily or permanently) and restrict access to the Common
Areas.

The Council must (except in cases of emergency) take reasonable steps to
minimise interference with the Lessee’s use and occupation of the Premises.

Right to Rectify
Council may at the Lessee’s cost do anything which the Lessee should have done
under this Lease but which the Lessee has not done or which the Council reasonably
considers the Lessee has not done properly.

14.

DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION
14.1

Termination for Destruction or Damage
14.1.1

If the Premises is destroyed or is damaged so that the Premises is unfit for
the Lessee’s use then within three (3) months after the damage or
destruction occurs, the Council must give the Lessee a notice either:
(a)

terminating this Lease (on a date at least one (1) month after the
Council gives notice); or

(b)

advising the Lessee that the Council intends to repair the Premises
and/or the Building so that the Premises are accessible and the Lessee
can occupy and use the Premises.

14.1.2

If the Council gives a notice under clause 14.1.1(b) but does not carry out the
intention within a reasonable time, the Lessee may give notice to the Council
that the Lessee intends to end this Lease if the Council does not do whatever
is necessary to make the Premises accessible and fit for use and occupation
by the Lessee within a reasonable time (having regard to the nature of the
required work).

14.1.3

If the Council does not comply with clause 14.1.1 or with the Lessee’s notice
under clause 14.1.2, the Lessee may end this Lease by giving the Council
not less than one (1) month’s notice.
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14.2

Reduction or Abatement of Rent
14.2.1

The Yearly Amounts to be paid by the Lessee will, during the period the
Premises are unfit or inaccessible, be reduced unless:
(a)

the Premises are unfit or inaccessible; or

(b)

an insurer refuses to pay a claim,

as a result of a deliberate or negligent act or omission of the Lessee.

15.

The level of the reduction (if any) will depend on the nature and extent of the
damage.

14.2.3

If the level of the reduction (if any) cannot be agreed, it must be determined
by a qualified licensed valuer with a minimum of five (5) years experience.

REDEVELOPMENT, ASSET RATIONALISATION AND DEMOLITION
15.1

16.

14.2.2

If as part of any redevelopment, asset rationalisation or other project conducted by
the Council that includes the Premises (Redevelopment) or if for any other reason
the Council wishes to demolish or acquire vacant possession of the Premises or any
part of the Premises, then the Council will be entitled to terminate this Lease subject
to the following provisions:
15.1.1

the Council must provide the Lessee with details of the proposed
Redevelopment sufficient to indicate a genuine proposal to carry out that
Redevelopment within a reasonably practical time after this Lease is to be
terminated;

15.1.2

the Council may at any time after providing the Lessee with the information
specified in clause 15.1.1, give the Lessee a written notice of termination of
this Lease (Termination Notice) specifying the date on which this Lease is
to come to an end, being a date not less than six (6) months after the
Termination Notice is given. This Lease will, unless terminated earlier by the
Lessee under clause 15.1.3, come to an end at midnight on the day specified
in the Termination Notice;

15.1.3

at any time after receiving a Termination Notice under clause 15.1.1, the
Lessee may terminate this Lease by giving not less than 7 days’ written
notice to the Council; and

15.1.4

when this Lease is terminated (whether by the Council under clause 15.1.2
or by the Lessee under clause 15.1.3), the rights and obligations of the
Council and the Lessee hereunder will come to an end but if any breach by
either party still exists at that time then the rights of the other party with
regard to that existing breach will continue.

RENEWAL
16.1

The right of renewal granted to the Lessee as described in Item 4 is subject to and
conditional upon the consent of the Council which may be withheld at its absolute
discretion. If the Lessee seeks to exercise its conditional right of renewal, then the
Lessee must serve a written notice on the Council not less than six (6) and not more
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than twelve (12) months before the expiry of the Initial Term requesting a renewal of
this Lease.
16.2

17.

The Lessee will not be entitled to a right of renewal if:
16.2.1

the Lessee has been in breach of this Lease at any time before giving notice
of the Lessee’s exercise of the right of renewal;

16.2.2

the Lessee is in breach of this Lease at the time of giving that notice;

16.2.3

the Lessee is in breach or commits a breach of this Lease after giving notice
but before commencement of the Renewal Term;or

16.2.4

the Council withholds its consent pursuant to clause 16.1 above.

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS ON EXPIRY
17.1

Expiry
This Lease will come to an end at midnight on the last day of the Term unless it is
terminated earlier by the Council or the Lessee under any other provision of this
Lease.

17.2

Handover of Possession
Before this Lease comes to an end, the Lessee will:

17.3

17.2.1

remove all of the Lessee's Equipment and repair any damage caused by
such removal;

17.2.2

no later than one (1) month before this Lease comes to an end, provide the
Council with a written summary of all alterations and additions made to the
Premises by the Lessee, whether those alterations and additions were
authorised by the Council or not;

17.2.3

if required by the Council, remove and reinstate any alterations or additions
made to the Premises by the Lessee to the standard as at the
Commencement Date;

17.2.4

refurbish the Premises as required under clause 11.4;

17.2.5

complete any repairs which the Lessee is obliged to carry out under this
Lease; and

17.2.6

should this not occur, the Council may at its discretion undertake the works
and charge the Lessee.

Abandoned Goods
If, when this Lease comes to an end the Lessee leaves any goods or equipment at
the Premises, then the Council will be entitled to deal with and dispose of those
goods subject to and in accordance with the requirements of the Act.

17.4

Holding Over
If, with the Council’s consent the Lessee continues to occupy the Premises after the
end of this Lease, the Lessee does so as a monthly tenant which:
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18.

17.4.1

either party may terminate on one (1) month’s notice given at any time; and

17.4.2

is on the same terms as this Lease.

BREACH
18.1

Payment Obligations
18.1.1

18.1.2

18.2

The Lessee must make payments due under this Lease:
(a)

without demand (unless this Lease provides demand must be made);

(b)

without set off, counterclaim, withholding or deduction;

(c)

to the Council or as the Council directs; and

(d)

by direct debit or such other means as directed by the Council.

If a payment is stated to be due on a particular Payment Date (such as the
next Payment Date or the first Payment Date after an event) and there is no
such Payment Date, the Lessee must make that payment on demand.

Set Off
The Council may, by notice to the Lessee, set off against any amount due and
payable under this Lease by the Council to the Lessee, any amount due and payable
by the Lessee to the Council under this Lease or under any other agreement or
arrangement.

18.3

18.4

Council's Rights on Breach
18.3.1

If the Lessee is at any time in breach of any of its obligations under this
Lease and the Lessee fails to remedy that breach to the satisfaction of the
Council after being requested by the Council to do so, the Council and
anybody authorised by the Council for that purpose may at any time
thereafter come onto the Premises without notice and do all things necessary
to remedy that breach.

18.3.2

The Lessee will be liable to pay or reimburse the Council for all costs and
expenses incurred in that regard which the Council may recover from the
Lessee as a debt due and payable on demand.

Default, Breach and Re-Entry
In the event that:
18.4.1

any moneys (or part of any moneys) payable under this Lease are unpaid for
the space of seven (7) days after any day on which the same ought to have
been paid (although no formal or legal demand has been made);

18.4.2

the Lessee commits, permits or suffers to occur any breach or default in the
due and punctual observances and performance of any of the covenants,
obligations and provisions of this Lease;

18.4.3

in the case of a Lessee being a company or association:
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18.4.4

(a)

a meeting of the directors or members of the Lessee is convened to
pass a resolution that an administrator of the Lessee be appointed or
that the Lessee be wound up voluntarily;

(b)

any person appoints an administrator of the Lessee;

(c)

an application is made to any court to wind up the Lessee;

(d)

an application is made pursuant to section 411 of the Corporations Act;

(e)

a Controller, Managing Controller, Receiver or Receiver and Manager
is appointed to the Lessee or in respect of any property of the Lessee;
or

(f)

the Lessee is deregistered or dissolved;

in the case of a Lessee being a natural person:
(a)

the Lessee commits an act of bankruptcy or a sequestration order is
made against the Lessee;

(b)

a creditor of the Lessee presents a creditor’s petition against the
Lessee under the Bankruptcy Act 1966;

(c)

the Lessee presents a petition against himself or herself under the
Bankruptcy Act 1966;

(d)

the Lessee signs an authority under section 188 of the Bankruptcy Act
1966;

(e)

the Lessee gives a debt agreement proposal to the Official Trustee
under Part IX of the Bankruptcy Act 1966 and that debt agreement
proposal is accepted by the Lessee’s creditors;

(f)

the Lessee becomes subject to an order directing the Official Trustee
or a specified registered Trustee to take control of his or her property
before sequestration; or

(g)

the Lessee is convicted of an indictable offence (other than a traffic
offence);

18.4.5

execution is levied against the Lessee and not discharged within thirty (30)
days;

18.4.6

any property in or on the Premises is seized or taken in execution under any
judgment or proceedings;

18.4.7

the Premises are left unoccupied for one (1) month or more without the
Council’s consent,

then despite any other clause of this Lease, the Council at any time has the right to
terminate the Lease and re-enter and repossess the Premises without prejudice to
any action or other remedy which the Council has or might or otherwise could have
for arrears of Rent or any other amounts or breach of covenant or for damages as a
result of any such event and the Council shall be freed and discharged from any
action, suit, claim or demand by or obligation to the Lessee under or by virtue of this
Lease.
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18.5

Rights of Council not Limited
The rights of the Council under this Lease and at law resulting from a breach of this
Lease by the Lessee shall not be excluded or limited in any way by reason of the
Council having or exercising any powers under this clause 18.

18.6

Landlord and Tenant Act
In the case of a breach or default of any term of this Lease where notice is required to
be given pursuant to section 10 of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1936, such notices
will provide that the period of fourteen (14) days is the period within which the Lessee
is to remedy any such breach or default if it is capable of remedy or to make
reasonable compensation in money to the satisfaction of the Council. No period of
notices is required for the non-payment of Rent.

18.7

Repudiation and Damages
18.7.1

The Lessee acknowledges that the following obligations under this Lease are
essential terms:
(a)

the obligation to pay Rent;

(b)

the obligation to pay Outgoings;

(c)

the obligations and prohibitions in relation to use of the Premises;

(d)

the obligations and restrictions in relation to additions and alterations to
the Premises; and

(e)

the restriction on assignment, subletting, mortgaging and licensing.

18.7.2

If the Council accepts payment of Rent or any other moneys late or does not
act or exercise any rights immediately or at all in respect of any breach of an
essential term, that conduct on the part of the Council will not be deemed to
amount to a waiver of the essential nature of that essential term.

18.7.3

If the Lessee breaches any essential term, that conduct on the part of the
Lessee will be deemed to constitute a repudiation of this Lease and the
Council may at any time thereafter rescind this Lease by accepting that
repudiation.

18.7.4

The Lessee agrees that if this Lease is terminated by the Council because of
a breach by the Lessee of an essential term or if the Lessee repudiates this
Lease and the Council accepts that repudiation thereby rescinding this
Lease, the Lessee will be obliged to pay compensation to the Council
including Rent and other moneys which the Council would otherwise have
received under this Lease for the balance of the Term had the Lessee not
breached an essential term or repudiated this Lease. In those
circumstances, the Council will be obliged to take reasonable steps to
mitigate its losses and to endeavour to lease the Premises at a reasonable
rent and on reasonable terms.

18.7.5

The rights of the Council under this clause 18.7 and any action taken by the
Council hereunder do not exclude or limit any other rights or entitlements
which the Council has under this Lease or at law in respect of any breach or
repudiatory conduct on the part of the Lessee.
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18.8

Interest on Overdue Amounts
If the Lessee does not pay an amount when it is due, it must pay interest on that
amount on demand from when the amount becomes due until it is paid in full. Interest
is calculated on outstanding daily balances at the Default Rate.

19.

INDEMNITY AND RELEASE
19.1

Risk
The Lessee occupies and uses the Premises at the Lessee’s risk.

19.2

Indemnity
The Lessee is liable for and indemnifies the Council against all actions, liabilities,
penalties, claims or demands for any loss, damage, injury or death incurred or
suffered directly or indirectly including in connection with:

19.3

19.2.1

any act or omission of the Lessee;

19.2.2

the overflow or leakage of water or any other harmful agent into or from the
Premises;

19.2.3

any fire on or from the Premises;

19.2.4

loss or damage to property or injury or death to any person caused by the
Lessee, the use of the Premises by the Lessee or otherwise relating to the
Premises;

19.2.5

a breach of this Lease by the Lessee; or

19.2.6

the Lessee’s use or occupation of the Premises.

Release
The Lessee releases the Council from all actions, liabilities, penalties, claims or
demands for any damage, loss, injury or death occurring in the Premises or the
Building, except to the extent that they are caused by the Council’s negligence.

19.4

Indemnities are Independent
Each indemnity is independent from the Lessee’s other obligations and continues
during this Lease and after this Lease ends.

20.

GOODS AND SERVICES TAX
20.1

If GST applies to impose tax on the Agreed Consideration or any part of it or if the
Council is liable to pay GST in connection with this Lease or any goods, services or
other things supplied under this Lease then:
20.1.1

the Agreed Consideration for that supply is exclusive of GST;

20.1.2

the Council may increase the Agreed Consideration or the relevant part of
the Agreed Consideration by a percentage amount which is equal to the GST
Rate; and
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20.1.3

21.

the Lessee shall pay the increased Agreed Consideration on the due date for
payment by the Lessee of the Agreed Consideration.

20.2

Where the Agreed Consideration is to be increased to account for GST under this
clause 20, the Council shall on or before the date on which the Agreed Consideration
is payable, issue a tax invoice to the Lessee.

20.3

If the Lessee does not comply with its obligations under this Lease or with its
obligations under the GST Legislation in connection with this Lease and as a result
the Council becomes liable for penalties or interest for late payment of GST, then the
Lessee must pay the Council on demand an amount equal to the amount of the
penalties and interest.

GENERAL
21.1

Costs
The Lessee must, on request, pay or reimburse to the Council:

21.2

21.1.1

one half of all other preparatory costs incurred by the Council. For the
purposes of this sub-clause, 'preparatory costs' has the meaning described
in the Act, namely, legal and other expenses incurred by the Council in
connection with the preparation, negotiation, stamping and registration of this
Lease including the costs of attendances on the Lessee by the Council or a
solicitor acting for the Council;

21.1.2

all costs including legal and other expenses incurred by the Council in
connection with the preparation, negotiation, revision, execution and
registration of any extension of this Lease; and

21.1.3

all legal and other costs and expenses incurred by the Council in
consequence of any actual or threatened breach by the Lessee hereunder or
in exercising or enforcing (or attempting to do so) any rights or remedies of
the Council hereunder or at law or otherwise arising in consequence of any
actual or threatened breach by the Lessee.

Waiver
If the Council accepts or waives any breach by the Lessee, that acceptance or waiver
cannot be taken as an acceptance or waiver of any future breach of the same
obligation or of any other obligation under this Lease.

21.3

Notice
21.3.1

Without excluding any other form of service, any notice required to be given
or served will be sufficiently given or served as follows:
(a)

in the case of the Lessee, if left at the Premises or if the Lessee has
vacated the Premises, then if posted by pre-paid post to the last known
address of the Lessee;

(b)

in the case of the Council, if posted by pre-paid post to the Council at
its principal place of business in South Australia (which is taken to be
the address stated in this Lease unless the Lessee is or ought
reasonably be aware that that is not the Council's principal place of
business at the relevant time).
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21.3.2
21.4

Notice served by pre-paid post will be deemed to have been given or served
three (3) Business Days after posting.

Severance
If any part of this Lease is found to be invalid or void or unenforceable, then that part
will be severed from this Lease and the remainder of this Lease will continue to apply.

21.5

Entire Agreement
The Council and the Lessee acknowledge and agree that this Lease contains and
represents the entire agreement reached between them with regard to the Premises
and that no promises, representations or undertakings other than those contained in
this Lease, were made or given or relied upon and any previous agreements are null
and void and have been superseded by this Lease.

21.6

Resumption
If the Council receives notice of resumption or acquisition of the Premises or the Land
(or any part of the Land affecting the Premises) from or by any Statutory Authority or
any governmental or semi-governmental body, then the Council may terminate this
Lease by giving not less than three (3) months’ written notice to the Lessee. When
such termination takes effect, the rights and obligations of the Council and the Lessee
hereunder will come to an end but if any breach by either party still exists at that time
then the rights of the other party with regard to that existing breach will continue.
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EXECUTED as an AGREEMENT

COUNCIL
THE COMMON SEAL of THE
CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF
NORWOOD PAYNEHAM & ST PETERS
was affixed here in the presence of:

................................................................
Robert Bria
MAYOR

................................................................
Mario Barone
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

LESSEE
The COMMON SEAL of ROMA MITCHELL
COMMUNTIY LEGAL CENTRE INCORPORATED
ABN 93 426 790 517 was affixed to this document in
accordance with its Constitution in the presence of:

…………………………………………………………..
Signature
…………………………………………………………..
Print Name
…………………………………………………………..
Capacity / Role
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ANNEXURE A
SPECIAL CONDITIONS

1. RENT INCENTIVE
1.1

In this Special Condition:
Current Market Rent means the best rent that can be obtained for the Premises in an open
market by a willing but not anxious lessor with or without vacant possession and on the following
conditions:
(a)

on the terms and conditions of this Lease for the whole of the Term (and not just the
remaining balance of the Term);

(b)

on the basis that the Lessee has complied with all of the obligations under this Lease;

(c)

not taking into account any damage or destruction to the Building or Premises and not
taking into account any resulting suspension or abatement of rent;

(d)

not taking into account any disturbance or nuisance to the Lessee’s use of the Premises
caused by any act or neglect of the Council or any adjoining owner or occupier;

(e)

not taking into account any improvements or fixtures erected or installed at the Lessee’s
expense which the Lessee is permitted to remove at the end of this Lease;

(f)

taking into account any increase in value of the Premises arising from any permanent
improvements on the Land at the expense of either the Lessee or the Council and which
the Lessee shall not be entitled to remove;

(g)

not taking into account any goodwill attributable to the Premises by reason of any trade,
business or actions carried on by the Lessee; and

(h)

not taking into account any cash, premium, payment, abatement, allowance or other
incentive paid, offered or allowed in respect of this Lease or being offered or given in
respect of comparable premises to induce lessees to take a lease of or remain in such
comparable premises;

1.2

Notwithstanding clause 6 and 7 in the Lease, the Rent is determined by the Current Market
Rent determined at the Commencement Date.

1.3

The Council has agreed to grant to the Lessee an incentive in the form of a Rent reduction by
reducing the Current Market Rent by 80% (Rent Incentive).

1.4

Subject to this Special Condition, the parties agree that after the Rent Incentive has been
applied the rent payable will be 20% of the Current Market Rent (Reduced Rent), subject to
Fixed Review on the Review Date.

1.5

The Lessee acknowledges that it will pay the Reduced Rent on the Payment Date and the
Reduced Rent will be applied over a four (4) year period from the Commencement Date. The
Lessee acknowledges that the full amount of the Reduced Rent is payable in the last year of
the Term.

1.6

The Starting Annual Rent as identified in the table below in Special Condition 1.7 is the
amount that the Fixed Review will apply to on each Review Date.
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1.7

Year
of
Lease

For the avoidance of doubt, the Lessee acknowledges that the items identified as Payable
Annual Rent in the table below is the Reduced Rent to be paid by the Lessee in instalments
on each Payment Date:

Commencement
Date

Starting Annual
Rent

Payable Annual Rent

Monthly
Payments

(excluding GST)
(excluding GST)

(excluding GST)
(including 2% increase)

1

1 July 2020

$844.50

$844.50

$70.38

2

1 July 2021

$1,689.00

$1,722.78

$143.57

3

1 July 2022

$2,533.50

$2,584.17

$215.35

4

1 July 2023

$3,378.00

$3,445.56

$287.13

1.8

The Rent Incentive will apply for the Term provided that the Lessee is not in breach of this
Lease at any time during the Term.

1.7

If the Council determines that the Lessee has breached this Lease, the Council in its absolute
discretion will withdraw the Rent Incentive and the Rent will be 100% of the Current Market Rent
determined at the Commencement Date, subject to Fixed Review on the Review Date.

2. MAINTENANCE
Notwithstanding any other clause or Special Condition of this Lease, the Council and the Lessee will
be responsible for repair, replacement and maintenance of the Premises in accordance with the
Maintenance Schedule in Annexure C.
3. CLEANING OF PREMISES
Without limiting Clause 11.6 of the Lease or the obligations imposed under the Maintenance Schedule
in Annexure C in any way:
3.1

the Lessee must not leave any food products, garbage or other waste uncovered in the
Premises at any time; and

3.2

the Lessee acknowledges and agrees that the Council will arrange for the interior of the
Premises to be professionally cleaned prior to the Commencement Date at the Council’s cost.
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PLAN OF PREMISES
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277.001 - Institute Library- Lower Basement

4.1m x 1.2m
4.9 m2

Office 2
4.1m x 3.4m
14 m2

Hall
19.8m2

Office 1
4.1m x 15.2m
23.32 m2

Office 3
4.1m x 3.4m
14 m2

Main Room
9.5m x 10.5m
99.75 m2

2.4m x 1.1m
2.6 m2

5.8mx 1.1m

2.1m x 1.1m
2.3 m2

Kitchen

Room 1

3.7m x 4.1m
15.2m2

3.7m x 4.1m
15.2m2

Verandah
2.9m x 5.3m
15.4m2

JLL ASSET #
COUNCIL ASSET #
COMMON NAME
ADDRESS
ASSET CLASS
SPECIFIC
HERITAGE STATUS
ASSET SIZE SQM
SCALE
PLAN COMMENTS

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

277.001
Norwood Institute Building
110 The Parade, Norwood, SA
Building
Library/Institute Building
State
885 m2
1cm = 1m

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Two-storey stone constructed building which was opened in 1876
and comprises a library on the ground floor along with a smaller
upper level and separately leased basement area.

Copywrite Photopool/Perplswet Designs 2018 ©
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ANNEXURE C
MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
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LineNo
1
2
3
4
5

Issue
Task Description
Timeliness
Item
LEGISLATIVE RESPONSIBILITIES, E.G. OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH, SAFETY & WELFARE, DUTY OF CARE AND PUBLIC LIABILITY
Ensure compliance with Work Health and Safety Act As required
Owner's responsibilities Legislative requirements
2012 and all relevant Regulations & Codes
Occupier's
responsibilities
Risk Management

Legislative requirements
Risk Management Plan

6

Identify hazards

7

Audit/Inspection

8
9

Chemical Register

10

11
12

Hazardous Substances

Council

As required

Lessee

Lessee

Development of Plan prior to
occupation of the Premises and
review as required by experience, or
annually, whichever occurs first.
As required

Lessee

Lessee

Lessee

Lessee

Six (6) monthly

Council

Lessee

Lessee

Check that register is being maintained properly

Six (6) monthly

Council

Council

Storage management

Seek written approval from Council before storing
As required
hazardous chemicals on-site.
Store all hazardous chemicals in accordance with the Ongoing
appropriate AS.
Do not store excess amounts of hazardous chemicals. Ongoing

Lessee

Lessee

Lessee

Lessee

Lessee

Lessee

Lease Commencement
As required

Council
Lessee

Council
Lessee

As required

Lessee

Lessee

Ongoing

Council

Council

Provide Asbestos Register
Make accessible
Contact Council

19

Maintain up to date register

Ensure that the Register is provided to the Lessee
Ensure that the Register is available on site at all
times.
Lessee to Contact Council BEFORE ANY works take
place within the building. Approval is required by
Council before any works are commenced.
Maintain up to date register in line with the relevant
Australian Standard.

Comments

Joint inspection.

Ongoing

18

20

Council

Record all chemicals and keep MSDS sheets for
these. Registers to be made available to the Council.

14

Asbestos Register

Who to Pay

Provide and maintain a register
of all chemicals used or brought
onto the site
Monitor

13

15
16
17

Ensure compliance with Work Health and Safety Act
2012 and all relevant Regulations & Codes
Prepare and adopt an All Risks Management Plan.
Implement the Plan. Provide current copies of the
Plan to the Council and keep the Council informed of
compliance/non-compliance with the Plan.
On-going monitoring of potential hazards of any kind.
In the event that a hazard is identified, position clear
signage immediately to warn building users of the risk
THEN notify the Council. Rectify the situation as soon
as practicable.
Council to arrange a joint inspection of the Premises
to view the state of the Facility and compliance with
the provisions of the Lease, legislation and the All
Risks Management Plan

Who to Do

Council to verify adequacy of the
Chemical Register as part of its six (6)
monthly inspection and review
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LineNo
21

Item
Pest Control

Issue
Vermin & Pest Control

22

European wasps

23
24
25

Termites

Task Description
Eradication of domestic pests & vermin, e.g.. mice,
cockroaches & black ants (European wasps and
termites excepted)
Treatment of any nests and infestations.

Timeliness
Ongoing

Who to Do
Council

Who to Pay
Council

Comments

As required

Council

Council

Council to inform Lessee of proposed
actions, chemicals etc. before
undertaking any pest extermination
work

Reporting infestations
Prevention measures and treatment of nests &
infestations

Ongoing
Ongoing

Lessee
Council

Council

Council to be advised ASAP
Council to inform Lessee of proposed
actions, chemicals etc. before
undertaking any pest extermination
work

26
27

Storage

Storage management

All storage areas must be well organised. Avoid over Ongoing
filling storage areas. Store goods/equipment so as to
minimise risk.

Lessee

Lessee

28
29

Hire Agreements

Use hire agreement.

The Lessee must ensure that all groups using the
premises sign a Council provided hire agreement.

Ongoing

Lessee

Lessee

Issue
Connection
Usage

Task Description
If there is any initial charge for new occupant
Ongoing usage costs

Timeliness
As required
As required

Who to Do
Council
Lessee

Who to Pay
Council
Lessee

Charges

As required

Council

Council

Usage
Connection
Charges
Usage

Payment of base water supply charge and levies (if
separately charged)
Usage Costs
If there is any initial charge for any connection
Payment of base sewer rate (if levied)
Ongoing usage costs

As required
As required
As required
As required

Council
Council
Council
Lessee

Council
Council
Council
Lessee

Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Gas

Connection
Usage

If there is any initial charge for new occupant
Ongoing usage costs

As required
As required

Lessee
Lessee

Lessee
Lessee

Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Telephone / data

Equipment, switchboard systems Installation of equipment and cabling, both to the site
and within the premises, including any upgrades and
modifications

As required

Lessee

Lessee

If there are existing connections,
cabling and equipment in place at the
commencement of the occupancy, the
Lessee takes the installation 'as is',
and becomes responsible for its use
and usability.

46

Connection

As required

Lessee

Lessee

47

Usage

As required

Lessee

Lessee

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

48

SERVICE CHARGES
Service
Electricity

Water

Sewer

Lessee to pay any connection costs or installation of
new lines
Ongoing usage costs including for specific lines for
security

Not Applicable

Existing service
Separate meter - Lessee to provide
Council with meter reading
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LineNo
49

50
51
52
53

54

Item
Essential Safety
Provisions (ESP's) and
other statutory
requirements for
buildings

Issue
Task Description
Supply/installation, maintenance Ensuring compliance with all legislation associated
and checking
with buildings

Timeliness
As required

INSURANCE
Relief from Insurance Excess Requirement
Insurance Excess
Graffiti Attack

Who to Do
Council

Who to Pay
Council

Comments
Council will undertake the role, usually
through engaging contractors (no
reimbursement by Lessee).

Council

Council

No excess charge is recoverable from
Lessee.
Council to carry out the repairs.
No excess charge is recoverable from
Lessee.
Council to carry out the repairs.
No excess charge is recoverable from
Lessee.
Council to carry out the repairs.
No excess charge is recoverable from
Lessee.
Council to carry out the repairs.

Vandalism and Malicious Insurance Excess
Damage
Exterior only
Insurance Excess
Burglary

Includes broken windows, provided the damage is
only external and not caused/initiated by Lessee, or its
permitted hirers.
Includes repairing damage to building

Council

Council

Council

Council

Includes repairing damage to building

Council

Council

57

Fire, water damage and Insurance Excess
all other property
damage, including being
hit by vehicles
Insurance Excess
All other Claims

Includes repairing damage

Council

Council

58
59
60

CLEANING
Building internals

Ensure that the Premises are cleaned regularly and
Weekly
that at all times the Premises are kept in a clean, neat
& tidy condition appropriate for the intended use.

Lessee

Lessee

Lessee

Lessee

Council

Council

Council

Council

Council to pay for inspection; Council
or Lessee to pay for repairs and
replacement, depending upon who is
obligated under the Lease.

Visual check for movement, cracks, dampness or
Six (6) monthly
other irregularities. Undertake repairs as required and
with reference to budgeting process.

Council

Council

Council to pay for inspection; Council
or Lessee to pay for repairs and
replacement, depending upon who is
obligated under the Lease.

Notify the Council's Building Maintenance Officer in
the event of an attack.
Remove or paint over graffiti.

Ongoing

Lessee

Lessee

As required

Council

Council

55

56

61

Cleaning

62

External Areas

63

Audit/Inspection

64
65
66

67
68

Cleaning

EXTERNAL BUILDING
FABRIC
Audit/Inspection

Ensure that the Premises are cleaned by professional Annually
cleaners
Cleaning
Ensure that the outside areas are kept in a clean, neat Ongoing
& tidy condition.
Inspection of cleaning of building Visual check to ensure that the Premises are being
Six (6) monthly
internals
cleaned regularly & thoroughly and are kept in a clean,
neat and tidy condition.

Inspection of Facility

External walls / External Monitor graffiti
painting
Remove graffiti

No excess charge is recoverable from
Lessee.
Where damage is caused by Lessee,
the Council may complete works and
invoice Lessee, or Lessee may carry
out works to remedy damage as per
the Lease.
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LineNo
69

Item

Issue
Re-paint

Task Description
Council will undertake re-painting in line with budget
allocations & portfolio priorities.

Timeliness
As required

Who to Do
Council

Who to Pay
Council

Comments
Unless the Improvement Register
attached to the Lease identifies the
Lessee as being responsible for this
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LineNo
70
71

Item
External/internal
windows

72

73
74

75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86

Roof – framing &
cladding

Roof – gutters &
downpipes

Issue
Task Description
Cleaning – windows and screens Clean all windows (including screens) on a periodic
basis.
Broken glass
Lessee responsible for the cost of replacement of
broken glass, unless through malicious acts not
associated with the Lessee, or the Lessee's use of the
Facility. Council to organise. Breakage to be reported
to Council.
Glass broken maliciously
Council responsible for the cost of replacement of
broken windows resulting from break-in, attempted
break-in or vandalism.
Operation
smooth and proper operation of windows and
associated mechanisms
Frames
To be maintained in serviceable order, well
painted/protected from weather (if appropriate) and
replaced when necessary
Audit/Inspection
Visual inspection for deterioration and/or damage.
Physically test for operation.

Timeliness
Quarterly

Who to Do
Council

Who to Pay
Council

Comments

As required

Council

Lessee

Refer to section dealing with Relief
from Insurance Excess (LineNo52)

As required

Council

Council

Refer to section dealing with Relief
from Insurance Excess (LineNo52)

As required

Council

Council

As required

Council

Council

Six (6) monthly

Council

Council

Monitor leaks

Notify Council if leaks appear.

Ongoing

Lessee

Lessee

Not Applicable

Repair or replace

rectify leaks

As required

Council

Council

Not Applicable

Monitoring effectiveness

Visual inspection for integrity, damage & cleaning
requirement.
As required.
As required to prevent deterioration.
Repair or replace
Visual inspection for integrity, damage & cleaning
requirement.

Ongoing

Lessee

Lessee

Not Applicable

As required
As required
As required
Six (6) monthly

Council
Council
Council
Council

Council
Council
Council
Council

Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

maintain integrity of the doors

As required

Council

Council

maintain integrity of the doors

As required

Lessee

Lessee

key cutting required as a result of lost/damaged keys
or operational demands of Lessee
Lessee to lubricate hinges as required.
Ongoing monitoring of operating condition & locking
integrity. Notify Council immediately in the event of
any failure.
Lock management is the responsibility of Council
except where the damage is clearly a result of misuse
by Lessee.

As required

Council

Lessee

As required
Ongoing

Lessee
Lessee

Lessee
Lessee

Ongoing

Council

Council

Cleaning of gutters
Painting
Poor condition
Audit/Inspection

88

Installation & operation of the
solid external doors
Installation & operation of fly
screen doors
Keys

89
90

Door operation (Hinges)
Door operation (General)

91

Lock maintenance and
replacement

87

92

External doors

Not Applicable
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LineNo
93
94

Item
External building
signage

95

96

Issue
Approval
Installation

Maintenance

External lighting,
including flood lighting
and security lighting

Approval

Installation

Maintenance

100
101

103

104
105

Timeliness
As required

Who to Do
Lessee

Who to Pay
Lessee

As required

Lessee

Lessee

As required

Lessee

Lessee

As required

Lessee

Lessee

Council to instal in accordance with Lessee's
As required
requirements and compliance with relevant statutory
requirements (ie planning, building, by-laws etc) when
installing or replacing lighting
Lessor to maintain, replace, keep in good appearance, As required
condition and working order

Council

Council

Council

Council

This includes globe replacement and
motion detectors.

Council to pay for inspection; Council
or Lessee to pay for repairs and
replacement, depending upon who is
obligated under the Lease.

INTERNAL BUILDING
FABRIC
Audit/Inspection

Inspection of Facility

Visual check for movement, cracks, dampness or
Six (6) monthly
other irregularities. Undertake repairs as required and
with reference to budgeting process.

Council

Council

Internal walls & ceilings
– solid and/or gyprock

Manage against
damage/marking

Ensure that use/activities are undertaken in a suitable Ongoing
environment so as to minimise potential damage.
Refer to cleaning below.
Lessee responsible for the cost of repairs or
As required
replacement, unless caused through structural failure
or water damage which was not contributed to by the
Lessee failing to take proper precautions.

Lessee

Lessee

Council

Lessee

Lessee

Lessee

Council

Lessee

Repairs

Lock & key issues
Internal doors –
including operable walls

106

Manage against
damage/marking

107

Repairs

108

Task Description
Council to be notified of new signage. Lessee to apply
to the Council for Lessor approval
Lessee to install in accordance with lease
requirements and relevant statutory requirements (i.e.
planning, building, by-laws etc.) when installing or
replacing signage
Lessee to maintain, replace, keep in good
appearance, condition and working order and abide by
all lease requirements and relevant statutory
requirements (i.e. planning, building, Community Land
Management Plans, by-laws etc.)
Council to be notified of proposal to install or alter
external lighting. Lessee to apply to the Council for
Lessor approval.

Comments

Council to organise.

Same as external doors.

Ensure that use/activities are undertaken in a suitable Ongoing
environment so as to minimise potential damage.
Refer to cleaning below.
Lessee responsible for the cost of repairs, unless only As required
attributable to fair wear and tear factors.

Council to organise.
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LineNo
109

Item
Floor finishes (includes
stairs where applicable)

Issue
Monitor for trip/slip hazards

Task Description
On-going monitoring of potential slip/trip hazards. In
the event that a hazard is identified, position clear
signage immediately to warn building users of the risk.
Notify Council should hazard relate to structural
movement or building fabric.
Inspect in order to assess integrity & replacement
requirement.
To be undertaken as part of a formal cleaning regime.

Timeliness
As required

Who to Do
Lessee

Who to Pay
Lessee

Six (6) monthly

Council

Council

As required

Lessee

Lessee

Not Applicable

Not Applicable Not Applicable

Comments

110

Audit/Inspection

111
112

Cleaning (including stain
removal) and/or polishing
Strip back & re-seal of hard floors Not Applicable.

113

Repairs & replacement

Repair and replace carpets and other floor coverings, As required
if originally supplied by the Council, or accepted by the
Council as a Council fixture, otherwise the Lessee is
responsible.

Council

Council

Cleaning

Where nature of finish permits, wash marks off walls.

As required

Lessee

Lessee

Painting

Council will undertake re-painting in line with budget
allocations & portfolio priorities.

As required

Council

Council

Painting

Council will undertake re-painting in line with budget
allocations & portfolio priorities.

As required

Council

Council

Visual inspection for integrity & damage.
Six (6) monthly
Repair/replace as required.
Repair and replace fixtures, if originally supplied by the As required
Council, or accepted by the Council as a Council
fixture, otherwise the Lessee is responsible.

Council

Council

Council

Council

Lessee liable to pay if work is required
due to extraordinary factors or
negligence pertaining to the Lessee, or
the fixture belongs to the Lessee.

General garden maintenance including watering,
Ongoing
weeding, trimming etc. to all external shrubbery and
garden beds
Maintain in good, neat condition, weed free and mown As required

Council

Council

Not Applicable

Council

Council

Not Applicable

Lessee

Lessee

Not Applicable

Council

Council

Not Applicable

Council

Council

Not Applicable

Council

Council

Not Applicable

Council

Council

Not Applicable

115

Wall finishes

116
114
118
119
120

Ceiling finishes

121

Internal fittings, fixings & Audit/Inspection
built-in joinery
Repairs & replacement

122
123
124

GROUNDS
Garden beds

Gardening

125

Lawns

Installation and maintenance

126

Tree management

Assessment of condition

127

Remove, prune or treat

128

Protection

129
130
131

Major trimming or removal
Fencing (including
gates)

Monitor aesthetics and stability, especially with respect As required
to potential personal injury or building damage. Notify
Council of issues.
Undertake tree maintenance as agreed with the
As required
Council
Exercise caution with vehicles associated with the
activity that enter / exit the site adjacent to existing
mature trees.
Trim or remove trees as advised by arborist
As required

Site perimeter fencing and gates Install, repair, maintain and replace as necessary and As required
if applicable, in accordance with the Fences Act 1975 .
Refer below if there is contributory negligence by the
Lessee.

Lessee liable to pay if work is required
due to extraordinary factors or
negligence pertaining to the Lessee.
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LineNo
132

Item

Issue
Site perimeter fencing

133

Special purpose fencing and
gates

134
135
136
137
138

Internal fencing
Trellises on fences
Paths & Paved Areas

139

140
141

142

Keep clean
Repairs & replacement
Identify trip hazards

Site Signage

Signs necessary for site
management (i.e. statutory,
parking signs)

Task Description
Repair any damage caused by Lessee, e.g. materials,
including fill placed on or against fence, attachments,
etc..
Install, repair, maintain and replace as necessary any
special purpose fencing that is different from a
standard neighbourhood fence, or the standard
reserve fencing specified by the Council.
Responsible for supply, repair and maintenance.
Responsible for supply, repair and maintenance.

Timeliness
As required

Who to Do
Council

Who to Pay
Lessee

Comments
Not Applicable

As required

Lessee

Lessee

Not Applicable

As required
As required

Council
Council

Council
Council

Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Keep free of rubbish and tree/garden debris.
As required
Undertake repairs as required in order to maintain
As required
integrity & minimise public risk.
On-going monitoring of potential slip/trip hazards. In As required
the event that a hazard is identified, position clear
signage immediately to warn building users of the risk
THEN notify Council of the details, including date
discovered and date fixed.

Lessee
Council

Lessee
Council

Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Lessee

Lessee

Not Applicable

Update details, remove graffiti, repair or replace as
required.

Council

Council

Not Applicable

As required
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LineNo
143
144

Item
STORMWATER DRAINS

148
149
150
151

152
153
154
155

153

Task Description

Timeliness

Who to Do

Who to Pay

Comments

Install and keep in good working order

As required

Council

Council

Not Applicable

Regular inspection and cleaning

Keep free of tree/garden debris & litter

Weekly

Lessee

Lessee

Not Applicable

Construction & Maintenance

Install and keep in good working order

As required

Council

Council

Not Applicable

Regular inspection and cleaning

Keep free of blockages and silt

Quarterly

Lessee

Lessee

Not Applicable

Council

Council

Not Applicable

Lessee

Lessee

Not Applicable

Council

Lessee

Not Applicable

Council

Council

Not Applicable

Open Stormwater Drains Construction & Maintenance

145
146
147

Issue

Stormwater drainage
systems (sumps and
pipes)

SA WATER MAINS WATER IRRIGATION SYSTEM
Supply, repairs and maintenance Provision of a mains water (SA Water) supply, either As required
Irrigation Mains
from the SA Water main meter with a subsidiary flow
meter in the line to measure the usage of mains water
by the Lessee, or a direct metered supply from SA
Water
Pay utility charges
Pay charges for supply and consumption
As required
Water consumption
RAINWATER TANKS
Rainwater tanks & filters Supply, repairs and maintenance Maintain in good working order, including cleaning the As required
filters and tanks. Rainwater tank located at 66 Nelson
Street next door, but plumbed to this tenancy at 68
Nelson Street.
As required
Supply pipes and fittings Supply, repairs and maintenance Install and maintain in good working order the water
delivery system from the roads to the collection tanks.

157

Water Quality - Operation Operation

Operate and manage the rainwater system in
compliance with any regulatory requirements and/or
guidelines
Supply, repairs and maintenance Maintain in good working order the pumps, pipes,
valves (including any required back flow prevention
valves), sinks, taps and other fittings used in the
distribution and disposal of collected rainwater.

As required

Lessee

Lessee

Not Applicable

158

Rainwater Distribution
System

As required

Council

Council

Not Applicable

160
161

AIR CONDITIONING
Air conditioning systems Maintenance contract

As required

Council

Lessee

Not Applicable

162

Air conditioning systems Repairs & replacement

Council

Council

Not Applicable

163
164

Air conditioning filters

As advised from time to time by the Contractor, or the As required
Lessee
Clean filters as per the operating manual
As required

Council

Lessee

Not Applicable

Clean

Includes major cleaning and general maintenance.
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LineNo
165
166
167
168
169

170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177

Issue
Item
PLUMBING
MAINTENANCE
General plumbing (water Toilet fittings, taps, sinks, drains,
pipes etc.
& sewer)
Toilet fittings, sinks, drains, pipes
etc.
Toilet fittings, sinks, drains, pipes
etc.
Toilet fittings, sinks, drains, pipes
etc.

Task Description

Timeliness

Who to Do

Who to Pay

Comments

Keep clean, maintain in good repair and free from
blockages.
Unblock

As required

Lessee

Lessee

As required

Lessee

Lessee

Not applicabe with respect to toilets
(none on premises).
As above.

Repair/replace as required for fair wear and tear.

As required

Council

Council

As above.

Repair/replace as required if damaged or prematurely As required
failing due to lack of maintenance or negligence, etc.

Council

Lessee

As above.

Relief valve

Keep relief valve clear

Annually

Lessee

Lessee

Repair or replace

Repair or replace as required

As required

Council

Council

Supply & installation

As decided

Council

Lessee

Maintenance, including testing and inspections

As required

Council

Lessee

Main electrical connection and
main distribution board
Maintenance, including testing
and inspections
Upgrade

Supply main electrical connection and main
distribution board
Checking and maintenance/repair of electrical
installation
Upgrade if a result of increased power requirements

Initial installation

Council

Council

As required

Council

Council

As required

Council

Lessee

Electrical distribution
network & sub-boards

Maintenance, including testing
and inspections
Upgrade

Checking and maintenance/repair of electrical
installation
Upgrade if a result of increased power requirements

As required

Council

Council

As required

Council

Lessee

RCDs

Regular test by identified
Test for correct operation monthly. Document test as
resource
required.
Electrician testing & maintenance Contract for inspection and test as per AS 3190

Monthly

Council

Lessee

As required

Council

Lessee

Council

Lessee

Hot water services
(includes solar)

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY & MAINTENANCE
Solar or wind generation Supply
systems
Operation and maintenance
Main Switchboard

178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187

188

Tagging and testing

In-service safety inspection and
testing of electrical equipment

Maintain regulatory compliance as per AS 3760.
Annually
Inspection & testing to be coordinated by Council for
Council owned fixtures and fittings. Lessee to arrange
tagging and testing of Lessee owned electrical
equipment unless otherwise arranged with Lessor.

Council to be advised of any electrical
equipment brought onto the premises
for immediate arranging of testing &
tagging at the cost of the Lessee.
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LineNo
189

Issue
Item
External lighting/Internal Initial Installation
lighting (including
Fittings)

190
191

192

193

Task Description
Timeliness
Installation of all lights, including floodlighting, security As required
lighting and internal lighting

Who to Do
Council

Who to Pay
Council

Comments
The Lessee takes the installation 'as
is', and becomes responsible for its use
and usability.

Alterations and new fittings
Changes or additions to existing lighting is required
Maintenance, including
Lessee to replace at own cost.
replacement of motion detectors,
globes, etc.
Monitor operation
Lessee to notify Council of maintenance/replacement
requirement of light fittings.

As required
As required

Council
Council

Lessee
Lessee

Ongoing

Lessee

Lessee

Damaged fittings

Repair/replace as required

As required

Council

Council

Council to pay for vandalism &
malicious damage, up to amount of
insurance excess

Audit/inspection

Inspection for integrity and damage by Lessee.

Six (6) monthly

Council

Council

Council to pay for inspection; Lessee to
pay for repairs and replacement, if
Lessee's fault.

If Council undertakes the work (eg high
level replacement), the Lessee is to
reimburse the Council's costs.

194
195

Switches

196
197
198

ESSENTIAL SAFETY PROVISIONS (ESP'S)
ESP’s include: building fire safety systems, fire extinguishers, fire blankets, fire hose reels, exit lighting, emergency lighting, emergency egress points, etc. and other statutory safety requirements for buildings.

199

General

200

201
202
203
204
205

206
207
208

209
210
211

212

Exit lighting

Initial Installation:
Supply & install ESP equipment

Ensure that required ESP equipment is supplied,
installed and working and that the premises comply
with relevant legislative and Building Code
requirements at the beginning of the occupancy (not a
continuing occupancy).
Coordinate testing, servicing and A Form 3 certificate (as required pursuant to
maintenance for all ESP's &
Regulation 76 of the Development Act 1993) will be
ensure compliance with the
completed by a certified contractor annually as proof
Development Act 1993
that the required testing and maintenance has been
carried out.
Cost reimbursement
Reimburse Council expenditure incurred with ongoing
ESP supply and ocmpliance
Notify Council if inoperative
If an exit light is damaged or not working the Council
must be contacted immediately.
Repair/replace
Repair/replace immediately

Tampering
Fire extinguishers, fire
blankets, fire hose reels,
etc.
Repair/replace
Emergency exit doors

Monitor operation

Repair/replace
Emergency egress
points & paths of travel
to exit doors

As required

Council

Council

Ongoing

Council

Lessee

As incurred

Council

Lessee

Ongoing

Lessee

Lessee

As required

Council

Lessee

Manage against tampering. Ensure that fire safety
Ongoing
equipment is not moved from its dedicated location or
tampered with.
Repair/replace immediately
As required

Lessee

Lessee

Council

Lessee

Ongoing

Lessee

Lessee

As required

Council

Council

Lessee

Lessee

Ongoing monitoring of operating condition & locking
integrity. Notify Council immediately in the event of
any failure.
Repair/replace immediately

Keep clear at all times (internally Ensure that emergency egress points are kept clear at Ongoing
and externally)
all times. That is, prevent blocking by furniture or
stored items.
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LineNo
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220

221

Issue
Item
SECURITY - Council Installed & Maintained
Maintain the security system.
Security system
Security contract

Repairs & replacement

SECURITY - Lessee Installed & Maintained
Maintain the security system.
Security system
Council to be kept informed

Security contract

Repairs & replacement

Task Description

Timeliness

Who to Do

Who to Pay

Comments

Maintain the security system.

Annually

Council

Council

As required

As required

Council

Council

Maintain the security system.
Provide current details of the security system,
including names of security company and access
codes to the Council
As required

Annually
As required

Lessee
Lessee

Lessee
Lessee

Not Applicable
Not Applicable

As required

Lessee

Lessee

Not Applicable
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ANNEXURE D
LAWYER’S CERTIFICATE
CERTIFIED EXCLUSIONARY CLAUSE
UNDER SECTION 20K(3) OF RETAIL AND COMMERCIAL LEASES ACT 1995

1. This certificate is given in relation to the following clause of this Lease:
Exclusionary clause: clause 5
The clause excludes the statutory rights of security of tenure conferred by Part 4A of the Retail and
Commercial Leases Act 1995.
The Lease is of the following Area: The portion of the land comprised in Certificate of Title Volume 5079
Folio 779 and being the areas marked as ‘Room 1’, ‘Kitchen’, ‘Main Room’, ‘Office 1, ‘Office 2’, ‘Office
3’, ‘Hall’ and the areas between the Kitchen, Main Room and Room 1 on the plan attached as Annexure
B.
The Lessor is: THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NORWOOD PAYNEHAM & ST PETERS
The prospective Lessee is: ROMA MITCHELL COMMUNITY LEGAL CENTRE INCORPORATED
ABN 93 426 790 517
2. I do not act for the Lessor.
3. I have, at the request of the prospective Lessee, explained the effect of the exclusionary clause and
how Part 4A of the Retail and Commercial Leases Act 1995 would apply in relation to the Lease if the
Lease did not include that clause.
4. The prospective Lessee has given me apparently credible assurances that the prospective Lessee was
not acting under coercion or undue influence in requesting or consenting to the inclusion of the clause
in the Lease.
Lawyer signing Certificate:

……………………………………………….........................
Print Name
……………………………………………….........................
……………………………………………….........................
Address
……………………………………………….........................
Signature
……………………………………………….........................
Date

Attachment C
Norwood Institute Building
Lease to Roma Mitchell Community Legal Centre Incorporated
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12.

ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE MINUTES

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

General Manager, Governance & Community Affairs
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4549
Not Applicable
A

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of the report is to present to the Council the Minutes of the following Committee Meetings for the
Council’s consideration and adoption of the recommendations contained within the Minutes:


Business & Economic Development Committee – (15 September 2020)
(A copy of the Minutes of the Business & Economic Development Committee meeting is contained within
Attachment A)



Chief Executive Officer’s Performance Review Committee – (21 September 2020)
(A copy of the Minutes of the Chief Executive Officer’s Performance Review Committee meeting have
been provided to all Elected Members under separate cover)

ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE MINUTES


Business & Economic Development Committee
That the minutes of the meeting of the Business & Economic Development Committee held on
15 September 2020, be received and that the resolutions set out therein as recommendations to the
Council are adopted as decisions of the Council.



Chief Executive Officer’s Performance Review Committee
That the minutes of the meeting of the Chief Executive Officer’s Performance Review Committee held on
21 September 2020, be received and that the resolutions set out therein as recommendations to the
Council are adopted as decisions of the Council.
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Business & Economic Development Committee
Minutes

15 September 2020

Our Vision
A City which values its heritage, cultural diversity,
sense of place and natural environment.
A progressive City which is prosperous, sustainable
and socially cohesive, with a strong community spirit.
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VENUE

Mayors Parlour, Norwood Town Hall

HOUR

6.15pm

PRESENT
Committee Members

Mayor Robert Bria (Presiding Member)
Cr Carlo Dottore
Cr Scott Sims
Cr Garry Knoblauch
Cr John Callisto
Professor Richard Blandy
Mr Geoff Hayter
Ms Trish Hansen
Ms Skana Gallery

Staff

Mario Barone (Chief Executive Officer)
Keke Michalos (Manager, Economic Development & Strategic Projects)
Stacey Evreniadis (Economic Development Co-ordinator)
Rosanna Francesca (Economic Development & Strategic Projects Co-ordinator)

APOLOGIES

Nil

ABSENT

Mr John Samartzis

TERMS OF REFERENCE:
The Business & Economic Development Committee is established to fulfil the following functions:
 To assist the Council to facilitate and promote economic growth and development in the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters.
 To provide advice to the Council and recommend actions, including the conduct of studies associated with business and economic
development, as required, in order to facilitate the identification of opportunities, issues, strategies and actions.
 Provide advice to the Council where necessary, to facilitate the creation of business networks (both within South Australia and
Australia), which provide benefits for the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters.
 To oversee the strategic planning, the implementation of projects (including those identified in the Council’s Business & Economic
Development Strategy) and marketing and promotion associated with businesses and economic development.

1.

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES OF THE BUSINESS & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
MEETING HELD ON 16 JUNE 2020
Cr Knoblauch moved that the minutes of the Business & Economic Development Committee
meeting held on 16 June 2020 be taken as read and confirmed. Seconded by Cr Dottore and
carried unanimously.

2.

PRESIDING MEMBER’S COMMUNICATION
Nil

3.

STAFF REPORTS
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Item 3.1

3.1

DRAFT 2021-2026 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

Economic Development & Strategic Projects Coordinator
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4524
qA1461
A-E

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to advise the Business & Economic Development Committee of the results of
the community consultation and engagement on the Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy, and
to present the revised draft Strategy to the Committee for its consideration and endorsement.

BACKGROUND
As Committee Members will recall, at its meeting held on 21 May 2019, the Business & Economic
Development Committee received a presentation from Council staff, which included background and
statistics on five (5) priority sectors, namely Health and Wellbeing, Educations, Food and Beverage
Manufacturing, Creative and Cultural Industries and Retail, which had been identified by the former Business
& Economic Development Committee as priority sectors. Following the presentation, the Committee
considered the information on the sectors that were featured and endorsed the following four (4) priority
areas as the key focus sectors for the Council’s new Economic Development Strategy:





Food Manufacturing;
Retail;
Cultural & Creative Industries; and
Professional, Scientific and Technical Services.

In addition, the Committee resolved that the Education and Health Sectors also be recognised in the
Strategy as important economic sectors, due to their significant contribution to Community-Wellbeing, but not
be included in the Strategy as priority sectors.
At its meeting held on 19 November 2019, the Committee received and noted a progress report on the
Economic Development Strategy. This report provided the Committee with four (4) Discussion Papers, one
(1) on each of the key priority sectors and outlined a schedule of workshops to be held to engage with
stakeholders and businesses from each of the four (4) sectors, as well as property owners and developers
from across the Council area. The comments which were received from these workshops, have been used
to inform the development of the Objectives and Strategies contained within the draft Strategy.
At its meeting held on 25 February 2020, the Business & Economic Development Committee endorsed the
draft Outcomes, Objectives and Strategies as the basis for the finalisation of the Draft 2021-2026 Economic
Development Strategy. Using these draft Outcomes, Objectives and Strategies as the basis, the draft
Strategy was then developed and presented to the Business & Economic Development Committee at its
meeting held on 16 June 2020. At that meeting, the Committee endorsed the Draft Economic Development
Strategy 2021-2026 as being suitable to present to the Council for its consideration and endorsement to be
released for community consultation and engagement for a period of twenty-eight (28) days.
Subsequently, the Draft Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026 was presented to the Council at its
meeting held on 6 July 2020, and endorsed to be released for community consultation and engagement.
In response, the Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy was released for community consultation
and engagement for a period of 29 days commencing on 20 July 2020 and concluded on 17 August 2020.
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Item 3.1

RELEVANT STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS & POLICIES
The 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy is the Council’s blueprint to guide the growth of the City’s
economy for the next five (5) years. The Strategy sits within the Council’s decision making framework and
has been developed to align with other key strategic and policy documents. The 2021-2026 Economic
Development Strategy will operate alongside other relevant local, regional and state strategies and plans.
The key strategies that have been used to inform this document are listed below:







Growth State
The 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide
Norwood, Payneham and St Peters (City) Development Plan
CityPlan 2030: Shaping Our Future
Kent Town Economic Growth Strategy 2020 - 2025
Norwood Parade Annual Business Plan

FINANCIAL AND BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
The Council has allocated $7,000 to prepare the 2021 – 2026 Economic Development Strategy. Of the
$7,000, approximately $4,600 has been spent on the engagement services of Mr Marcus Rolfe, Director,
URPS to facilitate five (5) key sector workshops, which were held in November 2019. The remaining $2,400
was used to undertake community consultation and engagement.
RESOURCE ISSUES
Preparation of this Strategy has required a significant amount of research, analysis and consultation with
businesses due to the size and scope of the Strategy, the majority of which has been undertaken by Council
staff.
COVID-19 IMPLICATIONS
The COVID-19 Pandemic has had a significant impact on the economy at a local, national and international
level, which has forced all levels of Government to introduce a range of financial support packages. At its
meeting held on 6 April 2020, the Council endorsed an initial financial support package in response to the
COVID-19 Pandemic and its economic impacts. This initial package includes, The Parade Separate Rate,
Outdoor Dining Fees, Outdoor Dining Permit Holders, Council rates and Financial Hardship Provisions.
Subsequently at its meeting held 4 May 2020, the Council endorsed additional financial support for nonresidential property owners.
Prior to the COVID-19 Pandemic, the Council’s Economic Development Strategy focused on growth,
attraction and understanding the needs of business. However, the effects on businesses due to the
Pandemic have been substantial, and therefore it has been essential that the Economic Development
Strategy take into consideration the economic and social impacts that the Pandemic has caused and that
these issues be reflected in the Actions.
The Council’s 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy will play a significant role in the rebounding ability
of the business community for a long period of time. The Strategy including its Vision, Outcomes, Objectives,
Strategies and Actions, has been designed to help businesses recover and rebuild from the COVID-19
Pandemic and plan for sustainability and growth for when the economy reaches some level of normality. As
a result of the impacts of the COVID-19 Pandemic the 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy includes
the overarching strategy of Recover and Rebuild the Local Economy following the Impacts of COVID-19,
which cuts across all four (4) themes. This has been designed to assist the Norwood Payneham & St Peters
business community in its recovery and rebuild post the COVID-19 Pandemic and acknowledges that many
businesses are currently in a mode of survival, rather than growth.
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Item 3.1

The Strategy is a reflection of the Council’s commitment to assist the business sector rebound as quickly as
possible and then maintain a sustainable and more resilient, economy. New strategic directions included as
a result of the COVID-19 Pandemic, will ensure the Strategy maintains flexibility to the situation that will exist
post Pandemic and beyond. It is recognised that the most affected elements of the economy are business
finances, employment, consumer confidence and behaviour. Consumer confidence and the behaviour of
consumers choosing to shop in a brick and mortar store as opposed to online, will take some time to restore,
but will ultimately be a high priority action that Council will pursue.
Business survival will require an ability to adapt to the situation, minimise expenses, take advantage of
government packages and have clear and effective communication (with tenants, landlords, employees and
the community which includes the Council). The Council will support the business community through and
post Pandemic. The Strategy is the catalyst for Council’s ability to provide this support and given the
substantial unknown associated with COVID-19, flexibility will provide the Council with the ability to adapt its
response to suit the needs of the businesses in the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters.
DISCUSSION
The Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy (as contained in Attachment A), recognises the
leadership role of the Council in setting clear direction for economic development within the City and in
supporting its business sector.
The intent of the Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy is for it to be used as a tool to support
the growth of the City’s business sectors, promote the City as a destination with dynamic and vibrant
precincts as well as encourage innovation, investment and make it easy for owners to start, own or grow as
business.
Consultation
The community consultation and stakeholder engagement process was undertaken from Monday 20 July
2020 through to Monday 17 August 2020 to gauge the community’s response to the proposed Vision,
Outcomes, Objectives and Strategies for the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters, as outlined in the Draft
2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy.
As part of the consultation and engagement process, a flyer was delivered to all businesses and commercial
property owners in the City to advise them of the draft Strategy and invite them to comment on the Strategy.
A copy of the flyer is contained in Attachment B.
Three (3) “drop-in sessions” were also held at the following three (3) venues across the City to try and
engage with the business community and provide an alternate platform in which to obtain comments:


Session 1
Wednesday 5 August 2020, 5:00pm – 6:30pm
Norwood Town Hall Customer Service Centre



Session 2
Friday 7 August 2020, 8:00am – 9:30am
V2 Fit (61 King William Road, Kent Town)



Session 3
Wednesday 12 August 2020, 3:00pm – 4:30pm
Robern Menz (71 Glynburn Road, Glynde)

In order to encourage comments from the community, consultation on the Draft 2021-2026 Economic
Development Strategy was also promoted through the following platforms:






a news item published on the Council’s website;
an article distributed via YourNPSP e-newsletter;
a media release which was released on 20 July 2020;
promotion via the Council’s social media channels; and
posters displayed at all three (3) Council libraries and at the Norwood Town Hall together with a hard
copy of the draft Strategy.
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Item 3.1

An email was also sent to all participants of the sector workshops which were held in November 2019,
advising them of the consultation and engagement period and inviting comments.
In response, the Council received a total of nine (9) submissions, comprising of four (4) written submissions
and five (5) submissions in response to the survey template available on the Council’s website. The
submissions also included one (1) late submission. A copy of the survey is contained in Attachment C.
The online survey provided businesses, property owners and the community in general with the opportunity
to answer specific questions about the Strategy and to also provide general comments in respect to the draft
Strategy. Overall the responses to the survey submissions indicate that the participants are generally
supportive of the core elements of the Economic Development Strategy in its current form.
As anticipated the written submissions provided more detailed responses, however of the four (4) written
submissions received, two (2) are not directly relevant to this project, with the issues identified falling outside
the scope of the Economic Development Strategy.
A summary of all of the submissions received and a response to each of the submissions is contained in
Attachment D of this report. A copy of the original submissions received are contained in Attachment E.
The most significant issue raised in the submissions is the concept of ‘regeneration’ and the proposed
adoption of the Doughnut Economics Model, with regeneration in this instance being defined as:
‘A regenerative approach that seeks to understand and reinforce the authentic nature of people and
communities – their essence- rather than diminishing them with one-size-fits-all, generic solutions and
development programs’ (Seven Principles of Regeneration, B Haggad 2017).
More specifically, three (3) of the submissions encourage the Council to adopt the Doughnut Economics
Model, which is a planning framework for economies to thrive within the limits of their natural environment.
Whilst the concept of regeneration and more specifically, the Doughnut Economics Model have been
identified amongst other key trends and considerations in the Draft 2021- 2026 Economic Development
Strategy, the feedback in these submissions suggests that the concept should be further embedded and
introduced as one of the four (4) key Outcomes in the Strategy.
In order to better understand the potential implications and benefits of the Doughnut Economics Model to the
City, Staff have undertaken preliminary research into the concepts.
The preliminary results indicate that whilst the overall concept has significant merit, the ability to successfully
implement the model and achieve significant behavioural change from the community as a whole will require
the Council to adopt the model in a more holistic manner and not simply just in its Economic Development
Strategy. Any chance for a significant behaviour change such as this will require the Council to adopt the
concept at a broader strategic level as it relates to much more than the Council’s economic agenda and will
only be successful if it is applied holistically across all of the Council’s areas of responsibility (i.e.
environment, cultural, social and economic). Notwithstanding this, it is envisaged that the concept can be
integrated and considered in the implementation of Actions over the life of the five (5) year Economic
Development Strategy.
Whilst the Council did not receive any comments regarding the Vision, it was identified by Council Staff that
the previous Vision needed to be more inspirational and strongly reflect the City as a place of opportunities,
together with the Council’s aspiration for business diversity and innovation. As a result the Vision in the
Strategy has now been replaced with the following:
A City of opportunities built on thriving businesses that is recognised for its innovation, diversity and
vibrancy.
In addition to the above, there have also been some minor amendments to the Strategy to increase clarity,
merge similar Actions, enhance the presentation of graphs and further elaborate on Actions to increase
understanding.
A copy of the amended Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy is contained in Attachment A.
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OPTIONS
The Committee can endorse the revised Draft 2021 – 2026 Economic Development Strategy contained
within Attachment A and recommend the document to the Council for endorsement. Alternatively, the
Committee can amend, omit or propose changes to the Draft 2021 – 2026 Economic Development Strategy
and forward the amended document to the Council with a recommendation for endorsement.
COMMENT
Notwithstanding that the COVID-19 Pandemic has had a significant impact on the economy at a local,
national and international level, there is a significant opportunity for the Council to set a clear direction for its
business and economic sector which focusses primarily on growth, attraction and understanding the needs
of business during the transition out of the COVID-19 Pandemic and beyond.
CONCLUSION
The development of the Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy recognises the leadership role of
the Council in setting a clear direction for economic development within the City and in supporting the
business sector. Developing an Economic Development Strategy with clear direction and focus provides the
foundation for the Council to establish partnerships with different stakeholders (i.e. federal and State
Governments, developers, businesses and residents) in order to ensure the successful longevity of the City’s
business and economic sector.
RECOMMENDATION
That the Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy contained in Attachment A, be endorsed as
being suitable to present to the Council for its consideration and endorsement.

Cr Callisto moved:
That the Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy contained in Attachment A, be endorsed as
being suitable to present to the Council for its consideration and endorsement.
Seconded by Cr Knoblauch and carried unanimously.
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4.

OTHER BUSINESS
Nil

5.

NEXT MEETING
Tuesday 10 November 2020

6.

CLOSURE
There being no further business the Presiding Member declared the meeting closed at 7.11pm.

__________________________________________________
Mayor Robert Bria
PRESIDING MEMBER

Minutes Confirmed on _______________________________
(date)
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13.

OTHER BUSINESS
(Of an urgent nature only)

14.

CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS
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CONFIDENTIAL ITEM 14.1

14.1

COUNCIL RELATED MATTER

RECOMMENDATION 1
That pursuant to Section 90(2) and (3) of the Local Government Act 1999 the Council orders that the public,
with the exception of the Council staff present, be excluded from the meeting on the basis that the Council will
receive, discuss and consider:
(b) information the disclosure of which –
(i)

could reasonably be expected to confer a commercial advantage on a person with whom the council
is conducting, or proposing to conduct, business, or to prejudice the commercial position of the
council; and

(ii)

would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest;

by the disclosure of sensitive commercial and financial information and the Council is satisfied that, the
principle that the meeting should be conducted in a place open to the public, has been outweighed by the need
to keep the receipt/discussion/consideration of the information confidential.

RECOMMENDATION 2
Under Section 91(7) and (9) of the Local Government Act 1999 the Council orders that the report, discussion
and minutes be kept confidential until this matter is finalised.
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CONFIDENTIAL ITEM 14.2

14.2

COUNCIL RELATED MATTER

RECOMMENDATION 1
That pursuant to Section 90(2) and (3) of the Local Government Act, 1999 the Council orders that the public,
with the exception of the Council staff present, be excluded from the meeting on the basis that the Council will
receive, discuss and consider:
(d) commercial information of a confidential nature (not being a trade secret) the disclosure of which –
(i) could reasonably be expected to prejudice the commercial position of the person who supplied the
information; and
(ii) would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest;
and the Council is satisfied that, the principle that the meeting should be conducted in a place open to the
public, has been outweighed by the need to keep the receipt/discussion/consideration of the information
confidential.

RECOMMENDATION 2
Under Section 91(7) and (9) of the Local Government Act 1999 the Council orders that the report, minutes and
discussion be kept confidential for a period not exceeding 12 months, after which time the order will be
reviewed.
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14.3

COUNCIL RELATED MATTER

RECOMMENDATION 1
That pursuant to Section 90(2) and (3) of the Local Government Act 1999 the Council orders that the public,
with the exception of the Council staff present, be excluded from the meeting on the basis that the Council will
receive, discuss and consider:
(h) legal advice
and the Council is satisfied that, the principle that the meeting should be conducted in a place open to the
public, has been outweighed by the need to keep the receipt/discussion/consideration of the information
confidential.

RECOMMENDATION 2
Under Section 91(7) and (9) of the Local Government Act 1999 the Council orders that the report, discussion
and minutes be kept confidential until this matter is finalised.
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15.

CLOSURE
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